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SIEMENS 

Surface mounting: 
the future of printed 
circuit assembly. 
There is no doubt that Surface Mounted 
Devices (SMDs) can make your business 
more competitive. 

Because SMD technology provides the 
optimum system for assembling printed 
circuits. 

Lower costs, increased 
reliability, rationalised 
production. 

A broad range of miniature, lightweight 
SMDs is now available from Siemens: 
integrated circuits, discrete 
semiconductors and passive 
components. 

Surface mounting greatly reduces 
board size, in some cases by more 
than 50%. 

Costs are cut further due to elimination 
of through -hole drilling, and by 
standardisation of components. More 
cuts will occur as the demand for SM Ds 
increases. 

O Siemens modular pick -and -place 
machines are extremely versatile, 
featuring high placement rates and 
reliability. 

The change -over to SMD technology is 
facilitated by mixed assembly, whereby any 
ratio of SMDs and leaded components is 
possible. 

Assisted by Siemens, today's leading 
manufacturers are already making the 
transition to SMD technology. 

Siemens decade of SMD experience can 
also help you make a trouble -free transition 
to SMD technology. 

I 

Read about your own future in our free 
32 page booklet, "SMD Technology" -a 
comprehensive introduction to the concept 
and techniques of surface mounting. 

-_/ 

For a copy, contact your nearest 
Siemens office. 

Siemens Ltd. 
544 Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 

Melbourne: 420 7318 Sydney: 436 8730 
Brisbane: 369 9666 Perth: 362 0123 

Distributors 
Victoria: 
Promark Electronics (Vic.) (03) 878 1255 
New South Wales: 
Nexus Electronics Pty. Ltd. (02) 439 5800 
Promark Electronics Pty. Ltd. (02) 439 6477 
Queensland: 
ECO Electronics (07) 376 5677 
South Australia: 
R.G. Pank Ply. Ltd. (08) 51 2411 
Protronics Pty. Ltd. (08) 212 3111 

Western Australia: 
Reserve Electronics (09) 328 9755 
New Zealand: 
Delphi Industries Ltd. Auckland 563 259 

Siemens. A higher technology 869/2388CSA 
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Fill in this coupon and you'll get Yamaha's free catalogue featuring the 
latest and complete range of compact disc players, cassette decks, turntables, 

cartridges; integrated amps, separate amps, tuners, receivers, graphic 
equalizers, headphones and system components. With each component 
comes something you wouldn't expect 5 YEAR WARRANTY. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Yamaha Consumer Electronics Division, 17-33 
Market Street South Melbourne, Victoria 3205. 
'L,mitS warranty. YAM 
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Fluke. First Family of DMMs. 
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When accuracy, performance and value 

are important, professionals the world over 

look to Fluke - the first family of DMMs. 

Reliable Fluke -quality 31/2- or 41/2 -digit 
DMMs fit every need - from design en- 

gineering to industrial troubleshooting. 
There's the low-cost 70 Series - the 

most DMM you can get for the money. The 

tough 20 Series - totally sealed and built 

to survive the dirtiest, grimiest, roughest 

jobs. The reliable 8020B Series - made 

to withstand the rigors of the field service 

environment. The precise 8060A Series - 
the most powerful and complete test and 

measurement system available in a hand- 

held package. And, of course, the versatile 

Bench/Portables that carry on the Fluke 

tradition for precision and durability in 

lab -quality bench instruments. 

Fluke comes in first again with the 

world's largest selection of quality ac- 

cessories to help extend the capabilities of 

your DMM even further. 

There's no need to look anywhere else. 

Uncompromising Fluke design and lead- 

ing edge technology are the reasons why 

attempts at imitation will never fool the 

millions of professionals that accept noth- 

ing less than a Fluke. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 

Talk to your local distributor about Fluke 

A.C.T. Actiec Pty Ltd (062)80 6576 George Brown 804355 N.S. W. Ames Agency 6994524 George Brown 
(02) 519 5855 Newcastle 69 6399 Bryan Catt Industries 526 2222 Collier Tools 763 1888 D.G.E. Systems 
(049) 691625 Davred Electronics 267 1385 W.F. Dixon (049) 61 5628 Macelec 1042) 291455 Ebson 707 2111 

Selectro Parts 708 3244 Geoff Woods 810 6845 N. TERRITORY Thew 8 McCann 1089) 84 4999 

QUEENSLAND L.E. Boughen 369 1277 Colourview Wholesale 275 3188 Fred Hoe & Sons 277 4311 Nortek 
(077) 798600 St Lucia Electronics 52 7466 Selectro Parts (Old) 394 2422 S. AUSTRALIA Protronics 2123111 

Trio Electrix 212 6235 Redarc Electronics 278 7488 A.W.M. Wholesale TASMANIA George Harvey 
(003) 31 6533. (002) 34 2233 VICTORIA A.W.M. Electrical Wholesale Radio Parts 329 7888 G B Telespares 
328 3371 Browntronics 419 3986 R K.B. Agency 82 7704 A.J. Ferguson 347 6688 SIRS Sales .052E 78 1251 

Mektronics 6904593 W. AUSTRALIA Atkins Carlisle 321 0101 Dobbie Instruments 276 8888 Cairns 
Instrument Services 3253144 Willis Trading 4701118 
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It's fast. And it's easy. Take our 
transmitter test. 

Connect your transceiver. Press the 
TX key. Key your transmitter. In 3 
seconds you can read transmitter 
frequency, power, modulation 
performance and distortion. 

That's what we call automatic! (Of 
course you could use GPIB and 
give your finger a rest.) 
This unique level of simplicity and 
speed is available across 
transmitter receiver, and full duplex 
tests up to 1000 MHZ. In AM, FM, 

and PM -on mobiles, portables, 
and base stations. 
Then there' the screen facility. This 

presents test résults in both digital 
and bar chart format. You can 
freeze it -or store it. Use peak hold 

I- 
to capture peak deviation. Or print 
the result out on the optional micro 
printer, 

And as you'd expect it includes a 

tone generator/decoder for both 
sequential and single tone systems. 
To make it even easier to use, you 
can store your 37 most commonly 
used front panel settings for the 
next ten years. 

The new 2955 makes other radio 
test sets seem overpriced and slow. 

Let us give you a demonstration. 
Just ring us. 

rn (` 1 I 

instruments(' 
Marconi Instruments 
2 Gitfnock A venue 
North Ryde N.S.W. 2115 
N.S.W. Phone (02) 8876117 
VIC. Phone (03) 8132977 

I 

THE INCREDIBLE NEW 2955 MOBILE RADIO TEST SET FROM MARCONI ETI READER SERVICE 4 
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS 

SONY'S FIRST CAR AUDIO CD -PLAYER 
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SONY VIDEOTEX PUTS 
YOU ONE STEP AHEAD. 

Now you can stay ahead of time and distance by 
speeding vital information to and from your business in 
an instant! 

Sony Videotex is the new dimension in communi- 
cations that's revolutionising the exchange of information. 

Your Total Two-way Communications System. 
Sony Videotex caters for both users and service 
providers, enabling you to access or send information 
instantly - at the touch of a keyboard. 

You can have your own "in-house" communi- 
cations system to put you immediately in contact with 
branch offices - local, or interstate - for stock control, 
branch orders or inventory. Or you can relay information 
to other Videotex users. Or access an extraordinary 
amount of information from the many data sources 
supplying up-to-the-minute information through Viatel 
and other Videotex services- including stock market 
trends, exchange rates, world economic indicators, 
airline and travel schedules and much more. All at your 
fingertips for immediate action. 

With this kind of timing and information, you're 
better equipped to make the right management 
decisions-quickly and confidently. That's how Sony 
Videotex keeps you one step ahead. 

Take the Lead with Sony-the Leaders in Videotex. 
It's not surprising that Sony, with its international 
reputation for technical excellence, has set the industry 
standard for Videotex. 

This status is endorsed by the choice of Sony 
Videotex for businesses like Telecom, by the fact it is 

recommended by A.F.T.A. and by the 
obvious presence of Sony Videotex 
throughout the 1985 Videotex 
Exhibition. 

The Complete, Ready -to -go 
System. 
Sony Videotex is a fully -integrated 

system. There's no need for separate modems, no need 
for complex software programmes. And it's easy to learn, 
easy to use. There are no cryptic, confusing codes. 
All instructions are in "Plain English" for fast, accurate 
action and response. 

The Sony Videotex system is designed for 
efficiency and operational simplicity. Sony's "Keypage" 
facility gives you fast access to your most frequently 
used pages - with the clearest possible visual display. 

Your Next Move. 
Call Sony today for the name of your nearest Videotex 
distributor. It pays to communicate. 

SONY® 
It Pays to Communicate. 

Sydney 8876666; Melbourne 8364011; Adelaide 
2122877; Brisbane 446554; Auckland 4'148888. 

Eli READER SERVICE 5 
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OTC: the 
new look 
The overseas Telecommunications Commission (OTC) is look- 
ing for a new name as part of its plans for the year 2000. Also 
on the shopping list is the world's widest bandwidth optical 
fibre and one of the most interesting satellite -based communi- 
cations networks. 

Good news for local engineers 
and technicians is that OTC is 
commissioning most of the work 
for both systems in Australia. 
The optical fibre plans in partic- 
ular should result in a world class 
manufacturing capacity. 

The optical fibre link is Tas- 
man 2. It will run across the Tas- 
man, roughly duplicating the ex- 
isting trans -Tasman coaxial link. 
It will operate at a wavelength of 
1550 nm, and run at least at 
280 Mbps, probably faster if it 
can be justified. The six fibres in 
the cable will carry at least the 
equivalent of 57,000 speech cir- 
cuits. Current cables allow 1000. 

Tasman 2 is the first stage of a 
proposed trans -Pacific optical 
fibre network that will link Aus- 
tralia, New Zealand, the US and 
Japan. Current plans call for 
Tasman 2 to be in place by 1991, 
with the rest of the Pacific link in 
place by the year 2000. 

At an industry briefing held in 
Sydney recently, OTC's chief of 
development, Murray O'Con- 
nor, made it clear that both OTC 
and the New Zealand Post Of- 
fice (NZPO) are taking special 
steps to ensure that development 

work on Tasman 2 is done in one 
of the two countries. 

This represents a considerable 
challenge to local industry. 
While 1550 nm operation has 
been demonstrated in the labo- 
ratory, no production cable 
capable of operating at this 
wavelength has yet been de- 
veloped. Likewise, no commer- 
cial repeaters are currently avail- 
able that operate at this wave- 
length. 

The advantage of going to the 
1550 nm cable is the capacity of 
such a system for increased 
bandwidth. In initial operation 
Tasman 2 will actually run more 
slowly than the Sydney - 
Melbourne cable due for com- 
pletion by 1988, but it will have 
the ability to increase capacity 
many -fold during the life time of 
the cable. 

The main competition to opti- 
cal fibre systems in the year 2000 
will undoubtedly come from 
satellites. OTC is gearing up for 
new look satellite operations as 
well. The new service is centred 
around micro earth stations 
manufactured by Equatorial 
Satellites of Melbourne. 

The Network 
Optical Fibre Cabl For The Pacific 
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Senator Button pondering 
Tasman 2. 

Equatorial is 90% owned by 
Australian interests. The re- 
maining 10% is held by Equa- 
torial in the US, which also has a 
patent on the technology. The 
licensing agreement permits 
Equatorial to make and sell 
earth stations throughout Aus- 
tralasia using proprietary cir- 
cuits. 

The system uses spread spec- 
trum transmission, a technique 
in which a pseudo -random, 
phase -modulated signal with a 
very wide spectral composition is 

used. The carrier typically needs 
to be only 10 dB above the noise 
for satisfactory transmission 
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owing to the 'pseudo' random 
nature of the transmission. This 
is a decisive advantage in satel- 
lite systems where it is often 
noise limited. 

According to Barrie Peters, 
Equatorial Australia's General 
Manager, a complete down - 
station will sell for about $3000. 
A central node, which is used for 
controlling the system, however, 
costs about $lm. The first cus- 
tomer will be the Queensland 
government's Qnet service. 
OTC is currently negotiating 
with the ANZ bank as well as 
other large corporations. 
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NEWS DIGEST 

Tech park's progress 
The opening of Innovation 
House West, the second multi - 
tenant complex' at Adelaide's 
Technology Park by the SA Pre- 
mier cemented Adelaide's posi- 
tion as a technology develop- 
ment centre. 

"When Innovation House, 
our first multi -tenant building, 
was completed a little over two 
years ago there was not one 
company ' established at the 
Park" said Barry Orr, Executive 
Director of the Technology Park 
Adelaide Corporation. "The 
Corporation was confident of 
the Park's future success but un- 
derstandably there was scepti- 
cism in some quarters. Our per- 
sistence has been rewarded. In- 
novation House West is already 
fully tenanted and construction 
of a third building, Endeavour 
House, is underway," he said. 

"The technology park can 
claim to be one of the fastest 
growing developments of its 
type in the world. Since its com- 
pletion in 1984 an average of 
one company a month has 
joined" to bring up a total of 30 
companies. 

Barry Orr returned last month 
from the inaugural meeting of 
the International Association of 
University -related Research 
Parks in Arizona where he was 
an invited panel member. 

The opening of the Innovation 
House West was followed by the 
official launch of the Tech- 
nology Park Adelaide Corpora- 
tion's newest venture, the Ade- 
laide Microelectronics Centre by 

r.. 

Malcolm Raymond 

Senator Button. The centre has 
been established to foster the 
use of modern microelectronics 
technology by South Australian 
industry. "We aim to provide a 
focus on microelectronics for in- 
dustry and will use the existing 
centres of expertise rather than 
duplicate their services," said 
Malcolm Raymond, Manager of 
AMC. 

"The main priority for the 
centre will be to provide com- 
prehensive design, production 
and quality assurance advice to 
industry. We will also be putting 
a lot of effort into an awareness 
program, designed to convince 
managers of SA companies of 
the benefits of utilizing new mi- 
croelectronics technologies." 

The centre will also coordi- 
nate specialised courses in a 
wide range of electronics topics, 
and provide an information ser- 
vice to industry. 

GENERAL INQUIRIES: For 
all inquiries about back issues, 
subscriptions, photocopies of 
articles, artwork or submitting 
articles, call (02) 663-9999 or 
write to: ETI Reader Services, 
180 Bourke Rd, Alexandria, 
NSW 2015 (PO Box 227, Wa- 
terloo, NSW 2017). 

CONTRIBUTIONS: Submis- 
sions must be accompanied by 
a stamped, self-addressed en- 
velope. The publisher accepts 
no responsibility for unsolicited 
material. 

COPYRIGHT: The contents 
of Electronics Today Interna- 
tional and associated 
publications is fully protected by 
the Commonwealth Copyright 
Act (1968). Copyright extends 
to all written material, photo- 
graphs, drawings, circuit dia- 
grams and printed -circuit 
boards. Although any form of 
reproduction is a breach of 
copyright, we are not con- 
cerned about individuals con- 
structing projects for their own 
private use, nor by bands (for 
example) constructing one or 
more items for use in connec- 
tion with their performances. 
Commercial organisations 
should note that no project or 
part project described in Elec- 
tronics Today International or 

SERVICES 
associated publications may be 
offered for sale, or sold in sub- 
stantially or fully assembled 
form, unless a licence has 
been specifically obtained so to 
do from the publisher, The Fed- 
eral Publishing Company, or 
from the copyright holders. 
LIABILITY: Comments and 
test results on equipment re- 
viewed refer to the particular 
item submitted for review and 
may not necessarily pertain to 
other units of the same make or 
model number. Whilst every ef- 
fort has been made to ensure 
that all constructional projects 
referred to in this edition will 
operate as indicated efficiently 
and properly and that all neces- 
sary components to manufac- 
ture the same will be available, 
no responsibility is accepted in 
respect of the failure for any 
reason at all of the project to 
operate effectively or at all 
whether due to any fault in 
design or otherwise and no re- 
sponsibility is accepted for the 
failure to obtain any component 
parts in respect of any such 
project. Further, no respons- 
ibility is accepted in respect of 
any injury or damage caused 
by any fault in the design of 
any such project as aforesaid. 

COMPANY NEWS 

Laser Systems Pty Ltd has 
helium neon laser tubes operat- 
ing at 632.8nm in powers of 0.5, 
0.1, 2 and 5 milliwatts available 
ex -stock. Its address is 4 Remont 
Court, Cheltenham, Vic 3192. 

Antenna Engineering has ap- 
pointed Brisbane Aerial Service 
its Queensland distributor. BAS 
will stock all commonly used 
AEA antennas, clamps and low 
loss coaxial cable. BAE is at 398 
Montague Road, West End, 
Old. (07) 44-7566. 

Aerospace committee 
The South Australian Govern- 
ment has established an Aero- 
space Technology Promotion 
Committee in recognition of the 
vital role space technology will 
play in the management of Aus- 
tralia's natural resources and 
communication systems, and the 
subsequent potential for techno 
logical spin-offs to South Aus- 
tralian industry. 

Existing trends suggest the in- 

ternational market in space sys- 
tems will continue its rapid 
growth and offer significant op- 
portunities for Australian and 
particularly South Australian in- 
dustry participation. 

South Australia has an histori- 
cal involvement in Australia's 
early space efforts and industry, 
and Government institutions in 
South Australia are well placed 
to participate in future national 

and international space pro- 
grams. 

This was confirmed in the re- 
cent Report of the Australian 
'Academy of Technological Sci- 
ences "A Space Policy for Aus- 
tralia" which detailed the depth 
of electronics, optics and com- 
munications expertise in indus- 
try and Government institutions 
in SA. 

The Aerospace Technology 

Promotion Committee has been 
established to ensure a coordi- 
nated and cooperative approach 
to development of the space sec- 
tor in SA. The Committee, 
which includes representatives 
of Government and industry has 
a full time Executive Officer 
based in the Department of 
State Development. 

ETI August 1986 - 9 
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Deluxe kit illustrated. 

2 Kits available-Standard or Deluxe. 4 sector 
Control with switch selection of its many pre- 
programmed functions. Quality components for 
reliability. Comprehensive instructions included. 

Literature, prices and further information available from: . . 15-17 Normanby Rd, Clayton, Vic, 3149 
Tel (03) 5448411. Telex AA35780 

I 248 Johnston St, Annandale, NSW, 2038 
Tel (02) 692 0999 

31 Phillips St, Thebarton, SA, 5031 
I.E.I.,(Aust) Pty Ltd. Tel (08)3522066 

BRIEFS \ 

Ericsson to export from Australia 
Ericsson has established an Australian Export Division and 
expects to double export turnover by 1988. Locally developed 
products include the AXE Rural Exchange System and the 
Automatic Call (Queue) System. 

Cheap calls 
Corns Minister Michael Duffy says the price of local calls in 
metropolitan areas is to come down. The decision is the result 
of a parliamentary report called `Ringing ín the Changes' 
commissioned by the Minister. Trunk calls will also come 
down. 

Outback calls 
The ABC and Telecom are moving to remedy poor access for 
remote Aboriginal communities to electronic communica- 
tions. Improved telephone access is underway, with current 
plans to provide telephone services to every Aboriginal 
community with over 400 people by 1988. The government 
has also funded the Central Australian Aboriginal Media As- 
sociation (CAAMA) to develop Aboriginal programming. 

Datacraft gets it 
Datacraft has achieved Telecom self -certification. The Mel- 
bourne company supplies attachments to Telecom lines. Tele- 
com Managing Director Mel Ward said the event was another 
milestone in Telecom's ongoing commitment to help local in- 
dustry. 

Australia 
The CSIRO has set up an on-line information retrieval ser- 
vice. It can be accessed through CSIRONET or OTC's 
Midas service. There are currently 13 databases covering fac- 
tual, bibliographic and research in progress information. 

Supercalc 
Supercalc has been released for the Apple 11c/e. The pro- 
grams are produced by Sorcim/IUS and sold in this country by 
Computer Associates. 

Fairlight shows off 
There is still life in Fairlight's CVI. The computer video in- 
strument was shown off at the recent PC 86 show with 
memory expansion modules, a large format graphics pad, user 
defined founts and the ability to store multiple sequences. 

Penetration grows 
According to a report from the Consumer Electronic Suppli- 
ers Association, VCR penetration in Australia is now 56% of 
households. This is the largest per capita penetration any- 
where in the world. It amounts to some 560,000 units valued 
at $445m. 

George Brown takeover 
George Brown Group has been purchased by the GBS 
Falkiner Group, which has interests in sheep farms. The new 
Directors of George Brown include George Falkiner from the 
new owners and Bob Hardy, Bob Ford and Ron Whyte from 
the old company. 

Arlec founder retires 
David Anderson, who founded Arlec 40 years ago, retired 
last April after seeing the company grow to one that employs 
500 people. He is succeeded by George Soanes, who founded 
Soanar electronics. 



Space Test 
A demonstration of the rising in- 
terest among electronic and 
aerospace engineers in space ap- 
plications is the recent arrival in 
Sydney of Space Test, a Hous- 
ton based consultancy company. 

Space Test is looking for work 
among government departments 
and private companies with 
space -related products. Its 
particular speciality: getting the 
hardware into the shuttle. 

Of course, the viability of 
much of the Space Test mission 

in Australia depends on the 
shuttle flying again. Company 
spokeswoman Lisa Deathridge 
suggested recently informed 
opinion among space contrac- 
tors close to NASA was that it 
would fly again in 1988. 

However, one of the most in- 
teresting parts of the Space Test 
phenomena is that it's a sign of 
the times: private enterprise is 
getting in on the act. In the US, 
information before the shuttle 
enquiry has demonstrated that 

NASA has turned into a gigan- 
tic, money wasting bureaucracy, 
in the final analysis putting lives 
at risk. The shuttle itself is also" 
an economic failure, a point un- 
derlined with every launch of 
the European Ariane class rock- 
ets. Private enterprise groups 
have been looking for some time 
now at the practicality of buying 
and operating their own launch 
vehicles. 

Whether private enterprise, 
especially US -style megacapital- 
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ism can do the job any better 
than NASA remains to be seen. 
Space Test certainly believes ít 
can. To introduce itself to Aus- 
tralians, Space Test will be run- 
ning a seminar in Sydney on 
September 10 and 11. Lumi- 
naries from Space Test, mostly 
ex -NASA staff, will be on hand, 
as will Barry Jones, the Minister 
of Science and Mary Skinner, 
Space Test's founder. 

For further information call 
(02)438-2955. 

CAD advance 
The Department of Industry 
Trade and Commerce, 
(DITAC) has released details of 
a suite of computer aided design 
(CAD) tools developed by the 
Joint Microelectronics Research 
Group (JMRC), an organization 
based on the electrical engineer- 

ing departments at the Royal 
Melbourne Institute of Tech- 
nology and the University of 
New South Wales. 

There are two main parts to 
the development: a collection of 
programs to suit the develop- 
ment of custom chips and one 

for more traditional printed cir- 
cuit board layout. The custom 
chip development is based on 
AWA microelectronics tech- 
nology and will run on Labtam 
equipment, plus some overseas 
equivalents. The pcb programs 
are being developed for IBM - 

clone type operations. 
Currently DITAC is looking 

for someone to commercialise 
the product. According to 
spokesman, Trevor Andrews, 
DITAC is engaged in negotia- 
tions that will lead to a commer- 
cial release soon. 

Long life of Oz transmitters 
The construction during war- 
time of transmitting equipment 
by Amalgamated Wireless Aus- 
tralasia Ltd at Sydney included 
two 7500 watt units which are 
still being operated by the inter- 
national service of Radio New 
Zealand. 

These transmitters rank Radio 
New Zealand as the oldest 
shortwave service still using its 
original equipment. According 
to Bill McMillan, Superintend- 
ent in charge of broadcasting 
transmitter facilities at Titahi 
Bay, near Wellington and a for- 
mer Superintendent of the 
Broadcasting Corporation of 
New Zealand Monitoring Sta- 
tion at Quartz Hill, these AWA 
transmitters have given sterling 
performance since they were of- 
ficially opened for New Zea- 
land's Shortwave Service on 
September 26, 1948. 

It is obvious that with such 
low power Radio New Zealand 
cannot compete with highly 
funded international stations. 

Nevertheless the present trans- 
mitters built in 1944-45 have 
given exceptional service. 

They were designed as multi- 
purpose communication trans- 
mitters capable of operating on 
any frequency in the 4-22 MHz 
range. The transmitters needed 
little modification for broadcast- 
ing use. Although they are 40 
years old and some wiring is cer- 
tainly brittle, thanks to the ef- 
forts of the local maintenance 
staff the total program time lost 
from breakdowns is insignificant 
in comparison with time lost in 
the target reception areas, due 
to interference or propagation 
problems. 

Depending on propagation 
and schedule requirements 
which are coordinated by 
Quartz Hill, the transmitters can 
be operated on any frequency in 
the 6, 9, 11, 15 and 17 MHz 
bands. Radio New Zealand 
serves the South Pacific, Aus- 
tralia and Papua New Guinea 
and operates 1830-2105 UTC on 

11780, 15150 kHz; 2345-0145 
UTC on 11780, 15150 kHz; 
0330-0730 UTC on 9620, 117- 
80 kHz; 1030-1215 UTC on 
6100, 9620 kHz. 

The aerial arrays used on the 
11, 15 and 17 MHz bands com- 
prise two bays and two tiers of 
halfwave dipoles with halfwave 
parasitic reflectors. On the 6 and 
9 MHz bands three different 
types of aerial are currently in 
use, and these include a dipole 
and folded dipole. The arrays 
are on bearings of 30° (Pacific) 
and 285° (Australia). In the last 
few years most of the arrays 
have been rebuilt and four sup- 
port masts have been replaced. 
There is continuous aerial main- 
tenance due to the fact that the 
site is coastal with frequent on- 
shore salt -laden winds. 

Though Radio New Zealand 
on shortwave has no back-up 
transmitters, this is not the case 
for the mediumwave transmit- 
ters installed in the same build- 
ing. Radio 2YA on 567 kHz 

uses two 50 kW transmitters 
feeding a combining network to 
produce its normal 100 kW out- 
put. Station 2YC carries the 
'Concert Program' on 657 kHz, 
using 60 kW but its emergency 
transmitter is only 10 kW. The 
other transmitter is for 2ZB on 
1035 kHz, a commercial station 
which has an emergency trans- 
mitter, while 2YB on 783 kHz 
which carries Access Radio and 
the 'National Program' when 
2YA is on a Parliamentary 
relay, has no emergency trans- 
mitter. It is planned to replace 
all the mediumwave transmitters 
with solid-state units within the 
next few years. 

The future of the shortwave 
service lies with the Govern- 
ment. In the meantime, con- 
cluded Mr McMillan, if our 
transmitters cannot be heard at 
any particular time, it is very 
much more likely to be due to 
reception conditions than trans- 
mitter or aerial failure. - Arthur Cushen 
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SBS encoded 
The encoding of SBS satellite 
transmissions came into force in 

June. SBS, the national broad- 
caster responsible for nation- 
wide dissemination of foreign 
language films and documen- 
taries, has been using the Aussat 
satellite for reticulation of signal 
to its terrestrial transmitters 
around the country. These sig- 
nals have been received by peo- 
ple in remote areas using small 
television receive only TVRO 
dishes. Now TVRO users will be 

forced back to US -based com- 
mercial programming material 
coming down from the commer- 
cial satellite channel. 

The decision to encode the 

signal was made on the eve of 
World Cup soccer broadcasts by 
the ethnic broadcaster, and re- 

sulted in howls of outrage from 
the TVRO fraternity. As a re- 
sult, the Government relented 
to the extent of unencrypting the 
signal for the duration of the 
Cup. 

The decision is yet another 
blow to SBS. Although setup by 
the Government, and funded by 
it, and although the Govern- 
ment is now paying millions to 
extend its network, a succession 
of decisions by Department of 
Communications has effectively 
reduced its audience, in some 
areas by as much as 1/3. 

This is especially true in 
metropolitan Sydney, where 
numerous receivers were put out 
of action when transmissions on 
VHF ceased. It has always been 
Government policy to shift VHF 
broadcasters to the UHF band, 
and it has always been policy 
that SBS would be the first all - 
UHF broadcaster. But it now 
seems the Government will 
allow general VHF transmission 
to continue for much longer 
than planned. 

A sign of the times is the re- 
cent move to rescind a decision 
that would have seen WIN4 in 
Wollongong transfer to UHF. 
The station resisted and last 

month the Government caved 
in. As a result WIN will be al- 
lowed to transmit on both VHF 
and UHF for the next 10 years. 
Thus Wollongong has two VHF 
and one UHF channel, and signs 
are that not many people will 
buy UHF gear simply for the 
pleasure of watching one chan- 
nel. 

Recent trends have been met 
with resignation by the SBS 
channel, which consistently has 

programs that fail to rate at all. 
This is in spite of having argua- 
bly the best news and current af- 
fairs shows in the country. 

Space station design 
NASA has finalized its `baseline 
configuration' for the manned 
space station. This is a design 
package that will be used as a 

reference point for further de- 
sign studies on the station. The 
decision is the result of more 
than a year of study by NASA. 

The design features a 'dual 
hull' configuration. Two vertical 
keels 110 m long will be con- 
nected together by booms 44 m 

long. It's 153 m across at its wid- 
est point because of the various 

bits and pieces that will hang off 
the outside of the structure. 

Accommodation is provided 
by two 14 m long, 4 m wide 
modules that will be lifted as one 
unit by the shuttle. One of the 
modules will function as a lab, 
the other as living quarters for 
up to eight people. There will 
also be two logistics modules, 
that will be turned around by the 
shuttle at 90 -day intervals. Con- 
nection between the modules 
will be via airtight tunnels to 

allow a shirtsleeves environment 
inside. 

The station will recreate a sea 

level atmosphere. Previous US 
manned spaceships have used an 
oxygen enriched low pressure 
atmosphere, but this has meant 
that life science experiments 
could only be done with special 
safeguards to allow for the 
strange atmosphere. It will also 
feature a closed loop life support 
system, in which washing water 
and urine will be recycled. As- 

tronauts are reportedly happy 
that life scientists are not insist- 
ing on the recycling of faecal 
water as well. The only inputs 
into the life support system 
should be nitrogen and food. 

There will also be a tele - 
robotic servicer. This will be a 

remote controlled vehicle that 
will move all over the structure 
under the control of operators 
either inside or outside the 
structure. 

Aussat: interest in second 
Aussat Pty Ltd, owner and 
operator of Australia's national 
satellite system, is delighted at 
the response to its recent world- 
wide call for registrations of in- 
terest from satellite manufactur- 
ers and equipment suppliers for 
the manufacture of the second 
generation Aussat satellite 
system. 

Mr Graham Gosewinckel, 
Managing Director of Aussat, 
said that more than 45 registra- 
tions had been received includ- 
ing 15 from the world's major 
satellite manufacturers. 

"Aussat is particularly pleased 
at the response received from 
Australian industry," Mr Gose- 
winckel said. "Of the registra - 
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tions received some 25 have 
been lodged by Australian com- 
panies or large overseas corpo- 
rations with substantial opera- 
tions in Australia," he added. 

Mr Gosewinckel said that one 
of Aussat's prime objectives in 
the development of the compa- 
ny's second generation satellites 
is to achieve far greater Aus- 
tralian participation than had 
been possible for the first satel- 
lites. 

"Australian industry has 
gained substantial experience in 
satellite and space industry re- 
lated technology through the 
more than $120 million spent 
with Australian companies dur- 
ing the development of Aussat's 

generation 
first satellites and associated 
ground=based networks," Mr 
Gosewinckel said. 

The registrations of interest 
from Australian companies are 
mainly for subcontract work as- 

sociated with a prime contract 
for the development of the new 
generation satellites. "Aussat is 

committed tó ensuring that Aus- 
tralian industry is given every 
encouragement and opportunity 
to participate. 

"To this end we will be work- 
ing closely with the Federal De- 
partment of Industry, Tech- 
nology and Commerce to ensure 
that overseas industry is aware 
of Government offset policies 
and of the areas where Aus- 

tralian companies can best. take 
advantage of the opportunities 
presented by Aussat's second 
generation program." 

Whilst the date for registra- 
tions of interest has passed, Mr 
Gosewinckel said that Aussat 
was willing to receive represen- 
tations from any Australian 
company which believed it had 
the capability to participate in 
the program at any time. A 
major industry brief ín the Aus- 
sat second generation program 
will be held in Sydney late in 
1986. Details of the briefing will 
be advertised extensively in both 
trade and mass media. 
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Growth strategy released 
The Australian Electronics In- 
dustry Association (AEIA) re- 
cently released details of its re- 
port to Senator Button, Federal 
Minister for Industry, Tech- 
nology and Commerce, on the 
future of Australia's communi- 
cations equipment industry. 

The report follows the Gov- 
ernment's decision last October 
to reduce tariff assistance to the 
industry and to invite the As- 
sociation to work with the Gov- 
ernment in developing a long- 
term strategy for growth into the 
1990s and beyond. 

Entitled "A Growth Strategy 
For Australia's Communications 
Equipment Industry", the 150 - 
page report is a detailed analysis 
of the factors limiting the indus- 
try's present growth and how fu- 
ture growth prospects can be 
best exploited. 

Mr Bill Page-Hanify, the 
President of the AEIA, said the 

report was a landmark for the 
industry and showed what could 
be achieved through the consul- 
tative process of Government 
and industry working more 
closely together. He said the 
communications equipment in- 
dustry was undoubtedly Aus- 
tralia's only established high- 
tech industry of substance and 
the essence of the strategy was 
to build on these existing 
strengths. 

Implicit in the AEIA's strat- 
egy was improved coordination 
of existing Government involve- 
ment with the industry, over and 
above the traditional support 
given by Telecom Australia. 
However, the ASIA stressed 
that industry self-help based on 
existing infrastructure was at the 
core of the plan. 

The basic theme in the report 
is a need to expand into export 
markets. Past Government poli - 

Giant telescope to honour 
Scottish physicist 
The world's largest submilli- 
metre wave telescope, being 
built by Britain and the Nether- 
lands in Hawaii, is to be named 
after the Scottish -born physicist 
who discovered the laws of elec- 
tromagnetism. 

The British Science and Engi- 
neering Research Council 
(SERC), which is funding the 
new facility jointly with the 
Netherlands Organisation for 
the Advancement of Pure Re- 
search (ZWO), has said that it 
would be known as the James 
Clerk Maxwell Telescope 
(JCMT) in honour of his contri- 
butions to physics. 

Maxwell was born in Edin- 
burgh in 1831 and educated at 
the city's unversity. He later be- 
came the first Cavendish Profes- 
sor of Physics at Cambridge 
University. 

His contributions to physics 
spanned the whole of the disci- 
pline but his key contributions 
involved the theory of electro- 
magnetism and the kinetic 
theory of gases. In the latter 
field, he discovered the velocity 

distribution of atoms and mole- 
cules in gas, known as the Max- 
well Velocity Distribution. 

Of greater relevance to as- 

tronomy he showed that light is 

a form of electromagnetic radia- 
tion. 

The new telescope being built 
at the Mauna Kea observatory 
in Hawaii under an arrangement 
with the University of Hawaii 
will, when fully commissioned in 
1987, open up the last of the 
wavebands still to be explored 
by ground -based telescopes - 
the millimetre and submilli- 
metre wavebands. 

These wavebands are ex- 
pected to give ground -based as- 

tronomers an insight into the 
processes going on inside the 
dense regions of interstellar gas, 
which are the breeding ground 
of stars. These areas are opaque 
to optical radiation but transpar- 
ent at infrared and millimetre 
wavelengths. By probing them 
with the JCMT, astronomers 
hope to gain a better under- 
standing of the ways stars form. 

cies for this industry have con- 
centrated on import replace- 
ment and have encouraged a 

concentration on the domestic 
market. As a result, the industry 
expected revenues in 1986 of 
around $1.5 billion, with the ma- 
jority of this equipment locally 
manufactured and much of it de- 
signed here. 

Under the AEIA's strategy, 
Telecom would play a greater 
support role for industry in ex- 
port markets in joint bidding 
with industry for major overseas 
tenders; development of 'turn- 
key' packages incorporating 
Australian equipment; accredi- 
tation of equipment in support 
of export sales; and provision of 
market intelligence to industry. 

A comprehensive technology 
plan has also been proposed by 
the AEIA which identifies key 
technologies required to de- 
velop export products and sug- 

r 
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Mr Bill Page-HanIty 

gest how the present 'gaps' can 
be overcome. It also seeks an 
improved interaction with public 
institutions to more effectively 
coordinate R&D resources be: 
tween the private and public 
sectors. 

For further information con- 
tact Mr R. Price on (062)47- 
4655. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEER 

Attractive salary plus super 
One of Australia's major Groups of Consulting Engineers requires a 
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER to manage projects and assist in 
developing the market for communications projects from their Sydney 
office. 
Requirements are Corporate Membership of the Institution of Engineers. 
at least five years experience designing and installing PABX/Computer 
Networking Systems. preferably some applications software exposure and 
preparation of client proposals/tenders in communications. 
If you have a background in communications and a desire to work with 
interesting aspects such as Telemetry. Voice/Data. Fibreoptics and 
networking/Satellite hook-ups. you may like to tom one Of Australia's most 
successful and prestigious Groups of Consulting Engineers by calling 

ADRIAN WALKER on (02) 411 1055 or (02)477 4299 a.h. or send resume. 

peter 
schlesirxger 
& associates 
Management Consultants 

P.O. Box 1810 

Chatswood N.S.W. 2067 (02) 411 1055 

5390 

Ell READER SERVICE 7 
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Comms receivers cost less 
New Zealanders are benefitting 
from a recent Government an- 
nouncement which lifted import 
duty on many electronic items. 

The initial announcement cov- 
ered radio receivers but was too 
vague in its interpretation as it 
was found to include portables 
and cassette recorders which are 
made in New Zealand. The lift- 
ing of the duty was only . for 
equipment not manufactured in 
the country. 

After communication with the 
writer as to a suitable descrip- 
tion of the type of shortwave re- 
ceiver used by DXers the NZ 
Comptroller of Customs decided 
that an "imported communica- 
tion receiver with continuous 
coverage" should be duty free. 

This has been gazetted to 
allow any objections to the re- 
vised duty concession to be 
heard. Meanwhile, the price of 
communication receivers has 

dropped. The dúty had, up to 
then, been 65% at importation, 
but full amount is not reflected 
in the retail sale. Nevertheless, 
an FRG8800 dropped from 
$NZ1960 to $NZ1485. 

In the past radio amateurs 
have not had to pay import duty 
on their equipment, as it can be 
used for Civil Defence purposes, 
but the broadening of the field 
to allow shortwave listeners to 
also enjoy this preference will 

help to increase interest in SW 
radio listening in New Zealand. 

The price in Australia of a 
similar receiver was often half 
that being charged to the New 
Zealand radio receiver buyer in 
the retail store. 

- Arthur Cushen 

SW LISTENING - Arthur Cushen 

One of the most popular features of the shortwave broadcasts from just 

about any country is the 'Mailbag' session. These programs answer readers' 

questions which can range from the length of the longest railroad in the 

country to statistical information on the population. Often the queries con- 
cern the radio station itself or some other aspect of shortwave broadcasting 

and reception. 
Below is a list of these interesting sessions over frequencies receivable in 

Australia. 

UTC DAY SUNDAY 
AWR Portugal, 'Mailbag', 0900 UTC, 1st Sunday monthly, 9670 kHz. 

Voice of Germany, Cologne, 'Mailbox', 2nd and 4th Sundays monthly on 

0100 UTC, 9545 and 11780 kHz; repeated 0500 on 5960, 6120, 6130, 9690 

and 9765 kHz. 
Voice of Free China, Taipei, 'Mailbag Time', 0730 UTC on 5985 kHz. 

Radio Berlin International, Berlin, 'Thank you for Writing', 0645 UTC on 
17755, 21540 kHz; also at 0815 and 0945 UTC on 21540 kHz. 

Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, 'Mailbag', 1830-1930 UTC on 11840 kHz. 

Radio Beijing, China, 'Listeners' Letterbox' 0915 UTC and repeated at 

1015 UTC on 9700, 11755 and 15440 kHz. 
Radio Japan, Tokyo, 'Hello Australia & New Zealand', 0905 UTC on 

11875 kHz. 
Radio Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi, 'Sunday Studio' 1015 UTC on 9840 kHz; 

repeated at 1100 UTC on the same frequency. 
Swiss Radio International, Berne, 'Grapevine', 1000 UTC on 15305, 

15570 and 17830 kHz; also at 1100 UTC and 0830. 
Radio HCJB, Quito, 'Ken McHarg Mailbag', 0815 UTC on 6130 and 

9745 kHz. 
Radio Korea, Seoul, 'Shortwave Feedback', 1130 UTC on 7275 kHz; 

repeated 2330 UTC on 15575 kHz. 
Austrian Shortwave Service, Vienna, 'Postbox 700', 1830 UTC on 

11670 kHz. 
Radio Canada International, Montreal, 'Listeners' Corner', 1900-2000 UTC 

on 11945, 15325 and 17875 kHz. 
Israel Radio, Jerusalem, 'Calling All Listeners', 2000 UTC on 9009, 9445 

and 9815 kHz. 
Radio Norway, Oslo, 'Letterbox' 1000 UTC 3rd or 4th Sunday monthly, on 

9590 and 15235 kHz. 
Radio Havana, Cuba, 'PO Box 7026', 1915 UTC on 11795 kHz. 

Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia, 'Mailbag', 0730 UTC on 11855, 17840 and 
21705 kHz. 
UAE Radio, Dubai, 'Listeners' Letters' 0330 UTC on 11730 kHz. 

AAONDAY 
Israel Radio, Jerusalem, 'Calling All Listeners', 0200 UTC on 9435 kHz. 
Radio Moscow World Service, Moscow, 'Mailbag', 0230 UTC on 9655, 

11845 and 12040 kHz; and 0630 UTC on 11675, 11690 and 11705 kHz. 
Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia, 'Questions & Answers', 0300 UTC on 

9630, 9740 and 11990 kHz. 
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, 'Answering Your Letters', 0430 UTC on 7115 kHz. 

Radio Korea, Seoul, 'Shortwave Feedback', 0430 UTC on 15575 kHz. 

Spanish Foreign Radio, Madrid, 'Radio Club America', 0515 UTC on 6055 

and 9630 kHz. 
BBC World Service, London, 'Letterbox', 0530 UTC on 5975 and 

9410 kHz. 
Austrian Shortwave Service, Vienna, 'Postbox 700', 0430 UTC on 5945, 

6155 kHz; and 0830 UTC on 11480 kHz. 
Radio Berlin International, Berlin, 'Thank You For Writing' 0815 UTC on 
17755 and 21540 kHz; also 0945 UTC on 21540 kHz. 
VOA, Washington, 'Morning Show', 2245 UTC and 2345 UTC on 15185, 
17740 kHz (Monday to Friday). 
Radio Sweden, Stockholm, 'Listeners' Questions', 0940 UTC on 15115 kHz 
(daily). 
Belgium BRT, Brussels, 'PO Box 26' 0830 UTC on 9880 kHz. 
All India Radio, Delhi, 'Sincerely Yours', 1015 UTC on 17870 kHz. 
Radio Australia, Melbourne, 'You Asked For it', 1030 UTC on 6045 and 
7215 kHz. 

TUESDAY 
Radio Belling, China, 'Listeiieis' Letterbox', 0915 and 1015 UTC on 9700, 
11755 and 15440 kHz. 
Radio Finland International, Helsinki, 'Airmail', 0930 UTC on 11935 kHz. 

WEDNESDAY 
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, 'Answering Your Letters', 0430 UTC on 7115 kHz. 
Radio Australia, Melbourne, 'You Asked For It', 0440 UTC on 15160 
and 15240 kHz. 
Radio Moscow World Service, Moscow, 'Mailbag', 0630 UTC on 11675, 
11690 and 11705 kHz. 
Belgium BRT, Brussels, 'PO Box 26', 0830 UTC on 9880 kHz. 
Radio Moscow World Service, Moscow, 'Mailbag', 0930 UTC on 11900, 
13705 and 15485 kHz. 
Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi, 'Writing and Listening To Us' 1000 and 1100 
UTC on 9840 kHz. 

THURSDAY 
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, 'Answering Your Letters', 0430 UTC on 7115 kHz. 
Radio Australia, Melbourne, 'You Asked For it', 0110 UTC 6n 15240 kHz. 

FRIDAY 
Radio Moscow World Service, Moscow, 'Mailbag', 0230 UTC on 9655, 
11845 and 12040 kHz; and 0930 UTC on 9700, 13705 and 15485 kHz. 
Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, 'Mailbag', 0415 UTC on 7115 kHz. 
Radio Beijing, China, 'Listeners Calling Fortnightly', 0915 UTC on 9700, 
11755 and 15440 kHz. 
Vatican Radio, Vatican, (monthly) 'Listeners' Letters', 2210 UTC on 9615 
and 11830 kHz. 

SATURDAY 
BBC World Service, London, 'Letterbox', 0145 UTC on 9410 and 
11955 kHz; and 2315 UTC on 9410, 9570 and 105070 kHz. 
Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia, 'Mailbag', 0330 UTC 9630, 9740 and 
11990 kHz. 
Radio Tirana, Albania, 'Our Listeners' Questions', 0645 UTC on 7080 and 
9500 kHz. 
Radio Bucharest, Romania, 'Listeners' Letterbox', 0645 UTC 11940, 15250 
and 17790 kHz. 
HCJB, Quito, 'Musical Mailbag', 0700 UTC on 6130, 9745 and 11925 kHz. 
Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia, 'Delving into Our Mailbag', 0730 UTC on 
11855, 17840 and 21705 kHz. 
Radio Netherlands Hilversum, 'Shortwave Feedback', 0750 UTC on 9630 
and 9715 kHz. 
Radio Ulan Bator, Mongolia, 'Mailbag', 1215 UTC on 9615 and 12015 kHz. 
Voice of Germany, Cologne, 'Yours Sincerely', 2110 UTC on 7130 and 
9765 kHz. 
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leas es :e 
UNIFIL DESTINED TO BECOME 
INDUSTRY STANDARD FILTER IC 

SIERRA SEMI SINGLE CHIP 
MODEM IS BELL 212A and 
V22 COMPATIBLE 

SPEECH SCRAMBLER CHIP 
GIVES SNOOPERS THE FLICK 

Daneva is sampling CML's new 7%409 Universal Analogue Signal 
Processor to interested OEMs and Telecommunications Engineers to 
provide them with hands-on experience with this whippy little building 
block. 
Unifil® is a single 5V supply CMOS device using switched capacitor 
techniques. Features include simplified setting up, an inbuilt PLL 
clock generator and a 2nd order multiple filter with notch, lowpass, 
bandpass and highpass frequency responses. The Q is programmable 
to eight values between 0.84 and 8.0. 
Applications include Programmable Filters, Voltage Controlled Filters, 
Sinewave Oscillators, Tracking Filters, Tracking Oscillators, PSK and 
FSK Modems, Square to Sine and Pulse to Sine Converters. 

ETI READER SERVICE 8 

The SC11004 is a complete 300/1200 bit per second modem 
incorporating all of the signal processing functions needed for a hill 
duplex modem. FSK and PSK modulators and demodulators and the 
highband and lowband filters are integrated on a single chip. Call 
progress monitoring, DTMP and V22 guardtone generation and a 
two -to -four wire interface are all included on -chip. 
A complete Hayes command set modem can be built by combining 
Sierra's SC11004 and an SC11007 Modem Controller. For stand-alone 
applications, the SC11004, the SC11008 modem controller a DAA and 
an RS232 interface is all that is required. 
ETI READER SERVICE 9 

Public networks, cordless telephones and shared radio links are subject 
to casual and sometimes criminal eavesdropping. CML's F% 204, a 
CMOS Variable Split Band encoder/decoder, is a cost effective voice 
band scrambler which can be programmed to provide an extremely 
secure communication link. Further, by using a microprocessor a 
rolling code of almost infinite length can be generated to prevent lock - 
on by any intruder. Additionally, time domain scrambling could be 
adopted by the use of CML's new 7%809 CVSD full duplex CODBC. 

ETI READER SERVICE 10 

daneva 
daneva australia pty ltd 66 Bay Rd. Sandringham. Vic. 3191 

P O Box 114. Sandringham, Vic 3191 
Telephone 596-5622 Telex ÁA34439 Distributors 
47 Falcon Street Adelaide: DC Electronics(08) 223-6946 
Crows Nest. NSW 2065 Brisbane: Baltec (07) 369-5900 
Telephone 957-2464 Telex AÁ20801 GSG 001 



COMPUTER LEADS 

CU 
9 pin O' plug to 9 tan 'O' pug 
All pis wired straght Ihroug 
(removable termnals) 

*Length 1.5 metres 
Cat. P19033 $14.95 
CL3 

D 9gn''plug to9g 'D' n plug 
All P1.8caked straight through 
(removable terminals) gth 3 metres 

Cat P19035 ,$17.95 
Len 

9 pin'O' l0 9 Di, 'D' socket 
CL5 

All pits wired stragm through 
(removable termnals) 

Length 3 metres 
Cal. P19036 $17.95 

CL7 
15 pin'D' plug 1015 Dm'D. pug 
All plus wred straight through 
(removable terminals) 

*Length 3 metres 
Cat P19056 $24.95 

CL8 
'D 15 01. pug to 15 On 'D. socket 

All pmins wred straightstraightthrough 
(reovable terminals) 

*Length 3 metres 
Pt9017 $27.95 

CL1O 
25 Oh '0* plug 

to 
251X, 'O' 

P''''./ Pins 1 though to g are 20 wir 
straight through 
(emovable terminals) 

Length 1.5 metres 
Cat. P19011 $26.95 

uC 

L11 

PnsI througPluh to B and10 
25 Pla 20 w regd 

straight through 
(ovable termin nr m tannin's) »length 3 metes 

Cal. P19009 523.50 
CL12 

25 pin'D' plulgg to 25 qn'D' plug 
Pins 1 through to a and 20 wired 
straight through 
( emovable terminals) 

Length 7.5 metres 
Cat P19037 $25.95 
CLI3 

g Pns 1 through to 8and 20 wired 
straight through 
t r emovable terminals) 
Length 3 metres 

Cat. P19020 

CL21 
25 p.n'D' plug 10 25 

Pa *D' 
pug 

All pins wired straight through 
(removable terminals) 

Length 1.5 metres 
Cat P19007 

529.95 

$33.95 
CL22 

25 pin'D' plug to 25 
throughstraight 

(removable terminals) 
Length 3 metres 

Cat. P19008 $41.95 

CL23 
D 25 

9." 
.1)' plug to 25 pe '0' socket 

All pins erred straight through 
(removable terminals) 

Length 3 metres 
Cat P19012 $42.50 
CL25 

36 pet Centronics plug 
Centronics pug 
All pins wired straight through 

Length 2.13 metres 
Cat. P19014 549.95 
CL27 

Apple II, Ile, 11+, with parallel 
interlace card 
Ural 10 an (20 

36 plug 
Cowie« 

to Centronics pin p 
Length 2.a metres 

Cat. P191325529.95 

t036ten 

CL28 
Apple Ill we universal parallel 
interface carer 

a Dual t0 pet (20 contacts) on Apple 
end to Centronics 36 pin plug 

Length 2.4 metres 
520.95 Cat. P19026 

C L30 
with dual Teniy 1P12/1ó16112000. 

17 pin female On computer end to 
Centronics 36 pin plu 
(E 23) gWvalent to 26-13 
Length 2.4 metres 

Cat. P19027 $33.95 
CL31 

Tandy btll/4l4P, wen 34 Din ev e 
connector on computar end to 
Centromü 36 2n plug. 
(Egwvlent to 26.1401) 

Length 2.4 metres 

$37.95 Cat. P19028 

IBM PC XT end lk--likes with 
CL33 

oo 
25 pin a' plug on computer end to 
Centronics 36 641, pug. 

aLength 2.13 metres 
Cat. P19029 $44.95 

ü,n),II51 

NEW INTRA 
HIGH RESOLUTION RGB 
COLOUR MONITOR) 
Size: 141ncn 
Sync. Hartz. Sun Fr.q 15.75 KHz 
Sync. Vent Sun Freq: 50 Hz 
Bend width: 18 MHz 
Resolution: 640 a 400 dots 
Display Forrstt 90n 25 Characters 
Display Colours: l6 colours 
Input Connector: 9 pe type 
Cat -x14520 only$695 

I. 
--SANE 
/111/1111 

RITRON 2 MONITORS 
Stylish, swivel base monitor, 
available in amber or green 
Green Cat, X14506 Normally $215 
Amber Cat, X14508 Normally $219 

SPECIAL, ONLY $199 

1 
20 M/BYTE HARD DISK 
DRIVE FOR IBM AND 
COMPATIBLES 
Includes disk controller card. 

at, x20010 WAS $9,250 

-1.44PECIAL, 
ONLY $950 

C 

registered trade man 

q 

APPLE' COMPATIBLE 
SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES 
Japanese Chinon mechanism, 
Cat. X19901 Normally 

NOW $195 
('Appb is a registered trade man I 

: a VALUE 

DISK 
DRIVES 
MF353 (31/2" DRIVE) 
Double sided, double density 
1 M/Sple untormahad, 80 track per 
side. 
Cat C11953 $280 

M2896-63 
Slimhne 8' Disk Drive, Double sided 
Density No AC power reguind 3ms 
track to track. 1.6 Mbytes 
onaack aped. 77 track side 10 
be son error rate. 
Cat, C11916 
Case 6 Power Supply to suit 

Cat. $11022 $159 
M4854 
Slimline 5 Va' disk tlnve. Double 
sided, double density 96 track/Inch, 
9621 blidnch, I.6Mbyte untormaned 
3ms track track access. 77 trata 
sine. 
CatCt1904 S375 
Case 6 Power Supply Kr sue. 
Cat. X11011 $109 
M4853 
Skmhne 51/4' disk onve, Double 
sided, double density.' MDyte 
unbrmanea, 3ms track to track. 80 
track/side. 5922 brislnch, 
Cat. C11903 

M4851 
Slimhne 51/1' disk drive. Double 
sided, double density 500K 
untOrmaned, 40 traduside. Steel 
band dove system. 
Cat.011901 $249 
Case & Power Supply to sub 
Cat. X11011 $109 
M485551/4" 

disk done, double 
sided, double density 96 van ncn. 
2.0 Mbytes 

9' 9 9 
rmate0 

$385 Cat. C11905 

$295 

s 
tVE 

LOW A1r 
DA 

PRICESI 
dN4/4, 

74h¡J` 
l+ 

5//a" FLOPPY DISK 
SPECIALS) 
All prices lodlak 
XIDEX 1-9 10+ 
S/SD/D $29.95 $29.95 
Cat C12401 

538.95 $36.95 D/S D/D 
Cat Cl 2410 
High Density $125 
Ca1C12520 
VERBATIM DATALIFE 
S!S DID 527.95 $26.95 
Cat. C12501 
D/S D/D $34 ;95 $32.95 
Cat. C12504 
VERBATIM VALULIFE 
S/S D/D $24.95 $22.95 
Cat. C12421 
D/S 0/D 529.95 $25.95 
Cal C12425 

31/a" DISK SPECIALS 
Verbatim S!S Ca1.C12610569.95 
Verbatim S/S Ca1.C12612 $89.95 
Xidex S/S CKaR 600 .. $65.95 
Xidex D/S Cat.C12602 .. $89.95 

NEED HIGH DENSITY 
DISKS FOR YOUR IBM AT7 
"Buy your Higlr Density disks 
at below recommended retail 
prices from Rod Irvingg 
Electronics and SAVE"LL 
R.R.P. $113 Our Price $99,95 

boxea! 

DELUXE 51/a" DISK 
STORAGE UNIT 
Features... 

Uskene fan display system 
elevates the disks for easy 
Identification and access, 
Lockable lid (2 keys suppled) 
Clear smoked plastic lid 
Hgh impact plastic base 
45 diskette capaciy 

Cal. 016050 Normally 549.95 
SUPER SPECIAL, $24.95 

RS232 DATA SWITCH 
WITH TESTER 

25 pin RS232 "O- connectors 2 in, 
1 WI or 1 in, 2 out. 
Ideal for 2 computers to one 
peripheral or I computer to 2 
peripherals 
No power required. 

alms 

T Data 

T.S egu 
C.T.S. Clear Te Sena 
D.S.R. Data Set Readyy 
D.T.R. Data Terminal Re 
?bused in heavy duty metal 
cabinet. 
Size: 200/WIx68IH)a150(Dlmm 

Cat. X19110 Normally5"; $149 

CIAL, ONLY $129 

Six dual coloured LED in 0ic 
shown certain bow status: 

.0. Transmi 
R.D. Recleve Data 
R. . R est To send 

SPE 

CEN TRONICS DATA 
SWITCH 
36 gold plated tamale 

Centronics connectors. 
All other specs as tern RS232 Data 
Switch with Tester. 

m Cat. X19115 Norally $169 
SPECIAL, ONLY $149 

RS232 GENDER 
CHANGERS 
Saves moEMng or replacing non. 
mating RSS223322 cables by changing 
Iron male to 

tamale 

to male All 25 
pins wired straight through 
MM adaptor Id tot, 2 female anda 
Cat. X15650 $19.95 
Femet adaptor to p1n 2 mete ends 
x15652 $19.95 

SPEECH SYNTHESISE 
CHIPS! 

: 
MICRODOT ?b 
Wheé ele rtitROD T DI scan anderror treeguaranteed! DISKS 

guar nt You9t100°/g 
a 

1 , 
at theseprices?guaranteed 

disks 51/4 S/S (C 
511/4 p/$ (C124 40) $17.95 10+boxes 
sulk ando 45 salar Inquires 

welco $19.95 
$16.95 

ene Pease 
Pho 

$17.95 P000. (0) 
2166 

l 

...'i 
IBM * 

COMPATIBLES 
from $849* 

Incredible deals to cult everyone 
),quill,º special package desist 
'256K RAM, single drive, graphics, 
ask comroaer and p loten cards $849 
mu' is a registered Wade man 

2566 RAM:Cob ,,0 Graphics, Disk 
Controller Card. 1 parallel poet, 
2 disk drives and 3 months 

arrant'. only $5,350 
640K RAM: Colour gnat, cs, 
Muhlfunclton Caro Disk Controller 
Card, 2 sepal and I parallel pons, 
2 disk dones and 3 months warrany 

only $1,450 
256K PACKAGE DEAL: Includes 
Colour Graphics card, Muneunction 

, Disk Controller Card, 
and 1 parallel port. A 120 C.P.S. 
printer and a monochrome monitor 
and 3 months warranty! only 51,899 
640K PACKAGE DEAL: Includes 
Colour Graphics Card, Multdunction 
Caro. Disk Controller Card. 2 serial 
and 1 parallel ports A 120 C.P.S. 
printer, a n 0000nrome norndor and 
39 months warranty? only $1,999 
BM is registered "ahem." 

IBM* AT 
COMPATIBLE! 

618 MHz (switchade) 
80286 CPU 
a slots 
1 MrByte man board 
12 MByte Floppy disk tlnve 
20 M!Byle Hard disk 
Colour graphics íhsplay card 
Floppy and Hard disk con."' 
ca 
Pinter card and RS232 
20000 Power supply. 

a Keyboard 
Manual 
All this for just $2,995 

R 

SPO256A-AL2: Speech synmesiser 
chip, needs programming to work. 

513,95 
C73256AL2: Contains the code 
recognkan Olcplt to enable the 
protect to plug directply on the printer 
pen. or Imo an IBM 

527,95 
A SET OF EACH $39.50 

CENTRONICS GENDER ' 

CHANGER 
Female to Female. 
Saves modifying or replacing 

non mating Centronics cables. 
All 36 pins wired stragm through 

Cal. x15662 $33.95 

r [ 

IBM MPATIBLE CARDS 
TURBO CARDII 
SvntchCO able 5 MHz I B MHz IBM' 
compatible motherboard. 
Cal. X18021 $495 
MULTIFUNCTION 6 DISK 

COHTROI.LER CARD (ALL IN ONE) 
Save valuarle board space with Mis 
new combined card (RAM eadudedl 
Cat. X18014 $295 
MOTHER BOARD? 
XT compatible mother boards, 
8 

:Al; 

lots, room tom 256K RAM 

Cat. x18020 $295 
GAMES ADAPTOR CARD 
Features 2 vpslick pons. 
Cat x18019 $39 
MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
(384K RAM Included) Parallel, serial 
and garete pon, battery backup 
clock 
Cat x19013 $329 
DISK CONTROLLER CARD 
Controls 2 elimine drives 
Cat X18005 $79 
NIGH RESOLUTION 
MONOCHROME GRAPHICSCARD 
Olas yea IBM real gre{yxcs capaplty, 
CaL x18007 $199 
512K RAM CARD 

Inoutlirq RAM Cat.X18015. S299 
Excluding RAM Cal $18056 .. $99 
PRINTER CARD 

Cat 9 539 
GRAPHICS CARD 

Cat X18011 

COLOUR 

$239 

APPLE' COMPATIBLE 
CARDS 

Card Cat. x17029 $79 
á8w Card Cat. x17019 $79 
90 Column Card Cat 017025 $89 
Speech care cat, x17009 $49 
Muslo Card Cat. x17011 $89 
Super Serle!Cat x17035 $109 
ROB Card Cal. 017039 $79 
x80 CP/U Card Cat. x17041 $59 

APPLE 
Ile COMPATIBLE 

80 Column/84K Card 517061 S89 

15Ya OFFl1 

,I 

COMPUTER PAPER Qty paper at a low price? 2,599 
sheetualis 0111 a 912', 60 gem bond 
paper. 
Cat C21001 Normally $44.95 

SPECIAL, ONLY $37,95 

L173 

' IBM AT STYLE" 
KEYBOARD 

100% IBM' PC, $7 compatible, 
low peohle keyboard desgn, 
paper placement DI shill keys with 
large key tops to sun Drolessnnal 

sts 

step heght/errgqle adrystment. 
Cherry brand TS -úq991 19nxn low 
prohule sweche5. meet 30mnm 

g ,omit requirement, and 
prv+rde nigh performance and 

aatmum reliabillry. 
Cud lead plugs straight into 
IBM' PC/XT 
Status displays. (3) 

Just ilk 056 " pea/ McCoy" only at 
a 4t Ilk, of time priva! 
Cat. X12020 Normally $245 

SPECIAL, ONLY $199 

RS232 MINI PATCH BOX 
Imenace RS232 devices 
With male to emale 25 pin inputs 
25 leads with honed end supplied 
Compete elfh matmtllons 

Cat. X15654 $25.95 

Rod Irving Electronic 
Zoo. SI, MELBOURNE 
Phone (53) 6636151 
425 High St, NORTHCOTE 
Phone 103) 4898866 
Mal Order and Correspondents-. 
P.O. Bea 620, CLAYTON 3166 
Tales: AA 151936 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
(03) 543 7877 

(2 (Ines) 
POSTAGE RATES: 
51 09.99 
$10 $24.99 
525 549.99 
550 599.99 
0100 0199 
$200 6499 

$2.00 
53.00 
54.00 
$5.00 
$7.50 

atom 
$500 plus 012,50 
This N lei basic postage only. 
comet Road Frefgm, bulky and 

1:°°.9"11111:". 

igne Items will be charged al 
dmerent rates. 
Cenitied P0,110, orders over 
5100 Inded bee? 
Registered Post Ip orders over 
$200 Inuded)reel 
All Mice lax tempi orders and 
wholesale Inquiries to: 
ITROS WHOLESALE, 

56 Renver Rd. Clayton. 
Ph. (03) 543 2166 (3 lines) 
Errors one ormssiorrs e*cepled 
App. nvt rW e reg,slwra vow canes 

VISA 



METER 
MULTIIVETERS 
Meese Instruments era compact, 
rugged battery operated, hand 
held 3 12 digit multlme ra. 
Dual -elope i -D converters use 
CMOS technology ibr -Wng, diem 
polerIty »election and over -range 
IndicatIon. Full ovedwd la 
provided. 

METEX 3800 
MULTIMETER 
Features... 

Push-button ONOFF power welch 
Single 30 position easy to use 
rotary switch for FUNCTION and 
RANGE saleclgn. 
12" high contrast LCD. 
Automatic over -range indication 
with the "1"dsplayed. 
Automatic polarity Indication on 
DC ranges. 
Al ranges fully protected plus 
Automats "ZERO" of all ranges 
~out short circuit except 200 ohm 
Range which shows "000 or 001', 
Nigh Surge Voltage protection 
1.5 KV -3 KV. 
Diode testing with 1 mA fixed 
current 
Audible Continuity Test 
Transistor hFE Test. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Maximum Display: 1999 counts 
312 digit type with automatic 
polarity indication. 
Indication Method: LCD display. 
Measuring Method: Dual -slope m 

A -D convener system 
Over -range Indication: "1" Figure 
only In the display. 
Temperature Ranges: Operating 
04: to +40-C 
Power Supply: one 9 woe battery 
(006P or FC-1 type of equivalent) 
Cat. 091530 Normally $99.95 

SPECIAL $89.95 

0_ VEá y 

7;y+T:> 
y o! 

METEX 3530 
MULTIMETER 
Features... 

Push-button ONOFF power switch 
Single 30 position easy to use 
rotary switch for FUNCTION and 
RANGE selection. 
12" high contrast LCD. 
Automatic over -range indication 
with the "1" displayed. 
Automatic polarity indication on 
DC ranges. 
All ranges fully protected plus 
Automatic "ZERO" of all ranges 
without short circuit except 200 ohm 
Range which shows '000 0:001" 
High Surge Voltage protection 
1.5 KV.3 KV. 
Capxnance measurements to 1pF 

Diode testing with 1 me fixed 
current. 
Audible Continuity Test 
Transistor hFE Test. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Maximum Display: 1999 counts 
312 digit type with automatic 
polarhy indication. 
Indication Method: LCD display. 
Measuring Method: Dual -slope In 
A -D convener system. 
Over -range Indication: "1" Figure 
only In the display. 
Temperature Ranges: Operating 
0C to +400 
Power Supply: one 9 von battery 
(OO6P or FC-1 type of equivalent) 

Cat. 091540 Normally 5129 
SPECIAL 5119 

PANEL METERS 
GALORE! 
We have a great range of panel 
meters at great prices) 
GI.NO. Description Price 
010500 MU4561mA 1250 
010502 MU45 50-0/50uA 12.50 
010504 MU45 0.100uA 12.50 
010510 MU45 0-5A 12.50 
010518 MU45 0-1A 12.50 
010520 MU450-1A 12.50 
010525 MU450-20V 12.50 
010530 MUS2E 0 -IA 14.50 
010533 MU52E 0-5A 14.50 
010535 MU45 VU PMetre 14.95 
010538 MU65 0-50uA 16.95 
010540 MU650-1mA 1695 
010550 MU650-100uA 16.95 
010560 MU650-20V 16.95 

UV EPROM ERASER 
Erase your EPROMs quickly and 
safely This unit is the cost effective 
Solution tO y0ur problems. It will 
erase up to 9 e 24 pin devices In 

complete 
safety, in about 40v mutes 

chips). 
Intensity at chip surface ensures 
EPROMS are thoroughly erased. 
(Dimensions 217 x80 a 68mm) 

Without timer Cat X14950 
only $79.95 

With burn in Amer Cat. X14955 

only $129 

.4. 

SPECTROL MULTIDIALS 
Model 19-1-11 (.9") 
Cat.Rt4400 $16.95 
Model 18.1-11(1' e 1.75" Recio) 

Cat R14405 538.50 
Model 21.1-11 (1.82") 
CaLR/4410 $37.50 

VALUE! 
I rgrAtUE1 Sl 

NEW IMPORTED 
DISK DRIVES! 
Are you sick of paying up to 100% 
more for Japanese Disk Drrves9 
We now have "direct iimport" disk 
drives at much lower {incest 

Description 1-9 10+ 
500K 5179 $169 
1 M/Byte $219 5199 
1.6 M/Byte 5239 $219 

WELLER WTCPN 
SOwDERINGIur STCPN STATION 
The 

Power Unit 240 VAC 
Temperature controlled Iron, 
24V AC 
Flexible silicon lead for ease of 
use 
Can be left on whhout fear of 
damaged tips! 

The best Is always worth having. 

Cat. T12500 R.R.P. 5129 

SPECIAL, ONLY $99 

-= 14 I 

LOGIC PROBE 3800A 
Features 20MHZ memory. Tl U 
CMOS operation. Normally 529.50 

Cat 011272 534.50 

SPECIAL, ONLY 529.80 

TTL MONITORS 
Fantastic resolu 1 Enpy a also. 
sharp image with the latest Ritron 
TTL monitor! IBM' compatible, 
green display, swivel and hit base 

Cat. X14510 $265 

COMPUTER AND DISK 
DRIVE CASES AND 
POWER SUPPLIES 
51/4" DRIVES 
I a 51/4" Sllmllne Drive Cace 
X11001 Bare Case 549 
X11011 Case and Pwr Supply $109 

2 a 51/4" Sllmllne Drive Case 
511002 Bare Case 569 
611012 Case 8 Pwr Supply $149 

1 a 51M" Standard Drive Case 
X11003 Bare Case $45 
X11013 Case 8 Por Supply $109 

2 a S1/4" Standard Drive Case 
X11004 Bare Case $59 
X11014 Case 8 Pwr Supply 5149 

8" DRIVES 
1a 8" Standard or 2 a 8" Sllmllne. 
and computer Casa (881) 
011006 Bare Case $99 
X11016 Case 8 Pwr Supply $399 

2 a 8" Sllmllne Drive. and 
Computer Case 
(BB1 and BB2 etc) 
X11007 Bare Case 5145 
X11017 Case 8 Pwr Supply 5399 

1 s 8" Sibylline Orly* Case 
X11020 Bare Case $95 
X11022 Case 8 Pwr Supply 5159 

Dual 8" Sllmllne Drive Case 
X11025 Bare Case 599 
X11026 Case 8 Pwr Supply $275 

RANGE! 
'Vel° III 

AA NICADS 
(ROCKET BRAND) 
Sere up to 50% off the regular 
price of $2.801 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

$1.75 $1.65 51.40 

CRAZY SPECIALI 

CRYSTALS SPECIALS 
We simply have loo many of tnese 
prime spec. crystal. In stock! 
Description CM. No. 1-º 10+ 
1MH2 Y1100056.00 55.20 
1.8432MHz Y1100356.00 $5.20 
414Hz Y1102052.00 51.60 
4.194304MHz Y1102252.00 $1.60 
4.4336I8MHz Y11023$2.00 01.60 
4.75MHz 91102552.00 51.60 
4.915200MHz Y11026 $2.00 51.60 
5MHz Y1103002.00 51.60 
6MHz Y1104052,00 51.60 
6.144MHz Yt 1042 52.00 51.60 
6.670MHz Y11045 $2.00 51 60 

8MHz Y11050 $2.00 $1.60 
8.1567238MHz Y11055 52.00 51.60 
10MHz Y11060 $2.00 $1.60 
12MHz Y1107052.00 51.60 
14.31818MHz Y11072 $2.00 51 60 
15MHz Y1107552.00 51.60 
18MHz Y1108252.00 $1.60 
18.432MHz Y11065 52.00 51.60 
20MHz Y1109052.00 51.60 

ARLEC SUPER TOOL 
A versatile 12V electric tool for... 

Sanding 
Engraving 
Grinding 
Polishing 
Cueing 
Onlling 
Milling 
Erasing. etc. 

Features: 
Operates on safe, low 12 volts from 
mains electricity wa AC adaptor 
(suppiied). Light and easy to handle 
with touch switch and lock for 
continuous running High torque 
motor. 10,000 R.P.M. Can drill 2mm 
holes in steel. 2 year guarantee 

Contents: 
12V Super Tool 
Pfugpack AC adaptor 
1 spherical milling cutler 
1 wire brush 
1 gnnding wheel 
4 drill bits. 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 12mm 
Set of 5 chuck collets 
6 eraser sticks 
Instruction sheets 

Cat T12300 NORMALLY $49.95 
SPECIAL, ONLY $44.95 

RACK MOUNTING 
CABINETS 
These superbly crafted rack cabinets 
well give your projects a real 
professional appearance 

All dimensions conform to the 
International Standard. 
Aluminium construction. 
Rernoveable upper and lower 

eis 
Ventilated lid. 
Choice of Natural or Black fnislh. 
Quality brushed finish anodised 

front panel. 
A . Intemal Height mm 
B - Rear Width mm 
C . Depth mm 

A B C Finish Cat. No, Price 

38 430 254 Natural H10401 $49.50 

B2 430 254 Natural H10402 $59.50 

128 430 254 Natural 910403 569.50 

38 430 254 Black H10411 $59.95 

82 430 254 Black H10412 569.95 

126 430 254 Black 910413 579.95 

"SNAP TOGETHER" 
PLASTIC CABINET 
Top and bottom simply snap to- 
gether (no screws required), remov- 
able front and back panels. 
Dimensions: 186(W) 12510) a 

501H)mm 
Cat. Ht01f6 56.95 

cz2 

é 
SPRING RETURN 
TOGGLE SWITCHES 

1-9 10 
SPOT. Cal 511012 52.25 º1.95 
D.P.D.T. Cat S11022 $2.50 52.25 

CENTRONICS GENDER 
CHANGER 

Female to Female. 
Saves modifying or replacing 

non -mating Centronics cables. 
All 36 pens wired straight through. 

Cat X15662 $33.95 1 
YN1fYN-1a 

rya11;41 it 
SPEECH SYNTHESISER 

SP0256AAL2MSpeech synthesiser 
chip, needs programming to work. 

$13.95 
CTS256-AL2: Contorts the code 
recognition drevAl to enable the 
preyed to plug directly on the punter 
pat. or into an IBM 

PC S'27.95 
A SET OF EACH , $39.50 

NEV 

21) 
MICRODOT 51/4" DISKS 
100% certified and error tree 
guaranteed! Where else can you 
get 100% guaranteed disks at 
these pnces71 1.9 10+ 

s s Cat.C12440 517.95 516.95 
DIS Cat.0 12445 519.95 $17,95 
Bulk and Dealer Inquiries welcome 

please phone (03) 543 2166 

! 
CORDLESS 
RECHARGEABLE 
SOLDERING IRON 

Built m solder point reummatan 
Easy replacement of solder hp 
Protective stand which also 
functions as charging unit 
Sponge pad attach to stand 
Plug pack power adaptor 
Includes Nicad battery 
Instruction manual 
12 months warranty 

Cat 112480 $59.95 

TEXTOOL SOCKETS 
P1701616 pin $14.50 
P17024 24 pin $14.50 
P17028 2f3 pin 519.50 
P17040 40 pen $2250 

ARGUS 726 ADJUSTABLE 
MAGNIFIER 

y 
WITH oAMp 

close 
work) Intricate PCB s. protects. etc 
will be a breeee under this superb. 
adlustabie magnifying lamp 

Magnifies 1 75 times 
40 wan incandescent lamp 
2 spring -balanced arms. 
extendable to 95cm 
Adjustable head for optimum 
/awing angle 

Fantastic Valuefi 

Cat only 589 

'2 
rQ 1 

rQi 9 

o Y 

PUSH BUTTON 
DIALLERS 
Tired of old fashion dialling and 
re -dialling engaged numbers? 
These convenient push huno, 
diallers include last number radial 
(up to 16 digits) and instructions for 
an easy changeover. 
Cat A12030 519.95 

é - 
CANON TYPE 
CONNECTORS 
Cat- No. Description Price 

P10960 3 pin line male. Was $3.90 
NOW $2.70 

P 10962 3 pn chasis male Was $3.00 
NOW 52.10 

P10964 3 pm line 1 male Was 54.20 
NOW $2.95 

Pt 09663 petchas 1 mate Was $4.50 
NOW $3.15 

ti^qes+seee. 

IC SPECIALS! 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

4116 53.95 53.75 $3.50 
4164 $2.95 52.75 $2 50 
2716 $5.90 55.50 55.50 
2732 $6.25 55.95 $5.50 
2764 56 25 $5.95 $5.00 
27128 56.95 56.50 $6.25 
6116 52.95 52.75 52.50 
41256 56.95 56.50 $6.00 
6264 56.50 $5 50 5525 
27256 511.50 510.50 510.00 

Cat. U21614 Normally $49.50 

Save 520, SPECIAL $29.50 

10% 
011 

t 
HOOK UP WIRE 
Cat No. Description 
W11251 13/.12 TND BLK 
W11252 13/.1211D BROWN 
W11253 13/.12 TLD ORANGE 
W11254 13/.12 TLD YELLOW 
W11255 13/.12110 GREEN 
W 11256 13/.12 TLD BLUE 
W t 1257 131.12 TLD WHITE 
PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 

1.9 10+ 

$5.95 $5.00 
$5.35 $4.50 

F 

W11260 14/.20 RED 
W11261 1420 BLACK 
W11265 14/ 20 BLUE 
W11268 14/.20 WHITE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1-9 10+ 

512.00 510.00 
$10.80 $9.00 

W112702420 RED 
W11272 24.20 BLACK 
W11274 24.20 GREEN 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1.9 10+ 

$1412..6000 512.00 
$ 510.80 

W11280 32)2 BROWN 
W11282 322 BLUE 

PRICES PER 100 METRE ROLL 
1-9 10+ 

520.00 $18.00 
$18.00 $16.20 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 Nigh Street, NORTHCOTE. 3070 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Phone (03) 489 8866 

48 A'Beckett St MELBOURNE. 3000 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
Ph, (03) 663 6151 

Mail Order end correspondence: 
P O. Box 620, CLAYTON 3168 

TELES: AA 151938 

MAIL ORDER HOTUNE 
(03 5437877 

((2 lines) 
POSTAGE RATES 
51.5199 . . . 

510.524.99 . .. 

550-599.99 .. . . 

$106199 
5200-5499 . . . 510 00 

5500 phis . 512.50 
This is for basic postage only -Comet 
Road freight. bulky and fragile items 
will be charged at different rates. I 
Certified Post for ceders over 
$100 included "heel 
Registered Post for orders over 

S 
$200 included tree"i 

oo 

All sales tar exempt orders end 
wholesale inquiries to RITRONiCS 
WHOLESALE. 56 Renver Rd. Clayton 
Phone (03) 5432166 

52 00 

53.00 
54 00 
55.00 
57.50 

VI` 
3 

Errors *no Omissions Excepted. 



COMING EVENTS 

AUGUST 

A series of seminars on data communications is being orga- 
nised by Housley Communications in August. 

A 1 -day seminar covering LANs, wide area communica- 
tions, host gateways, databases and bulletin boards will be 
held in Melbourne at the Windsor Hotel, August 13; in 
Canberra at the Lakeside Hotel, August 15; and in Sydney 
at the Boulevard Hotel, August 27. 

A 2 -day introductory, 3 -day network design and 5 -day 
combined course is scheduled for August 4-5 Melbourne, 
18-19 Sydney; August 6-8 Melbourne and 20-22 Sydney; 
and August, 4-8 Melbourne and 18-22 Sydney respectively. 
The venues are the President Hotel Melbourne and the 
Gazebo Hotel Sydney. ' 

Finally are the 2, 3 and 5 day Louis Pouzin seminars on 
data communications networking. Dates and venues for 
these are between 4 and 8 August at the Boulevard Hotel 
in Sydney; and between 28 July and 1 August at the Shera- 
ton Hotel in Melbourne. 

For more details and prices, NSW residents should ring 
(02)498-7877, interstate callers (008)22-6776. 

AWE '86, Australia's international engineering exhibition 
for 1986 will be held 18-23 August at the RAS, Sydney. 
Contact Thomson Exhibitions, 47 Chippen St, Chippendale, 
NSW 2008, (02)699-2411. 

The 'Electrathon' electric vehicle endurance competition 
sponsored by Canon Australia, will be held on 24 August 
1986 at VFL Park, Melbourne with over $5000 in prize 
money. Details are available from the Australian Electric 
Vehicle Association, 9 Washington St, Oakleigh Sth, Vic 
3137. (03)570-5261. 

A series of conferences under the auspices of TREE will 
lead up to IREECON '87. The details as we know them 
are: 25-27 August 1986, 'Second Australian Computing En- 
gineering Conference' at the Sebel Town House, Sydney; 
30 November to 4 December 1986 'Eleventh Australian 
Conference on Optical Fibre Technology' in Geelong, 
preceded by a series of workshops. In 1987 plans are for a 
'Computing Systems Conference' in Brisbane in June, and 
for the "Sixth Annual VLSI Conference". More details are 
available from Heather Harriman, Executive Director, In- 
stitute of Radio and Electronics Engineers Australia on 
(02)29-4051. 

AMS '86, an exposition and conference on advanced manu- 
facturing systems is to be held in Singapore, 26-29 August. 
Contact BPI Exhibitions on (02)266-9799. 

Entries are being invited for the 9th Tokyo Video Festival. 
The festival is open to both professional and amateur video 
makers in Japan and overseas. The Grand Prix Award is 
$US2500, a 15 -day round trip to Japan, trophy and citation. 
For further information contact the JVC Hagemeyer office 
in your State or write to Linda Donald, Hagemeyer (Aus- 
tralasia) BV, 5-7 Garema Circ, Kingsgrove, NSW 2208. En- 
tries close in Australia on August 31. 

SEPTEMBER 

The Small Business Trade Fair '86 will be held at Centre - 
point in Sydney, 4-7 September. For details on displays or 
booths, contact Thomson Exhibitions, 47 Chippen St, Chip- 
pendale, NSW 2008. (02)699-2411. 

The Shepparton and District Amateur Radio Club is holding 

its Communications Day on Sunday, 7 September 1986 at 
the Shepparton Showgrounds. For more information con- 
tact Peter O'Keefe VK3YF, PO Box 692, Shepparton, Vic 
3630. (058)21-6070. 

The eighth international conference for computer communi- 
cation, ICCC '86 will be held in Munich, 15-19 September. 
Contact Commercial Services Department, Telecom, 18th 
Floor, 199 William St, Melbourne, Vic 3000, (03)606-5152. 

OCTOBER 

Electronics 86, the Australian international electronics and 
computer technology exhibition and conference, opens from 
7-9 October 1986 at the Royal Showground in Adelaide. 

Pacex, an international process and control exhibition will 
be held 21-23 October in Melbourne. Contact Thomson Ex- 
hibitions, 47 Chippen St, Chippendale, NSW 2008. (02) 
699-2411. 

If surfacing finishing is your go, the Asia Pacific Interfinish 
Congress and Exhibition will be held 26-30 October in Ho- 
bart. You can get more -details from the Australian Institute 
of Metal Finishing, 191 Royal Pde, Parkville, Vic 3052. 
(03)347-2562. 

NOVEMBER 

Infotex 86, a computer and electronics exhibition presented 
by the NSW Chamber of Manufacturers and the Australian 
Computer Society will be held 4-6 November in Canberra. 
For further details contact Atek Promotions, 131 City 
Walk, Canberra, ACT 2601. (062)49-7799. 

Munich will be the host to Electronica '86, the 12th inter- 
national trade fair for electronic components and assem- 
blies. Set aside 11-15 November. More details are available 
from the German Australian Chamber of Industry and 
Commerce on (02)29-3999. 

DECEMBER 

The third 'mathematics -in -industry' study group will be held 
at Monash University, Melbourne, from 1 to 5 December 
1986. Further information is available from Dr F.R. de 
Hoog, CSIRO Division of Mathematics and Statistics, GPO 
Box 1%5, Canberra, ACT 2601. (062)82-2011. 

MARCH 

The dates and venues for the two PC87s are as follows: 
Eighth Australian Personal Computer Show, Centrepoint, 
Sydney, 18-21 March, 1987; and Ninth Australian PC show 
'Communications 87', 'Office Technology 87', Royal Exhi- 
bition Building, Melbourne, 1-4 June 1987. 
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See what it will cost to upgrade your PC to Viatel. 

Then buy this Microbee package for $849 
and keep the change. 
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Many Viatel/Videotex terminals 
cost much more than this. The 

new Premium Microbee range has 
Viatel/Videotex as standard with 

no extra software needed for 
software down -loading. 

You also geta powerful PC with 
wordprocessor, spreadsheet and 
database software. For users who 
need more capacity there are also 
64k and 128k systems with single 

or twin drives and more 
advanced software. 

MRS 0005A 
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MICROBEE VIATEL PACKAGE 

PC85 Premium 32k 
machine $599.00 
Monochrome monitor $149.50 
1200/300 baud 
Bee Modem $189.50 

$938.00 

Package Príce $849.00 

Ring Microbee now or ask 
Telecom for a Viatel 

demonstration (they might 
even use a Microbee). 

rt e 

ich~drAiiimialj 

0 

(Think of it as your Viatel access with a PC thrown in free) 

Sydney; Ryde 8864444, Waítara 4872711, 

Newcastle 61 1090, Melbourne (03) 8171371, 

Brisbane (07) 3943688, Adelaide (08) 212 3299, 

Perth (09) 3868289, A.C.T. (062) 515883. 

microbee 
Microbee Service Provider 225 
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 FEATURE 

THE FUTURE LIES 
WITH VIATEL 
Despite what the critics might cry, Telecom is confidently 
pushing its new service, Viatel, on the more or less prepared 
public. Telecom might have taken a lesson in marketing from 
its British counterpart whch failed miserably introducing the 
British system, Prestel; in any event it seems Viatel in 
Australia is all set to go. 

VIATEL HAS BEEN a great success. 
Twelve months out, the punters are signing 
up like lemmings. According to Lindsay 
Cunningham, the Viatel Branch Manager at 
Telecom, the number of people who use 
Viatel is increasing at a rate of about 1000 a 
month, and has just rocketed through 
15,000. 

The one fly in Telecom's ointment at pre- 
sent seems to be that the number of service 
providers has almost levelled off at about 
150. A steady stream of new providers is 
being more or less matched by people leav- 
ing the network. "It is," says Cunningham, 
"to be expected. It's a new technology, and 
many people are uncertain as to what it 
does, and whether it can make them 
money". 

Whatever, the age of mass data transfer 
has arrived. The cognoscenti call it 'new 
media'. Australians are looking and liking 
what they see. So, where has it come from, 
how is it done and where is ít going to? 

Definition 
Firstly, what is it? Viatel is a videotext 

service, a way of sending text and low reso- 
lution graphics down a telephone line. The 
fundamental structure of Viatel has users 
connected with a central computer. The 
connection is via the ordinary switched tele- 
phone service that Telecom provides to all 
subscribers. Cost is only a local call from 
anywhere in the country. The computer it- 
self is located in a telephone exchange 
"somewhere in Melbourne". 

The user connects with the computer 
from a terminal. This can be as simple as a 
small hand-held console which uses a TV as 
a display, or as complex as a personal com- 
puter in terminal mode. The PC needs a 
modem which transmits at 75 baud (bits per 
second) and receives at 1200, plus some 
software to enable the PC to display Viatel 
graphics characters correctly. 

At first sight this might seem an odd 
standard; 75 baud is not exactly setting the 

Jon Fairall 

world alight. In fact it makes very good 
sense for teletext services where the name 
of the game is to send lots of data one way, 
and very little the other. For the most part, 
communications from the terminal to the 
host computer consist of single keystrokes 
to select pages for viewing, answer yes or 
no, and so on. For this, a slow baud rate is 
quite adequate. 

History 
The first practical videotext system was 

Prestel, which was introduced by British 
Telecom in the late 70s. Although substan- 
tially the same as Viatel, its introduction 
was a resounding disaster. After an opening 
with fanfare and hyperbole, the Brits stayed 
away in droves. 

The international community had 
watched the introduction with great interest 
and the British disaster provided an object 
lesson in how not to do it. The lesson seems 
to be that it all revolves around the market - 

COMMONWEALTH BANK 

The Commonwealth Bank was one of the first 
information providers on Viatel. On day one it 
had a few frames up advertising Its services, 
and within a few months a full range of 
services. 

Services offered include transferring funds 
between your account and other accounts on 
the system, paying bills, balances, statements 
and cheque book orders. It's possible to pay 
phone, gas, electricity, land and water rates, 
Bankcard and American Express bills on the 
system. 

The service costs $4 a month, apart from the 
normal Telecom charges. 
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GOOD EVENING 
Public Relátions Office 

WELCOME. TO 
ül 

LOCAL CALL FEE : 16c 
WED 12 JUN 1985 20:29 

IATEL 
You last used VIATEL on TUE ii JUN 1985 
at 2O:47 Viatel Computer 

Press !t for Main Index 

ing of the system. The British assumed, not 
without reason, that there were millions of 
people just hanging out for the introduction 
of Prestel. The expectation was that British 
Telecom would be flooded with business. 
As a result, prices were set at a reasonably 
high level when the service was introduced, 
and no special effort was made to attract the 
right sort of information providers. 

The silence was deafening. Chastened 
British Telecom managers, indeed, man- 
agers of potential videotext services all over 
the world, were forced to conclude that 
people really did need a reason to use data 

communications. To get people in, services 

have to exist, and of course, services are 

hard to provide in the absence of consum- 
ers. It's a new version of the old chicken/egg 
conundrum. 

Telecom Australia solved the problem 
quite neatly by providing the service to con- 
sumers at a ridiculously low level ($2.50 a 

month) and encouraging some critical ser- 

vice providers to come on-line. One of the 

first was the Commonwealth Bank which 
provided some limited computer banking 
services. Other early service providers were 

orientated towards business and domestic 
computer users. 

The world 
The results have put Australia into the 

big league of videotext users in terms of per 
capita use of terminals. Currently we rank 
second only to France in market penetra- 
tion, and the comparison is really not all 
that fair: the French give their terminals 
away to subscribers. We overtook the Brit- 
ish long ago. The US doesn't really get a 

look in, primarily because of its difficulty in 
agreeing to a standard. 

The Australian Viatel system is one of 30 

level 1 videotext systems in existence 
around the world. Five levels are defined. 
Level 2 has somewhat better graphics and is 

based on Canadian Telidon technology. 
The US NAPLPS system is a good example. 
Level 3 is the French Teletel and level 4 is 

the Japanese Captain system. It specialises 
in Japanese kanji characters. Level 5 is rep- 
resented by experimental services that use 

digital networks running at 64 Kbps, such as 

Telecom's proposed Integrated Services 
Digital Network (ISDN). Output from the 
system can be seen on page 26 courtesy of 
Syscorp. 

How it works 
The main players in the structure of Via- 

tel are Telecom Australia, service provid- 
ers, sub -providers, closed user groups 

(CUGs) and users. 
Telecom provides the hardware, the 

lines, the exchanges and the central com- 
puter. It also provides a billing service (see 

box). It provides very limited editorial con- 

trol, mainly towards ensuring that accept- 
able community standards are applied. 

Telecom has little enthusiasm for its role 
as censor. To date, it has restricted itself to 
removing obscenities from various data- 

bases. However, Viatel is a medium that 
thrives on anonymity, so its potential for 
generating controversy should not be un- 
derestimated. 

Escort services, brothels, dating services 

of both hetero and homosexual persuasions, 
and other somewhat racy organizations may 

all be expected to come on-line soon. In 
France, using Teletel as a dating service 

seems to be the latest sport. 
Telecom's legal obligations seem some- 

what uncertain. It would appear to have no 
right to deny anyone access to the network. 
On the other hand it has a duty not to cause 
public affront. For publicity -shy Telecom 
managers, the situation has all the ingredi- 
ents of a nightmare. 

Service providers (SPs) hire 'frames' from 
Telecom. Each frame consists of a Viatel 
standard screen. It's equivalent to about 500 

bits of information, consisting of 25 lines by 
40 columns. Graphics are available as 

blocks of colour filling one text position, 
definitely low resolution, but extremely 
simple to transmit. 

SPs can compose their own frames from 
special editing terminals. A special editing 
password gives access to the system editor, 
which allows the user to produce new 
frames and amend or delete existing ones. 
Editing may be done in the on-line mode 
from an ordinary terminal, or in the off-line 
mode using an intelligent editing terminal. 
This means that the frames are composed 
on the terminals before the connection is 

made to Viatel, and then bulk uploaded at 
1200 baud to the Viatel computer. It's much 
faster where large amounts of data are to be 

used. 
SPs hire an initial 50 frames and then 

more as they need them. If less frames are 

required, an organization can approach an- 

other service provider and sublet a small 
number of frames as a sub -provider. A 
number of organizations have sprung up 
solely to provide this sort of umbrella facili- 
ty. Typically they offer not only space, but 
also technical assistance and advice., Natu- 
rally they charge for this, but it can still be 

an attractive proposition for people inter- 
ested in testing the Viatel water before 
making a major commitment. 
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Another type of SP is one who already 
has a major commitment to a computer sys- 
tem. They might have a very large database 
containing company information, for in- 
stance. A connection can be established be- 
tween the Viatel computer and the other 
computer via a 'gateway'. Usually the Via 
tel system then becomes completely trans- 
parent to the user, so that the way the sys- 
tem works is determined completely by the 
host computer. The advantage of the gate- 
way system is that it makes long distance or 

public access to an existing database 
cheaper and easier. 

The success or failure of the services of- 
fered by the SPs and sub-SPs is measured, 
by and large, by how many people try to ac- 
cess them. However, this is not always the 
case. There may be times when information 
is confidential as, for instance, in the case of 
a company with branch offices all over the 
country using the Viatel database for its in- 
ventory. In such cases it's possible to make 
access to particular frames available only to 

particular passwords. This then forms a 
closed user group, or CUG. 

The user 
The final player in the Viatel game is the 

user. Deliberately, their commitments to 
Viatel may be very low, yet it's their num- 
ber, and the frequency with which they ac- 
cess the system that determines the success 
of the system. Who are they? 

According to a survey by Paul Budde, the 
guru of videotext systems, the typical Viatel 

PRICES 

per month frame rental access connect time other 
010 1 a l 92. user $12.50 bus 

$02.50 pvt 
local call 0.08/min 0.05/frame 
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Replace up to 100 MSI devices with the world's first single -chip PCM transceiver. 
Designed for worldwide primary rate applications, the R8070 from Rockwell International is a telephony breakthrough. This single -chip solution accommodates all primary telephone carrier requirements in both North America and Europe. The R8070 T-1/CEY1' operates with AT & T extended framing, Clear Channel, and European CEPT formats. 
Save on power, design, engineering and component costs. As a smgle-chip, CMOS transceiver, the R8070 minimizes board space requirements with its VLSI implementation. It significantly reduces power consumption, saves on component costs and reduces engineering design investment as well. To find out how the R8070 can help you build your next generation T-1/CEPT communications 
system, talk to your Rockwell distributer 
or sales representative or send for complete Rockwell technical literature today. 

CflCIÍÇJJ ENERGY CONTROL PTY. LTD, U P.O. Box 6502, 
Goodna, Brisbane, Qld. 4300 

Phone (07) 288-2455. Telex AA43778 ENECON. 
N.Z. OFFICE: Phone 64-4-843-499. CONTROL 
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INTRODUCING THE TIME-SAVER/MONEY-SAVER 
CIRCUIT -BOARD -ARTWORK SOFTWARE 

For only $1,250 smARTWORK" lets the 
design engineer create and revise printed - 
circuit -board artwork on the IBM Personal 
Computer (or equivalent). 

Forget the tedium of taping it yourself or 
waiting for the technician, draftsperson, or 
the CAD department to get to your project. 

smARTWORK" (Version 1.20) is the only 
low-cost printed circuit -board -artwork editor 
with all these advantages: 

Conductor spacing always correct. 
Lines don't become too narrow. 
Connecting lines do not intersect other 
conductors. 
Automatically seeks and draws shortest 
route between conductors. 
Quick correction and revision. 
Production - quality 2X artwork from a 
pen -and -ink plotter. * Prototype - quality 2X artwork from a 
dot-matrix printer. 

Easy to learn and operate. 
Single -sided and double -sided printed 
circuit boards up to 10 x 16 inches. 
Multicolour or black -and -white display. 
Library storage and retrieval of your own 
commonly used layouts and pinouts. 
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What is HiWIRE"? 
A computer program designed to aid in the 
creation and drafting of electronic and electrical 
circuit diagrams. 

Creating diagrams - the old way 
The thoughts and ideas of the design engineer 
are hand sketched, tediously corrected and 
redrawn, resulting finally in an untidy, draft 
sketch, which must then be sent to a skilled 
draftsperson for the production of a drawing of 
satisfactory presentation. 

Problems with the old way 
The production of circuit diagrams is a common 
"bottleneck" as a result of the time needed to 
produce quality drawings. 
Therefore an effective Computer Aided Drawing 
system can not only relieve this "bottleneck", but 
also provide the archiving of design efforts for 
the future. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII. 
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Block movement for on- screen 
cut and paste editing. 
Place text on either board layer. 

Separate silk screen layer. 

System Requirements (smARTWORK'" 
Version 1.20) 

IBM PC, XT or close compatible with 
384K RAM, 2 disk drives. 

IBM Colour/Graphics Adaptor with RGB 
colour or B & W monitor. 

Epson MX/FX80/100 dot matrix printer. 

Pen -and -ink plotters: 
Houston Instrument DMP42, 52 
Hewlett Packard HPGL 7470, 75, 7580, 
5, 6. 

Microsoft Mouse (optional), and other 
compatibles. 

This revolutionary software package 
originates from the U.SA where it has a 
proven record for reliability. 

Entertainment Audio of Adelaide are 
actually manufacturing the product locally, 
which has obvious benefits: 

Quicker availability of new releases and 
upgrades. 
Experienced engineers available to help or 
answer enquiries. 

For a FREE TRIAL 
of smARTWORKTM 
and further 
information ring 
(008) 88 8414 

HiWIRETM: A NEW PRODUCT 
(A COMPANION TO smARTWORK") 

Enter HiWIRE"! 
HiWIRE" is a circuit diagram capture program 
for the IBM PC or close compatibles. 
HiWIRE" may be used throughout the design 
and documentation stage of a design, yet ít is as 
easy to use as pen and paper. 

HIWIRE" - How does it work? 
HiWIRE" is a computer based drawing editor, 
with the ability to work with, and "understand" 
electrical connections. That is, HiWIRE'" 
allows the user to select and draw not just 
lines, but wires and wire busses. 

Symbols may be loaded from a library, 
and the drawing may be annotated with 
text labels. 

O Objects can be moved, copied, deleted or 
rotated with the click of a mouse button. 

Symbols may be defined by the user. 

The display may be divided into 
windows, to permit simultaneous viewing of 
various portions of a drawing. Windows may 
be quickly panned, scrolled, or zoomed. 

The program can identify the connections of a 
complex circuit, including device pin 
allocations, and device information. 

Information concerning the part number, 
location and other attrbutes for each device 
may be quickly entered. 

HiWIRE" will extract this information from a 

drawing, providing lists that may be used 

by other programs such as component, 
loading and PCB layout generation. 

Versatile plotting and printing from a wide 
range of popular devices. 

Hardware Requirements 
IBM PC, XT, or AT or 100% compatibles. 

Two disk drives. 

320 K of memory. 

Microsoft Mouse or compatible Colour 
Graphics Adaptor and RGB monitor or; 
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor and monitor. 

DOS 2.0 or later. 

Plotters from Houston, Hewlett Packard or; 
Epson FX series printer or compatible. 

Availability 
HiWIRE" is expected to be available In 
August 1986. 

wrTcc 

Entertainment Audio P/L 
A VILLAGE ROADSHOW COMPANY 

59 KING WILLIAM STREET, 

KENT TOWN, SA 5067 
Phone (08) 363 0454 

Representing WINTEK Corporation (USA) 
in Australia 

smARTWORK'- and HIWIRE. are registered 
brand names of WINTEK Corporation USA 
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TURN YOUR APPLE COMPUTER INTO AN INTELLIGENT 
PRINTING, DISK -. 
SAVING VIATEL o 

TERMINAL 

FOR $395.00 

n . ' .. . ' ' ó \ 

...... .- . .. ' . t 
L 

t 

Super intelligent direct connect complete modern system for the Apple II and Apple Ile. No 
additional hardware, cabling or software is required. Viatel and conventional Communication 
software is contained in hardware. Autoanswer autodial and automode search. Incorporates a 
battery backed calendar clock. 
A keystroke converts it to a complete Viatel terminal. Viatel Frames can be easily dumped to disk, 
printer or memory while online and subsequently reviewed at leisure. Viatel identification and 
phone numbers are stored and sent automatically. The modem is capable of acting as a Videotext 
host in a private closed user group network. 
Can be easily programmed under Basic e.g. using its calendar clock it can ring up Moneywatch 
every hour and check on the price of your shares. If they moved beyond a certain price range, it 
can call you at the office before 5 p.m. or elsewhere after 5.30 p.m. There is provision for 
connection of a software or hardware voice synthesiser to give you the good/bad (?) news. 
300 baud full duplex and 1200/75 baud with automatic line turnaround allowing 1200 baud 
communications in both directions. 

$395 RETAIL (INCLUDES DELIVERY & S/T) 
10 SMITH ST., CHARLESTOWN 2290 
PHONE (049) 63-3188 
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At last the tender 
system has caught up 
with the computer age 
At last the tender system has caught up with the computer 
age to offer an indispensable tool for everyone in 
construction, manufacturing, service industries and sales 
organisations. 

Tendertex gives you up-to-the-minute information on new 
local, national and international tenders daily, including a 

special section on US Defence Department contracts. 

Tendertex is easy and fast to use. Its quick -access indexing 
system allows you to check on any category, instantly, 24 
hours a day. 

Tender details appear on the screen, telling you the closing 
date of the contract, a brief description of the tender and 
who to contact for further action. 

Tendertex is available to anyone with a telephone line, 
through Telecom's Viatel videotex service. All you need is a 

Viatel terminal, or your own PC and the appropriate modem. I 

You will be surprised at just how little it will. cost you to 
become a user of Tendertex. 

For further information and a free demonstration complete 
and post the coupon or telephone Tendertex 

r. 
1 Tendertex, 8-24 Kippax Street, 

Surry Hills, NSW 2010. Or telephone (02) 212 6988. 

0 Please forward me more information 0 or telephone me 
to arrange a free demonstration. 

For obligation -free details i 

(02) 212-6988 
Telex AA176150 Facsimile 212 4634 
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NON -TELECOM SERVICES FEATURE 

A side effect of the creation of the Viatel sys- 
tem has been the growth of complementary 
services. These use exactly the same protocols 
and structure as Viatel, but are operated inde- 

pendently by large firms. in fact, the first public 
access data base in Australia was of this type, 
run by Elders-IXL. 

Frequently the motivation for creating a 

separate system has been security. In the case 
of the banks this is especially so. Not unnatu- 
rally, they take the view that they must be re- 

sponsible for their own security. Whether Tele- 
com's arrangements are satisfactory is beside 
the point. A recent trend has been the creation 
of gateways between the various systems. In 

the case of Westpac, for instance, it's possible 
to access the system either from Viatel or by 
ringing a separate number. 

SOME USEFUL NUMBERS 
Elders Agriservice: runs Elderlink and Share - 
link. A very large data base, one of the first in 

the country. Access is via Austpac 01921 then 
'211113999# or '21108999# or direct on 
(02)221-6077 or (03)602-1544 or (08)212-5288. 
DTX Australia: specializes in providing ser- 
vices for CUGs, but has some public areas. 
Messaging at $6.00 an hour is claimed to be 

the cheapest in town. Call on (02)957-4203 or 
(09)225-0444 or (03)614-5066. 
Westpac: Westpac will be offering a home 
banking service later in the year. Currently, just 
some information frames tell you all about it. It 

will offer a gateway from Viatel, or a separate 
access number (02)266-0240. Currently, use 
1# as ID and ## as password, and you can 
look around. 

user is 35, earns more than $30,000, is well 
educated, likes new technology and is 

probably either in management or self 
employed. 

Over 75% of Viatel users access the sys- 

tem via PCs. Manufacturers, scenting prof- 
its in the Viatel hills, have jumped on the 
bandwaggon. Virtually all now provide 
dedicated software for their particular ma- 
chines. In addition many have secured 
space on the database. There are also a 

large number of suppliers of related prod- 
ucts, Nashua (disks) and Microeducational 
(peripherals) for instance. 

There is also a fund of public domain 
software available from organizations like 
Microtext666, which has hundreds of pro- 
grams, and smaller organizations like Tango 
and Tastel. It's interesting to speculate on 
whether the trend by PC users towards Via- 
tel will spell the end of the 300 baud bulletin 
boards that now dot the country. Some 
bulletin boards have provided gateways into 
their systems from Viatel, others studiously 
ignore it. 

Security 
One of the most important elements of 

any public computer service is the security 
arrangements made to protect data. Service 
providers and Telecom claim their services 
are virtually tamper -proof. On the other 
hand, a string of articles has appeared in the 
popular press claiming that 15 -year -old whiz 
kids are clambering all over the database 
writing grafitti on the walls. 

The truth is a bit more prosaic. Actual 

VIATEL SOFTWARE 

Both suitable software and a modem are required to connect microcomputers to Viatel. The follow- 
ing companies have been identified as being involved with the supply of Viatel software suitable for 

use with commonly available personal computers. This is not a complete list by any means, but it 

does give some idea of the range of product available. 

Apple (those Indicated with do Macintosh 
as well.) 
AAV 
Netcomm Australia' 
Rank Electronics 
GEC 
Computerland' 
Eftec 
Syscorp 
Microcorp' 
Visionhire 
Thorn EMI 
Techmedia' 
Zephyr Products 
Kurrawood Computers' 

IBM 
Netcomm Australia 
Rank Electronics 
Dotsoft 
GEC 
Eftec 
Sperry 
Syscorp 
Microcorp 
Neologue 
Visionhire 
Thorn EMI 
Techmedia 
Zephyr Products 
Computer Electronics 
Computer Techniques 
Avtec 

Commodore 
(Vic 20 as well if Indicated with ') 
Microtex 666 
Dotsoft 
GEC' 
Visionhire' 
Thom EMI' 
Zephyr Products 
Rank Electronics 
Modem Technology 
Techmedía' 
Megavision 
Bail Electronics 
K urrawood Computers 

Apricot 
Syscorp 
Rank Electronics 
Neologue 
Aquarius 
Modem Technology 

BBC 
GEC 
Visionhire 
Thorn EMI 
Rank Electronics 
Techmedia 
Jacaranda Electronics 

Burroughs 
Burroughs 
Compac 
Techmedia 
Netcomm Australia 
Microcorp 

Computerphone 
(equipped for Viatel Is standard) 
Telecom Business Office 

(see front of telephone directory) 

(03)699-1844 
(02)498-5577 
(02)449-5666 
(02)887-6222 
(02)745-4311 
(02)957-5788 

(02)92-1907 
(02)27-1122 
(02)92-0902 

(02)439-7411 
(08)212-2168 
(03)553-3266 
(045)78-2377 

(02)498-5577 
(02)449-5666 
(02)449-6923 
(02)887-6222 
(02)957-5788 
(02)929-7800 

(02)92-1907 
(02)27-1122 

(02)487-2859 
(02)92-0902 

(02)439-7411 
(08)212-2168 
(03)553-3266 
(02)428-3236 
(057)21-8140 
(02)427-6688 

(03)531-8411 
(02)449-6923 
(02)887-6222 

(02)92-0902 
(02)439-7411 
(03)553-3266 
(02)449-5666 
(02)634-3988 
(08)212-2168 
(02)290-2655 
(057)21-6260 
(045)78-2377 

(02)92-1907 
(02)449-5666 
(02)487-2859 

(02)634-3988 

(02)887-6222 
(02)92-0902 

(02)439-7411 
(02)449-5666 
(08)212-2168 
(062)82-5458 

(02)922-9300 

(08)212-2168 
(02)498-5577 

(02)27-1122 

Corona 
Netcomm Australia 
Microcorp 
Techmedia 

Ericsson PC 
Netcomm Australia 
Microcorp 
Techmedia 

Hewlett-Packard 
Hewlett-Packard 

ICL 
GEC 
Visionhire 
Thorn EMI 
Techmedia 
ITT XTRA 
Netcomm Australia 
Microcorp 
Techmedia 
Mlcrobee 
Applied Technology 
Applied Technology 

NEC 
Neologue 

OLIVETTI M24 
Netcomm Australia 
Microcorp 
Techmedia 
Remington 
Remington 
Netcomm Australia 
Techmedia 

Sigma Multitec 
Netcomm Australia 
Techmedia 

Sirius 
Rank Electronics 
Syscorp 

Sperry 
Sperry 

Tandy 
Tandy 
Paris Radio 

Tellc Alcatel 
AWA 

Wang 
Neologue 

(02)498-5577 
(02)27-1122 

(08)212-2168 

(02)498-5577 
(02)27-1122 

(08)212-2168 

(02)888-4444 

(02)887-6222 
(02)92-0902 

(02)439-7411 
(08)212-2168 

(02)498-5577 
(02)27-1122 

(08)212-2168 

(02)487-2711 
(043)24-2711 

(02)487-2859 

(02)498-5577 
(02)27-1122 

(08)212-2168 

(0)699-4722 
(02)498-5577 
(08)212-2168 

(02)498.5577 
(08)212-2168 

(02)449-5666 
(02)92-1907 

(02)929-7800 

(02)675-1222 
(02)344-9111 

(02)638-8444 

(02)487-2859 
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British Telecom's level 5 videotext system, Integrated Services Digital 
this sort of Image (courtesy Syscorp). 

manipulation of the database from outside 
the system seems to be almost impossible. 
After 20 or so years of writing software for 
public databases, programmers have man- 
aged to trap most of the errors which once 
allowed access. 

However, there is another type of crime 
that is gaining a lot more popularity than 
anyone, especially Telecom, would care to 
admit, and that is the type that involves per- 
fectly straightforward manipulation of the 
database, but using stolen or fraudulently 
obtained passwords. 

In Viatel, there are three codes that the 
system must receive, a customer identity 
number, a personal password and a Viatel 
number. The Viatel number is a low se- 
curity number, used by any member of the 
public to address the user directly. This 
function is necessary for the messaging ser- 
vice. The personal password is a four digit 
combination originated by Telecom when 
the user first joins the system. However, 
you can change it at any time by using 
Frame 920. The customer identity number 
is a 10 digit number used mainly for billing 
purposes. It is confidential of course, but 
can't be changed without talking to Tele- 
com. 

When the user logs on to Viatel, it's nec- 
essary to enter both the customer identity 
and the personal password. The system 
compares them, and if they don't match will 
disconnect you after three tries. It should be 
a very secure arrangement, especially if, as 
Telecom suggests, you change your pass- 
word often. 

One method of defeating the password 
system, popular ín the early days, was to use 
the computer to generate all possible com- 
binations of the password and to try them in 
sequence. This has been effectively foiled 
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Network, can produce 

by the disconnect fácility. Of course, there 
is nothing to stop you using an auto dial 
modem to redial automatically, except the 
cost of calls and the length of time it would 
take. 

In fact, on the assumption that it was ac- 
cessary to search half the possible combina- 
tions before hitting the right one, and that it 
took 30 seconds to make a call and cycle 
through three options, and assuming that 
Telecom charges 15 cents for a call, some 
simple calculations show that it would take 
about 26 days and cost $11,000 to achieve. 
And all that assumes that no one would no- 
tice your auto dialler in action consistently 
for 26 days. 

According to Telecom, even if you did 
get in, there wouldn't be a great deal you 
could do to damage things. This is illus- 
trated by the "Robin Hood" case. Appar- 
ently, a person using the pseudonym Robin 
Hood acquired access to Viatel by stealing a 
password number. He managed to cause a 
great deal of unpleasantness by sending 
Telecom money to an Adelaide service 
provider. 

This did no one any good at all, since the 
transaction was instantly recognised, traced 
and reversed. However, it did underline the 
vulnerability of the data base from stolen 
passwords. Telecom had been sufficiently 
relaxed in its attitude to security to allow 
prospective users of the system to operate 
terminals from Telecom business offices. 
Robin Hood apparently watched an opera- 
tor key in a password, and was then allowed 
unsupervised operation of the terminal. He 
apparently accessed the frame where the 10 - 
digit customer identity is stored, after which 
he had free access to the system. 

Needless to say, Telecom has since 
changed its procedures. However, it would 

Out of the enormous range of applications 
available on Viatel, one of the more intriguing 
is the West Australian TAB. Punters can get 
the latest Information on odds, horses and 
owners as well as place bets and see results. 
Best of all, the service is completely free ex- 
cept for Telecom charges. There's a cheque 
withdrawal system to get your winnings out and 
an account system to allow you to pay when 
required. 

PROTOCOLS 

Transmissions 

Forward Backward 

logic 1 

logic 0 
1300 Hz 390 Hz 
2100 Hz 450 Hz 

Data format 

start bit 
bit 1 -bit 7 
bit 8 

stop bit 

logic 0 
character code 
parity (even parity) 
logic 1 

10 bits 

be silly to suppose that this will be the last 
incident of its type. Theft has been with us 
since private property was invented, and no 
doubt, will be until the millenium, and there 
is no reason why computer passwords will 
be any different. The ultimate defence, 
however, is already available. Change the 
password often. 

The future 
The future for Viatel seems secure. Leo 

Chessell of Syscorp, a major Viatel system 
vendor, says that progress in Viatel "has an 
inevitable quality about it," even if it seems 
to progress in fits and starts. In the short 
term the future for Viatel will undoubtedly 
consist of getting more and more people 
onto the system. As market penetration be- 
comes greater the number of services will 
increase dramatically. 

At the same time the growth of data 
transfer capacity over the next decade will 
improve the quality of the system. Progress 
on ISDN is well advanced, both in terms of 
exchange equipment and trunk capacity be- 
tween exchanges (See June ETI for an ac- 
count on optical fibre progress). With ISDN 
in place will come the ability to do photo 
videotext. 

An experimental British version of 
'phototext', for example, utilizes 64 Kbps to 
send its images around, and a rather small 
frame store to take in the received informa- 
tion. The definition is achieved by sophisti- 
cated compression techniques and digital - 
to -analogue conversion which removes the 
aliasing from the image. Even if Telecom 
doesn't go for this system, it is likely this is 
the level of definition we will be looking at 
in the year 2000. 



FEATURE 

Viatel Subject Index 

ACCOMMODATION 158 ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES KITCHEN EQUIPMENT 1275 1115 

ACCOUNTING '163124 (Classified ads) 7'9216 LAND USE 125215 SHARES . . . 113 

ADVENTURE GAMES . 12221 ELECTRONIC PRO ..178 LANGUAGE INSTR N 1293119 SHORT COUR ' :r 12932 

ADVERTISING 8 PROMO' '. . 11636 EMBASSIES 11641 LAW (Employment) ... 116332 SILVER PRICE, . 113311 

ADVERTISING FRAME ... ....1014 EMPLOYMENT 11633 LEASING SERVICES 11221 SKIING ... 
ADVERTISING ON . ATEI RU' F!V .. 10318 EMPLOYMENT CLA',' d 1 (I + 12191 LEGAL SERVICES .... ..'.1123 SLIMMING 1272 

ADVICE 8 INFORM. '. 125 EMPLOYMENT LAW 1,6332 LEISURE ACTIVITIES . . 124 SOCIAL SECU. 41 12513 

AGRICULTURE _ 114 EMPLOYMENT STATISTIC , '1554 LIBRARY SCIENCE .. .../18 SOFTWARE. 

AIR FARES .... 1515 EMPLOYMENT TERMS 8 LIFE INSURANCE ..... I' 1..613 SOLICITORS ... .1163123 

AIR SCHEDULES .... 1514 CONDITIONS . '6333 LIVESTOCK . 1'411 SPORTING GNMF S 

AIR TRAVEL .... 1511 ENCYCLOPEDIAS. 12511 LOANSB LE' 1.41 1.221 SPORTS EVENTS . ... 1243 

AIRLINE CLUBS . .... 1516 ENERGY (Adsce) .. 1;5214 LOANS(Per.ra :15 . ....1243 

AIRLINES .... 1511 ENERGY (Scientific r..Ys) 18276 LOGIC GAME': 12722 SPORTS RESULTS ... 1243 

AMUSEMENTS ... 122 ENGINEERING ED N 118117 LONELY HI AR: , . 17515 STAMPS (Classified ads) . _. 1219223 

ANTIQUES(Class:bed .1 1219211 ENTERTAINMENT . 1221 LOTTERY RE',' ' IS '243 STATISTICS (Employment) . . 11554 

ARCHITECTURE 116214 ENVIRONMENT ..... 1..5212 MAGAZINES 11111 STATISTICS ON VIATEL ..... . .. 11818 

ASSOCIATIONS (' '. a n 116 ESTATE AGENTS.. 11843 MAIL ORDER 002 STOCK MARKET PRICES . .. 11321 

ASTROLOGY ....1227 EVENTS 1115 MAILBOX ..... 103 STOCK MARKET REPORTS .... 11327 

ASTRONOMY .... 124214 EXCHANGE RATES 11231 MAILBOX DIRECTORY SEAN, I. 1 '951 STRESS MANAGEMENT . . . 12516 

AUDIO EQUIPMEN' .. 12425 FAMILY HISTORY . 124213 MANAGEMENT CONSULTAN' ".19 SURFACE TRAVEL ..... 157 

AUDIO VISUAL E 'MF K' .. 12425 FARM MANAGEMENT 11414 MANAGEMENT COURSES TAPES (Video) ............. .. 12423 

BANK SERVICES . .... 1123 FERTILIZE'. 11412 (Ternary) .._ I." 121 TATTSLOTTO RESULTS . ..... 1243 

BANKING 8 FINA. . N!. .l41%!í ... 1122 FESTIVAL 1221 MARKET RESEARCH '183 TAXATION (Business) .. . 11635 

BIRTH CERTIFIC IF !I 678111 FIELD CRO '14122 MARKETING 1183 TEACHER TRAINING (Ternary) 1293176 

BOOKS 124211 FILMS 1221 MASSAGE PRODUC 1: 11516 TEACHING PROFESSION . 116217 

BOOKS (Class... was 1219212 FINANCIAL FUIIIHES 113321 MEDICAL ADVICE .... 1, 516 TELEX SERVICES ..... . 

BOTANY 118273 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS .1122 MEDICINE (I. I 1. ,.,I 1!..11 TENDERS ....... 1152 

BUILDING COURSE 1. 1293111 FINANCIAL NEWS ............. . 1121 MEETINGS . - 1115 TERMINALS (Videotex) 11813 

BULLETIN BOAR(. FINANCIAL SERVICES ....112 MESSAGES. .93 THEATRE. 

BUSINESS AC' 41M A w . 11637 FINANCIAL A INDUSTRIAL METAL PRICES _ 1' 1,11 TIME CALCULATORS 

BUSINESS COURSES ... 1293121 STATI!;1 11553 METRIC OONVERSI 'o, 1; 528 TIMETABLES AO/ 

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT .. 11638 FIREARMS F .'.w' r..1 1119217 MICROCOMPUTERS - .17 TOURING BY CAR ..... 15791 

BUSINESS INFORMATION 11 FIRST AID 12516 MINERALS& ENERGY 11-.76 TOURIST INFORMATION . . 

BUSINESS NEW' I 1 1 FLIGHTS .. ... 151 MONEY MARKETS ... 11222 TOURS 15793 

BUSINESS PURL A' '.', ... 11143 FLOWERS (Garden 4. 124217 MORTGAGES '11,1'14 TRADE FAIRS ...... 

BUSINESS TRAI. N. 1293212 FOOD ... 127 MOTEL BOO- IN ,1, _ TRADE INFORMATION 1152 

BUSINESS TRA. F . ... 11637 FOREIGN EXCHAWf,6 ATES 11231 MOTOR INS .' 4'.'.1 i1111.."131 TRADE UNIONS 

BUYING GUIDES . ... 12512 FRUIT 8 VEGETAB. ! 114121 MOTORING 1'516 TRAINING (805150ss) .. 1293121 

CALCULATORS. ...12528 GAMES TI' I* AY . 4Ik'. .1222 MUSIC 1223 TRAINING I 
Vdeolea) 76 

CAMERAS . 124216 GARDENI, 124217 MUSIC EQUIPMENT TRAVEL AGENTS.-. 5' .4 

CAR INSURANCI 1122613 GASES . 1002 (ClassAed ads) . '1 9221 TRAVEL GUIDE ... . . 

CARS . ... 12518 GATEWAY IN: 'r: . 03591 MUSICAL PERFORM:'. kS 1221 TRAVEL INFORMATO 15 

CARS (Classified ads) 1219213 GENEAL ' '24213 NEWS 121 TRAVEL INSURANCE .......... 

CHANGING PERSONAL 4+4 n 920 GIFTS 10021 NEWSLETTFI 1114 TRAVELLERS' CHEQUES 7542 

CHESS . 124212 GOLD PR I :+ 113311 NEWSPAPE'r t'' R I,111 UMBRELLA SERVICE PROV :4 .5 ..... 11817 

CHILD MINDING & HEAL',. ... 12523 GOODS '.F 12192 NIGHTLIFE 221 UNDERGRADUATE COURSES . ..... 12131 

CHURCHES - ...12519 GOVERNMENT INFORMA . 12531 NUMEROL' r '227 UNVERSITIES & COLLEGES .. . ..... 12921 

CLASSIFIED AD II ,I. 1219 GOVERNMENT PUBLICAT N 25315 NUTRITION ............. '272 VIATEL ASSISTANCE & 

CLOSED USER ;I, 37 GOVERNMENT SERVICES 12531 OCCUPATIONS S P .11 I: +. 1162 DIFFICULTIES . 

COAL . 118276 GRAFFITI 12226 OFFICE EOUIPMEN 1 636 VIATEL CUSTOMER DIRECT, - Y ..... .. 1035 

COINS (Classified ads) .. 1219214 GRAPHICS ON VIATEL 12424 OFFICE SERVICES . I,, r122 VIATEL CUSTOMER DIRECT 

COLLEGES A UNIVERS 1 k S ... 12921 GREETING CARD' ..1033 OPERA '221 SEARCH 10351 
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That's right: with every DSE Multitech or Olivetti M-24 personal 
computer sold this week, we're giving away 'The Complete PC 
Tutorial' package. Step-by-step, you'll become an expert operator with this superb package - the 1986 Australian Software Product of the Year Winner from "Your Computer" magazine.` 

System I 
The business computer that's so affordable! 128K memory and single disk drive model, complete with MS-DOS software and manuals, all for under $1400. Yes, this Includes the PC Tutorial software package tool c R- o s1 395 System II 

Multitech 

The expanded model most businesses prefer. Twin disk drives and 256K memory makes it Ideal for most business applications software. Extra power, extra performance - at a very little extra price! (Software included)......, 

System III $1995 
The fully expanded, top -of -the -line Multitech: full 512K memory plus a 10 megabyte hard disk drive (and a single floppy disk!) for professional 
performance. And even more: our low price Includes delivery, Installation and six months on -site service PLUS 'AURA' Integrated business software package. 

Cal 8.1002 

$500 CASH BACK OFFER: u995 $3495., 
For a limited time, there's also a $500 cash back offer on Multitech System Ill. 

Affordable Business Accounting Package 
A totally Integrated accounting package: our powerful Multitech System Three with the 'Effective Business Accounting' program. Plus we include 
a printer and more... Here's what you get: 

Powerful DSE Multitech System Three with 10Mb hard disk drive 
Green Screen Video Monitor 299 High speed Dataproducts dot matrix printer and cable $ 044 Effective Accounting Business program 595 
Cal x11/010 Normally 
Hurry! This is a limited otter... 5990 Special $4995 

Offer 
while stocks last. SPJfG introduo 

BONUS! While stocks last, we'll also Include the Integrated software package 'Aura' - everything else you need for business! Word 
Processing, Spreadsheet, Database and Information Management - normally worth $300 extra. 

Quality Disks from S2.75 each! 
Highest quality, double density computer disks at 
an affordable price. DSE's own brand - the ones 
we use -provide long life and ensure protection of 
valuable programs. 

Single Sided Double Sided 
Box of 10 Box of 10 

Cat 0-0000 

$2950 

ak 

ilr 

1 

-s 

mowia 

System 2 shown 

Montor not Included 

449,~41 ' '_ +i IV IN ó: 
I 

For value, nothing beats DSE 
Multitech's Word Processing Package! 
Invest In our System Two WP pack and there's nothing extra to buy. The 
bargain price Includes the powerful Multitech System Two computer, a 
monitor, a choice of either letter -quality Daisywheel printer or Microline 
dot matrix printer (120 cps), all cables PLUS your choice of word 
processing programs: that's right, choose the program that suits your 
needs... ever Electric Pencil', 'Perfect ect Writer' or 

$2595 'EASY'. Over $3000 value for our super low price. 
co. 

For big print jobs... Near Letter -Quality 
Dataproducts 8022 Dot Matrix! 
With its large 15' carriage a busy 
office can handle an array of 
document printing at 180 cps. And It 
even emulates IBM graphic printers 
with virtually any software. c.r oano 

$10195 

DICK sMTH g= = _ - = z ELECONICS = _ ._ _ 

Nsw A7166y714396 6444,34,4, 5ryn. 707 48e5 a.cMOm 677 7771 B.kn,A 514 7714 Bondi 3m 347/414 Brookyr. 0.7 0147 c.mooM,o.n 272790 ctrmod C2,r 411 1965 Cnu.o,.142 5922 Go,a 06 439 5311 Go.knO 25 0236 Non.by 477 ee33 Liwrpod 600 6988 4411461 33 7865 4/ 4564 525 2122 Nee,rseel 1896 No,1, Ryo.ee 3655 P.n.nrN 7.862/89 gnri1323100 ~soy S4442/7 3777 Sydney Coy 2679/1I unrorT e0 7717 wWorgorp 263800 ACT Fy.lr,c. e04914 IOC BYrr.31513,7 B.rbpo 410388 Bull/1890 0699 EA. Brpnbn 5922366 Cobw03831455 EsaeMon 3797111 Fryw.on 7630/14 Geebrq 13 9572 M.Doum. cey 67 0634 Richmond 128 16 II Spr^9,0 547 9522 OLD Br8b.rr C/y 229 9377 Brr.r 391 6233 Cnerm4,04 359 8255 R.00.nk 268 5599- RxkNrrrAon 279646 Sauepon 329453 Tooeoomb.381300 Towr6e 775771 Underwood 3410641 SA AdeWUe Dry 712I961 D.n.yon 294 6977 E nlrq 250 6068 SYWury 287 /5W WA Cr.wgw, ü 7 8888 Fem.rde 315 9733 No. M, 325 8946 PerT C.y 481 3261 TAS HW4137 0e00 NT Swan Park 8/ 1877 
onse 4n,.1r. 1277786. or .nne Mock. Leal 

Speed, performance and versatility! 
The Dataproducts 8012 printer offers 
three selectable print modes: draft, 
type and letter quality. Prints up to 
180 cps in 6 pitches with either bold, 
underline, super or subscript 
characters. 10' carriage for a variety 
of paper sizes and forms. c4,.4200 

< 

7 

$9957 
r ~ e 714,1.19 

Want to know more? Send for your FREE 
Information pack. It's obkgatbn free. 

Name: 

Address 

Postcode: Phone: 
Drop roo soy OSE mor. fose 144771 or send to 05 08444 
P 0 98. 321, Norte Ryes, N5W. 2113. Phone (02) Bee 3200 

1 



ACCESS VIATEL NOW!! 
with 

VIATERM 
Software for the APPLE II series 

= IATEL 

"en: !i ti m:-. .:t:°0.t-i. érrso 

VIATERM Features 

ease of use 
screen save, print, load 
auto logon 
fast disk access 

ANY 1200/75 modem 

Mews e wrowa 
T suon 
Tatn.N. 

QANTFI5 

VIATEL TRAVEL° 

VIATERM from BIZAP 

ON SALE NOW!! 

Enquiries 02 646 1497 

sw MI[n fM. 
a11a 1x0[ 

I AARKEI 
miffs tsmu ~WO 

)eer «T'::te:1'e. (t..t ....7f 

na[T 11110 11001« a.. `°.« 
,sf¡It;:%Íl.ft:.l ., 

írTs.a.ra 
LraiiiilFurt:71:111 

VIATEL FINANCEO 

written by Paul Zabrs 
author of TERMINAPPLE 

Gerry whacker s 

First Electronic 
-..4 Test patch 

ha vat , R,tno 

I !X ' re '?P 

VIATEL GAMESO 

0 printed using VIATERM 

ETI READER SERVICE 16 

CICADA 312 MODEM 

THE VIATEL CONNECTION 

187 Allambie 

CENTRE INDUSTRIES 

ELECTRONICS & 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERTISE 

Road, Allambie Heights, P.O. Box 184, 

Brookvale, NSW 2100. Tel. (02) 451 5555. Telex AA22671 
GIN 003 

National Tradtn7 Post 774a Oc 

eralitim 
1 

claastt,eos } 
ne 1 

I 

t. 
3 Place e ads 

Pepeat ads 
3 tbttfy 

sales 
6 Pates and 

condtttons 
ad of the wet a apot,t the National 

n Vtetel Trading Post 

In this age of electronics people are finding 
that to buy and sell through The National 
Trading Post on Viatel is a distinct advantage, 
whether it beat home or in the office. 

The `Computer' classifieds in particular is 
creating great interest. Viatel users accessing 
The National Trading Post can look for goods 
for sale, place ads, or as many people do when 
looking for software or hardware, place a 
`Wanted' ad. 

Whether it's Computers, Cars, Antiques, 
Business Equipment or more you'll find it in 
The National Trading Post on Viatel access 
number .. . 

*774# 
Tel. (03)7850511 

Ell READER SERVICE 15 

Videotex Productivity 
Solutions 

PC VIDEOTEX 
DIVISION 

PC -EDITOR is an IBM PC -based Prestel full function 
page creation and bulk update tool. Save $ on 
connect time for professional IP's! $995. 

PC -DISPLAY. A Prestel standard, IBM PC -based 
videotex host system, it serves up to 11 users at 
once. Messaging, closed user group and ASCII op- 
tions make it unbeatable at $995. 

ACCESSING VIDEOTEX WITH PCS: PC, Apricot, 
Apple, Commodore, Sirius, T1100, NEC APC hard- 
ware can access Viatel (or other systems) for $399. 
Disk page store/recall, auto-logon and program- 
mable with telesoftware download 

SYSCORP PTY LIMITED 
(02) 908-1599 (03) 813-3122 
Support, maintenance contracts, training, 

installation and customisation services available. 

ETI READER SERVICE 14 Ell READER SERVICE 17 ETI August 1986 - 29 
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SHOP WITH"THE SP(CIALISTS"B SAVE! 

1-r 

Q]RF÷-- {! 

::...0SIGNAL 

1 I GENERATOR 

100KHz-100MHL ., 1,0 

Naele179 
t S QQ i: , 

CENTRONiCS PARALLEL 
GENDER 
CHANGER 
36 Pin 

Socket ea toll pias 
wired through. 

GENDER CHANGER $ 18 Mole/mole or !emote/female 

S 25 

RS232 PATCH -BOX 122 
Mole/Female-CS jump`` Ir.dy 
RS232 SWITCH -80X 429 
Male/Fenole -DIP Switches 
RS232 MINI-TESTERS33 
Melt/`male -duel Colour LE DS 

IBM PRINTER CABLE124 
DAM to Centronics plug 

5750 

51 DISK 

CASE 
FLIP -TOP 
Hold% 50 disk d 

drvidersl 

i' FLOPPY 
f4 

DISKS 
U 

Per, to DOSIDEDBLE 

$ 4 5o YEAR 
pOVBLE par cc/141:w 
DENSITY $íZ00 roo 

NEW PRINTER 
ClITCH"BOXES 
WITH DATA 
TESTER 
LE DS 

2% IN 
lx0UT or 
VICE VERSA! 
real for Computer 
to int.. to Coin - 
peters -co power reQQ,.pronte.% 

or 
r di 

RS23Z SERIALs i S99se+ . 
CENT. P9RALLELS 19 
L451 s7ocl( gT 04.0 PR/CES! 

PREMIUM QUALITI, Y 
"MOW' LEDs 

auSU.9Lzr ,L f,, 45f , 
,Dram,d 

/00'/, 
EACH or /00 far S/,s 

II 1N5404 II 
400PIV 
Rectifiers 

10 for s2 
100 font S 

ASST. PoTENT/oiHE 1'1Rs 
Write DII slot [PALS 

zO for S3 ó 
100 for $10 
250forsz0 
Centra P/Post S3) 

Lf1390 E 

0A 110VIV RCA 3401 u l , 

r39 
EA Ar,06 3 2c 4A 

IDPDT H/-Ou4tlf7.- 

II 2 CENTRO,ICS 36 WAY 
PRINTER PLUGS 
COLOPLRTEO c0NTAfPs 

$ 

5Ea 

ROCKER 
SWITCH 

vQ for 
NOAH e." eo 1/5 50 

COMMUNICATIONS 

HEADSET 
Low impedance 
mike -Go0n 
Headphone 32a. 

)/;:1 NEW! 

11 MAINS TRANSIENT 

so' VOLTAGE 
SUPPRESSOR 
Ideal for computer 
test 
e 1`HE s$ 20 

24v to I2v DC 7AMP 

CONVERTER 
for trucks, 
buses. boots 

REGULATED 
and protected s35 

CLEARANCE SPECTACULAR SALE 
S8mm (21") 8 ohm mini speakers $1.80 
Co -ax cable wire stripping tool 52.00 
2 pin mains power lead and mini socket S1.95 
Elapsed time XXXX.XXHRS meter 36-80Vdc $14,95 
2408 AC to 12V OC 100mA plug -pack $5.00 
2408 AC to 9V DC 600.1A Arlec plug -pack $10.00 
5'X3" 4 ohm Magnavox Speaker $2.50 
200 ohm 25W WW ceramic pots ea..$2.00 
Hi -F1 moving coil magnetic cartridge...519.95 
12V car cassette tape head demagnetizer $2.00 
2406 AC tape head demagnetizer $5.00 
3 speakers ON -OFF stereo switch -box $9.50 
TV/aerial/computer switch -box TV -9 54.95 
TV aerial VHF/UHF masthead mixer $8.90 
5K log 45mn mono slider potentiometer 52.50 
Bourns 1K 10 turn cermet trimpot $1.95 
2" extra -strong ferrite bar magnets..ea $2.35 
12 way plastic elect. terminal block $1.00 
Crystal hi -impedance earphone $1.95 
Magnetic 10 -impedance earphone $1.00 
240 DC relay °PDT 140 ohm coil 25A cont $4.00 
220V AC OPDT miniature cradle relay $2.95 
Video to RF TV modulators VHF CH 1 out 53.95 
2408 mains illuminated ON -OFF switch... 52.00 
6V DC motors medium size 2400rpm $3.00 
Stereo speaker vol Cont 8ohm 1000 L-pad$15.50 
BZY93 24V 20 watt zener diode stud mtg $I.00 
BC328 30v 500mA TO -92 transistor 10 for $1.00 
2N3054 60v 4amp TO -66 transistor3 for $2.00 
Bo237 tab transistor 5 for 52.00 
Mini Philips screwdrivers set of 4 53.20 
Burglar alarm reed switch magnet N.C. $2.50 
Alarm module entry/exit M.O./N.C. 120..$15.00 
Vibration/gloss break sensor N.0./N.C 55.01) 

12e to 6,9,120C 300mA car volt convert $2.50 
Compression power mike for CB/2way $15.00 
560uF 47uF 160vw dual electro caps....52.00 
NE -2 neon lamp 255 ea or 10/52 or 100/ 515.00 
128 40mA pigtail lamps 250 ea or 10 for 52.00 
3AG panel mount fuseholders 4 for $2.00 
DPDT slide switches, PCB mount 30c ea 4/51.00 
6.5mm stereo panel mount sockets 2 for $1.00 
3PIT rocker action switch, buy 4 for $1.00 
Assorted Iw and lw resistors pack 100 $1.50 
Hi -stab resistors IS and 2% asst pak 30/51.00 
1.2V 5130n/.8 nicad batteries AA size ea,.$1.95 
Plastic/metal knobs assorted pak 40 for.$1.50 
Ignition noise filter kit CB/car radio 52.50 
80038 (similar 293055) power trans 2 for$1.00 
Molex IC socket pins, handy to have 100/51.75 
30 metres insul hook-up wire. 5 colours $1.95 
Flashing red LED's, 1001 g'teed, 2 for $1.00 
NPN 40V unmarked TOS silicon trans 20/ $1.00 
600PIV 3 N4P avalanche rectifiers 4 for $2.00 
VHF trans M9I-603 (similar 205590) 2 for$9.95 
Electrolube spray -can (similar 0040) ea $3.50 
2200uF 64vw Philips can electros ea $1.75 
SCR 1008 IA TO -5 TSI232 from STC, 4 for $1.00 
SCR 2000 LOA 1066 TS1218 from SIC 4 for $2 00 
Mica washer insulators 103, 20 for $1.00 
Mica washer t insulator 10220 tab 20for $1.00 
PCB mount fuse -clip for 3AG fuse 12 for $1.00 
3" cone tweeters 25w 8 ohm, were $5 now $2.50 
5" mid -range 25w 8 ohm, were $10 now ea $5.00 
Crossover capacitors suit above, ea set 51.00 
Battery test meter all 1.5V 9V butts. .54.50 
3 pos lOamp rotary switch with knob $1.00 
Mini PVC tuning gang for trans radios. .31.00 

5 SOCKETS 
Nigh Quo//7y 

9,0i -pia red 
contort poll 

0"IV e sfoKs 
.5 

W1o91 EA VD 
FANS 
5' 115roc 

CDR 
22Ovne 

EX- COM PU TE R 

DOOR MONITOR 
cod INTERCOM 
'Peep -hole' viewer 
with Inbuilt 21voy 
intercom for front 
dour pretect:e.. .t\í :"SA5E 

$ 
.w 7098 9. 5\4n 

HITACHI 8/w VIDEO 
TAPE RECORDERS 
lard fi.t demo p0rpl.e olpf 
Eocelle..r cond. 
TESFLO 0K. II r2 55 If rrtcrr ro ws; 
10 ONLY AVAILS 

PRE-PAK 
electronics p/I 

ECONOMY CAR 
ALARM $ 35 Volfee srnsiey 
fn fry /EeIi / 

delays 
Auto -reset r bvilt siren 
Easy insro/%/iar, 

DIGITAL CODE 

KEYPAD Rlov output ,IYvr 
31.110Inaicato. 
M Molt ajw usee.ee. 

t ne o I.MMY fuié' an 
d mS sis 5 each 

Reel -to -Reel 7" VIDEO 1 B/w L 
TAPE 

NeW, by HITACHI 

Ne9raY t 
oNL. Y EA 

Ex-Compute s Cops 
lod odo 

s0,J00 r, 
2s.00o .r 
15,000.r 
50,0000 
242o0ss 
22,00a,s 
12,000.4 

loe. 
ISv 
2o, 
2s 
2 S, 

30r 
3S. 
doe 

31410.4 40. 
110041,4 45. 
10,000,r 50. `. 
27,0004 54. 
20200,,, 33v 

All tooted EA 

o.+d t.d $ 

ULTRASONIC 

ALARMS 
Complete and sel 
eontoined,jaat odd 
siren or horn,outo 
reset, entry/exit 
Mors, LEO light, 

VARIABLE 
TEMPERATURE 

SOLDERiNC 
IRON $29.95 

16-25 WATT 

$ 

RADIO 
CONTRO 

(Inc 110170 ugee Alt 

COUNTERS 
Non-resettoble 
R4v Dc =5só 
24v DC CHASSIS 

AC CHASSIS 
220v AC CHASSIS 

I.E.C. 
CTT t -Ir 

POWER $ .5a 
LEADS 2^ sJ.Z I 

"r'In: 
*004.0 I.6M 

55.50 II 
5 2.50 
5 4.93 , 

HIGH QUALITY 
HEAVY DUTY 

SOLENOIDS 'O 
24Y Ac 53.90 

tow 
""-551 

24v DCSS SO tatlO,Ac ovaci451.25 .50 

DESOLDER WICK 
1.7 metres in 

plastic 
dispenser 

3for$ 
JACKPOT 
Box No 5 
Our biggest ba. 
evert Nearly 
5Rgrn of partuC 
(or electronic hobbpicts. 
A Title bit of every- 
tbing_VALVED AT 170/ 

REMOTE 
SWITCH 

CAR alarm model 110 rMt 2 transmitters 
Single OR Dual CHANNEL f r ho»., elerme garage doors, 

dvatrrol control efe 0Th sr bore 
extended range f 100netres, 
13,000 programable codes. 

1 CH + TRANSMITTER.... S 119 ten. roan.. S 40 
2CN+TAANSMITTER S 133 1.a. t.o,....s...e..e. a 1 48 

to WEST ST, 
LEWISHAM, NSW 

FANTASTIC! 
CAR ALARMULTRASONIC 

' 4/ 
, 

tRADIO KEY. jf 
Ime riot motion( 
defector, r tt 
dolor se"sr.q,ñ ,e 

lar.. Halt. ,f 179 Siren, d.loy, trout ó.v0 

RELAYS 
240v AC 

COIL 10 4 Changeover ` $4-70 
10 Amp 4ontactS 

4.50 
10 
WOKE rats ta5r! 

24v BELL 
AC or DC 
3" DIAM 

English Chlorror-(L 

7 50 A Cent 150m rurrl' 

EA 

8 FUSES. SI 
3AG 

37mm x 6mm, TAKE YOUR PICK! 
250mA, 500mA, 750m4, IA, 

1.5A, 2A, 3A, 5A, 7.5A, 10A, 
ISA, 208, 25A, 30A. CHEAP! 

PUS N -BUTTON 

TELEPHONE 
DIALLERS with VQ 
IuT n, ne 

ed,al rawly lnn4,l/td 
fr....it. r...t. EA bur not r wram 

oppecora. 

SYNCHRONOUS 

MOTORS 
WITH GEARBOX 
3 MODELS- 00 
4or6RPM 7 or IO RPH, 240v 50ío 

NEw THERMFILLOY 

HEATSINKS 
for I C'S 

r'í41"11. Suit 14,16 pins 

q5C Mo~500.0 45f 

569-9797 
24 If ROE ORDER SERVICE 

VIDEO CASSETTE 
TAPE HEAD CLEANERS 
VHS or $ 

BETA oIY 1a tnm0 f! 

PACK/POST: 53 plus 5%ord.r 
valve -tetra for hro.y Items! 

t 
Phone or mall order 
BANKCARD accepted 
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99 100+ 500+ 
MPSA93 .22 .20 SC1410 .85 .75 51/4" SS/DO MD525-01 2.50 2.35 2.25 

1 8U126 1.50 1.25 BUX80 2.50 2.20 Sldse DS/DD MD550-0I 3.20 2.75 2.50 (, T 
é0326 

2.50 2sD3w 2.75 2.40 XIDEX DISKETTES I 1.60 
Plus 30% tax where applicable 51/a" SS/DO 5012.1000 2.50 2.50 2.25 $ . . I 

II 
51/4" DS/DO 5022.1000 3.40 3.05 2.85 I31/2" SS/DD 3012.3000 5.90 4.75 CANNON TYP" AÍ~Ú10 Q GMS, ; 

a 31/4" DS/DD 3022-3000 6.90 5.55 
CONNECTORS i7 a Plus 20% tax where applicable 

1 NICADS 
1:1;11 

- 
"'1 We've sold 1000'a because of their great 

10+ue1 
3 Pin Line male Cat. P10960 1.80 1.60 1111 

cat No. 1-99 100+ 250+ 500+ 3 PIn Chas male Cal. P10962 1.90 1.70 PANEL METERS 1 
S15020 AA1.2AH1.60 1.50 1.40 1.10 3 Pin linefemele Cat, P10964 2.50 2.20 1-9 10+ 100+ I 515020 C 12AH 4.50 4.25 3.50 3 Pin Chas FMle Cat. P10966 2.90 2.50 1 
515020 01.2A8 4.90 4.75 4.50010500 MU450.1mA 6.95 6.75 6.50 

r Plus 20% Sales Tax where applicable 
Plus 20% tax where applicable l:,l - 010502 MU4550-0-50uA 6.95 6.75 6.50 I 1 ., ,.010504 MUIS 0-100uÁ 6.95 6.75 650 

1 t . e ,,:::.+4,, CARD EDGE 010505 MU45 PSOuA 6.95 6.75 ó.s0 1 
.gyp 

010510 MUd50-SA 6.95 6.75 6.50 

AXIAL ELECTROLY TICS a .... 010518 MW501A 6.95 6.75 6.50 1 CONNECTORS 1:; ;::;:' 010520 MU45 o -20V 6.95 8.75 5.50 

(DOUBLE ENDED) t ..:.. ' . Edge Connectors to Disk Drives Etc. 
MUS2E 0-1mA 9.95 8.35 

010535 MU45 VU 7.95 7.75 7.50 

Cal.No. Description 10+ 100+ 1,000+ 
_lit .. 2 P1206010 Way Card Edge Con 2954 

25-99 100+ 
250 2.10 010533 MU52E 0-5mÁ 9.95 8.75 , l R15705 0.47uF63V $0.12 $0.10 $0.09 IHIICROD - Pí206220 Way Card Edge Con 3.25 2.75 1.95 010538 MÚ650 -50U4 9.35 895 8.75 I 

I 815715 luF63V $0.12 $0.10 $0.09 5 rr FLOPPY DISKS P1206426 Way Card Edge Con 3.55 2.95 2.20 010540 MU650-1mA 9.35 8.95 8.75 1 
815725 2.2uF 63V 50.12 50.10 $0.09 P1206634 Way Card Edge Con 3.95 3.50 2.30 010550 M0650-100uA 9.35 8.95 6.75 

I R15742 4.7uF 25V $0.11 50.09 $0.08 Have a look at these priceel These ere 100% P12068 40 Way Card Edge Con 4.50 3.90 3.50 010560 MU6500.20v 9.35 8.95 8.75 1 
815745 4.7u0 63V $0.11 $0.09 $0.08 certified, prime spec. disks in labelled jackets. P1207050 Way Card Edge Con 5.50 4.50 3.90 Plus 20% tax where applicable 
R15761 10uF 16V $0.12 $0.10 $0.09 (Not like our opposition) Plus 20% Sales Tax where applicable I R15782 10uF25V $0.13 $0.12 $0.11 Dear. Cat. 1-9 10+ 100+ I 
R15765 10uF63V 50.15 50.14 10.13 No. boxes boxes boxes COMPUTER 
815792 22uF 25V $0.13 $0.12 $0.11 S/S DM C12440 $14.50 $13.90 $12.20 IDC SOCKETS 1 
R15794 22uF50V 0.17 $0.15 $0.13 D/SD/D C12445 $16.50 $14.90 $13.50 CONNECTORS 1 
815812 25uF 25V $0.13 $0.12 $0.11 Plus 20% tax where applicable 

1-9 10+ 100+ 

815815 25uF63V 50.17 50.15 $0.13 P12100 10 Pin Socket 1.95 1.75 1.25 Cat No. Description 1-99 100+ 1000 

1 815831 47uF 16V $0.16 $0.13 $0.12 Attention Schools, Government Depts etc.: P12101 16 Pin Socket 2.25 2.05 1.65 P10900 0825 Plug 1.30 1.20 0.801 

I 815832 47uF 25V $0.16 $0.13 $0.12 FREE sample disk available on request? P12102 20 Pin Socket 2.45 2.25 1.90 P10901 D825 Socket 1.40 1.30 0.90 
(Please send $2 to .atege) P12104 26 Pin Socket 2.65 2.45 2.00 815835 17uf 63V $0.22 0.19 $0.15 _°OP10902 DB25 Cover .80 .65 .55 1 

81584/ 100uf 16V $0.18 $0.16 $0.15 u P12106 34 Pin Socket 2.75 2.55 2.15 P12210 Centronics Solder 3.50 3.15 2.50 

1 815842 100r525V $0.18 $0.16 50.15 P1210840 PIn Socket 2.95 2.75 2.25 P12200 Centronics Crimp 4.50 4.00 3.50 1 
815845 100uF63V $0.27 $0.24 $0.22 P1211050 Pin Socket 3.50 2.95 2.50 P10880 089 Plug 1.30 1.20 0.90 

1 815851 220uF 16V $0.17 $0.15 $0.14 Plus 20%Sales Tax where applicable P10881 D89 Socket 1.40 1.30 1.00 1 
875852 220uF 25V $0.21 $0.18 $0.17 P10882 089 Geyer 0.60 0.55 0.50 ' 815855 220uF 63V $0.50 $0.46 $0.40 P10890 D615 Plug 1.30 1.20 0.90 I 
815871 470uF 16V $0.27 $0.24 $0.22 IDC CONNECTORS P10891 DB15 Socket 1.40 1.30 1.00 

1 815872 470uF 25V $0.29 $0.27 $0.25 P10892 DB75 Cover 0.65 0.55 0.50 
1-99 100+ 

815873 470uF 35V $0.75 10.70 $0.60 5o134 P92114 14 Pin Dip Plug 0.90 0.75 Plus 20% tax where applicable 

1 815875 470uF 63V $0.75 50.70 $0.65 P12116 16 Pin Dip Plug 0.75 0.70 1 

I R15885 1000uF 63V $0.60 $0.58 10.55 
815891 1000uF 16V $8.39 $0.35 $0.30 Wffp AGE Plus 20% tax where applicable r 1 

l R15892 
815893 10000uF35v 0.7a 

$0.406 $0.38 P LLESAL4 - 
1 

1 P15903 2200uF 35V $1.20 $1.10 $0.90R15894 

1000uF 
SrmPly PhO L1ST I 

R15904 2500uF50V $1.30 $1.20 $1.00 eprwllpf MINIATURKBUZZER 1 
815911 2500uF 16V $0.59 50.50 $0.40 

1 815913 2500uF 35V $1.10 $1.00 $0.90 
815912 25000F 25V $0.95 $0.90 $0.80 5-15V White or black. 

Cat. C15062 10-99 100+ I 
R15914 2500uF50V $1.30 $1.20 $1.00 

as 0.90 0.80 

R15932 4700uF 25V 51.90 $1.80 $1.60 
Plus 20% tax where applicable 

R15933 4700uF35V $2.40 $2.15 $1.90 
Pius 30% tax where applicable 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
1 
I 
I 

56 Renver Road, CLAYTON, 3168, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. Phone 1031543 2166 13 Ilnes) Telex: AA151938 
Minimum account order is $50, minimum cash sale is S25 Minimm post/pack $3.00. Minimum account post/pack $5.00. Comet Road Freight, bulky items and/or over 10Kg is extra 

1 
u 

Bankcard, Visa and Mastercard welcome. Errors and Omissions Eaeepted 1 I-------- IRE UM-IUM II, ----MI-MII WIZ -MIMI------ Ell -WIWI-MN-WI-MI~ MIN - INN -mill 

EC OMY TOGGLE 
SWITCHES 
Unbelievable Value! 

10-99 100+ 
611010(SPOT) 0.70 0.60 
S11020(DPOT) 0.90 0.80 
Plus 20% Sales Tax where applicable 

- 

VERBATIM DATA LIFE 
DISKETTES 

EC OMY TOGGLE 
SWITCHES 
Unbelievable Value! 

10-99 100+ 
611010(SPOT) 0.70 0.60 
S11020(DPOT) 0.90 0.80 
Plus 20% Sales Tax where applicable 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

ADD ON DISK DRIVE 
FOR 6502 SYSTEM 
(APPLE COMPATIBLE) 
1-9 10-24 25+ 
$160 $150 $140 
Plus 20% tax where applicable 
(*Apple is a registered Trademark) 

EBTM DT IE DSETS 

AfIrrr,',01 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

SHIDISKDRIVES 
Cat712461 240V Oh' 10.50 10.00 8.00 1-9 10+ 25+ 
Cat T12465 240V31/2" 10.50 10.00 9.00 4851 51/4"500K $195 $185 5175 
CaL712463 115V 41/2" 10.50 10.00 8.00 4853 51/.4" 1M $265 $245 $215 
Cat 712467 115V 31h" 10.50 10.00 9.00 4854 51/4" 1.61.1 $295 $260 $235 
(Fan guards to suit also available) 2896 8" 1.6M 5650 5625 $600 
PWa 20% lax where applicable Plus 20% tax where applicable 

DD ON DISK DRIVE 
FOR 6502 SYSTEM 
(APPLE COMPATIBLE) 
1-9 10-24 25+ 
$160 $150 $140 
Plus 20% tax where applicable 
(*Apple is a registered Trademark) 

I~1 

A 

AfIrrr,',01 
1-9 10+ 100+ 

SHIDISKDRIVES 
Cat712461 240V Oh' 10.50 10.00 8.00 1-9 10+ 25+ 
Cat T12465 240V31/2" 10.50 10.00 9.00 4851 51/4"500K $195 $185 5175 
CaL712463 115V 41/2" 10.50 10.00 8.00 4853 51/.4" 1M $265 $245 $215 
Cat 712467 115V 31h" 10.50 10.00 9.00 4854 51/4" 1.61.1 $295 $260 $235 
(Fan guards to suit also available) 2896 8" 1.6M 5650 5625 $600 
PWa 20% lax where applicable Plus 20% tax where applicable 

I~1 

RITRON II j 
Swivel base monitor In stylish case. 

1-9 10+ 
Green Cat. X14506 $145 5135 
Amber Cat. X14508 /ISO $140 
Plus 20% tax where applicable 

50 
$115 
$120 

RITRON II j 
Swivel base monitor In stylish case. 

1-9 10+ 
Green Cat. X14506 $145 5135 
Amber Cat. X14508 /ISO $140 
Plus 20% tax where applicable 

50 
$115 
$120 
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MICRO -EDUCATIONAL PTY LTD 
Australia's largest computer mail-order company 

1200/75 BAUD SMART MODEM: $395 
A revolutionary, new, Australian -made modem for IBM, Apple //c, etc. 

"1200175 Baud, Hayes -compatible, auto - 
answer, auto -dial, auto -disconnect, auto - 
Baud rate select, fully software controlled, 
VIATEL, RS232 connection, optional 
V.22 1200 Baud full duplex, mains 
powered, microprocessor controlled, 
intelligent standalone modem for IBM, 
Apple IIc, Macintosh, MicroBee and any 
computer with a serial port for under 
$400 " 

That was my shopping list when I went 
looking for a modem for my IBM. I 

needed a standalone modem that I could 
leave connected to the phone logging data 
while the IBM was disconnected, and that 
could be connected to a variety of other 
computers. And 1 didn't want to pay over 
$1000. 

A fully -featured IBM 
modem for under $400. 

d 
Georg, Tany 706C 1.0.'ní Dan er (AIL Dasillig ala..,t.o?/L 

It seemed an impossible task.The available 
modems were all over $1000 or too dumb. 
So I rang Chris & Dan who had designed 
and built the Micro -Ed Apple modem and 
put the proposition to them. Now, these 
guys are very bright software engineers 
and they just said, "No, it can't be done." 
But to humour me they sat down at the 
CAD/CAM and clicked out a rudimentary 
design on smArtWorks. Which is when a 
few "maybe"s started drifting into their 
conversation and after a few rewrites they 
put together a working prototype. 

And it worked! The features 
were right, the software was 
right, the costings were right. 
Not only could it be done, IT 
HAD BEEN DONE! 

So we built a few. 
Thousand. 

And for the technical, 
here is what we ended up 
with: 

* Standalone, direct -connect serial 
modem 

* 6809 microprocessor controlled 
* Auto -answer, auto -dial, auto - 

disconnect 
* CCITT V21 and V23 
* V22 option, 1200 baud full dup 

available soon for $160. 
* VIATEL software available $25 

(Apple/IBM) 
* Plugs into any serial port 
* Automatic Baud rate selection 
* Mains powered & onboard 

speaker 
* Meets Telecom approval specs 
* Fully software controllable 
* Internal expansion slot 
* Computer cables (specify) $30 

- 

Sap.+anden wvrct+ lo any RS232 póy, and to your pFonu rah t 
" That's all very well, but 
what do I DO with a 
modem?" 
* WORK FROM HOME:- Interrogate 
your office computer. Send and receive 
messages, text for typesetting, price list 
updates, contracts, advertising drafts etc. 
Interrogate databases worldwide, e.g. 
MIDAS, DIALOG, LEXIS, MEDLINE 
etc. 
* RECREATION:,. VIATEL, BULLETIN 
BOARDS, USER GROUPS. etc. 
* VIATEL:- Electonic mail, Instant telex 
at a fraction of the cost. Instant price 
updates as they occur on the stockmarket. 
Buy & sell. Home banking. Instant 
gambling on any race in Australia through 
VIATAB. Shop from home. Airline and 
hotel bookings. Home education courses. 
The possibilities are limitless and 
exponentially expanding. The modem adds 
a third dimension to your computer that 
opens up as you explore it. You have to 
experience for yourself the magic of 
clicking between Sydney, Los Angeles, 
New York, Mexico City by modem. 

Instantly, transparently and cheaply. 
Culling obscure facts. Interrogating 
mighty databases. Buying. Selling. 
Dazzling. 

10 DAY FREE TRIAL 
This really is a brilliant modem, but the 
only way you will ever fmd out for 
yourself is to order one. But you don't 
have to take my word for it. You can order 
a gpa SuperModem, try it out, and if it 
doesn't live up to your expectations send it 
back within a fortnight for a FULL 
REFUND. NO QUESTIONS ASKED. I 
could go on but the answer is to try it for 
yourself. We showed this ad to some of 
our best customers and they were sceptical 
that a $395 modem could do everything 
we claimed. But when we loaned them a 
gpa SuperModem they were ECSTATIC. 
It really is that good. 

TO ORDER: Ring me now 
on (049)26 4122 and quote your credit card 
number for overnight delivery. Or mail 
your cheque, purchase order or credit card 
number on the enclosed order form. Mail 
to Micro -Educational Pty Ltd, 8/235 
Darby St NEWCASTLE 2300 

ronYER. FoR,M 
Micro -Educational 
8/235 Darby St 
NEWCASTLE 2300 

Dear George, 
Please rush me 

GPA SuperModem/s @ $359 ex/ $395 inc 
plus cable for my IBM PC/ Apple IIc/ 
OTHER on 10 
day approval. If I am not delighted with it 
I will send it back within a fortnight for a 
FULL REFUND. Please do/ do not 
include Viatel software for IBM/Apple 
($25 extra) 
NAME: 

/DRESS: 

P/CODE: 
Enclosed please fmd cheque/ purchase 
order/ Bankcard/ VISA/ Mastercard 

for $ 

Add $6 per modem for insured 
overnight KWIKASAIR courier. L J 
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® M1CRO-EDUCA TIONAL PTY LTD 
Australis largest computer mail-order company 

235 DARBY ST., NEWCASTLE, 2200 
AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL-ORDER COMPANY 

DISKS 
$1 .80 

Inc tax* 

($1.70 ea per 100) 
($1.60 ea per 200) 
($1.50 ea per 500) 
($1.40 ea per 1000) 

NO. We're not CRAZY! 
This is NOT A MISPRINT 
We aim to have the lowest price in Australia on top- 
quality, 5 year warranty, 51/. SSDD disks. To achieve this 
we house -label our disks and buy them 100,000 at a time. 
Now, these are the same disks you are presently paying 
up to $7.95 ea for. They're not seconds or sweepings. 
They're not EL -CH EAPO imports. They're premium, 
straight -off -the -production -line, 5 year warranty disks that 
we buy in seven -figure annual volume direct from the fac- 
tory and ship direct to you at minimal profit markup. Sure, 
you can buy brand -name disks but your extra dollars are 
only going on marketing and overheads. Micro - 
Educational disks are the best disks that money can buy. 
* Suit Apple C64, MicroBee, IBM etc. etc. 
* Tax ex 10 cents less per disk. 

Disc cleaning kit & refill 
Disc Head cleaning kit consisting of ethanol 
-Impregnated fibre disk and 2 refills 
5'h" 512 
8" 515 
10 refills 
5ti" 523 
B" 527 

i,atalife 1}aralifc 

Buy one of these before you need !t! 

FREE SOFTWARE 
for your IBM or -- 

APPLE with every order 

over $50 

OR 
Send 6 x 33C stamps for our 
latest free library disk 
(one per customer). 
Latest Issue: 

Apple:- #5, IBM:- #2 
Back copies available: 

Apple 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5S4 ea or- IBM 1,2 

Full Apple set: $15 

IBM set: $6 

ea. 

PRINTER STANDS 
Clear your desk of that untidy mess wit) 
our exclusive printer stand. It raises your 
printer 5" above the desk, and you place 
your paper supply underneath. Made of 
high impact 5mm clear perspex. Designed 
to fit all 10"/9" printers. Holds 10kg with 
ease. 535.00 (inc. 8 ex.). Also available: 15" 

Printer stand for all 15" printers: 550.00. 

III t{,14 

MICRO -ED DC SMARTMODEM* $250 inc 
FOR APPLE II+ and Ile ($225 ex) 

AUSTRALIAN -MADE, 300 Bd Full Duplex, 1200/75, AUTO - 
ANSWER, AUTO -DIAL, AUTO -DISCONNECT HAYES COMPATIBLE 
CARD MODEM FOR APPLE II+ and Ile. 
There is nothing available to compare with this one. It works. It's 
cheap. It comes with VIATEL software. 6 Mths warranty. 
Over 400 sold since Christmas. What are you waiting for? Friend -of - 
the -family price just for you: $250 ($225 ex tax). 

Not yet Telecom approved 

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 
Just landed! 

WABASH 31/2" DISKS (Suit Bee, Mac etc) 
SSDD $4.80 DSDD $5.00 

GET THEM NOW WHILE THEY LAST! 

JOYSTICK It's taken us 4 years to find 
the right joystick. This one 
has all the features: Robust 
construction, 150K linear 
pots, trim pots, self -centring, 
APPLE switchable, 4 fire 
buttons for L -R hand use, 
excellent stability etc. 

Apple Ile/lIc $45 
Apple 11+/IBM PC $50 

Dear George, Please rush me the following by overnight courier 
II- 

$ 

+FREE library disk for my APPLE/IBM (orders over $50) 

Courier charge 0-5kg $6. 5kg+ $12 Courier ($6/$1 2) $ 

TOTAL 

Enclosed please find cheque/purchase order/postal order/Bankcard/Master- 
card/Visa 

Name 

Address 

Postcode Computer Brand 
IL 

for$ 
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INTELLIGENT 

Part 6 

S.K. Hui 
The final part of our series on the intelligent auto answer, auto 

dial modem. This is the operations manual. 

SO NOW YOU'VE built your modem - 
how does it operate? With the intelligence 
we have put into it, just knowing how to 
control it is not enough. It is capable of 
doing a lot of work without your supervi- 
sion, so it is absolutely essential for you to 
know exactly what it will do for you. Since 
there are no switches and knobs on it, you 

can't just shout at the modem and expect it 
to understand your commands. One talent 
it does not have is knowledge of the English 
language! 

Commands to the modem are given via a 
keyboard. Therefore, the first thing to do is 
to set up the modem with the same protocol 
as your terminal. 

TABLE 1. 3 -WAY DIL SWITCH ARRANGEMENT. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

oe00000e 

5 6 7 8 Baud Rate 

0 0 0 1 9600 
0 0 1 0 4800 
0 1 0 0 2400 
1 0 0 0 1200 

1 = first time 
0 = not first time 

Switch No Protocol Select 
1 2 3 data stop parity 
0 0 0 7 2 even 
0 0 1 7 2 odd 
0 1 0 7 1 even 
0 1 1 7 1 odd 
1 0 0 8 2 none 
1 0 1 8 1 none 
1 1 0 8 1 even 
1 1 1 8 1 odd 

0 = switch open (off) 
1 = switch closed (on) 

Anyone having difficulty in setting up the 
RS232C link should refer to the wiring dia- 
grams given in the last issue or consult a kit 
supplier. Some personal computers have 
weird serial ports which are not compatible 
with RS232C. Commodore 64K owners 
should build the ETI-1601 (July 1986), Mi- 
crobee owners should refer to the ETI-676 
(Feb 84). 

Initial setting up 
When you set up the system for the first 

time, the system memory for storing impor- 
tant parameters is empty. It is necessary to 
initialise the parameters before operation. 

First turn the modem upside down and 
you will see the 8 -way DIL switch on the 
bottom. Out of the eight on -off switches, 
four are used for selecting the baud rate be- 
tween your modem and the terminal. Note 
that because of the independence of the two 
serial ports (ACIA) in the modem, the baud 
rate between the modem and the terminal 
does not have to be the same as that be- 
tween the modem and the line. The modem 
can be transmitting 75 baud, receiving 1200 
baud with Viatel and talking to your termi- 
nal at 9600/9600 baud at the same time. 

Of the remaining four switches, three are 
for the protocol setting (number of data, 
stop bits and type of parity used) between 
the terminal and the modem. The last one 
tells the modem whether you are setting up 
the system for the first time or not. Table 1 

shows the detailed arrangements of these 
switches. 

Be careful with the switch numbering 
used in the Table. If the orientation of the 
DIL switch is reversed from that shown in 
the photograph' in the July issue (pin 1 

nearest IC32), the switch numbers will be 
reversed from those specified in Table 1. 

Furthermore, notice that the words ON/ 

' Notas shown on the component overlay. 
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OFF used in the article refer to closing and 
opening the contacts respectively. 

If setting up for the very first,time, flip 
switch 4 to ON. With your terminal off and 

the modern plugged into its power supply, 
turn on the power. The turn -on spike may 
wake up the modem in which case the red 
LED in the power supply will be off. Before 
you do anything, force the system to go 

back to standby by pushing the reset button 
on the modem. The modem power supply 
will go back to standby with its LED flash- 
ing on and off. This is our starting point to 
set up the parameters. 

If the DTR line from your terminal has 

been hooked up to the system, turning .on 

your terminal will automatically wake up 
the modem. If no DTR line is connected, 
press the pushbutton on the power supply 
once to wake up the modem. Turn on your 
terminal and wait (a few seconds) for the 
message to show up on the screen. The soft- 
ware in the modem will first check whether 
switch 4 is ON. If it is, the modem should 
display: 
Your default choices are: 

Modem Baud Rate: Tx -1200 Rx-auto 

Modem Protocol: Data -8 Stop -1 None 
DTR OFF 
Ringing Period (1 < x < 99) ? : 10 

Number of Busy Re -dial (1 < x < 9) ? : 2 

Number of Non -data Call (1 < x < 5) 7: 2 

Intelligent Coding Mode 7 n 
Do you wish to change ? 

Type y for yes and n for no; note that only 
lower case y and n are accepted. The 
modem will respond to any illegal key input 
by buzzing your terminal, displaying What 
7?? for a fraction of a second. It will then 
erase the response and the illegal key input. 

Type y once and the screen should scroll 
up to display a more detailed menu on 
modem baud rate selections. You should 
now turn switch 4 off so that next time when 
the modem wakes up, it goes directly to 
command mode or handshaking mode, by- 
passing this menu. 

The baud rate you select here is the one 
the modem will use to communicate with 
the line. This is not to be confused with the 
baud rate you set in your modem DIL 
switch to talk to the terminal. The modem 
baud rate menu is as shown; 
Your modem baud rate 

1)Tx-1200 Rx-auto 

ETI-884 
INTELLIGENT MODEM 

2)Tx-600 Rx-auto 
3)Tx-300 Rx-auto 
4)Tx-75 Rx-auto 
5)Tx-1200 Rx-75 
6)Tx-600 Rx-75 
7)Tx-300 Rx-300 
8)Tx-75 Rx-1200 
9)Tx-75 Rx-600 

You select your choice by typing the num- 

ber and hitting the return key once. The 

screen will scroll up and go to another de- 

tailed menu for modem protocol selection. 

If you only call a bulletin board which runs 

at 300 baud, you should select either 7 or 3. 

The difference between these is that when 

your modem is called by another modem, a 

selection of 7 will cause your modem to 

send the V.21 ANSW carrier only. That - 
means a modem calling with 1200 baud will 
not handshake with your modem. If 3 had 

been selected instead, the auto bauding se- 

quence would start to search for the correct 

carrier. Some of the carrier frequencies are 

very close to each other, so bear in mind 
that a full auto bauding sequence to cover 

all possibilities is not possible. As detailed 
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THE P Á YMASTER 60-60 
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$249 
Distortion at 

normal listening 
levels typically 

0.005% 

KA-1650 
Post & Packing $8.00 

Never before has such a high performance Amplifier been so affordable or so easy to build. 
It's hard to imagine even the most ardent Audiophile being less than delighted with the audio purity of this fine amplifier. 

150 WATTS PLUS MUSIC POWER! 
"For short term power capability Music Power). as measured by the Institute of High 
Fidelity specification IHF-A-202 the Amplifier can deliver 105 watts into an 8 ohm load 
for a single channel. and no less than 153 watts Into a 4 ohm load under the same 
conditions". 

FEATURES OF THE 60 - 60 
60 watts per channel with both channels driven into 8 ohm loads Very low noise 

on phono and line level inputs - better than CD performance Very low harmonic and 
intermodulation distortion Excellent headroom Tape monitor loop Tone 
controls with centre detent and defeat switch Mono/stereo switch Toroidal 
power transformer Easy -to -build construction Very little wiring. 
PERFECT CD PLAYER COMPANION 
Hum and noise levels for line level I/P is actually better than any currently available 
CD player at 103dB plus. You can't hear a thing with your ear right on the speaker 
cone and the volume up full.' The volume control Is calibrated "CD Clip" at a level 
corresponding to 2V signal level or full amp output power with CO player input. 
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
Power Output (One Channel) 4 ohms 88W. 8 ohms 74W - (both channels; 4 
ohms 72W. 8 ohms 62W. 
Harmonic Distortion - Less than 0.01% for all powers up to 60W Into 8 ohm loads - 
Less than 0.015% for all powers up to 70W Into 4 ohm loads. 
intermodulation Distortion - Less than 0.01% for all powers up to 60W Into 8 ohm loads Less than 0.012% for all powers up to 80W Into 4 ohm loads. 
Frequency Response Phone Inputs - RIAA/IEC equalisation within t0.5dB from 40Hz to 20kHz. Line Level Inputs -0.5d8 at 20Hz and -1dB at 20kHz. Input Sensivvity Phone Inputs at 1 kHz - 4.3mV (overload capacity at 1 kHz 
140mV) - Line Level Inputs - 270mV. 
Hum and Noise'. Phono (with respect to 10mV at 1 kHz) 89dB unweighted. with 
typical moving magnet cartridge. High Level Inputs (with respect to 270mV) 103dB 
unweighted with 20Hz to 20kHz bandwidth. 
Tone Controls - Bass t12dB at 50Hz: Treble í12d8 at )OkHz. 
Damping Factor At 1 kl iz and 30Hz greater than 80. Stability - Unconditional. 

BEGINNER CONSTRUCTORS CAN BUILD THIS AMP 
If you can use simple hand tools and a soldering iron you can build this project. The 
designers at EA believe (as we do) that many 1000's of audio enthusiasts. with little or 
no electronic constructor experience would want to build this amp - so It's designed 
on one large printed circuit board. Virtually everything Is board mounted i.e. even input 
sockets and switches/' There is no shielded wire. in fact there is only a handful of 
soldered connections external to the PCB. So by simply following the step-by-step 
Instructions and inserting components with the pre -drilled PCB and soldering 
thereafter the amp is thus constructed. 
YOU WILL BE PROUD OF THE END RESULT - AND IT WILL LAST A UFETIME. 

OUR VERY FINEST KIT TO DATE 
The Jaycar KA-1650 is our very finest kit product produced to date The chassis. PCB 
and front panel are all pre -drilled and punched. everything fits perfectly. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Should you buy the kit and before commencing construction. you feel that the task is 
beyond you simply return to us in AS SOLD CONDITION with all packaging and 
Instructions and we will refund your purchase price less transport charges. 

"This New Amplifier offers a standard of performance far ahead of 
anything we have previously published and ahead of most 
commercial integrated Stereo Amplifiers". 
"It is half to one third the cost of an imported Amplifier with 
equivalent power output and performance". 
Says Leo Simpson Managing Editor of Electronics Australia 
Magazine 

IT LOOKS SO GOOD YOUR FRIENDS 
WON'T BELIEVE YOU BUILT IT! 

Phone us for the price on the brand 
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JAYCAR No.1 FOR KITS 
PHONE CONTROLLER 

Ret EA June 1986 
Cat. KA-1672 

+il 

SCREAMER 
CAR ALARM 

Ref: EA August 1986 
Incorporates two sensors and utilizes a r plezo screamer inside car. si q5 Cat. KA-1675 

SHORT FORM 
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PARAMETRIC 
EQUALISER MODULE 

Rel: ETI August 1986 
This module can be used on Its own or in 
gangs as effects units. arid also in 
synchronous sweep effects. 
Cat. KE-4724 

81377.: 
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UNBELIEVABLE 
SEMICONDUCTOR 

BARGAINS!!! 
MOTOROLA 6800 SERIES 

SENSATIONS!!! 
6809 8/16 bit microprocessor 

Cal. ZZ8055 NORMALLY 510.00 
THIS MONTH $5.00 

6821 Peripheral interface adaptor 
Cal. ZZ-8061 NORMALLY $5.00 

THIS MONTH $2.00 
6845 CRT Controller 

Cat ZZ-8063 NORMALLY 112.00 
THIS MONTH $5.00 

6850 Asynchronous communications 
interface adaptor 

Cat. ZZ-8065 NORMALLY 17.00 
THIS MONTH $2.00 

SYDNEY 

CARLINGFORD 

?tAH ,AYE 
(CAF JAY 
/CAR JAY 
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(CAR /rep levreo tnvrate' IRVr`80 

CONCORD 

HURSTVILLE 

GORE HELL 

011// Ref: ETI July 1986 

RS232 

Supplied without Commodore edge 
r ''II connector. 
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6818 Real time clock 
Cat ZZ-8057 NORMALLY $ 10.00 

THIS MONTH $3.00 
MEMORY 

27128 EPROM Cat ZZ-8468 
1-9 $5: 10-99 $4: 100+52.50 

2114 RAM Cat ZZ-8414 
1-9 12; 10-24 $1.50; 25-99 11.00; 

100+10.80 each 

SHOWROOMS 
117 York Si (021 267 1614 
Moh- Fri 830 am -S30 pm 
Thum unit/ 830 pm Sat 9 am 12 noon 

Cnr Carlinglord 8 Pennant Hills Rd 
(02) 872 4444 Mon - Fn 9 am 530 pm 
Thurs until 830 pm Sat 9 am 12 noon 

115 Parramana Rd (02) 745 3077 
Mon Fr18 30 urn 530 pm only 

121 Forest Rd (02) 570 7000 
Mon - Fri 9 am - 530 pm 
Thum until 830 pm Sat 9 am 12 noon 

188 Pacific Hwy (Cm Bellevue Ave) 
(02) 439 4799 Mon - Fn 9 am 530 pm 
Sat 9 am 4 pm 
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LIGHT SAVER 
Ret EA June 1986 

Supplied without plate and epoxy 
Cat. KA-1670 

ca r VISA 
ELECTRONICS 

INCORPORATING ELECTRONIC AGENCIES 
OLD. BURANDA 144 Logan Rd 1071 393 0777 

Mon Fri 9am 530 pm 
Thurs until 830 pm Sat 9 am 12 noun 

HEAD OFFICE 115 Parramana Rd 
Concord 2137 
102) 747 2022 Telex 72293 

ROAD FREIGHT ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA 113.50 
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VIDEO LEADS 
Jaycar has purchased some distress stock 
of video leads. 
Rather than just buying one lead you need 
for a recording, this system incorporates just 
about all connectors you will need You should 
never have to purchase another video lead 
This system Incorporates a lead 5It long with 
a 6 pin DIN plug on each end. You also 
receive 6 additional leads which plug into 
either end of the long lead and then into your 
video. The range of plugs is enormous 
EACH KIT INCLUDES' 
2 x BNC plugs 
1 x mini plug 
1 x 5 pin DIN plug 
2 x PL259 plugs 
3 x RCA plugs 
and MORE 
NORMALLY WORTH $35.00 

TOTAL 7 LEADS 
FOR ONLY $6 95 

MAIL ORDER VIA 
YOUR PHONE 

MAIL ORDERS 
PO Box 185 Concord 2137 
11121 747 1888 HOTLINE 
10081 022 888 TOLLFREE 
POR ORDERS ONLY 

POST & PACKING 
$5 $999 $ 200 
110 $2499 S 375 
525 54999 1 450 
550 59999 5 650 
OVER $100 51000 
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in my last article in the July issue, the auto 
banding sequence will only look for the car- 
riers sent from a V.21 ORIG or V.23 ORIG 
modem. 

If the default value for the baud rate is al- 

ready what you want, just depress the re- 
turn key once for no change. The protocol 
selection menu will then show up as follows: 
Your modem protocol selection 

1)Data-7 Stop -2 Even 
2)Data-7 Stop -2 Odd 
3)Data-7 Stop -1 Even 
4)Data-7 Stop -1 Odd 
5)Data-8 Stop -2 None 
6)Data-8 Stop -1 None 
7)Data-8 Stop -1 Even 
8)Data-8 Stop -1 Odd 

As before, select your choice by typing the 
number and press return. Pressing return 
without giving a number means the existing 
value is not to be changed. If you selected 
incorrectly and need to go back to the baud 
rate menu, just press the space bar once. In 
fact, you can treat the return key as the con- 
trol for going down menus and the space bar 
as the one for going up menus. 

The next menu is for telling the modem 
whether you have the DTR line connected 
or not. 

1)DTR ON 
2)DTR OFF 

Type 1 then press return if your termi- 
nal has such a line connected to the 
modem. 

The next decision you must make is: 
Ringing period (1< x <99)? 

You can choose from 1 to 99 for the num- 
ber of rings counted before the auto an- 
swer sequence begins. You are advised 
not to choose too small or large a number. 
Choosing a small number of rings such as 
1 or 2 has obvious disadvantages, not the 
least of which is the keen competition be- 
tween you and the modem to answer the 
phone whenever it rings. Furthermore, if a 
similar ETI modem is calling, it needs two 
rings to recognise whether the line is busy 
or ringing. I would recommend 15 to 20 
rings if the modem is installed in a house, 
and three to five if the modem is to be 
used in an office with a dedicated line. 

The number you select not only affects 
the number of rings, but also the tone de- 
tection routine when you dial out. As will 
he explained later, unless you put M after 
the dialling number, the modem will go 
into the automatic tone detection routine. 
If the line is ringing, the modem will 

count the number of rings, if no one an- 
swers after the nth ring, the modem will 

hang up and come up with the response 
no answer. This nth ring is the number of 
rings you select plus five to account for 
tolerances in the exchange. 

In my software, an automatic tone de- 
tection routine is included tailored to de- 
tect Telecom's busy and ring tones. It 
takes the modem only two silent gaps be- 

PRMSCR OEM 

tween the rings to determine which tone it 

is and react accordingly. This is not guar- 
anteed with internal PABXs since their 
tones can vary from brand to brand and 
model to model. 

A busy tone will cause the software to 
hang up and wait two seconds before red- 
ialling the same number automatically. 
The number of automatic redials is preset 
by you as in the next menu: 

Number of busy redial (1 < x < 9) 7 

If the number of automatic redials has 
reached the preset number the modem 
will send a response message No luck, line 
is still busy to you and return to command 
mode. 

The next menu is the number of non - 
data calls; maximum value is 5. A non - 
data call is a successful call, ie, the phone 
is answered without detecting a valid carri- 
er. This would be the case if a person kept 
answering without connecting a working 
modem. This condition triggers a warning 
message of Sure your telephone no is right?. 
This is an advisory message only, so there 
is nothing to stop you dialling the same 
number again. 

Select your number and press the return 
key to go to the next menu. 
Intelligent coding mode? 

As pointed out in previous articles, this 
facility allows you to reprogram the 
modem. Nothing has been implemented 
apart from a flag included in the software. 
The flag may be used to divert the flow of 
the program to a user -written routine but 
at the moment, whether you select the 
coding mode or not, it makes no differ- 
ence to the modem. 

After answering this question, the soft- 
ware will display all your selections and 
ask you Do you wish to change? 

Typing y will go back through the se- 
lecting procedure I have just described. 
Typing n will signify the end of the pa- 
rameters selection. The modem will jump 
to the command mode and display OK on 
the screen. 

Command (offline) mode 
OK on the screen means the modem is in 

command mode. There are quite a few 
commands you could try when you see the 
OK sign. 
ID 

This is the command to input an iden- 
tity number to the modem buffer. It is au- 
tomatically saved in the back-up memory. 
Unless you unplug the cord of the power 
supply or change the number, it is kept 
forever. If the modem wakes up and finds 
switch 4 of the DIL switch ON, it initia- 
lises this number to 16 zeros. When you 
see the OK sign, type ID (all commands are 
upper case) followed by a return. The 

!IEROUSON4 

Congratulations 
E. T.1. on the 

completion of 
the 1200/75 
in telligen t 
modem. 
Ferguson 

Transformers is 
proud to be 

associated with this 
ambitious project. 
Our MT 620 600: 

600R isolation 
transformer meets 

E.T.I.'s and 
Telecom's rigorous 

specifications. 

ffRGUSOMP 
M1620 

LINE ISOLATION 
600n: 600n 

APP: RA78/131 

When your next 
design calls for 
a dependable 

transformer look 
to Ferguson. 

FERGUSON TRANSFORMERS 
PTY. LTD. 

7 MOOREBANK AVENUE, 
MOOREBANK, NSW 2170 

BAG No. 27, PO LIVERPOOL, NSW 2170. 
TELEPHONE (02) 602-1222 (10 lines). 

TELEX 25728 (FERTX). 

MELBOURNE OFFICE: 
TELEPHONE (03) 561.6999. TELEX 33510 

Branches & Agents in other States. 

Ell READER SERVICE 20 
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screen will show: 
Your identity number is: 

0000000000000000 
Do you wish to change? 

The number may be any alphanumeric 
combination up to and including 16 digits 
in length. Use the return key once to ter- 
minate your input. The system will re- 
spond with: 

Verify? 
As before, enter n for returning to com- 
mand mode and y to cause the system to 
display the number. 
CSO, CSF 
Turns the tape recorder on or off by tog- 
gling the remote pause line. 

BUF, NEWS and SENDF 
These are the three commands neces- 

sary to handle the buffer. When you turn 
on the terminal (with switch 4 turned off), 
the modem will check to see if any mes- 
sages have been sent to the buffer from 
the line. If there are, it displays: 

You have news 
OK 

To see the message, type NEWS and it will 

be displayed continuously until the end. Hit 
the return key once if you want to look at 
the message again or q (lower case) to quit 
the news command. It responds with: 

Erase? 
Type y to erase and n to keep ít in the buff- 
er. If you want to interrupt the display press 
the control and S keys together (control 5). 
This stops the screen scrolling giving you 
two options: you can either quit by typing q 

or restart the display by control Q. Other 
keys are ignored. 

However, the buffer can also be filled 
from the terminal under your direction. To 

wi(tLrtklM1 
Y [Y 
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do so, type BUF and return. The system 
checks to make sure the buffer is empty. If 
it isn't it responds with: 

Something in buffer 
Are you sure? 

n sends you back to command level. Re- 
sponding y prompts the next query: 

Echo? 
This causes output from the keyboard to 
be displayed on the screen. If you answer 
n you will have to type blind. 

Either way, you can use this facility to 
fill the buffer. To end, you must send the 
modem control Z. Then, after you have 
established a call, the contents can be sent 
to line using SENDF. 

To use SENDF, you must first offline the 
modem using +++ so as to send the com- 
mand to the modem and then wait. The 
modem will automatically send the con- 
tents to the buffer down the line. When it 
encounters the control Z it will stop trans- 
mitting and return to control mode with a 

beep. 

SENDI (send identity) 
This command will send out your pre - 

stored identity number automatically and 
return to the command level. There is a 

similar option in the dialling command, 
but with a big difference. With the SENDI 

command, the identity is sent out regard- 
less of what is happening at the other end. 
The command must be input manually to 
the modem in the offline (command 
mode). A typical way to use this com- 
mand is when the bulletin board or the 
bank computer tells you to input your 
identity or transaction number on the 
screen. To operate you offline the modem 
with the +++ command and type SENDI 

r fi 
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(followed by a return) to send the transac- 
tion number. You can get back to online 
with the ATO command. 
KILL 

This is the log off command. The soft- 
ware will hang up the phone and check if 

there is anything stored in the buffer. If 

there is, it comes up with the message: 
Something in buffer 
Are you sure? 

If you want to keep the buffer contents, 
type n then simply turn off your terminal. 

If you respond with a y, the system will 

generate a short delay time (a few sec- 
onds) before it shuts down the power sup- 

ply. 
There is, however, one catch. A termi- 

nal with a DTR line connected to the 
modem will not allow shutting down the 
power supply if the terminal stays on. You 
must turn off your terminal within a spe- 
cific delay period (a few seconds) gener- 
ated by the software. This is done because 
the turn-off spike from your terminal may 
retrigger the modem power supply. 
PYBK (playback from tape) 

This command controls playing back the 
files stored in the tape. 

It's advisable to connect the recorder 
before power is connected to the modem. 

Adjust the playback volume on the re- 
corder to an optimum level. What that 
should be is hard to say, since recorders 
vary. Experiment. Now depress the play 
button on the recorder. The motor in the 
recorder is controlled by the remote and 
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should be stationary at this stage. Go back 
to your terminal and use CHDF to change 
the modem protocol to be the same as the 
message in the tape when it was recorded. 
Don't use auto baud because the PYBK will 
come up with a warning message. After 
you have altered the baud rate and the 
protocol, return to the command mode 
and type PYBK followed by a return. 

The motor in the recorder should start 
turning and characters appear on the 
screen. Any key on the keyboard will ter- 
minate the command. The recorder motor 
is turned off and the system jumps back to 
the command level. 

As soon as PYBK is executed, the soft- 
ware turns the recorder on and waits for 
the carrier to appear, just as it does when 
communicating with a bulletin board over 
the phone. If the tape you have chosen to 
playback is not of the same protocol or 
baud rate or there is no recording on it, 
the modem will display a message of No 

carrier after 2 or 3 seconds. The motor 
stops and you are returned to command 
level. 

If the Viatel standard was used during 
recording in the first place, the message 
from the tape should keep on scrolling up 
the screen until the screen is full, then 
stop. You can look at the next page by 
hitting the return key or quit the PYBK 

command by hitting the space bar. 
If the Viatel standard was not used dur- 

ing the recording, on playback the mes- 
sage will keep moving up the screen till 
the end. The software senses the loss of 
carrier, stops the motor and returns to 
command mode. 

If you want to terminate the playback 
before the end of the message, simply hit 
any key on the terminal once. 

MO, Ml, M2 (speaker control) 
The above are all Hayes compatible 

commands to control the loudspeaker. 
When the modem wakes up the default is 

Ml. With Ml, the loudspeaker is normally 
off. It automatically turns on when you 
want to dial out, so you can actually hear 
the dial tone, ring tone, etc, from the 
loudspeaker. It stays on until the carrier is 

detected, then turns off automatically. 
To keep the speaker off all the time, 

type MO followed by a return. M2 will 
keep the speaker on. 

QO, Q1 (Response Message Control) 
QO enables the sending of the response 

message to the monitor and Q1 disables 
the response messages. The default is 00. 
ATH (hanging up) 

This command is used to hang up the 
line. Note that with the hardware arrange- 
ment, hanging up the modem means the 
line is connected back to your phone. If 
you pick up the handset on the phone be- 
fore you type the command you will hold 
onto the line. 

ToAISIVR 

PARALLEL CONNECTIONS 

This box discusses all the different situa- 
tions which might occur after you have in- 
stalled the modem in parallel with your 
phone. 
CALLING OUT 

Just pick up the handset as usual, watt 
for half a second and dial the number. The 
modem will wake up and the LED on the 
power supply go out. Ignore the modem 
completely because after a short while It 
will return to standby by itself. 
ANSWERING 
There are four possible situations that 
might occur when your phone rings. If you 
answer the phone before the modem you 
might either encounter a human voice or a 

carrier tone on the line. If It's a voice call, 
the modem will automatically return to 
standby after a short while. If Instead a 

tone Is heard, you have to alert the modem. 
There are two similar ways of acheiving this 
depending on the hardware set-up. if you 
have a DTR line connected to the modem 
from your terminal, simply turn on your ter- 
minal and hang up the phone. The ETI-684 
immediately goes Into handshaking mode. 
Just waft until you see the message 'Carrier 
detected!!' on the screen. If there is no DTR 
line, turn on the terminal quickly and type 
any key on the keyboard once. Again, lust 
wait until you see the carrier message. 

If the modem answers the phone itself, It 
assumes no one Is at home. The modem 
first sends out the echo suppressor tone 

(2100 Hz) followed by the Mark carrier tone 
for the CCITT standard you set In the 
modem. In the case of auto baud, the 
modem will send out the V.21 ANSW Mark 
tone for about 10 seconds then the V.23 
ANSW Mark tone for 10 seconds. If no car- 
rier Is detected, the modem will switch off 
its own carrier tone and turn on the cas- 
sette recorder. If you leave your recorder 
REC and PLAY buttons depressed before 
you leave the house, you now have a tele- 
phone answering machine. This saves you 
$2001 Anyone who rings up can start to talk 
as soon as the carrier tone on the line 
stops. Notice that this Is not a proper an- 
swering machine, since you can't set a 

message. Still, it will work well for people 
who know your system. As soon as the ETI- 
684 senses a silent period of about 20 sec- 
onds, the modem stops the tape recorder, 
hangs up the line and returns to standby. 

a valid carrier Is detected during the 
handshaking period, the modem sends a 

message 'No operator around' to the other 
end. Any character sent from the other end 
wilt be put into the RAM buffer. Your 
modem will hang up If there Is a loss of car- 
rier (because the other end has hung up) or 
if it receives a control Z character which 
signifies the termination of the message. In 

order to keep the RAM butter energised to 
save electronic mail, your modem will not 
return to standby atter hanging up. 

ATO (go to online) 
Quite often you have to offline the 

modem to command mode to execute 
commands. One example is the SENDI 

command. To get back to the online 
mode, type ATO followed by a return. 
+++ (yo to offline) 

The opposite of the above command, it 
is used to leave the online mode. Do not 
type anything on the keyboard for 1 to 2 

seconds. Type +++ three times consecu- 
tively and wait. The OK sign should come 
up on the screen and you are back to off- 
line (command) mode. 

Note that it is important to wait. The 
software expects a pause before and after 
+++, so it does not confuse the command 
with three plusses in the text. 

A/ (redialling command) 
In the ETI-684, this standard Hayes 

Command is only for repeating the diall- 
ing command, not any last command. 
Whether the last command was a dialling 
one or not, it still redials the last tele- 
phone number supplied. 

The redial command will echo the num- 
ber on the screen before dialling, so you 
know what's going on. 

ATD (dialling command) 
This is another standard Hayes com- 

mand for dialling. The general format'is as 

show below: 
ATDn,n.n.nnnnnnkkk (return) 

ATD is the dialling command; n represents 
one digit in the telephone number; kkk are 
the options. A comma between the digits 
will cause the software to check for the 
dial tone. A full stop between the digits 
will generate a pause before dialling the 
next digit. Any illegal characters are ign- 
ored. The dialling process can be termi- 
nated by hitting any key on the terminal. 
Options: 

Stands for manual tone detection. It is 

useful if you are dialling through an inter- 
nal PABX or to overseas where the tones 
may be quite different from an ordinary 
exchange. 

When this option is used, the loud- 
speaker is turned on after dialling the last 
digit, regardless of the status of MO. You 
should be able to hear the tone from the 
line through the modem speaker. Hit the 
space bar if you want to hang up. If the 
line is ringing, you should wait until the 
other end offhooks its line. As soon as 

you hear the answering carrier, hit the re- 
turn key to trigger your modem into hand- 
shaking mode. The modem sends out its 
carrier tone and waits for the valid carrier 
to be sent back from the other end. This 
carrier detection period is about 30 sec- 

onds to allow enough time for the other 
modem to auto baud. 

You could, if you do not want to wait, 
terminate this carrier detection period, 
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hang up the line and return to command 
level by typing any key. If there is valid 
carrier on the. line, the modem will come 
back with a message Carrier detectedli, 
and go to online mode. If no valid carrier 
appears at the end of 30 seconds, a re- 
sponse message of No carrier is displayed 
and the system returns to offline mode. 

Note that if M is not included, the soft- 
ware will go to automatic tone detection 
routine. If it finds busy, it redials the 
number of times you pre -defined. If it 
finds ring tone, it waits for five more rings 
than the number you set for the ringing 
period and automatically jumps into its 
handshaking mode if the other end off - 
hooks the phone before the waiting period 
expires. If the other end offhooks the 
phone but the modem does not receive a 

valid carrier signal within 30 seconds, the 
modem hangs up and redials automatical- 
ly. 
B 

This is an option to transmit what is in the 
buffer after the carrier is detected. It 
echos every character transmitted onto the 
screen for verification. The last character, 
control Z, in the buffer will also be trans- 
mitted before the system returns to the 
command level without hanging up. 
R 

This is an option for the V.21 standard. If 
you selected Tx -300 Rx-300 from the main 
menu and dialled out without the R op- 
tion, the system will put itself into V.21 
ORIG mode. Including R in the dialling 
command will cause the modem to put it- 
self into V.21 ANSW mode as soon as the 
handshaking sequence starts. 

This is the option used with the dialling 
command for automatic transmission of 
your identity or transaction number. 

The semicolon is the automatic return to 

PIoWilt ON 

command mode. However, note that # 
has a higher priority than ;. It will be exe- 

cuted before the ;. For example if you 
have options ;#B in your dialling com- 
mand (their order in the command does 

not matter), the software will first check 
for the valid carrier, wait for the ENQ from 
Viatel, then send the identity number and 
the content of the buffer. Finally the soft- 
ware executes the ; option and returns to 
command mode. 

Example 
The following is an illustration to set up 

the parameters in your modem and call 
Viatel from an internal PABX with auto- 
matic tone detection and identity transmis- 
sion. 
Type CHDF <CR> for changing the default 

parameters to; 
Tx -75 Rx-1200 
Data -7 Stop -1 Even 

DTR (ON or OFF) depending on your set up 

Ringing period 10 

Number of busy redial 2 

Number of non -data call 2 

intelligent coding mode n 

Here is another example in which you 
call up a friend using manual tone detec- 
tion without automatic transmission of 
identity number. 

OK 
Type ATD123456m; (cr) 

Hit the return key as soon as the other 
modem offhooks the line. Wait until the 

message Carrier detected!, shows up on 
your screen. Then you should see another 
OK displayed to indicate the system has 

jumped offline. Type the command SEND 

<CR> to go back to online if more com- 
munication with your friend's modem is de- 

sired. Type ATH <CR> if you want to hang 

up and terminate the call. To log off, just 
input KILL <CR> and turn off your termi- 
nal. 

REMOTE TAPE RECORDING 

A special routine Is implemented in the 
modem software to detect a standard Vlatel 
escape control sequence for storing data on 
tape. Every character received by the 
modem from line Is checked to see If it is 
an ESC character (hex 18) . The first ESC 
character will alert the software to check 
the next Incoming character from line. It Is 

expecting the next character to be either a 5 
(35H), a 6 (36H) or a 7 (37H). If the next 
character is none of these, the modem will 
transmit the ESC and the following charac- 
ter to the terminal. Effectively, the modem Is 
transparent to any other escape control se- 
quence except the tape recorder one. 

Character 6 tells the modem software to 
turn on the tape recorder. Provided your re- 
corder is plugged Into the modem and has 
Its record and play button depressed, the 
software starts the motor for recording. Via- 
tel will not send anything down for about 

two seconds. During this time, all you are 
recording Is Just the Mark carrier. This is 
useful during the playback mode to allow 
the system to have enough time to detect 
the carrier before any message appears. A 

page of information Is then downloaded 
onto your screen as well as Into the tape. At 
the end of the page, Vlatel sends ESC fol- 
lowed by character 5. 

Character 5 causes the recorder to 
pause. The modem software actually 
achieves that by turning off the motor in the 
recorder. Another page of information can 
be requested by the user If # Is typed. Via- 
tel sends ESC followed by a 6 to start the 
motor, waits for two seconds before com- 
mencing the second page of downloading. 
This process carries on until the end of the 
last page. Vlatel will send ESC 5 to pause 
the motor and then ESC 7 to stop the 
motor. 
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PARAMETRIC 
E [í UALISER 
Does your music system want a new 'frequency response? 
Does your guitar or keyboard need some equalisation to 
brighten the sound? Well, here is a module which can be 
used by itself on individual instruments or ganged to equalise 
your music system. 

r 
lírir. 

Top view of the module. 
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Neale Hancock 
GRAPHIC EQUALISERS are widely used 
and accepted by audio enthusiasts as a 
means of correcting the acoustic deficien- 
cies of a listening space. They are also used 
(probably by the majority of us) to make a 
stereo system sound better, by making the 
bass thump and adding more sparkle to the 
treble. The graphic equaliser is one way of 
optimising the frequency response of a 
music system to give our ears what they 
want. 

Equalisation is not a process solely used 
in hi-fi applications. It's also used in public 
address systems as a way of eliminating 
feedback and in recording studios as a way 
to give an instrument a desired sound. In 
recording situations the parametric equal- 
iser is a very versatile instrument, because it 
can be cascaded to give overall equalisation 
of a recording or used individually on sepa- 
rate instruments. 

Both graphic and parametric equalisers 
use active bandpass filters to achieve equali- 
sation. But whereas graphic equalisers use a 
number of preset bandpass filters called 
'gyrators' (one for each slider on the front 
panel), parametric equalisers are tunable 
bandpass filters. This use of tunable band- 
pass filters in parametric equalisers allows 
each band to be more effective, thus reduc- 
ing the number of bands required. And the 
increased efficiency allows a multiband 
parametric equaliser to be modular in de- 
sign, with one bandpass filter in each mod- 
ule, making it more versatile than the 
graphic equaliser in the studio. 

However, the ETI-1406 parametric 
equaliser module is designed to be used. in 
any application where equalisation is re- 
quired. These modules can be used inde- 
pendently or connected in series to form a 
multiband equaliser. The unit requires a sig- 
nal of 100 mVrms line level or greater (up 
to 700 mV) to drive it, and runs from a ±15 
volt supply. Casing details are left up to the 
user. 



FREQUENCY RESPONSES (see text). 

t~ 

Figure 1. 

Figure 4. 

Figure 2. 

Figure 5. 

;, 

TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE OF ETI-1406 

Range of centre frequencies 
Range of Q 
Cut 
Boost 
Roll off 
Dynamic range 
S/N ratio 
Distortion 

20 Hz to 19 kHz 

1to10 
-23 dB 
+18 dB 
15 dB/octave 

0.005 
dB 

100 dB ¡ measured at maximum 
90 )j gain and maximum O 

% 

Measured at 1 kHz and a signal level of 500 Vrms. 

Continuously adjustable 

Circuit concepts 
As I mentioned earlier, the parametric 

equaliser modules consist of tunable active 
bandpass filters. To make a bandpass filter 
tunable, parameters such as centre frequen- 
cy, bandwidth and the amount of cut and 
boost are made adjustable. Graphic equalis- 
ers have the centre frequency and width of 
the band preset, with only the cut and boost 
variable. 

The accompanying series of photographs 
shows the effect on the frequency response 
of changing the tunable parameters. All the 
photographs show the same range of fre- 
quencies being swept, with the lower fre- 
quency on the left (2.6 kHz) and the higher 
frequency on the right (7.5 kHz). 

Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of shifting 
the centre frequency of the parametric 
equaliser. Figure 1 shows the parametric 
equaliser set on a high frequency which 
would result in a boost of the frequencies 
around the peak. Figure 2 shows it set to a 

lower frequency. 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the effect of in- 

creasing or decreasing the width of the pass - 
band. This is also referred to as the Q. In 
Figure 3 the circuit has a high Q, thus anar- 
row range of frequencies around the peak is 

emphasised. Figure 4 has a low Q and shows 
a broad range of frequencies being empha- 
sised. 

Figures 5 and 6 show boost and cut of the 
range of frequencies. In Figure 6 the signal 
was amplified vertically so that the cut could 
be more closely observed. 

The circuit for the parametric equaliser is 

based on a state variable filter circuit. This 
type of filter features low pass, high pass 
and bandpass outputs. They are also capa- 
ble of providing a high Q and they can be 
readily tuned. 

To convert a state variable filter into a 
parametric equaliser, the circuit has to be 
modified to so that its Q, centre frequency 
and gain are all variable. Q can be varied by 

A 

Figure 3. 

f 

Figure 6. 

Figure 7. 

replacing the pair of resistors used to set it 
with a dual -ganging potentiometer. The 
centre frequency can be tuned by using a 
switch to select the range and a dual -gang- 
ing potentiometer to tune the centre fre- 
quency of the filter within that range. The 
range is selected by switching in different 
capacitor values and the dual -ganging 
potentiometer replaces the resistor pair 
used to set the centre frequency. 

To enable the filter to have variable gain 
or attenuation (boost or cut) at the centre 
frequency, a gain stage is added to the state 
variable filter circuit. This gain stage allows 
the filter to have bandpass or band reject 
characteristics. 

The circuit has been designed using high 
performance op -amps, such as the NE- 
5534AN and the TL -071. Of these two op - 
amps the NE-5534AN gives the best results 
for noise and distortion, but at a_ higher 
component cost. The specifications for the 
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circuit using NE-5534AN op -amps are listed 
in Table 1. The circuit can also use the good 
old 741 op -amp, however higher levels of 
noise and distortion can be expected when 
using this device. 

Construction 
Commence construction by examining 

the pc board for broken tracks, and bridges 
between tracks. The first components to be 
mounted are the resistors, capacitors and 
the link. Next mount the ICs, but first check 
their orientation with the overlay. To sup- 
ply the voltage rails of the modules, the +15 
and -15 volt power supply is used. The 
ETI-581 dual power supply would be ideal 
in this case. 

To keep the number of 'flying leads in the 
project to a minimum I have used pcb- 
mounting pots. The only hassle involved in 
using these pots is that you may need to drill 
2 mm mounting holes in the pc board to ac- 
commodate their pins. After the mounting 
holes have been drilled the pots can be 
mounted on the board. 

The triple -throw toggle switch can now 
be connected to the pc board. The best way 
of connecting the switch is to use ribbon 
cable as it makes the wiring neater and sim- 
pler. Try to obtain the thicker gauge cable 
as it is easier to work with in this case. 

The wires connecting the input and out- 
put sockets and the power supply to the pc 
board can now be connected. It is best to 
leave these connections until you have de- 
cided what case to use. 

The type of case used to house the para- 
metric equaliser depends largely on how 
you want to use it. For instance, if you use a 
single module as an independent unit, it 
should be housed in a case by itself. How- 
ever, if you are constructing a multiband 
parametric equaliser or integrating the 
modules into a music system, you will have 
to drill out your case to suit. 

The component overlay shows the pur- 
pose of each pot, and what frequency range 
is selected by each position on the triple - 
throw switch. The overlay also shows how 
to connect the modules in series, using 
switched 3.5 mm or 6.5 mm phono jacks, to 
create a flexible multiband parametric 
equaliser. The use of switched jacks be- 
tween each module allows them to be used 
independently. 

Using it 
When using individual parametric equal- 

iser modules to modify the sound of a musi- 
cal instrument, first set the O control to the 
centre position, the frequency range selec- 
tion switch to its centre position and the 
cut/boost control either fully clockwise or 
fully anticlockwise. 

Play a sustained note (preferably middle 
C) and turn the centre frequency control 
until you hear the sound of the note change. 
If the cut/boost control is turned fully anti - 
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HOW IT WORKS - ETI-1406 

As mentioned In the text, the circuit is 
based around an active state variable filter. 
The op -amps In this fitter are ICs 1, 2 and 3. 
The output from ICI Is high pass, the out- 
put from IC3 Is low peas and the output 
from IC2 Is bandpaas. The output from IC2 
goes Into the gain stage, which consists of 
IC4, R6, R9 and RV3. 

The centre frequency of the parametric 
equaliser is determined by resistors RV2, 
R5 and R10 and capacitors C2 and C7. The 
frequency range is selected by switching In 
a pair of capacitors using a dual -pole triple - 
throw switch, SW1. The frequencies within 
the range are determined by the resistor 
pair R5 and R10 with the dual -ganging 
potentiometer RV2. The equation which sets 
the centre frequency, fc, Is: 

fc = 1/2 (RV2 + R5)Cx 
where Cx can be C2, C3 or C4. 

This equation could also be written using 
R10, C5, C6 and C7 since all these compo- 
nents are the matching pairs of those in the 
equation. 

C2 and C5 select the frequency range of 
2 kHz to 20 kHz, C3 and C6 select the range 
200 Hz to 2 kHz and the pair C4 and C7 se- 
lects the range 20 Hz to 200 Hz. The fre- 
quencies within the ranges are obtained by 
using a dual -ganging potentiometer RV2. 

The highest frequency in the range Is ob- 
tained when RV2 Is turned fully clockwise, 
making RV2 equal to zero In the equation 
above. Therefore, R5 and R10 set the high 
end of the frequency range. When RV2 is 
turned fully anti -clockwise its value is equal 
to 100k In the equation above, thus setting 
the low end of the frequency range. 

The 0 of the parametric equaliser la set 
by the combination of R2, R4 and RV1. The 
equation used to determine the 0 of a state 
variable filter is as follows: 

(R4 + RV1)/R2 = 30-1 
1 + (R4 + RV1 R2 = 30 

' (1 + (R4 + RV1)/R2)/3 = Q 

By substituting in the values of R2 and R4 
as well as the maximum and minimum values 
for RV1, a maximum value for 0 Is 10 and a 
minimum value for 0 Is 1. 

The gain stage gives the parametric 
equaliser circuit the ability to cut or boost 
the frequencies to which the fitter is tuned. 
RV3 gives control over the amount of cut or 
boost while R6 and R9 set the overall gain 
of this stage. The capacitors C8 and C9 are 
there to remove high frequency noise from 
the supply rails. 
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PARTS LIST - ETI-1406 

Resistors all 1/4W, 5% 

R1,7 100k 
R2 3k9 
R3-6, 8, 10 10k 

R9 22k 
RV1, 2 100k dual -ganging linear 

with pc mounting pins 

RV3 10k linear with pcb 
mounting pins 

Capacitors 
Cl 220n greencap 
C2, 5 820p ceramic 
C3, 6 8n2 greencap 
C4, 7 82n greencap 

Semiconductors 
IC 1-4 NE-5534AN or TL -071 (see 

text) 
Miscellaneous 
ETI-1406 pc board; 3 x potentiometer knobs; 2 x 

switched phono sockets; dual -pole triple -throw 

switch; hookup wire; case to suit. 

Price estimate: 522-$33' 
'The lower figure corresponds to the circuit using 

TL -071 s. 

clockwise, the effect will be a dulling of the 
note, alternatively the sound will be 
brighter if the cut/boost control is turned 
fully clockwise. By turning the Q control 
clockwise the range of notes dulled or 
brightened will be reduced. When it is 

turned anticlockwise the range of notes will 
be increased. 
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A good multiband parametric equaliser 
can be created by using three or four mod- 
ules in series. Using such a multiband equal- 
iser on orchestrated music would require a 

similar procedure to that outlined above. 
The only differences are that the input into 
the equaliser is different and that there are 
more bands to time. 

When using a number of modules in 
series each one increases the gain and the Q 

of the system. Make sure that the first mod- 
ule in the system does not have a high gain 

or Q; this applies to a lesser extent to each 

successive module. If the gain or the Q of 
the system is too large the result will be ex- 

cessive distortion of the musical signal. 

Ian J. Truscotto 

ELECTRONIC 
WORLD 

MORE & MORE 
People are discovering us each 
week. Both the home enthusiast 

through to the small manufacturer. 
* * * 

COMPONENTS 
TOOLS KITS 

In any quantity. buy one. or one 
thousand. we're happy to oblige 

SCHOOLS CLUBS 
ETC. 

Inquire about our bulk discount 
deals 

Save yourself a trip lo the city - come to 

30 LACEY STREET 
CROYDON 

OR PHONE 

(03) 723 3860/ 
723 3094 
Mall orders welcome. 
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FUNCTION SWITCHES 

I 

FOR THE C64 
The Commodore 64 is still one of the world's most popular 
computers. But there is room for improvement, especially if 
you own one of the earlier models, dating from pre 1984 or 
so. Jeffrey Rose 
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AFTER STUDY OF the workings of the 
C64 circuit, it was found that function 
switches could be added to enhance the 
C64's operation, so that only one switch 
need be pressed to initiate a command to 
the computer. 

The LOAD switch will cause the screen 
prompt LOAD ... PRESS PLAY ON TAPE to 
appear. This means that by pressing the 
play button on the datasette you can make 
the program self -load and run ready for use. 
The normal sequence of events is to type in 
LOAD, PROGRAM NAME after which the 
screen prompts: PRESS PLAY ON TAPE. 
The CM finds PROGRAM NAME and loads 
the program. You type in RUN hit the re- 
turn key and the program is now ready to 
use. 

The AUTOLOAD function makes short 
work of all that, by replacing it with one key 
stroke. 

Next we have the MR switch. When 
pressed, the computer will operate as if you 
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had held down RUN/STOP and simulta- 
neously hit the RESTORE key. 

The GRS key is a mimic of RESTORE for 
games cartridges only. 

Last but not least is the GSU key. As the 
name implies, this switch will reset the en- 
tire CM. In fact it duplicates a cold turn on 
as happens when you first turn the power 
switch on. It clears all previous data without 
interrupting the power supply. 

Normally, at switch on, U20 toggles the 
reset line so ás to initialise all parts of the 
machine. The GSU switch does the same 
thing. 

Construction 
The construction of this project, should 

commence with careful inspection of the pc 
board, looking for hairline cracks in the foil 
or miniscule short circuits. Once you have 
satisfied yourself that your board is ready to 
assemble, start with the resistors, followed 
by the diodes, paying particular attention to 

From the top it looks just like a bought one. 

their polarity. Next place the capacitors in 
their respective holes. Observe CMOS han- 
dling procedures when mounting both IC1 
and IC2 and note where pin 1 is located on 
both ICs. Do not solder the four switches at 
this stage. 

After removing the three frontal securing 
screws, gently lift the keyboard to reveal the 
rf cover foil. Unclip the foil and gently re-' 
move the 20 -pin connector from the main 
computer circuit board. 

Now we are ready to commence wiring. 
Mostly it is done on the rear, of the key- 
board with the exception of three wires, 
which are connected with pcb pins and sock- 
ets directly onto the left corner of your C64. 

The following connections need to be 
made: 
(a) The violet wire from (A) goes to the 

right hand end of R50 (1M)on the C64 
pcb. 



ETI-1602 - PARTS LIST Wiring. From the solder side of the module pc board, three wires land on the left of the 

Commodore pc board, and four go into the keyboard wiring loom. 

Resistors all 1W, 5% unless noted 
R1, 9, 10, 11. 12, 
13, 14 ,. 82R 
R2,4 10k 
R3 470k 
R5,6 ..,.100k 
R7, 8 1 k 

Capacitors 
Cl 1µ, 63 V ceramic 
C2 22µ 10 V electrolytic 
C3 4711. 10 V electrolytic 

Semiconductors 
Dt,2 1N4148 
IC1 HEF 4001 BP quad NOR 

gate 
IC2 HEF 4066 BP quad 

bilateral switch 
Miscall s 

P61-4 The prototype used 
Unimec modular switches 
composed of part nos 
15.500, 16.310, 16.300, 
16.413 and 1 x matrix 
board. 

ETI-1602 pó board; 3 x male pcb pins; 3 x female 
pcb connectors to suit male pins; 3 x cable ties; 
blue, yellow, black, red, brown, green, violet 
hookup wire. 

Price estimate: $18-620 
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(b) The green wire from (B) goes to wire 1 

(white) on the keyboard loom which is 

0 V. 
(c) The brown wire from (C) goes to the 

right hand end of R41 (1M) on the C64 
pcb. 

(d) The red wire from (D) goes to the left 
hand end of R33 (47k on the C64 pcb, = 
+5 V). 

(e) The black wire from (E) goes to wire 3 
(black) on the keyboard loom. 

(f) The yellow wire from (F) goes to wire 9 
(yellow) on the keyboard loom. 

(g) The blue wire from (G) goes to wire 20 
(brown with white trace) on the key- 
board loom. 
The method employed to secure the 

wires to the keyboard loom was the strip, 
solder and insulate method, secured into 
place with a few cable ties. Remember, that 
red, brown and violet are the three wires 

that must have female connectors fitted to 
slip over their male counterparts attached 
by solder to the C64 pc board. 

The next job is to cut holes in the top of 
the CM to accommodate the switches. 

You will notice that four vents can be 
viewed from under the keyboard. The one 
nearest the Commodore 64 logo was chosen 
for the cut out. The top vent has five plastic 
ribs; only four need to be cut and filed, to 
accommodate the switches. The job was 

done with fine wire cutters, a sharp mini 
cutter knife and a safe edge file. 

To begin, measure and mark out on the 
top side, scoring the four ribs of plastic with 
the fine cutter knife very carefully. Take 
your time scoring until you have cut through 
to the inside, then use the cutters to nibble 
bit by bit till the hole is almost to size. Fin- 
ish off the job with the file. 

Since the switches are made to order, so 

to speak, I chose brown surrounds with yel- 
low pushbuttons, for aesthetic reasons only. 
There are many other colours available 
from the supplier. 

Before you assemble the switches, take 
time out to consider what letters you would 
like to appear on each individual switch. 
Use steel wool to prepare each switch. 
Clean before applying your lettering then 
coat with a good quality quick drying lac- 
quer to preserve your efforts. 

Now that you have your set of four 
switches mounted in the lid or keyboard you 

should carefully fit the pc board onto the 
four switches, then solder into place all 
pins. Reconnect the 20 -way connector along 
with the three separate red, brown and vio- 
let wires to their respective male pins. With 
all connected, the testing procedure is next 
on the agenda. 
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Testing and setting up 
First test the LOAD function. This is 

easily done by inserting a cassette into your 
datasette, and pressing the LOAD button. 
The screen will prompt with PRESS PLAY 
ON TAPE. Do so, and the program should 
not only load, but run ready to use, a most 
useful feature. 

The second test is MR. This facility can 
reset the program to the 'just loaded' mode. 

To run, type RUN/RETURN and the pro- 
gram will re -run itself ready for use. This 
does not destroy the contents of the RAM. 

The third test, GRS is actually a mimic of 
RESTORE for games cartridges only. When 
it's pressed, a games cartridge will restart. 

The last test is of the CSU. As with turn- 
ing the computer off, all data is lost, so the 
same rule applies in cold start ups. 

Note: as 1 do not possess a disk drive I 
have not been able to test any of the 
functions to see what effect, if any, 
these functions would have on the disk 
drive operation. 

HOW IT WORKS - ETI-1602 

When the MR switch Is closed, the network 
comprised of R1, R2, Cl, and R3 causes a 
5 ms pulse to be placed on pin 1 of the flip- 
flop formed by Ida and 1b, all part of a 
4001. Output from the flip-flop drives two In- 
verters formed by the remaining elements 
of the 4001, 'Cie and 1d. Between the out- 
put of the flip-flop and the Inverters are two 
RC networks that provide a time delay equal 
to R times C. 

One of the Inverters feeds the reset pin of 
the flip-flop, thus ensuring monostable 
operation. The effect is to cause both out- 
puts to change state for a short period. 
However, since the time constant formed by 

C2 and R5 Is shorter than that formed by C3 
and R6, when the O output goes low ICtd 
will change state before the flip-flop. 

So, the sequence of operation Is that 
IC2b closes, then IC2a closes, then IC2a 
opens then IC2b opens. This simulates the 
effect of closing the RUN/STOP and RED 
STORE keys. 

The GRS key operates by grounding the 
trigger pin of one of the ICs on the Commo- 
dore board. This is U20, a dual 555 timer 
called a 556. The output of this timer con- 
trols the non-maskable Interrupt of the CPU. 

When GRS Is closed the NMI line la 
pulled low in both the CPU and one of the 

Interface adaptors, U2. The effect Is to re- 
start any cartridge present In the games 
port. 

CSU, similarly, triggers the other side of 
U20 which controls the reset line of the 
computer. This causes the CPU to go to Its 
reset vector, clear all the memories and re- 
initialises all the ports. The only other way 
to effect such a complete restart is to turn 
the machine off. 

LOAD pulls PB7, one of the keyboard 
lines on the computer's CIA, down to 
ground. 
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VOOD FOR CHIPS ... WOOD FOR CHIPS ... WOOD FOR CHIPS ... WOOD FOR CHIPS ... WOOD FOR CHIPS... WOOD FOR CHIPS... WOOD FOR C 

o 

2 

'NEW CHIPS IN STOCK 

Phone us for prices 

SY6502A CPU 
SY6520A Peripheral Interface.Adaptor 
SY6521A Peripheral interface Adaptor 
SY6522A Versatile Interface Adaptor 
SY6532A RAM I/O Timer Array 
SY6551A Asynch Comms Interface Adaptor 
MC6845P CRT Controller 

TALKING CHIPS FOR 
UNDER $30 
Our code -to -speech chip set consists of two 

chips - the SP0256A-AL2 an allophone - 
based speech synthesiser and the 
CTS256A-AL2 an 8 -bit microcomputer 
programmed with a letter -to -sound based 
algorithm. The chip set translates English 
characters into speech. 

Two projects use these chips - the 
AEM4505 Speech Synthesiser (Feb 86) 

which includes Microbee software plus an 

article on Speech Synthesis in general. The 

other project is in June's AEM and converts 
ASCII text files into speech - ideal for 
talking word processors. This one is for the 
IBM PC and works just like a printer. 

Buy the chip set for $28.00 or the 
synthesiser SP0256A-AL2 only for just 
$15.95. Yes the price is right!! 
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5V POWERED DUAL RS232 
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER 
MAX232 
Yes it meets all RS232C specs but only 
needs a 5V supply because it has built-in 
converters for the +10V and -10V power 
supplies. Can also be used as a voltage 
quadrupler for Input voltages up to 5.5V. 

Also contains 2 drivers and receivers. Uses 
low power CMOS. Handles 30V input levels 
and provides a t9V output swing. Ideal for 
battery powered systems. $1216. 

ADJUSTABLE VOLTAGE & 
CURRENT REGULATOR 

OC 
Handles output currents up to 2A and 
voltages in the range 32V down to 2.85V. 
Thermal overload and short circuit 
protected. Input over -voltage protected to 
60V. Only $2.50. 

lolrn.,,' 1177 
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Programmab e voltage regulator with 
current limiting 

CONVERT YOUR 
MULTIMETER INTO A 
THERMOMETER 
See ETI June 83 which features a project 
using the AD590JH (ETI-153). The 
AD590JH produces an output current 
proportional to absolute temperature. It's 

ideal for remote sensing as long cable runs 
have negligible effect on accuracy over a 

hundred metres or more! The simplest 
circuit requires one resistor and one pot 
and a battery, but better to build the proper 
circuit and get an accurate 10mV/degree 
centigrade output to put into your DMM. 
The AD590JH is only $5.95. 

LOW NOISE PRECISION 
OP AMP OP27 
Continuing our policy of stocking the latest 
high tech IC's, the OP -27 provides excellent 
performance in low noise applications 
such as pre -amps, stable integrators, 
precision summers, comparators etc. 

Features - 
Low Noise 8onV -p from 0.1 Hz to 10Hz 

3nV/JHz 
Low Drift 0.2uV/° C 
High Speed 2.8V/uS slew rate 
8MHz Gain Bandwidth 
126dB CMRR 
Open Loop Gain -1.8 million 

The OP27GZ gives you outstanding specs 
at $16.27. 
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MACHINED PIN WIRE 
WRAP SOCKETS 
Due to the enormous popularity of our GOLD 
PLATED low profile IC sockets we have now 
added Wire Wrap types - again at ridiculously 
low prices. Remember these aren't the cheap 
tin plated variety these are GOLD PLATED. 
8 pin 824,14 pin $1.50, 16 pin $1.72,18 pin $1.95, 
20 pin $2.15, 24 pin $2.58, 28 pin $3.00, 
40 pin $4.50. 
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Eddystone 
Die, Cast 
Boxes 
The original die cast box!! Ideal for r.f. 
shielding and heavy duty applications. 
Sizes given are outside dimensions - 
ED7969P 92.1 x 38.1 x 27.0mm 
ED6809P 119.1 x 93.6 x 52.4mm 
ED9830P 119.1 x 93.6 x 30.0mm 
ED6827P 187.1 x 119.5 x 52.4mm 

`ED6357P 187.7 x 119.5 x 77.8mm 

SINGLE IN -LINE 
SOCKETS & ADAPTORS 
., ., . *. . 

SIP sockets feature four finger GOLD 
PLATED beryllium copper contacts with tin 
plated brass terminals. 20 pin strip can be 
easily snapped apart to form shorter lengths. 
Maintains spacing when mounted end to end 
or end to side. Socket strip $2.50. Adaptor 
strip $2.00. 

8.30 to 5 Monday to Friday, 8.30 to 12 Sat. 
Mail Orders add $5.00 to cover postal charges. 

AI pram INCLUDE salve tax. 

Tax exemption certificates accepted if line value 

exceeds $10.00. 

BANKCARD, MASTERCARD, VISA, CHEQUES 

OPEN FRAME LOW 
PROFILE IC SOCKETS 

G 
" 

0 o~2 
1 ro j 

Highest quality glass filled polyester with 
MACHINED contacts. Four finger GOLD 
PLATED contact. Terminals are tin plated for 
easy soldering. Open frame ensures good 
cooling, easy cleaning and checking. 
Available in 8 to 40 pin configurations. 
8 pin 564,14 pin 984, 16 In $1.12, 18 pin $1.26, 
20 pin $1,40, 24 pin $1.68, 28 pin $1.96, 
40 pin $2.80. 

GEOFF WOOD ELECTRONICS P/L 
(02) 4271676 

I 229 BURNS BAY RD. 
(CORNER BEATRICE ST.) 
LANE COVE WEST N.S.W. 

INC IN NSW 

TWX 71996 
P.O. BOX 671 
LANE COVE N.S.W. 2066 

OR CASH CHEERFULLY ACCEPTED 

specialising in electronic components for the professional and hobbyist. 
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INSIDE YOUR COMPUTER 3 

DISK DRIVES 
'One of the most familiar accessories of the PC is the floppy 
disk: that thing we stuff into the computer when we want it to 
work. And this is the story of what's behind that moving 
magnetic surface of memory. 

Phil Cohen 
IN AN EARLIER article I mentioned disk 
as a medium of storing information - be it 
;programs, text or numerical data - in such 
a way that the computer could change the 
'stored information at will. 

There are two main species of disk: hard 
disks and floppy disks. Both use the same 
principles, and differ only in their imple- 
mentation. 

. In a hard disk drive ('drive' refers to the 
machinery that surrounds the disk itself), a 
disk with a magnetizable coating similar to 
that found on audio tapes is spun at high 
speed continuously. A head is held in place 
close to the disk, and so is presented with a 
continously moving magnetizable surface. 

Like the recording/playback head in a 
tape recorder, the disk drive head can mag- 
netize spots on the disk, and later read back 
which spots have been magnetized. In this 
way, information can be stored on the disk 
and later read back into the computer. 

In'order to make better use of the area of 
the disk, the head can also be moved in and 
out from the centre, covering as it does so 
(and as the disk spins underneath it) most of 

the surface of the disk. There are a limited 
number of possible head positions for non - 
overlapping use of the disk area known as 
'tracks' (like the tracks on a record). 

Sectors 
Tracks are further broken up into 'sec- 

tors', each a banana -shaped part of the disk 
area. 

Some hard disks have two heads - one 
on the top of the disk and one on the bot- 
tom, doubling the disk capacity (the amount 
of information that can be stored on it). 

Other even more sophisticated systems 
use multiple disks on a common spindle, 
with a set of heads which move in and out in 
a group. Each head is in contact with one 
surface of the pack of disks. 

In most cases, the disks are fixed inside 
the disk drive and cannot be removed, mak- 
ing the hard disk (sometimes known as a 
'fixed disk') a place inside the computer 
where a large amount of information can be 
stored - and remembered when the com- 
puter is turned off. 

Other, larger designs feature a combina- 
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Inside the floppy disk. 
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Example of a hard disk. 

tion of fixed and removable disks, so that 
part of the disk pack can be replaced -easily 
with another identical one. This arrange- 
ment is used primarily to provide an easy 
way to back up the fixed disk, making a 
copy of the information on the fixed part of 
the drive in case it is accidentally destroyed 
or erased. 

In general, hard disks are expensive, 
heavy and fragile. It is very bad practice to 
move a hard disk drive while it is running 
(imagine those heads very close to a highly - 
polished, fast -spinning disk). Some cannot 
even be moved safely when they are not op- 
erating; and some are noisy. 

But the capacity of a typical microcom- 
puter hard disk is around 5000K to 10,000K, 
or 5M to IOM. One 'M', or megabyte is 
1024K. This is enough for almost any small 
application such as a mailing list or account- 
ing system, and compares very favourably 
with the capacity of a typical floppy disk 
drive, at around 360K. 

Hard disk drives cost anything from $500 
upwards, and are generally provided as an 
extra to the personal computer, whereas 
floppy disk drives are cheap and usually 
supplied as standard. 

Floppy disks 
Floppy disk drives were originally de- 

signed for use in minicomputers. Manufac- 
turers needed something 'cheap and nasty' 
(by their standards) on which to store their 
equivalent of ROM programs in a micro - 
the so-called 'bootstrap' routines. 

These bootstrap routines were programs 
that got the computer up and running, and 
allowed it to read from its tape drives and 
main (hard) disk drives. They were called 
bootstrap because the machine seemed to 
be pulling itself up by its bootstraps, from 
its state at turn -on (in which it could do 
nothing but read the bootstrap) to a fully up 



 

and running computer. 
The reason minicomputers didn't use 

ROMs was because the programs were so 

complex, and the numbers of machines so 

small, that to put the program into ROM 

(which effectively fixed it permanently) was 

considered too risky. Floppy disks could be 

sent through the mail, so that computers all 

over the world could be kept supplied with 

software that was as free from faults as 

possible. 
Anyway, the floppy eventually became 

the saviour of the microcomputer industry, 

forming a perfect stepping stone between 

the original medium used (cassette tape) 

and the very expensive professional alterna- 

tives such as digital tape drives. 
A floppy disk drive is similar in operation 

to a hard disk drive, the main difference 

being that the disk spun in the drive ís 

made out of flexible material, much the 

same as audio tape. The head is actually in 

contact with the surface of the disk, and this 

reduces both the possible speed of rotation 

and the life of the disk. 
The reduced speed of rotation in turn re- 

duces the speed at which the computer can 

move information to or from the disk. Hard 

disks are many times faster than floppy 

disks - which at the bottom line means 

faster programs. 
In order to reduce the amount of wear, 

the disk drive will only start the disk 

spinning when the computer calls for its use. 

At the same time a light illuminates on the 

front of the drive which tells you that it is in 

use. 
The original floppy disks were eight 

inches in diameter (I make no apologies for 

using imperial units, as this field is still 

dominated by the American market) and 

are still in common use in a number of older 

micros. 
They were replaced by the five -inch disk 
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Flgure 1. Anatomy of a floppy disk. 

(actually, five and a quarter) which is 

more manageable and cheaper. 

Recent years have seen a fight for stan- 

dardisation on an even smaller size; the 

main contender seems to be the three and a 

half -inch disk. 
For the moment though, the five -inch 

floppy reigns. The disk of brown floppy ma- 

terial is encased in a plastic cover which has 

a hole in the middle (for the disk drive spin- 

dle to fit into) and a bare stripe down both 

sides for the disk drive head to move up and 

down. 

Index hole 
The disk cover also has a small hole near 

the central one, with a corresponding 

'index' hole in the disk. This is used by the 

drive to detect the position of the disk 

within its sleeve (le, for finding out which 

sector is the first one). A notch near the 

label can be covered with another sticky 

label to make the disk 'write -protected'. 

This has exactly the same effect as breaking 

the record protection tabs on the back of an 

audio cassette. 
Before the disk can be used for informa- 

tion storage, it must first be 'formatted' by 

putting it in the drive and running a special 

program. This puts a pattern of magnetic 

spots on the disk which allows the drive to 

find out what part of the disk it is in at any 

given time - if you like, it is laying down a 

series of street signs on the disk. Formatting 
the disk in this way generally also destroys 

any information that may have been stored 

on it previously. 
Although there are many different micro- 

computers that all use the same type of five - 

inch disk, most machines have different 
ways of formatting disks, and different ways 

of organising the information on them. For 

this reason, although a disk from an Apple, 
for example, can be put into the drive of an 

IBM-PC, the information written by the 

Apple cannot be read by the IBM, and vice 

versa. 
Surprisingly, the computer industry's 

standardisation campaigners did not per- 

form that badly with eight -inch disks - they 

all work with any (CP/M) microcomputer! 
Some floppy disk drives have only one 

head, while others have two; there are also 

differences in the number of tracks per inch 

across the disk. For this reason, there are a 

number of different grades of floppy disk - 
for single- or double -sided use, and for 48 

tracks (`single density') or 96 tracks 

(`double density') per inch. 
Like tapes, disks must be treated with 

due care and attention. They are sensitive 

to magnets, heat, dust, damp and almost 

everything else (except perhaps bad lan- 

guage). Even if you treat them perfectly 

they still wear out after a while because of 

the constant rubbing of the head. 

So it is necessary (not just advisable) to 

make a copy of any information stored on 

disk from time to time (usually, once per 

working day for information that has 

changed that day). This is called 'backing 

up', and it means that you will always have 

to buy twice as many disks as you thought 

you needed. 
It is normal to have either two floppy disk 

drives, or one floppy and one hard disk 

drive on a computer. The provision of two 

floppy drives means that in making backups 

all you have to do is to put the original ín 

one drive and the copy in the other. The al- 

ternative (with just one floppy drive) is tedi- 

ous, and involves copying parts of the disk 

into memory, taking the original out and re- 

placing it with the copy and then copying 

from memory to disk again. I did it for two 

years, and have never regretted spending 

the extra cash on that second drive. 

In order to fit a disk drive to a computer, 
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you will generally need an extra card of 
electronics that fits inside the computer- a 
drive controller. Most controllers can han- 
dle two or more drives. When pricing disk 
drives, make sure you ask the price of the 
controller! 

Glossary 
Back up: to make a copy of the information 

on a disk in case of accidental damage. 
Bootstrap: a program which tells the com- 

puter how to read further programs. 
Capacity: the amount of information that 

can be held on a disk. 
Controller: see Disk controller. 
Disk controller: a piece of hardware that is 

used to interface a disk drive to a 
computer. 

Disk drive: see Hard disk drive, Floppy disk 
drive. 

Double -density: refers to a disk or drive that 
can handle 96 tracks per inch. 

Double -sided: refers to a drive that uses 
both sides of the disk, or to a disk that 
can be used in such a drive. 

Drive: see Disk drive. 
Fixed disk: usually the same as a hard disk. 
Floppy disk: a flat piece of magnetizable 

material in a special plastic envelope, 
onto which a disk drive can record infor- 
mation. 

Floppy disk drive: a device that can record 
or read information on a floppy disk. 

Format: to record a fixed pattern of mag- 
netic areas onto a disk. 

Hard disk drive: a device that can store a 
large amount of information on a disk of 
hard magnetizable material. 

Hard disk: a hard disk of magnetizable ma- 
terial which forms an integral part of a 
hard disk drive. 

Head: part of a disk drive that records and 
plays back information from the disk. 

Index hole: a hole in a floppy disk which 
tells the drive the disk's current orienta- 
tion. 

M: Megabyte. 
Megabyte: 1048576 bytes, or 1024K. 
Pack: a collection of hard disks inside a hard 

disk drive. 
Removable disk: a hard disk which can be 

removed from its drive. 
Sector: part of a track; a banana -shaped 

area on the surface of a disk. 
Single -density: refers to a disk or drive that 

can only handle 48 tracks per inch. 
Single -sided: refers to a drive that only uses 

one side of the disk, or to a disk that is 
suited to that type of drive. 

Surface: one side of a hard disk, usually in a 
pack. 

Track: circular part of the area of a disk, 
covered without the head moving. 

Write -protect notch: a cut-out near the label 
of a floppy disk that, when covered, pre- 
vents the drive from altering the infor- 
mation on the disk. 
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"WHICH 

RADIO DO 

NEED?" 
...THE ANSWER IS 

IN THE PALM 
OF YOUR HAND 
Whatever task you 

have to do the ICOM 
IC -40 is the one that can 
handle it. 

It's ideally suited for 
farming, transport, sports, 
bushwalking & boating. 
Whatever the communica= 

; k tion problem you need 
to solve this is the radio 
Ai that's being 

.`1 tie proven every 
- . day in a million 

different uses. W Contact your 
local dealer for 

(+ a demonstration 
of the most 
advanced CRS 
portable 
available in 
Australia. Y 

Please post to: 

ICOM AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
7 DUKE STREET WINDSOR 3182. 
VICTORIA. 
Name 

Address 

City Postcode 
or phone ICOM on (03)51 2284 

AID 
L\rIci System $¡ 
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IF YOU BUY THIS SEIKOSHA THEN YOU GET THIS SEIKO 
BP5420A1 BUSINESS PRINTER 

$3500 j. tqx (Sheet Feeder not Inc.) 

r - 

s 4111w-diri 

ti 
V 

~S 
Features 

Two modes selectable, Standard mode (based on EPSON® FX) IBM® 
mode (IBM® PC compatible). Throughout -150 lines/minute at 132 
chars./line. 420 cps (Draft mode) 104 cps (High quality Elite) print speed, 
with reduced noise level. A variety of print character sets including Pica, 
Elite, Proportional Condensed, Elongated, Italic, Super/Subscripts, Italic 
Super/Subscripts. A variety of functions including underlining, 
bold -printing double -strike and software -selectable line pitch specification. 

18 K -byte communication buffer which allows the reception of data during 
printing. Two built-in interfaces (Centronics Parallel, RS -232C Serial). 

Ir 

WRIST TERMINAL FREE 
Offer valid until September 5, 1986. Available only at participating dealers. Phone 
your local AWA office listed below for your nearest dealer. 

L 
For further Information: 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

WRIST TERMINAL OFFER 
OTHER PRINTERS 

Send to: P.O. 96, 
NORTH RYDE, 
OR PHONE YOUR LOCAL 
AWA OFFICE ETI JULY Systems 

i 

Data Processing 

L 
euemeaa Computer 

®O_ - 
Pe ,on& Comp ley 

WIT 
Provided 

by 
Tomas 

tti` 

1-(71.tzi 

1 

SOME OTHER SEIKOSHA PRODUCTS: 

id 

,, 
, --------_ 

Features of SP -1 
100 cps (Draft mode), 20 cps (Near Letter 

Duality) print speed, with reduced noise level. 
Pin -feed or friction -feed Automatic paper 

loading function. Right, left margin set 
function. A variety of functions including: 
Underline, Bold print, Double Striking. A 

variety of print character sets including: Pica, 
Elite, Proprotional, Elongated, Condensed, Italics, 
Super/Subscripts, and Italic Super/Subscripts. 

I,u 

Features of BP5200 
206 cps (Draft model) 103 cps 

(Correspondence mode) print speed, with 
reduced noise level. A variety of print 
character sets including Pica, Elite, Proportional, 
Elongated, Italic, Super/Subscripts, Italic 
Super/Subscripts. A variety of functions 
including underlining, bold -printing, 
double -strike, software -selectable line pitch 
specification. 4K byte communication buffer. 

Pin -feed and friction -feed both available. 
Paper width up to 15.5 inches. BP52201 - 

Centronics parallel with IBM character. 
BP5200A -2 standard Interaces (parallel and 

serial, 4K byte buffer expandable to 20K byte). 

NEW RELEASE 

Features of MP-1300AI 
High speed printing (300 cps draft) with 

lowest noise. Superb NLO printing. Variety 
of characters and graphics. IBM® mode and 
EPSON® mode. Built-in Parallel and Serial 
interfaces. Automatic paper loading and 
ejection. Download character setting. (Up to 
256 characters.) Front panel margin setting. 

Built-in 10 K buffer. (7 K when download 
characters.) Rear and bottom paper loading. 

Optional Automatic Cut Sheet Feeder 
#MP -13009. Easy -to -handle optional 7 -colour 
printing kit, MP COLOR KIT 10. #MP -13005. 

Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited 

Proud sponsors of the (Incorporated in New South Wales) 

rAlln/a Sydney Hobart Yacht Race Sydney (02) 887-7111 Melbourne (03) 560-4533 Brisbane (07) 371-4088 

Adelaide (08) 297-5887 Perth (09) 321-9334 Canberra (062) 73-1802 
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
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K. J. McLean 

THEM AND US 
IN HIS BOOK Future Shock Alvin Toffler likened society to a 

runaway express train with a few boffins in the cab and the rest 
of society in the caboose throwing a party. In this interesting 
analogy the author elected to have some demons operating the 
railway switch points. In reality, today those points will 
probably be controlled by a microprocessor. 

The person missing in Toffler's analogy is the humble teacher. 
This poor bugger is thrust out of the caboose from time to time, 
tin whistle in one hand and drink in the other, in the general 
direction of the cab with instructions to report back on what the 
hell is going on. 

So it was that I came to be confronted by a group of HSC 
electronics elective students demanding to know about, 
"computer cruise controls on cars and stuff like that". I winced. 
Aptly I suppose they reminded me of 'Evil' in that memorablé 
Python movie 'Time Bandits', with his hang ups about 
computers, technology and subscriber trunk dialling. The 
equipment review that follows is the outcome of that 
confrontation. 

What we got 
What we got was the Unilab 1 -bit microprocessor teaching 

kit. It is a single board, stand-alone stored program MOS 
controller capable of handling eight inputs and eight outputs on 
a one -at -a -time basis. 

The inputs, outputs and bus lines all have buffered LED 
indicators and there are a series of 'blue chip' plug-in interface 
cards you can add if you wish. These other cards, 
digital -to -analogue and analogue -to -digital relay drivers and the 
like, constitute a system of electronics which emphasises the 
'black box' approach to the subject. 

The unit comes complete with a book Inside the Micro by 
Dave Thompson from Welbeck College (UK) which is good for 
the students, and I recommend purchase of the Motorola 
MC14500B industrial control unit handbook for the teacher. 

System description 
. The on -chip quarter MHz clock in the MC14500 cycles the 

program counter through the 256 bytes of RAM. What comes 
out of the memory' is a sequence of 4 -bit instructions for the 
ICU interleaved with I/O addresses for the 4512 and 4099 
chips. The instruction codes are put out on the rising clock 
edges and the I/O addresses on the other phase. This interlacing 
limits the maximum possible program to 128 instructions in 
length. 

The ICU communicates with its interface chips via a 1 -bit 

In the spirit 
of education that 

lurks behind these `schools 
pages', we present a learning 

experience with a microprocessor. 

bidirectional data bus, by writing selectively to the chip enable 
pins. In addition the MC14500 sources four flags in separate 
pins for external control purposes. 

The unit has four debounced press buttons for memory input 
and three for program start, stop and single step. 

Because the board lacks a 'filo' stack the system makes no 
use of the ICU jump and return instructions. Instead it uses a 

looping control structure where an internal register jams the 
write pin effectively disabling selected blocks of code for 
IF -THEN -ELSE type branching. 

Using the unit 
In many ways the system is configured to mimic a 

programmed logic controller (PLC) with many of the examples 
for instruction usage in the Motorola handbook using ladder 
diagrams to illustrate their points. However, this does not 
detract from its efficacy as a teaching machine for novices. As 
far as they are concerned it is a block of clocked logic 
consisting of a program in memory, a processor to execute the 
code and a group of interface chips for connecting it to the 
outside world. Granted a 4099 is a very simple PIA/VIA, but 
you have to start somewhere. 

With a choice of only 12 instructions this board represents an 
excellent introduction to the use of computers in 
decision/command oriented tasks. It has a very low hours 
overhead for user familiarisation, with students writing programs 
with branching in less than four hours. I wish I had a dollar for 
every time I've seen someone spend days getting to know a 
multibit processor, only to use it in a manner akin to taking a 
sledge hammer to peanut shells. 

Value for money 
At $258 (we got ours from Labax) the board might sound 

expensive for something with only 14 chips on it. But it is a 

complete system. With the addition of a 5 V supply you're up 
and running. No VDU, keyboard or software to buy. 

Conclusion 
It is routine now to see articles in ETI where a micro operates 

a darkroom controller or a small robot. Unfortunately the 
apparent simplicity of the construction details belies the 
complexity of such projects. The hex listing on the back half of 
these articles' last pages may replace kilograms of hardwired 
logic and could have been hundreds of hours to write. With a 

1 -bit micro at least you've made a start. 
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PHILIPS PM3206 oscilloscope to the winning group. 

GREAT PRIZES FOR YOUR SCHOOL 
$2000 worth of electronic equipment from Dick Smith Electronics 
to the winning school group. 
25 soldering irons from Scope and 25 solder packs from Multi 
Core Solders to the first 25 schools to register in the competition 
and go on to complete it. 
15 jumbo components bags from Dick Smith Electronics: 
Congratulations to the first 15 schools which registered including 
Kogarah Marist High, NSW, Tarooma High, Tasmania and Mawson 
High, South Australia. 

HOW TO ENTER 
Groups representing their schools should submit the attached 
registration form which itself brings no obligation. Entry forms and 

suggested project designs will be forwarded to the groups on 
receipt of the registration form. Entrants are required to build an 
electronic device to their own or one of our designs and write a 
report on its operation, construction (and design) and the group's 
involvement. The device and report must be lodged with us by 15 
September, 1986. State, Territory and New Zealand finalists will be 
announced on 19 September, 1986. The competition winner will 
be announced 26 September, 1986. 

Í 
REGISTRATION FORM 
COMPLETE AND SEND TO "SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
COMPETITION", ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, 
PO BOX 227, WATERLOO, NSW 2017. 

SCHOOL 

ADDRESS 

GROUP LEADER'S NAME 

SCIENCE TEACHER'S NAME 

DOES YOUR SCHOOL ALREADY HAVE AN ELECTRONICS 

GROUP OR COURSE? 

READER INFORM TION 
VIC COUPON 

Electronics RUDER IZFo 

Today 
iTIO[I SERVICE 

To find out more about the products and sevices in this issue, 
circle the READER SERVICE NUMBER from the advertisement, 
photocopy this coupon, enclose it in an envelope and send to: 
FREEPOST No 4 
The Federal Publishing Company 
PO Box 227 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 
No stamp necessary if posted In Australia 

A. Engineer/Designer 

B. Technician 

C. Manager 

D. Hobbyist 

E. Interested Consumer 

Name 

Address 

L 

Please circle 
the category 

that best 
fits you. 

Postcode 

1 26 51 76 101 126 

2 27 52 77 102 127 
3 28 53 78 103 128 
4 29 54 79 104 129 
5 30 55 80 105 130 
6 31 56 81 106 131 

7 32 57 82 107 132 
8 33 58 83 108 133 
9 34 59 84 109 134 

10 35 60 85 110'135 
11 36 61 '86 Ill 136 
t2 37 62 87 112 137 
13 38 63 88 113 138 
14 39 64 89 114 139 
15 40 65 90 115 140 
16 41 66 91 116 141 

17 42 67 92 117 142 
18 43 68 93 118 143 
19 44 69 94 119 144 

20 45 70 95 120 145 
21 46 71 96 121 146 

7.2 47 72 97 122 147 
23 48 73 98 123 148 

24 49 74 99 124 149 
25 50 75 100 125 150 

151 176 201 226 251 276 301 326 
152 177 202 227 252 277 302 327 
153 178 203 228 253 278 303 328 
154 179 204 229 254 279 304 329 
155 180 2u5 230 255 280 305 330 
156 181 206 231 256 281 306 331 
157 182 207 232 257 282 307 332 
158 183 208 233 258 283 308 333 
159 184 209 234 259 284 309 334 
160 165 210 235 260 285 310 335 
161 186 211 236 261 286 311 336 
162 197 212 237 262 287 312 337 
163 188 213 238 263 288 313 338 
164 189, 214 239 264 289 314 339 
165 190 215 240 265 290 315 340 
166 191 216 241 266 291 316 341 
167 192 217 242 267 292 317 342 
168 193 218 243 268 293 318 343 
169 194 219 244 269 294 319 344 
170 195 220 245 270 295 320 345 
171 196 221 246 271 296 321 346 
172 197 222 247 272 297 322323 347 
173 198 223 248 273 298 34 8 
174 199 224 249 274 299 324 349 
175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 

For a prompt reply: Post today! 
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Esperanto flourishes 
I WAS VERY interested in Arthur Cushen's article about 
broadcasts in Esperanto that may be heard in Australia (Ell 
Jan '86). Others, of course, are directed towards Europe, the 
Far East and South America. 

For radio hams there is the International League of Esper- 
antist Radio Amateurs with regional representatives in: North 
America, W2CIL, E. Lindberg, Buffalo; South America, 
PT2CAE, Alves Silva, Brasilia; Asia/Pacific, JR1ISG, K. 
Nakazima, Hatiozi, Japan. There is also a DX organization in 
Munich. 

For those interested in electronics, there are electronic rep- 
resentatives in Belgium, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Israel, 
Japan, Portugal and the USA. 

They can all communicate in the one international lan- 
guage, Esperanto. 

Worth thinking about, isn't it? 
Nelson Hin 

Wellington, NZ 

Defence of CD 
I NEVER CEASE to be amazed by the comment and aggra- 
vation stirred up by the compact disc. 

The strength and fervour with which some people defend 
the vinyl record frequently gives the debate a significance well 
out of proportion to the issues involved. 

Not wishing to place Gary Fitzsimmons (ETI March 
1986) of the "Consumer Electronics Suppliers Association" 
necessarily in this category, he is an example of an ardent 
"vinyl record man". He argues (correctly as of a year ago) 
that 80% of CD releases were from analogue masters and can- 
not therefore claim the full potential CD dynamic range. But 
he fails to point out that over the next few years all new 
recordings will be digitally mastered. As this progresses only 
the CD can realistically reproduce the original material over 
its full dynamic range. 

He further refers to a "misrepresentation" by the "propo- 
nents" of the CD that they cannot be scratched or affected by 
dirt. The so called "proponents" were an ill-informed section 
of the media. But the manufacturers of CD(s) have never 
claimed this and in fact include handling instructions with 
each disc that recommend they be treated the same as conven- 
tional records (except when cleaning). 

But it is Mr Fitzsimmon's last point that is the most amaz- 
ing. He states that the CD lacks "ambience" and appears to 
have, lost "harmonics" and "depth of sound". An amazing 
statement when one considers this is the exact accusation le- 
velled at the vinyl record when it was first introduced. With- 
out going into the technical aspects, suffice to say loss of har- 
monics and "depth of sound" are due largely to dynamic 
range compression. With digital mastering and CD reproduc- 
tion the highly trained ear attached to a truly unbiased listener 
may well notice the improvement. (I suspect the unbiased lis- 
tener may be harder to find than the trained ear.) 

In closing let me make one final point. In my own experi- 
ence a new well cut vinyl record when compared to a CD on a 
good hi -ft system does sound "slightly different". As to which 
sounds better, I have never managed to find a group of people 
who can agree. The most interesting comparison comes when 
you try the same test 12 months later. The 'crackle and pops' 
of the record due to its steady deterioration with age make it 
so easy to pick the record from the CD that no comparison is 
possible. 

It was the fact that a CD never wears out that I regarded as 

most significant when I purchased by CD player. It is this fact 
more than any other that marks the difference between the 
record and the CD and which is important to the true hi-fi lis- 
tener. Superfluous arguments about "presence", "ambi- 
ence", and "depth of sound" do not count for anything when 
the quality of the record deteriorates with age. Even the most. 
ardent "vinyl record" supporter would never claim a grooved 
record would sound better than an optically encoded disc in 
10 (or even five) years time, (or would they??). 

A. Burton, B App Sc 
Melbourne, Vic 

Widening education resources 
I WAS VERY interested to read your editorial in the April 
issue because it comes close to a dream of my own. 

Your idea of using the channel bandwidth that ABC TV 
wastes transmitting a test pattern to distribute lecture material 
has considerable merit. Just imagine how much more effective 
that course material would be if combined with computer - 
aided -instruction software such as is available from the Tele - 
Learning organization in the USA. 

TeleLearning is the brainchild of an ex -Commodore execu- 
tive who pursuaded a number of universities to provide micro- 
computer -based educational software and to each recognise 
studies done at any of the other universities. 

The use of 'machines' to teach has been dismissed by teach- 
ing 'experts' with the argument that some topics require 
human -to -human contact. I would not argue with that for a 
moment but that still leaves at least some topics that can be 
taught with computers, and most certainly some of those can 
be taught better by computers. Research has proven that be- 
yond dispute. It amazes me that even the academics that I re- 
spect are so close to the subject that they cannot see the wood 
for the trees - they see computers as things to teach about 
and as tools for other people but not as tools for themselves to 
teach with. 

My idea of a `national open university' goes a little further 
than yours. Lecture material for it would be prepared and dis- 

tributed as you suggest and would cover at least the core sub- 
jects for the main undergraduate majors, wherever the sub- 
ject material lent itself to mechanised teaching. Anybody 
could tape and watch that material for their own private use 
and corporations could use it on payment of a copyright fee. 

For those persons wishing to receive academic credit there 
would also be microcomputer -based educational software and 
assistance such as TeleLearning provides. Price would depend 
on the student's means. Corporations would be encouraged to 
use the teaching software for in-house staff training on a simi- 
lar basis to the taped lecture material. 

Local educational colleges would be obliged to give credit 
for all that is appropriate to their own courses and would build 
on that. 

I hope that academics would be convinced that off-loading 
basic introductory parts of their courses returns the individual 
colleges to their status of yesterday: as true higher education 
institutions where the staff can get on with research into ad- 
vanced topics and not just function largely as the vocational 
training facilities that they have become over recent years. 

Gordon Drennan 
Ultimo, NSW 

ABC retarded 
I WOULD like to make a couple of points regarding your 
comments about the ABC (Editorial April '86). The open 
university idea is an excellent one, and from that point of view 
I applaud your comments. But from my observation, there 
are presently some practical technical and organizational diffi- 
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FEED FORWARD 

culties with the implementation of such a system. 
Most of the country ABC TV transmitters (Telecom oper- 

ated, DOC owned) are still manned during their operation, 
chiefly because most of them are pre -1965 all -valve jobs that 
are not reliable enough to run remotely controlled. Given 
present staffing levels, the stations must close down (as a rule) 
during the wee small hours. 

This situation will only be remedied by the installation of 
new transmitters and running them by remote control. At pre- 
sent the necessary infrastructure such as Aussat receivers, ser- 
vice centres, module repair shops, etc, is being established at 
normal government department pace. My gut feeling is that it 
will be at least three, perhaps six years before the old trans- 
mitters are in the minority, opening the way for open univer- 
sity programs. 

Name supplied 

Measuring rf 
I HAVE SOME queries regarding measurements in "How 
good is your transceiver?" (August '86) and also the review of 
the Yaesu FT726R transceiver in the same issue. 

The article defines the 'noise floor' as the minimum dis- 
cernible signal (MDS) for a given bandwidth: 3 dB (S+N)/N. 
In the review of the transceiver the MDS is stated as 
-132.3 dBm for 3 dB (S+N)/N at 52 MHz, for 146 MHz, 
however, the MDS is stated as -132 dBm (0.054 µV). I as- 
sume that this is also for 3 dB (S+N)/N. 

Things get a little more complicated with the 430 MHz 
specification. Here the MDS is stated as -135.3 dBm for -12 
(S+N)/N but the frequency is not mentioned. Is this a typo- 
graphical error? Do I assume 3 dB (S+N)/N is intended? 

I am a little confused with the 'noise floor' (MDS) specifica- 
tion, being more used to noise figure, noise factor or noise 
temperature. If the noise floor for 3 dB (S+N)/N is given, 
would it be correct to assume that the actual noise of the sys- 
tem is 3 dB less than the level stated? Is this the same as the 
(thermal) noise power of the receiver? I am particularly inter- 
ested in relating the noise floor (MDS) with the noise figure. 

If it is assumed that the noise power is 3 dB less than the 
MDS measurement then this formula can be used to find the 
noise figure: 

Si = noise figure + noise power + S/N 
Where Si is the required input signal level in dBm for an SNR 
at the output of 'S/N'. 

For example; according to the review of the transceiver at 
146 MHz a signal level of -128.5 dBm will give a (S+N)/N of 
10 dB. Substituting in the above formula: 

-128.5 = noise figure + (-132-3)+10 
gives a noise figure of 3.5 dB. 

Is this correct? 
Andrew Keir 

VK2XKK 
Seven Hills, NSW 

In response 
IN ALL OUR tests MDS is defined as the signal power 
required to produce a 3 dB (S+N)/N. 

In this case, the residual (thermal) noise power of the re- 
ceiver is equivalent to the input signal power, eg, -132 dB at 
146 MHz. 

This was adopted in preference to noise figure as it is a 
more physically realiable figure and more easily grasped in 
terms of performance. 

Mr Keir's assumption that the noise power is 3 dB less than 
the MDS is therefore incorrect. 

Noise figure may be used as an indicator of system perform- 
ance. It has the advantage of being bandwidth invariant, un- 

like MDS which is better in a narrower bandwidth due to the 
reduced noise bandwidth. They are, however, related. 

MDS (dBm) = -174 +10 log BW noise + noise figure, 
which leads to: 

nf = 174 + MDS (dBm) -10 log BW noise, 
where 174 dBm is the noise power in a 1 Hz BW at 290 and 
BW noise is the noise bandwidth which may be approximated 
by the 6 dB IF bandwidth. 

In Mr Keir's example, let BW noise = 3000 Hz. Therefore: 
nf = 174-132-10 log 3000 
nf = 7.2 dB 

This may, of course be converted to other forms as desired. 
Noise factor can be found: 
F = 10t°uto) 

which, in the above example, leads to F = 5.28. 
A noise figure of 3.5 dB as obtained by Mr Keir would be 

very good for a total system. 
The test frequency at 70 cm was 435 MHz and at 146 MHz, 

the MDS as for a 3 dB (S+N)/N. The 12 dB (S+N)/N shown 
along -side the MDS for 70 cm SSB should not be there. The 
12 dB (S+N)/N referred to 70 cm SSB sensitivity figures to 
allow direct comparison to the manufacturers specifications. 

David J. Williams 
B Eng, MIREE, MIBEE, UK3YIZ 

DSE plugpack 
YOUR MAY issue, page 84, carried an "idea for experiment- 
ers" suggesting the disassembly and modification of a Dick 
Smith plugpack Cat No M9525 to "improve regulation". 

We wish to advise that we believe the regulation from this 
plugpack is quite suitable for most consumer equipment. 
(When a test unit was loaded with 10 Mohm the output volt- 
age fell from 11 V to 4 V within 1.5 seconds when the output 
was switched from the 9 V position to the 3 V position.) 

We are most surprised that a magazine of your reputation 
would condone, by way of accepting and printing such a de- 
tailed account, disassembly and modification of a sealed plug - 
pack. As you may be aware the technical standards with 
which such units must comply before being offered for sale 
are set by the various electrical authorities in each State and 
are based primarily on safety considerations. By encouraging 
the public to modify such units these considerations are com- 
promised. Should such a modified unit be commercially dis- 
played it is quite likely to be considered a breach of the vari- 
ous State Electrical Safety Acts and certainly a breach of the 
Trademarks Act. 

Gary Crapp 
General Manager 

Technical Products 
Dick Smith Electronics 

Perhaps it is timely to reiterate the editorial policy of these Feed 
Forward pages. 

They are an opportunity for members of the electronic com- 
munity to exchange views and ideas. They do not necessarily 
reflect the editorial policy of this magazine. In particular, cir- 
cuits published in this section have not been tested by ETI staff 
and programs normally have not been executed. In the nature 
of the case, inclusion in these pages cannot be taken as a guar- 
antee that the circuit or program works as described. 

With regard particularly to Mr Shawcross' contribution, no 
criticism of DSE should be inputed to ETI. We have not tested 
the device, and have neither the time nor inclination to do so. 
We do, however, notice the performance limitations on the de- 
vice admitted by Mr Crapp, and suggest anyone using it should 
familiarize themselves with these before use. - Jon Fairall, Ed. 
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TO "OPPOSE EACH OTHER 
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Master the 
Microprocessor 
The Purpose of this 
Course 
There is a considerable. 
expanding and worldwide 
demand for people with a 
real knowledge of 
microprocessors and 
general computer 
technology Such people 
are needed to design and 
evaluate Systems and tO 

assess and develop the 
enormous range 01 possible 
applications. both present 
and future. of 
microprocessors and to 
understand the installation 
and servicing of the main 
types of equipment of which 
they may lorm the most vital 
component 
(A microcomputer has 
already been produced to 
replace the mechanical 
programmer on a domestic 
washing machine, for 
example.) 
This Course provides the 
necessary basic inlormation 
to enable a student to really 
understand the functioning 
o/ microprocessors and 
their Supporting Circuitry. 
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usually referred to as the 
"hardware" This is backed 
up by showing how to 
program a microcomputer 
(or produce its 'soltware ) 
in the most fundamental 
form of computer language 
Called "machine code'. 
AiO previous knowledge M 
Computers is necessary. 
though a little basic 
knowledge oI electronics 
plus digital and logic 
Circuits will be found 
helpful 
A special introductory short 
course is available to 
provide this background 
information, it required by 
an individual student on the 
Course without extra fee 

Student-Tutor 
Contact 
A qualified Tutor is available 
to every Student throughout 
this Course in order to deal 
with any queries which may 
arise and to assess certain 
questionnaires which are 
issued to Students 
throughout the period of 
training 

Certificate 
Issued to all Students 
completing the Course 
successfully. Course covers 
main requirements of the 
City and Guilds Certificates 
in Computers. 

Practical 
Self 

Study 
Course ` & 

Learn how Microprocessors 
really work 

... the practical way. 

FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 
rPost coupon now. The Australian School of Electronics 
Pty Ltd . P 0 Box 108. Glen Ins, Victoria. 3146. 

Please send your brochure without any obligation to: 

Name 

Address 

ETI 8/86 Postcode 

How the Course is 
organised 
The basis for the practical 
work in the Course is the 
Microcomputer. 
This is supplied completely 
assembled and ready to 
use. 
The Course text is carefully 
arranged in sequence so 
that each new section 
follows logically from 
previous work. Hardware 
description and 
programming technique 
progress together, so that 
the Student is discouraged 
from treating them as 
distinctly separate subjects. 
Following each section of 
descriptive text, detailed 
instructions are given in 
order to use the 
Microcomputer to provide a 
practical demonstration of 
each new function or 
technique. This provides a 
very powerful way of 
learning precisely how the 
system operates. and 
enables any possible 
ambiguities in the Student's 
mind to be quickly resolved 



State: P/code 
Don't let your microbee rest! Put it through its paces with METHOD OF PAYMENT: O Money Order/Cheque 
Online - your monthly upgrade kit in a magazine. 

f t 
microbee 
computer I 

FEED -FORWARD 
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Current feedbaék for drill speed control 
Chris Barber, 
Forest Hill, Vic 

The idea of this circuit is to 
provide more positive feedback 
by means of current sensing than 
the usual method of voltage 
sensing. 

Speed control is obtained by 
the RC network of the UJT (0) 
circuit where R is made up of 
RV1, RV2, RV3 and Rl. The 
presets are used to set the low 
and high speed settings with 
RV3 controlling speed within 
this range. The low setting en- 
sures that the low speed end of 
RV3 the motor will start and run 
reliably; the high setting ensures 
some resistance remains in RC 
when the minimum firing angle 
is reached. 

Resistor RI and the zener 
diode ZD1 provide a low par- 
tially smoothed do voltage for 
the UJT circuit. 

The feedback circuit basically 
consists of a voltage divider 
made up of the LDR on one 
side, and RV4, RV5 and the 
rear gang of RV3 on the other. 
As the LDR varies in resistance 
this directly affects the charging 
rate of the UJT timing capaci- 
tor, Cl. Thus when the load on 
the motor increases, the incan- 
descent globe shines more 
brightly, LDR resistance drops 
and Cl charges more quickly 
causing the SCR to fire earlier in 
the cycle. 

It was desirable to `de -sensi- 
tise' the feedback at lower 
speeds to prevent hunting (an 
oscillation effect), hence the 
ganged potentiometer. As the 
speed is slowed down, resistance 
of the front gang increases and 
the rear gang is connected so 
that its resistance decreases at 
the same time. The consequence 
of this is that the voltage across 
the lower portion of the voltage 
divider is kept lower. This re- 
stricts the effect of the feedback 
circuit on the charging of Cl 
having less effect on the firing of 
the SCR. The presets are used 
to fine-tune the feedback circuit. 

Attention : ugt"h6ti, 

microbee 
users and admirers 
ONLINE -A GREAT MONTHLY 
INFORMATION PACKAGE 
For only $25.00 per year, you can join the 
thousands of microbee owners who have found 
the way of keeping up to date and in tune with 
their microbee. Subscribers to Online, the 
microbee journal, are privy to the latest 
hardware and software releases, are entertained yEAj 

Address by a myriad of applications and are tutored in the `y 

armhn,htY. 

Í 
T SUBS OW a . 

' Please enter my "'1''. scription, as marked, to Online for one 
year (12 issues) at a cost of $25.00. YES 

Name 

latest languages. I Town/Suburb 

)1 

O Please charge my 

I 

1 1 I II IIIi 
Expiry Date- Signature 

Unless otherwise stated, your subscription will commence from the next issue to 
be published upon receipt of this form. 
Single copy price $2.95 plus 30 cents p& h per issue within Australia. 
All subscriptions and enquiries should be addressed to: 
The Subscription Officer, Online, P.O. Box 41, West Gosford 2250. 
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S60kMt 

ln y' 471 

450VT 35V 

Geiger counters 

7612 

ac BIASED 

This circuit is built around an 
old Geiger -Muller tube that M. 
Chick of Wangaratta, Vic 
located. 

The circuit consists of an HT 
and a modulation section. 

The circuit for the HT is rela- 
tively straight forward. One half 
of the 556 provides the signal 
and ac bias for the driver transis- 
tor. As the transformer can only 

O 6+ 
24V 

100 

2 6W 
24V LAMPS 

220k 
SEC 

35V 

2N3055 

100n 
630V 

NOTE 1 RESISTOR DEPENDENT ON GEIGER MULLER TUBE 
NOTE 2 TRANSFORMER 9-0-9 1SOn'A SEC 240V PRI 

handle 150 mA, capacitive cou- 
pling from the 2N3055 ensures 
that it only gets ac. Oscillation is 
very slow but that's the way it 
worked best. 

Feeding the transformer via 
the 4.5 V tapped secondary gave 
a healthy 250 V ac on the pri- 
mary. Rectification is by voltage 
doubler. It takes a few seconds, 
but climbs to 500 V. This is not a 

NOTE1 

0-501A 

NOTE1 

great handicap as consumption 
is 50 µA in the worst case. 
(Tube variable). 

The pulse is fed from the 
Geiger -Muller tube into the 
other half of the 556, which 
functions as a pulse -width 
modulator. The speaker is a 

mechanical low pass filter. 

Maths 
R. Wilkinson, 
Nelson Bay, NSW 2315 
00010 CLS 
00020 PRINT' NAME -- M A T H 

00030 PRINT CABO 1261 
00040 PRINT\'Thl Program gives you the SOR,CUBE,RECIPRICAL.. 
00050 PRINT' SOP ROOT, LOG. 6 DEGREES /.Kpr.s0.d In RADIANSI' 

00060 PRINT' bi any number' 

00070 PRINT' 
00080 PRINT'HIT ZERO to END' 
00090 UNDERLINE:PRINT\ 'WHAT NUMBER '1:NORMAL 
00100 INPUT " I N 11 
00110 IF N1.0 THEN END 
00120 PRINT 
00130 PRINT\'S0R 9.1:PRINT TAB 131 N1*N1 

00140 PRINT\'CUBE 'I:PRINT TAB 151 NIeNI*NI 

00150 PRINT\'RECIP. .1:PRINT TAB 151 1/NI 

00160 PRINT\'SOR ROOT 9.1:PRINT TAB 151 8011I91.1 

00170 PRINT\'LOG 9.1:PRINT TAB 151 LOG1N11 
00180 PRINT\'DEGREES '1:PRINT TAB 1513.14159*N1/180{ 
00190 PRINT' RADIANS. 
00200 PRINT 
00210 GOTO 90 
00220 PRINT 
00230 END 

fi 
5 R.Wllklnpn. 18/12/84' 

Bank reconciliation 
00010 OCT Dote 16 - 10 - 1983. R.Wllklnson. 
00020 REM *see BANK RECONCILIATION *0e 

00030 CL3 
00040 INPUT 'Opening Balance ' IB1 

00020 UNDERLINC :INPUT 'Add 0.06411. '1C1 
00060 NORMAL 
00070 PRINT TAB1201 BI.CI 
00050 UNDERLINE: I14PUT'5onk Charge. '101 
54091 NORMAL: PRINT TAB 4201 B1.C1-Kl 
00100 UNDERLINE: INPUT 'Less Cheque§ S. IXl 

04110 MOFMAL:PRINT .Closing Balance 'TAB 1201 B1.C1-KI-X1, 
00120 UNDERLINE:INPUT 'Floating Cheques 4.121 

00130 'IEPMAL: PRINT 
00140 'IDCPLINE: PRINT 'Actual Balance 'BI.CI-KI-X1-21 
00150 PRINT 
00160 NORMAL 
00170 INPUT -WHAT ABOUT YOUR PIGGY BANK .. s'IPO 
00120 UNDERLINE 
COITO PRINT 'THE BIG TOTAL 'B1C1-K1-XI-21.P0 
00300 NORMAL: PRINT 
00210 PRINT '141t TRACE BAR to tort eg.ln or BREAK to END. 
00220 2:1.1:004 
00-20 LP O111" THEN 220 ELSE 30 
04240 END 

T, Pi & O attenuators 
Chris Hayes, 
Richmond, NSW 2753 

I recently needed an attenuator at work 
and not being able to find one readily 

available I decided to make one up. 
The first step was to find the formu- 

lae to make the calculations. I found 
various formulae and worked them out. 

This program calculates the correct 
values needed for the attenuation and 
substitutes two common 1, 5 or 10% 
tolerance resistances in parallel to get 
the precise required value. 

100 REM 

Two types of attenuators widely 
used are the T attenuator and the Piat- 
tenuator. These are only good for un- 
balanced attenuators. The O type at- 
tenuator is good for a balanced type at- 
tenuator. 

These are the three I've designed 
the program around. 

The program listing has numerous 
REM statements to help you under- 
stand its flow. 

110 FEM 64 ATTEHURTUF F'P00FHM 
120 REM 6+ EPITTEN BY rnRI'. 

130 REM 4 FEB 13aó 
1 

150 PPIIIT"T' 
160 DIM TL.46.21.PItr.20+.TEra_U,B1ir'20 
1713 00 íUB 2470 
180 POYE 53201,C7 r'01 ES 
CA) L'PI777"7 HTTEIIIJRTr1P PFftikHM C':" 
200 r'F'fl1T" 'Was Ih VE ' 
210 PPINT" IER t`',' 
2'0 PF'IIIl MINT. I FF_'. I1'11ErF' 31,111P1,0' 

210 FFNIT PPINT" ell 1 RI7E'NHIOP 1'NPIiLInI Er. 

240 .PE INT" - f'I HTTE11RTOP NIiF'AUirt' cm - 
2S0 PRINT" 1737 P1 r+TTE11141T'TP EHLI)11' CO" 
200 rF'It1T 

270 GI5U0 24SO 
2cn TYPE 'dHltEit 
230 ON TYPE GOTO 300,.100.430 
300 PEM s44I T RT'EMIATOP 
310 0051)0 110 FEN 4444 cur 1.'1' r on) 
320 nestle 740 REM 4a4 GL1 1iD'FO 

130 GOSUB BOO r'hM 74a 1.ET 11T1 I 

.740 GO_.tIC 770 FCM 4444. GET rr4LF,n1' L 

330 00SI)8 840 FI M a4a C11L' 

300 GO`.UI' "GO FEM +4+P '.ET L'rr'IT' 

370 GOSUE bJO,PEM 4a4a CHIC 1PUE PI 

G'7,.tIE: 900'F'Er1 44o CF1 C. TFT1F k 
300 G -1J13 5,30 PIN +4 rl1l, [kW 
100 .I1 11E' 1440 Pi': 4+4 ' I T 

410 cos:1N 1"j70 PCII 44a I'I 1111 TY1 I 

4-'1 GOTO ' 
i' F'E11 449+ IRB'THEF' 

4.30 PEM 4+4a BMLN1ICrD PI IITTLMI'HT " 
4413 untie 71N Pr_M 444+ L.1 T I. "' II1' 1 II 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii FEED FORWARD 

450 
460 
470 
4130 

490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
500 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
66^ 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
790 
790 
800 
310 
320 
830 
840 
850 
868 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
940 
950 
960 
970 
380 
990 

IiOSUU 740 PEA 4+44 GET A ^ 11.fF11 

G0.`-.UE: .:00 REM +444 UET N. 1. N 
00.U8 770 PEA 4*44 11T 1ULEF III, 

el) .,,C 04' REM 4414. fFt. I 

GOVJC' 21.. + REN 44*+ ',ET 1'í110, 

61/bIJE ? F EM 4*** 
Cr'UE 1000 REM 4441 f11L, rIFIJ1 F 

RE=F B. ' 

GOSUB 1030 REM 444 .Alf 1+Ut F 
GOSIJE 1440 PEM 444 f.ET " TFL,r 
G0SUB 1590 FEM 4444 GET ' PP1NT ' 

GOSUB 1'70 REM +4 PRINT TVFC 
GOTO 2330 FEM 444 AIIGTHLI 
PEN 4444 PI ATTCIIUATFF 
0051)0 710 REM 4** LT I 

., 
1i11 1 

GOS1 lE 
GOSUB 
GO' LID 
GOSUE: 
GOSUG 
GOSU8 
GOSUE 
1}Tti1 lB 

GO:,IJB 

GOSUB 

740 REM +*+4 .ET A.'' 3Fv' 
::U8 PIN 4+ 'ET .Y11EF1 

..O REM 44 GE' TII IRAIICE 
840 REM *444 LAIL I 

2':10 REM 44+ '.ET 6AIID' 
+00 1-E11 +444 CAL, 14'9E WI 
1000 PEN ++ 
1030 REM 44*4 AI , I:Ill V; 
144u F'EM 4w4 L.E 1 e PF 1111 
1370 FEM 4** PPIIIT 'MTh 

GOTO 2330 REM *444 AIIfTHEF 
REM 444 INPUT IMPEDANCE 
INPUT" ENTER INPUT IMPEDAICE", IA 
RETURN 
REM 4444 OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 
INPUT" ENTER OUTPUT IMPEDANCE":1B 
RETURN 
P.EM 444+ TOLEFAIE E 
INPUT" ENTER TOLEF'ANLE REQUIRED 1.5.10 7.",TA 
RETURN 
REM 444 ATTEIILIIITIUII 
!NEUT.. ENTER ATTENUATION PEVIJIPEO IN 08":ATT 
IF ATT=OTHENATT=.01 
RETURN 
REM *414 IALC 1 

K.410 T' ATT.'"0' WI -112 
RETURN l 
REM 44* CALL TRUE PI T ATTEIIUATOP 
RAC?1114NA+ll!IIIA-1.,)-'2*(SQPIIA*IP)))*cr,'(HA-1))RR=ABS(RA. 
RE TUP' I 
REM 444 CALI TRUE P2 T RTTEI4UATOR 
F'6' lIB+I,UfH11.',NA-1?).-(2+<SQP'IA4I8.>)+(h.'rNA-1>)RB=ABS(RB> 
RETURN 
REM 4++4 CALC TRUE P3 1 UNEOIIAL 
PC.'24c86P(IA+1E')+'1.',4411 I3>'RC AR2'RG 
RETURN 
REM *444 CALC TRUE R1 PI UNEQUAL 
NC SOR IA: IB 

RA*ABS(RA1 
RETURN 

1000 REM 4*4 LAIC TRUE P2 Fl UNEQUAL 
1010 P8=((7,OR, I8,161., .* 41 NA -1,,'P> RB*AES R8. 
1020 RETURN 
1030 PEM 4*44 CALI TRUE P3 PI UNEQUAL 
1040 RC^lE+t:R 1', , IIR-,24, K,YIC '1:! 
1050 RETURN 
1060 REM *44 L001 FOP 1ST NEAP VALUE 
1070 F0P3=1T010 
1080 FOPI-ITOS D=TL' 1.0)411T,J) 
1090 IF D:=R THEN 1110 
1100 /111:11 J ',íT0 '5. 0 
1110 REM *44* CALC PARALLEL OHMS C 
1120 FORJ=10T01 STEP -1 

1130 FORI=.5101 STEP -1 
1140 E.TL(1.Q'+MT,J1 C.(1248),ID*B) 
1150 IF BCD THEN 2560 
1160 IF 04300.8 THEN B=0 
1170 REM 4+4 CALC E 
1180 E_' R,'C 14100 
1 190 IF E- =MI O, RIM E .=MC 1 ' THEN 1210 
1200 NEXTI,T 60102560 
1210 REM 44+4 GOTO r_OF'PECT FEPPEIITAGE 
1220 RETURN 
1230 PRINT -4~0~11W IN TAB' ñ4' 18 
1240 RF11 44 PRINT P1 VAI UES 
1250 PRINT" ,I,I.1N.I*000.9011441,Wri1"SPC' 21' 
1260 PRINT"1VLW111414UI4y9IIMR114111Y 1 ."O, 
1270 IFE_`OTHEN PRINTTAE1141"PARAELEL WITH"B RETURN 
1230 PRINT EETUP1I 
1290 REM 4+44 PRINT P2 VHLIIE' 
1 300 PRIIIT"R_ -"CI, 186(12. 
1310 1FE:. OTHEN F'RIIITTA6114" .PARALLEL WITH"E RETURN 
1320 PRINT PETUPII 
4330 PEA .4+4 PRINT F'3 VALUE, 
1340 PRINT"R3 ,<"D, 

1350 IrD'JOTFIEN PPINTTAB'14'."PARALLEL WITH"B RETURN 
1:60 PRINT PETUPN 
1370 PF'1111"~1491114T1'U14149I414141 
13"0 PRINT TRP.12'.TA," TOL" 
1390 RETURN 
1400 PEM 444 PRINT R4 'ALLIES 
1410 PRINT "P4 "0 
1420 IF B':OTHEN PRINTTAB.14'."PARALLEL WITH".8 RETURN 
1430 PRINT RETLIFH 
1440 RE11 444 GET VALUES a PRINT 
1450 PRINT"7" IF TYPE=ITHEIIFUPI-l(016 PRINTTA6' 5F.TE7' 1, IIEXTI 
1460 IF T11F11 FORT=1Tñ15 PFINTTAE.S P11.1' 1461111 

1470 IF TVPE-II IIENFIRI 1101,. PF'(IITTAB 51.681' I' 11E:1T1 

14(;0 F FA 
1490 1 PINT "H 1.I4LUVIII114UUA41414I414W" 11,6' 151"PLEASE WAIT" 
1500 GOLDE I0w0 PEA 444+ C'ET PI VAL UE. 

FC:ABS<RC> 

08 PRO",. 

510 GOSU8 1230 REM 44.4 PRINT VALUES 
520 P=PE 
530 GOSUB I060'REM 444 GET F2 VALUES 
540 GOSUB 1290 REM **4+ PRINT VALUE, 
s 0 1 PC 
560 0OSU8 1060'REM 44*4 GET R3 VALUES 
570 0Oe,1U19 1230 REM 444 PRINT VALUES 
580 RETURN 
590 P-RB 
600 GOSUB 1060 REM ++4 GET R4 VALUES 
610 GOSU6 1400 REM 44.4 PRINT VALUES 
620 RETURN 
630 DATA 
640 DATA 
650 DATA 
660 DATA 
670 DATA 
680 DATA 
(90 DATA 
700 DATA 
710 DATA 
720 DATA 
730 DATA 
740 DATA 
750 REA 
760 DATE§ 
770 DATA 
700 GATA 
790 REM 

100.102.105.107.110.113.115,118 
121,124.127.130.133.137.140,143 
147,150.154.158.162,165.169.174 
178,182.187.191,196,200.205.210 
215.221.226.232.237,243.249.255 
261.267.274 280.287,294.301,309 
316.324,352.340.348,357.365.374 
383.392.402.412.422.432.442.453 
464.475.487,499,511.523.536.549 
562.57.,.590.604.619.634,649.665 
681,698.715.732.750.768.787.806 
825.845.86e.887.901'.931,953.976 

;: TOLERANCE 
10.11 12.15 15.16.18,20.22.24 
27.30 33.36.39 43.47.51.56,62 
60..5 31.91 

0:I TOLERANCE 
C00 DATA 10,12.15.18 22 27,33.39.47.56.68.82 
810 PEM MULTIPLIER FACTOR 
820 DATA 0.081.0.01.0.1,1.10,100,10130,100001013000,I000008 
P311 REM T ATTEI4AATOP EALWL Z 
840 DATA" T ATTENUAT'3F" 
850 DATA" " 

860 DATA" i--1 f--1 
R70 DATA" -1 PI I --.-i R2 F" 
380 DRTO" 
090 DATA" I" 

900 DATA" I" 

910 DATA" I r-1 0" 
20 DATA" N I I U" 

930 DATA. P III T" 
940 DATA" U 1 3 1 P" 
350 DATA" T 1 I U. 
960 DRTA" I 1 T. 
970 DATA" L -J" 
930 DATA" 1" 

L.r1141' 

^o'_0 rElt PI HTTEIIURTOR EQIIRL _ 
2010 DT1T41" F'1 ATTEHAATf'F" 
2020 DATA" 
O'l f1RiP1" I- -l" 
2040 DATA" 1 42 1-- -1 - --" 

A .n DATA" I I J 1" 

.C+nU DAIH" f 1 
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FEED FOR WARD A 

Lunar Lander 
Philip Pulle, 
Lethbridge Park, NSW 2770 

tfif This is the classic Lander game with 
half tone graphics. The program is in- 
tended to run on any Microbee with 
MicroWorld BASIC. Instructions are in- 
cluded with the programs. 

00100 REM Lunar Landry. Version 4. Update 12/12/1985 
00110 REM Author Phll/p Pall.' 
00120 REM try fuel values bf 5000 and I A rates 04-0.20 first 

00130 50161 
00140 005UB 770 
00150 CLS 
00160 LOPES 
00170 FOR 0.63080.1008T063488.10245TET2:POKE T,85:P0KC T.1,120:NEXT T 

00180 PLOT 0,0 TO 127.0 TO 127,47 TO 0,45 TO 0,0 
00190 005UB 460 
00200 FORT.0TO1000TNEXT Y 
00210 A1.63 
00270 01.36 
00230 0.4610.TNTIRN04100i.10 
00240 02..23 
00250 CURS 1,16:PRINT '1 

00260 PLOT X-5,45 TO 0-5,401PLOT 05,47 TO 1(5,10 
00270 FORT.IOTOOSTEP-I:CURS2,16:PRINT'C O U N T O p 11 5'1113 TII:PLA< 1:PLATO:NE 
XT T:PLAY 24,4 
00280 T1.T1-01 
00290 IFPEEK12581.26 THEN LET T1TlA1: OUT2,0: OUT2,255:F2-F2-20-41151T1.301: 52 

.52-5 
00300 IFPEEK12S81.a6THENLETFI.S:RI.1:D1.02:52.52-5:F2.F2-2 
00310 IFPEEKI2581.44TNENLETFI.-5:R1..1:01-02:52.52-5:F2.F2-2 
00320 IF F2<0 THES PLAT 9181716151413121110,2:CLS:CURS IS, 7:PRIN1',ou ran out of 

fuel.Ovess what, Your dead':00T0640 
00330 IF Fitt) AND R1)0 THEN LET F1O:RI.0:01.0 
00340 IF F1)0 AND RI<OTHENLETFI.0:R1.O:D1.0 
00350 FI.F1-P1:P1-R1.01 
00300 RESET X,Y:RESET 0,Y.I:RESET 0-1,Y-I:RESET 0.1,5-1 
00370 IF FI(OTHENLET01-.SELSELET01.5 
00380 IF TI<OTNENLETO2.-.5ELSELETOI..S 
00390 X.XINT<F1.o11:Y.YIMT101'021 
00600 OOSUP 740 
00410 IF 001 THEN LET X.1 ELSE IF X0126 TOES LET 0.126 
00420 IF Y<l THEN LET 0.1 ELSE IF 7)46 THEM LET 1.46 
00430 IF P010010,71 THEN EOTO 550 
00440 SET X,Y:SET 0,(.1:SET X-1,Y-1:1ET K.1,/-1 
00450 OOTO 290 
00450 1.20 
00450 P.TNTIRNOs801'24 
00480 FORT.OT0127 
004.0 IF T)P AND T0P10 THEN PLOT T.1 TO 0,0:5ET T,1.3:PLOT P.2 TO P.J3:PLOT r. 
9,3 TO P.9,3,3:0000530 
00500 3.3'1IMTIRND031-11 
00510 IFJ<STHENLET3.5ELSEIF3)40THENLET3.40 
00520 PLOT T.J TO 7,0 
00530 NEXT T 

00540 RETURN 
00550 IF X)P AND X<P.10 THEN 680 
00560 IF TI( -2 THEN PLAY3I2I1:OOSUB700 
00570 SOSUB 700:CURSIS,3:PRINT'No you don't land ..r.':PLAY2012120I211121314 

00590 K.TNTIRND115141:00 K DOTO 590,600,410,620,630 
00590 CURS 1S,4IPRINT'Anot her new 

C 

rater on the noon. Good Job:00TO640 
00600 CURS 2,4,PRINTI don't think you rally passed pilots school. Did you7.... 

:0000640 
00610 CURS 2,4;PRINT'Bang, Cr ash,... Seash....0ues. who's lost a tuner bander': 

0070640 
00620 CURS I5.4:PRTNTLook where you' going next li.e':00T0640 

00630 CURS 10,4:PRINT'You Crashed. Any new Inspiring pilots out there. 

00640 CURS 2,1SIPRIN5' Another try IY/MI .1 

00650 419.KEY:FORT.1T010:NEXTT 
00660 A19.KEY:IPAI9. " THEN6A0 
00670 IFAIR..y'ORA19.YTNENCLEAR:GOSUB 910: G07015OELSEPLAY24124124120:CLS:END 
00680 IF Tl<-1 THEN CURS 15,2:PRINTAt least you found the pad..:G051.18700:PLAY24 

11.2I215f00T0 580 
00690 CURS 15,1:PRINTer ant you landed the crm/t Corroo t ly':00SUB720:PLAY 31 

517191211241241115: SETX,Y: 00T0Ó40 
00700 G.X-5:1.1.0-S:FORT.ITOI0,OUT2,0:DUT2,255:PLOTI INTIR500IOI'G,INTIRNO)101.K T 

0 INTIRND.101aA,INTIRN04101.u:NEXTT: SETURN 
00710 RETURN 
00720 PLOTR P.1,YTOP.B,Y:SETX,Y:SETO,Y1:SETX-1.Y-1:SETX'1,Y-I:SETX-2,Y-2:SETX.2 
,Y-2 
00730 CURS 25.16iPRINTSCORE.1521 
00740 CURS2,16:PRIMTIA62 3211 
00750 CURS2,b6:PRIMTFUEL.F21:CURS25.16:PRINTSCORE.,521:CURS41,16:PRINTACCEL 
ERATION.'ITII 
00760 RETURN 
00770 CLS:LORES 
00790 PLOT 0,0 TO 127,0 TO 127.47 TO 0,47 TO 0,0 
00790 8.24 
00800 FORT.1T020 
00810 A.4.6:PLOT 0,0 TO 4,9:PLOT 127,0 TO A.B:PLAY 1 

00820 NEXT T 

00830 CURS I5.7:PRINTL U M E R LANDE R. 

00840 CURS 2714:PRINT'Yrltten By... 
00850 CURS 25,15:PRINTPhlll0 Pull*" 
00060 CURS 2,2:PRINT'I - Instruc lions P - Play' 
00870 Al9.KEY:IFA16. "THEN870 
00880 IF AlO.1' OR Als.1' THEN OOSUB 980:OOTO 910 
OOP90 IF 4100'I' OR Al9.'p' THEN 910 
00900 PLAY 100070 870 
00910 CLS 
00920 PRINTII.Now much fuel do you wish to start withl:INPUTF2:IFF2<OORF2)1000 
OTMENPLAY4IIiCURS15.16:PRINT'COME on be ser lows'i:PLAY0,4:CURS15,16:PRINTIA30 32 
11:0070 RIO 
00930 CLS:PRINTtt,'Initlal downward acneleral/on'ITISPUTTI:IFTI)OTHENPLAY411:CUR 
515,16:PRINTMegatlye numbers please'I:PLATO,/:CURSIS,16:PRINTIA30 3211:0070930 
00.40 52.10000-F2 
00950 PLAY 15118120:PRINT.,'Thank you 
00960 LAY20,4:RETURN 
00970 OOTO 970 
00980 CLS 
00990 PRISTYou e the pilot of the newest tuner bander developed by the' 
01000 PRINTTerrOn Federation. Your task Is to deliver Cargo and p.ss.ng*rs. 
01010 PRINTto the onbase on the . 
01020 PRTNT'Use the < and ) keys to tte.r Your craft and the '2' key to 

01030 PRIMTapply thrust. Remember that the dolt.. of grwlty And Your use 
01040 PPIMT'of fuel are acting against you.. 
01050 PRINTNest I .111 ask you for the amount 84 fuel you wish to start. 
02060 PRINT'with. The less fuel more points how0v0r It's harder to play' 
01070 PRINT'Oood luck 
01080 PRINTPre.. any key' 
01090 AIMKEYiIFA10.'TNEM1090 
01100 RETURN 

Feed Forward needs your minds. If you have ideas for circuits that you 
would like to enter in our idea of the month contest, programs for the com- 
puting columns or just want a word with the editor, send your thoughts to: 

Feed Forward 
ETI, Federal Publishing, 
PO Box 227, 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 

Contributors can look forward to $20 for each published idea/program which, 
should be submitted with the declaration coupon below. 

Programs MUST be in the form of a listing from a printer. You should in- 
dicate which computer the program is for. Letters should be typewritten or 
from a printer, preferably with lines double spaced. Circuits can be drawn 
roughly, because we have a draughtsman who redraws them anyway, but 
make sure they are clear enóugh for us to understand. 

COUPON 

Cut and send to: Scope-ETI 'Idea of the Month' Contest/ 
Computing Column, Ell Magazine, PO Box 227, 
Waterloo NSW 2017. 

"I agree to the above terms and grant 'Electronics Today International all rights to 
publish my idea/program in ETI Magazine or other publications produced by it. I 

declare that the attached idea/program is.my own original material, that it has not 
previously been published and that its publication does not violate any other 
copyright'" 

Breach of copynght is now a criminal offence. 

Title of Idea/program 

Signature Date 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 
L 
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'Idea of the month' contest 
Scope Laboratories, which manufactures and distributes soldering irons and 
accessory tools, is sponsoring this contest with a prize given away every 
month for the best item submitted for publication in the 'Ideas for Exper- 
imenters' column - one of the most consistently popular features in ETI 
Magazine. Each month, we will be giving away a 60 W portable cordless 
soldering iron, a 240 V charging adaptor together with a holder bracket. The 
prize is worth approximately $100. 

Selections will be made at the sole discretion of the editorial staff of ETI 
Magazine. 

-=4 T q 

PRIZE WORTH' 
APPROX. r\ 
5100 

RULES 

The winning entry will be judged by the Editor of ETI Magazine, whose deci- 
sion will be final. No correspondence can be entered into regarding the 
decision. 

The winner will be advised by telegram. The name of the winner, together 
with the winning idea, will be published in the next possible issue of ETI 
Magazine. 

Contestants must enter their names and addresses where indicated on 
each coupon. Photostats or clearly written copies will be accepted: You may 
send as many entries as your wish. 

This contest is Invalid in states where local laws prohibit entries. Entrants 
must sign the declaration on the coupon that they have read the above 
rules and agree to abide by their conditions. 



ven our tiniest 
rans or 1*11 rito 
earn i ss rises. 

The distinctive three 
striped Ericsson symbol is not handed 
out willy-nilly to any product that rolls out of 
the factory. 

Even the tiniest transformers are torture 
tested and only the fittest are awarded the 
Ericsson stripes. 

At Ericsson, we appreciate your reasons 
for insisting upon Quality and Reliability -we too 
employ our transformers in our other products. 

The Ericsson Transformer range includes: 
Miniature audio transformers 
Telephone line isolation transformers 
High voltage isolation transformers 
General communication transformers 
Runway lighting transformers 

Eli READER SERVICE 27 

Al,.. 

t 

Telecom approved transformers' 
Epoxy cast transformers 

Of course, if our standard range doesn't 
quite meet your specifications, please feel free 
to consult our design advisory service. 

After all, we've learned a lot about 
transformers in the past 45 years. 

For further information, or the address 
of your nearest distributor, please contact 

LM Ericsson Pty Ltd, 

61 Riggall Street, Broadmeadows, 
Victoria 3047. Phone (03)3092244. 

ERICSSONgoo 
It should come as no surprise. 



BOOKS OFSPE1AU1NTER 

CO ,TER 
HARDWARE and 
TECHNIQUES 

THE USER'S GUIDE TO 
COMMODORE 64 & VIC 20 
The editors of Consumer Guide have 
compiled a thorough introduction to 
the Commodore 64 and Vic 20 com- 
puters, software and peripherals. With 
colour illustrations and a clearly writ- 
ten text, this reference will guide the 
newcomer through all phases of learn- 
ing how to, use the computer. From 
setting the system up, learning what 
each key does, expanding the system 
with peripherals, to buying new soft- 
ware. Specific exercises are included 
for each of the keys. Spiral bound, 
8Opp. 
H0065G á1140 $5.95 

EASY -TO -UNDERSTAND GUIDE TO 
HOME COMPUTERS 
Confused by all those computer 
terms? This clearly written book from 
the editors of Consumer Guide tells 
exactly what computers are, how they 
work and why they are so amazingly 
useful, all in plain English. Here is all 
of the information needed to under- 
stand and use computers, and even to 
start programming. A special buying 
section compares the most popular 
home computers. This book is your 
ticket to the computer age! Spiral 
bound, 96pp. 
H0066G 18:6O $5.95 

ALMOST EVERYBODY'S 
PERSONAL COMPUTER BOOK 
Written for the computing beginner to 
break the enormous barrier of jargon 
and mystique that seems to surround 
computers. With a highly readable ap- 
proach, the author introduces the 
basic concepts and develops them 
into a general discussion on personal 
computers including choosing and car- 
ing for a PC. Also offers an introduc- 
tion to BASIC programming. 160pp. 
H0144Z $8:95_ $5.95 

INSTANT PROGRAMMING OF 
YOUR SEGA SC3000 COMPUTER 
Spiral -bound for easy use, this is THE 
Sega SC3000 beginner's book! In 
carefully ,explained, easy to follow 

steps, it covers the function of each 
key and all of the commands needed 
for super fast mastery of BASIC pro- 
gramming. This is a book for do-ers: 
The second part of the book teaches 
the real art of programming with 
plenty of examples and subroutines. 
84pp. 
K0051 P $12.95 

THE BEST VIC/COMMODORE 
SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable soft- 
ware for personal computers can be 
frustrating. The editors of Consumer 
Guide have compiled comprehensive 
reviews of VIC 20 and Commodore 64 
programs based on ratings by user 
groups; further evaluation is given by 
the editors and Commodore software 
experts Jim and Ellen Strasma. Each 
review describes the program's pur- 
pose and features, detailing both the 
good points and bad. Each program 
has been rated for ease of use, clarity 
of written and on -screen instructions, 
and overall performance. The pro- 
gram's price, publisher, format and 
hardware requirements are also in- 
cluded. The reviews are presented in 
sets by topic: Word Processing, Busi- 
ness, Home, Education, Networking, 
Strategy Games, Arcade Games and 
programming Aids. Spiral bound, 
192pp. 
K0052G $&50. $4.95 

THE BEST APPLE SOFTWARE 
Trying to find the most suitable soft- 
ware for personal computers can be 
frustrating. The editors of Consumer 
Guide have compiled comprehensive 
reviews of Apple II, II Plus and Ile pro- 
grams based on ratings by user 
groups; further evaluation is given by 
the editors and Apple software expert 
Roe Adams. Each review describes 
the program's purpose and features, 
detailing both the good points and 
bad. Each program has been rated for 
ease of use, clarity of written and on- 
screen instructions, and overall per- 
formance. The program's price, pub- 
lisher, format and hardware require- 
ments are also included. The reviews 
are presented in sets by topic: Word 
Processing, Business, Home, Educa- 
tion, Networking, Strategy Games, Ar- 
cade Games and Programming Aids. 
Spiral bound, 160pp. 
K0060G $8:6O $5.95 

AMATEUR 
RADIO DX, 
COMMUNICATIONS 

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND 
AERIALS 
Describes how to build 25 amateur 
band aerials that are simple and inex- 
pensive to construct and perform well. 
Projects range from the simple dipole 
up to a mini -rhombic. 63pp. 
N0286B -$1195. $5.95 

25 SIMPLE SHORTWAVE 
BROADCAST BAND AERIALS 
Describes concisely the design and 
construction of simple and inexpen- 
sive aerials that perform well: from 
simple dipole to end -fire arrays. In- 
cludes dimensions and other data for 
spacing and cutting phasing lengths. 
6N0362B 

1595. $4.95 

THE WORLD IN MY EARS 
This is THE basic manual for anyone 
with an active interest in shortwave 
listening written by Arthur Cushen 
M.B.E., world-renowned authority and 
broadcaster. In the first section, the 
book covers the historical develop- 
ment of shortwave broadcasting and 
the listening hobby that grew up with 
it. The second section covers the 
practical aspects: how to start out, 
how to erect antennas, all about time 
zones, DX clubs, reporting, news ses- 
sions, etc. 204pp. 
N0420C 310:95 $7.95 

THE BASIC BOOK OF HAM RADIO 
This easy to read American Publica- 
tion tells how the Amateur Radio Ser- 
vice works, how to obtain a Novice 
Licence, what to buy to get on the air 
and where the action is - awards, 
contests, public service, satellite com- 
munications, radio clubs and other 
ham activities. $5.75 RRP, 128pp. 
N0287R Only $3.95 
INSIDE BASIC GAMES 
A look at games from the inside out: 
Teaches the reader how to design his 
own error -free, interactive BASIC pro- 
grams. Rules, algorithms and coding 
differences for the PET, Apple II and 
TRS-80 are also included. $19.95 
RRP. 
K0189A Only $14.95 



ESTFROM FEDE VIL DIRECT BOOK SALES 

P.O. sox 227, WATERLOO zo» 
THE PASCAL HANDBOOK 
Summarises the whole PASCAL 
vocabulary, including the variations in- 
troduced by the different commercial 
versions of PASCAL. Presented in an 
easy to use dictionary format. $23.50 
RRP. 
K0200A Bargain at only $16.95 

AUDIO ENTHUSIAST'S HANDBOOK 
Covers the record/playback curve, 
stylus compliance, acoustic feedback, 
stereo tape track standards, compen- 
sating sideways drag, amplifier power 
ratings and more. $2.75 Retail, 96pp. 
G0383B Reduced to only $2.00 

CHOOSING AND USING YOUR Hl -FI 
Provides basic information on the 
technical specifications of hi-fi equip- 
ment. Offers advice on what to look 
for in equipment in order to obtain real 
high-fidelity sound and reproduction. 
$4.95 Retail, 88pp. 
G0385B ONLY $3.95 

MINI -MATRIX BOARD PROJECTS 
This selection of 20 useful projects to 
build is an excellent introduction to 

constructing electronic projects. Those 
without any experience in electronics 
will find it easy to read and simple to 
follow. $6.75 RP, 102pp. 
D0062B Priced to clear $2.00 

YOUR CALCULATOR AND YOUR 
MONEY 
If you are interested in money and do 
even the simplest calculations, this 
book is a 'must'. It shows how to get 
the most practical use out of this effi- 
cient and powerful tool. The contents 
cover everything from simple arith- 
metic to compound interest, and de- 
preciation. $4.75 RRP, 174pp. 
M0246B $2.00 

FUN & GAMES WITH YOUR 
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 
Calculators might be a powerful and 
time saving tool, but they can also be 
an endless source of amusement and 
an excellent source of relaxation, as 
this book shows. What do 55 snakes 
in a 14 foot square pit do? (You'll 
have to read page 6 to find out.) 
$2.50 RRP, 63pp. 
M0370B $2.00 

YOUR MAIL ORDER COUPON 

ELECTRONICS TODAY 
INTERNATIONAL 

COUPON VALID FOR COVERDATE MONTH ONLY 

BOOK SALES 
PLEASE ENCLOSE 

$3.25 per book 
for postage handling 

and insurance 

For airmail to Papua 
New Guinea, New Zealand 
Oceania and 
Southeast Asia, 
add $6.00 to these charges. 

BOOK TITLE BOOK NUMBER QTY PRICE TOTAL 

Please tick box to indicate method of payment: 

ue Che '/Mone Order Please make payable to the Cheque*/Money Federal Publishing Company Pty. Ltd. 

Put your cheque or money order in an envelope with this order and 
send it to: Federal Direct, Freepost No. 4, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo, 
NSW 2017. No postage stamp required in Australia. 

Mastercard American Express Bankcard Tick 

Credit Card No. 

(Unsigned orders cannot be accepted) 

Card Expiry Date Signature 
Allow up to 6 weeks for delivery 

I1 

Total price of books $ 

Add postge and handling $ 
($3.25 per book) 

TOTAL $ 

NAME: 

ADDRESS. 

POSTCODE. 

TELEPHONE: 
AUGUST '86 



COMMUNICATIONS REVIEW 

VED 
JUDGMENT 

on the -803 receiver 
If you're after a radio alarm on your scanning receiver, along 
with FM stereo you should take a look at the ATS-803. It is a 

receiver of unexpected features and curious operations. 

REVIEWERS TRY TO be objective in 
their evaluations of equipment. However, 
it's easy to make comparisons and thus be 
overly critical of something which doesn't 
quite meet one's standards. I offer this fore- 
word in an attempt to rationalise my 
thoughts on this low priced AM/FM/SW re- 
ceiver from an unknown (to me anyway) 
manufacturer. 

The Sangean model ATS-803 is, as far as 
can be established, made in Taiwan, al- 
though its birthright is not clearly stated. 
We puzzled over the name `Sangean' with- 

out attaching any significance to it, and 
could only conjecture whence it commeth! 
It doesn't trip off the tongue! 

The machine seems to be an attempt to 
provide the market place with a receiver 
that doesn't cost a fortune yet has the fea- 
tures of which its more expensive counter- 
parts boast (cf Sony ETI December 1985). 

Design 
The ATS-803 covers longwave (LW) 150 

to 281 kHz, mediumwave (MW) 520 to 
1620 kHz, FM 87 to 108 MHz, shortwave in 

1 
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Peter D. Williams 
Peter Williams is Director of Associated 

Calibration Laboratories in Melbourne. 

12 bands from 2.3 MHz to 26.1 MHz in 
continuous coverage. The inclusion of the 
150-281 kHz band is presumably for the 
European market as the majority of its AM 
broadcast stations operate in this part of the 
spectrum. 

What do you get? Well, the frequency 
coverage has been mentioned. To get it, 
five tuning functions are available: direct 
frequency key -in from the keyboard, 
manual and auto scanning, memory recall 
of up to nine frequencies and the usual ro- 
tary tuning. 

Radio, clock and alarm are available to 
automatically turn on a preset station at a 
preset time. Conversely, you can be `lulla- 
bied' to sleep with a switch -off playing time 
adjustable from 10 to 90 minutes. 

Probably the most pleasing feature on 
radios of this type is the stereo function for 
FM broadcasts. You are obliged to pur- 
chase a set of phones, of course, which con- 
nect to a jack on the left side panel. 
Strangely, the user manual makes little 
comment of this facility, only casually men- 
tioning it under the heading of "stereo indi- 
cator light". 

For the reception of single sideband there 
is a BFO (beat frequency oscillator) con- 
trol. It's a rather crude method of resolving 
SSB signals by producing a carrier at the ap- 
propriate frequency to replace the carrier 
that was removed at the transmitter. Single 
sideband signals are used by amateurs and 
commercial stations in the interests of more 
efficient use of the spectrum and because 
SSB signals are capable of producing good 
signal-to-noise ratios in the receiver. Watt 
for watt SSB can be heard under more diffi- 



LABORATORY TEST: SANGEAN RECEIVER MODEL ATS-803 SERIAL No 073059 

90 m 
75 m 
60 m 
49 m 
41 m 
31 m 
25 m 
19 m 
16 m 
13 m 
11 m 

SENSITIVITY 
Lab test 0.46 µV (-113.7 dBm) for 10 dB S/N 
Spec: Usable sensitivity 20 dB S/N is -101 dBm 

FM @ 97.50 MHz (wideband) 
Lab test: 0.54 µV (-112.3 dBm) for 10 dB S/N 

50 kHz deviation 1 kHz tone 
Spec: -98 dBm 

AM @ 3.6 MHz 
Lab test: 1.2 µV (-105.4 dBm) 30% mod 400 Hz tone 
Spec: -98 dBm 

"S" METER SENSITIVITY at 97.5 MHz 
S1 = 0.95 µV (-107.5 dBm) 
S2 = 1.06 µV (-106.5 dBm) 
S3 = 1.34 µV (-104.5 dBm) 
S4 = 1.69 µV (-102.4 dBm) 
S5 = 2.38 µV ( -99.5 dBm) 

NOTE: You don't need big signals to show that your receiver is active! (No 
mfr's spec.) 
NOISE FLOOR (minimum discernible signal) 

AM: result 0.1 µV (-127.0 dBm) at 3.6 MHz 
FM: result 0.37 µV (-114.0 dBm) at 97.5 MHz 
SSB: result 0.16 µV (-123.2 dBm) at 9.5 MHz 

(No mfr's spec.) 

FREQUENCY RANGE 
FM: 87.5 MHz -108 MHz 

(or 76 MHz -108 MHz on model for certain areas) 
AM: 150 kHz -26100 kHz 

(or 150 kHz -29999 kHz on model for certain areas) 
LW: 150 kHz -281 kHz 
MW: 520 kHz -1620 kHz 
SW: divided into 12 shortwave bands 

120 m 2300 kHz- 2500 kHz 
3200 kHz- 3400 kHz 
3900 kHz- 4000 kHz 
4750 kHz- 5060 kHz 
5800 kHz- 6200 kHz 
7100 kHz- 7500 kHz 
9500 kHz- 9900 kHz 

11650 kHz -12050 kHz 
15100 kHz -15600 kHz 
17550 kHz -17900 kHz 
21450 kHz -21850 kHz 
25600 kHz -26100 kHz 

IF REJECTION 
Frequency 97.5 MHz with 10.7 MHz IF 

Lab test 75 dB 
Spec: 60 dB 

Frequency 3.6 MHz with 55.845 MHz IF 
Lab test: 58 dB 

IMAGE REJECTION 
FM Frequency ±2 IF with test frequency of 97.5 MHz, will be at 118.9 MHz 

Lab test: 35 dB IF rejection 
Spec: 36 dB 

AM with test frequency of 3.6 MHz image will be at 115.29 MHz 
Lab test: 80 dB 

AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Tone control set for zero (centre); FM has pre -emphasis; measured at 6 dB 
points 

Lab test: AM 27 Hz to 3400 Hz 
FM 15 Hz to 5 kHz 
SSB 670 Hz to 1600 Hz 

Spec: AM 150-2200 Hz 
FM 150-3.2 Hz 

NOTE: Spec written with tone controls at minus and no pre-emphsis 
AUDIO OUTPUT POWER 
Impedance 8 ohms 

Lab test: output power 1.1 W for 10% distortion 
Spec: 1.2 W 

AUDIO DISTORTION 
0.7% min 

CURRENT CONSUMPTION 
108 mA at 9 V - no signal 

NOTES 
1. Sensitivity figures are good especially on FM. 
2. Signal strength indicator will always show some action even on weak 

signals. 
3. IF rejection is good. 
4. No spurious signals were found. 
5. As reported, the synthesiser noise inherent in the design and when 

tuning is objectionable. 
6. Sensitivity to strong adjacent signals means that intermodulation and 

interference generally would be noticeable. 
7. Image response on AM is good and on FM is satisfactory. 
8. Audio frequency response on FM is not particularly good considering 

that stereo reception of FM is possible. 
DIMENSIONS 

Size: 29.2 cm x 16.0cmx6cm 
Weight: 1.7 kg without batteries 

Receiver - courtesy of Dick Smith Electronics, Sydney. 

cult reception conditions than ordinary AM 
signals. 

The handbook/user's manual says that in- 
ternational shortwave bands will adopt this 
technology to combat interference. It's an 
optimistic pronouncement at best. Any 
large scale usage of SSB by Radio Australia 
or the BBC is, to the best of my knowledge, 
still only a talking point. 

The display panel shows comprehensively 
what the electronics are up to. It has the 
dual function of showing frequency and 
time, after manipulating the appropriate 
controls. On the left hand side, LED indica- 
tors show signal strength. Another indicator 
shows the band selected from FM, LW, 
MW or SW. When on shortwave, the re- 
ceived band is shown. If the channel re- 
quired is selected from any one of the nine 
memories, it is displayed on the LCD. 

The right hand side of the front panel has 
slider controls for volume, bass and treble 
together with a balance control for FM. 
These are a nice touch as close listening 
through phones very often requires adjust- 
ment to tonal qualities. 

Below the display panel is the control 

panel with frequency digit keys. Below that 
are band selector keys. Access to SW re- 
quires a bit more effort as the shortwave 
segment between 2.3 MHz and 29.9 MHz 
has been divided into 12 bands. This corre- 
sponds with the international conventions 
for shortwave broadcasting. 

Depressing the SW button gets you one 
of the shortwave bands. Repeated pressings 
are required to get the other standard 
bands. 

For coverage of other frequencies not 
shown in the specifications, you have to se- 
lect AM, enter the frequency of interest, 
and turn on the BFO to resolve sideband, if 
this is found necessary. 

The makers of the ATS-803 seem to put 
great store in getting the time angle sorted 
out, and it does a good job after the opera- 
tor has mastered the intricacies of setting it 
up. Having set up a frequency on the dis- 
play, the LCD reverts to telling the time 
after one minute. Further manipulations of 
buttons are required to bring back the fre- 
quency in case you have forgotten where 
you were. 

Tuning is done by any of five methods: 

1. Direct tuning by selecting the band, by 
entering the frequency on the keyboard ex- 
ecuting, and then fine tuning by means of 
the tuning knob. 

2. Automatically scan tuning, by select- 
ing the band and pressing the start -stop key 
to search for stations. Scanning will stop on 
a signal with sufficient strength; it will also 
stop on noise or other forms of interference 
and is not particularly satisfactory. 

3. Manually scan tuning, which requires 
selecting the band and pressing the up/down 
keys to search for stations in steps. Steps of 
either 9 or 10 kHz can be set by a small 
switch inside the battery compartment, and 
are in line with accepted frequency spacings 
for broadcast stations. 

4. Alternatively manual tuning involving 
selecting the desired band via the keyboard. 
Frequency tuning can be effected via the 
tuning knob. 

The faster you tune the knobs the faster 
the frequency steps. Fast tuning gives you 
increments of 100 kHz; slower tuning re- 
duces this to 1 kHz. This 'rate control' tun- 
ing is used on a variety of receivers - even 
professional ones, but in this case I found 
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the steps too coarse, even when tuning 
slowly. It's difficult to tune signals, espe- 
daily on sideband. 

5. Last but not least, preset tuning which 
means that if you have a required station in 
memory, pressing the CALL MEMO key 
and a number 1 to 9, will produce the fre- 
quency you had in memory. 

In operation 
It was unanimous opinion in the labora- 

tory that the receiver had a few shortcom- 
ings in practice. Most of these emanate 
from the method of tuning and the difficulty 
in resolving signals. I have mentioned the 
rapid tuning rate. Coupled with this is an 
unbelievably high level of noise out of the 
speaker as the synthesiser selects its steps 
and locks in. Running a ruler along a picket 
fence gives you some idea of the noise 
created when rotating the tuning control 
knob. 

Noise from the synthesiser is also evident 
in the speaker when tuned to a frequency 
and using the keylock. (The keylock locks 
the receiver on a desired frequency so that 
all other frequency controls are non-func- 

tional, preventing changes by accidentally 
moving the tuning knob.) 

I found tuning sideband signals a very fid- 
dly task. Tuning the BFO knob is a primi- 
tive way of resolving SSB. Coupled with a 
noisy and unstable synthesiser it does noth- 
ing to make listening to these stations a 
pleasure. More work needs to be done on 
this part of the receiver to make it useful to 
the newcomer. Our suggestions for im- 
provement would seem obvious; if SSB is a 
desired mode then a product detector of 
some sort is mandatory, together with a 
slower tuning rate at slow speeds. It's 
strictly back to the drawing board with the 
synthesiser. 

I have mentioned the reversion to 'time' 
after one minute of punching up a fre- 
quency display. This is extremely irritating. 
A change could be made to provide for a 
switchable function. 

Functionally, the layout of the front 
panel and placement of operating controls is 
good. However, the external headphone 
plug and cable supplied are mono, although 
the jack in the radio is stereo. 

Unfortunately, the difficulty with tuning 

took the edge off searching for signals on 
the shortwave band. Again coupled with the 
noisy synthesiser, this degraded the quality 
of the received signals. Nevertheless, audio 
quality was quite good. 

The quality/workmanship inside is fair to 
average, technically the receiver has no un- 
usual circuitry and is in the main relatively 
simple. 

The manual suffers from the usual com- 
munication breakdown when translated to 
English. I also felt that instructions were, at 
times, confusing. It took some time to learn 
how to drive it. 

In conclusion, I would say that operating 
this receiver may give a newcomer a jaun- 
diced view of shortwave listening. How- 
ever, it's adequate for FM and the broad- 
cast band. On the other hand I am not at all 
certain that for $330 RRP (February) you 
could find an alternative with all these 
features. 

If infrequent indulgence in scanning or 
tuning shortwave bands is your game, while 
also wanting a reasonable BC and FM unit, 
then the ATS-803 should be considered. 

KEEP TELECOM 

E 6 
XYOUR PRODUCT 

YOUR BUSINESS 
XYOUR EXPERTISE 

If Telecom is privatised, its 'Buy 
Australian' policy would disappear 
overseas along with Australian 
expertise. 

Further information: AUSTRALIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION 
PO Box 472, Carlton South, 3053. 
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TECHNIQUES 

SE r (CONDUCTOR 
PROCESSING 
ADVANCES 
Driven by the principles `small is better' and 'more is better', 
various techniques for etching semiconductors are being 
developed, tried and adopted. While plasma etching is still 
something of a favourite, the advantages of using laser 
techniques and of MOCVD have caught the researchers' 
attention. 

ONE AREA WHERE surface modification 
technology is developing very rapidly is the 
etching of semiconductors for the fabrica- 
tion of microelectronic devices. 

The never-ending desire to pack greater 
numbers of circuits on to one chip has re- 
quired pattern definitions to approach the 
submicron (that is less than one -thousandth 
of a millimetre) range. This has resulted in 
the abandonment of traditional wet chemi- 
cal methods because of the inherently low 
resolution of those processes. 

Plasma etching 
The solution being applied now to this 

problem is the technique of plasma etching. 
A wafer containing more than 100 chips is 

placed on an electrode inside a radio fre- 
quency discharge (see Figure 1). The elec- 
trical energy consumed by the discharge is 

used to generate a range of active species in 
the gaseous plasma. 

A very important feature is that the 
charged species (ions and electrons) are 
constrained to move in the direction of the 
field and impact the wafer at normal 
incidence. 

The photoresist is chosen to be impervi- 
ous to attack, but those areas not covered 
by the resist are stimulated by ion bombard- 
ment, thus initiating chemical attack. This 
provides a mechanism for the evolution of a 

pattern with vertical side walls. 
One intriguing aspect of plasma etching is 

the rapidity with which the technological 
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advances have been made, notwithstanding 
how little is known about the underlying sci- 

ence. The spectacular progress which has 
been achieved so far has arisen mainly by 
empirical approaches with most attention 
being paid to silicon -based semi-conduc 
tors. 

To find an explanation for the relative 
merits of various gas mixtures, which have 
been found effective in etching one silicon 
compound selectively in the presence of an- 
other, is quite difficult. It is acknowledged 
that progress will be limited ultimately by 
the lack of scientific understanding of the 
problem. 

The major difficulty is how to unravel the 
complex processes that occur both in the gas 

phase and at the gas -solid interface. 
We have taken the view that the gas 

phase chemistry controls the indentity of 
the species which arrive at, and etch, the 
surface. Thus a knowledge of the chemistry 
allows one to focus attention on the gas -sur- 
face interaction mechanisms of clearly iden- 
tified species. 

Our work has provided very encouraging 
results. Potentially important gas -phase 
reactions were studied under carefully con- 
trolled conditions so that the rate of each of 
these reactions could be established. Armed 
with this vital experimental information, it 
has then been possible to build up a model 
which reproduces conditions employed for 
the etching of silicon. 

Work from this laboratory has done 

Dr Keith Ryan, 
Senior Principal Research Scientist, CS/RO 

much to remove uncertainties associated 
with gas -phase phenomena and is comple- 
mented by work in progress in other labora- 
tories aimed at understanding the reactions 
of selected species on the surface. 

There are many exciting scientific prob- 
lems in the future of semiconductor process- 
ing. For example, the increasing preoccupa- 
tion with gallium arsenide technology is cer- 
tain to require a much better understanding 
of its etching chemistry. 

One inherent disadvantage of plasma 
etching (apart from the complex chemistry 
mentioned above) is that damage can occur 
to the device because of ion bombardment. 
This can be more of a problem for devices 
with dimensions of less than 1 micron and 
has prompted the search for other methods. 
One possibility which is receiving a lot of at- 
tention is the use of lasers. 

Laser chemistry 
Laser microchemistry offers a number of 

new methods that have advantages over 
plasma processes for altering the morphol- 
ogy (shape and contours) of a solid surface. 
One of the major attractions of this ap- 
proach is that, with a suitable choice of ma- 
terials, the chemistry is much less complex 
than when plasmas are used. Basically there 
are two different ways in which lasers can be 
used to induce surface reactions - pyrolytic 
and photolytic. 

In the pyrolitic method the laser is fo- 
cused on the surface where intense heat in- 
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duces reactions between surface species and 
impinging gas molecules. The spatial resolu- 
tion that can he achieved depends both on 
the size of the laser -heated spot and the 
thermal properties of the heated material. 
By using a pulsed laser of short duration 
compared to the relaxation time of the ir- 
radiated material, high spatial resolution 
can be obtained. 

Most examples of laser -induced pyrolytic 
deposition so far have been adaptations of 
known chemical vapour deposition pro- 
cesses. These older processes have been 
used predominantly for growth of thin films 
and large surface -area coatings. 

Lasers provide the opportunity to select a 
small portion of the surface and to deposit 
with high precision. Laser -induced pyrohtic 
deposition is clearly a powerful extension of 
existing coating methods. 

Perhaps of greater potential are those 
deposition and etching processes which de- 
pend upon photolysis. In the photolytic 
method a focused laser beam interacts with 
gaseous molecules above the substrate sur- 
face (see Figure 2). Careful choice of the 
gas species, the pressure and the laser wave- 
length ensures that only the required free 
radicals are produced and survive to inter- 
act with the urface. Active species gener- 
ated in the laser pulse diffuse to the surface 
where etching occurs. Resolution is defined 
both by the focusing of the laser and the ef- 
fect of a buffer gas which controls the diffu- 
sion of the active species. 

Because silicon compounds and many 
fluorine -containing compounds that react 
with silicon absorb strongly in the infrared, 
the etching of silicon and silicon dioxide is 

particularly suited to investigation by infra- 
red laser photochemistry. 

Laser photolysis is equally powerful as a 
means of selective deposition. For example, 
cadmium, tin, aluminium, zinc,. and ger- 
manium have all be deposited on ceramic 
substrates following laser photolysis of the 
metal -alkyl (that is, metal linked to single - 
bonded hydrocarbon group) compounds. 

Using a laser operating at 275 nm, pho- 
tolysis produced a supersaturated metal va- 
pour near the surface of the substrate. 
Metal -alkyl molecules adsorbed on the sub- 
strate are also dissociated and act as a nucle- 
ation centre for metal atoms arriving from 
the gas phase. Because this nucleation in- 
creases dramatically the sticking coefficient 
of the impinging metal atoms, the initially 
adsorbed molecules are an important factor 
in achieving highly localised decomposition. 

ICVD 
One can attempt to predict important 

future developments in technology by ex- 
amining how technologies, which are being 
established now, have themselves de- 
veloped. In the semiconductor field, rapid 
and intense technological change is occur- 
ring through the application of metalorganic 
chemical -vapour deposition (MOCVD) of 
II1-V compounds (that is, those formed 
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Figure 1. Plasma etching equipment. Active 
species (ions and electrons) generated in the 
gaseous plasma move in the direction of the field 
and impact the wafer. 
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Figure 2. Photolytic laser etching. A focused 
laser beam interacts with gas molecules forming 
active species which diffuse to the surface where 
etching occurs. The mean distance over which 
the active species survive outside the irradiated 
zone is dependent on the density of bulk gas 
molecules. 

from elements of Groups III and V in the 
Periodic Table, eg, Ga t_xA1xAs). 

These materials are used to produce 
lasers, solar cells, quantum well lasers, 
bipolar heterojunction transistors, photo- 
cathodes and pin detectors. 

The interest in MOCVD arises from the 
fact that, of all the known epitaxial tech- 
niques, it has been demonstrated that 
MOCVD has the capability to grow the wid- 
est variety of III -V compounds with excel- 
lent uniformity. 

The pioneering research in this area was 

performed in the late 1960s. It seems quite 
evident that important advances in this and 
related areas will come from the application 
of laser -induced photochemistry. Those 
communities which invest the scientific ef- 
fort now will be in the best position to ex- 
ploit the technology later. 

Reprinted from Horizons, journal of the 
CSIRO. 
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FANCY FAULT 
FINDING: 

Polar lnsrument's 200 
Jon Fairall 

Amidst all the turmoil and perplexities of life, some things are 
certain; surely? The sun will rise tomorrow, the grass will be 
green, violets blue, and you and I will be using a multimeter to 
troubleshoot bolshie boards. On such certainties, John Fluke, 
the Astronomer Royal and most gardeners have lived long 
and successful lives. 

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS are the'un- 
likely home of a company that wants to 
change some of these certainties of life. 
Polar Instruments is the outfit. It has estab- 
lished a considerable reputation over the 
last few years as manufacturer of some in - 
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novative test gear. The latest device is the 
T1200, and it is aimed at the repair shop 
market for multimeters. Actually, it's aimed 
at parts of both the multimeter and CRO 
markets. 

Consider basic test strategy. There are 

two ways of testing it. You can proceed with 
the device under test powered down, in 
which case one uses an ohmmeter. The 
ohmmeter puts a low current through a 
component in the hope that a resistance 
measurement will reveal a fault. Alterna- 
tively, one does it with power on, in which 
case one uses a CRO or a voltmeter to 
check for voltage. 

Both have problems. Resistance meas- 
urements are all but useless where capaci- 
tors, inductors or semiconductors are con- 
cerned. Voltage measurements, on the 
other hand, require very careful interpreta- 
tion by the operator. Even then, it might 
not be possible to finally isolate a fault with- 
out actually disconnecting the suspect part 
from the rest of the circuit. 

Polar has come up with a device that tries 
to solve both these problems. It uses a cath- 
ode ray tube (CRT) to draw voltage versus 
current diagrams for the circuitry between 
its probes. Since all passive components. 
(and many active ones) have quite distin- 
guishing current/voltage patterns, the ma- 
chine is capable of revealing details of 
resistance, capacitance and semiconductor 
activity. This is even true when the compo- 
nents are in parallel. 

The T1200 works by putting a 50 Hz volt- 
age stimulus across a component via two 
probes. The 50 Hz is derived from the 
mains, and has switchable peak amplitude 
of either 12.5 V or 60 V. The current is lim- 
ited by a series resistor to 125 mA on low 
voltage or. 12.5 mA on high voltage. 

The voltage that is applied to the compo- 
nent is also used to drive the horizontal de- 
flection plate of a CRT. With no other ac- 
tivity, the result on the screen would be a 
single straight line. However, the current 
that flows between the probes is turned into 



a voltage by a low value series resistor and 
allowed to drive the vertical deflection 
plates of the same CRT. 

The result is a plot of current versus volt- 
age across the screen. A resistor is a straight 
line, a beautiful statement of Ohm's law. A 
capacitor, changing phases by 90 degrees, 
gives an oval. So does an inductor, and if 
you are a little smart, you might notice that 
one oval slopes a different way from the 
other. All of a sudden, semiconductors re- 
veal themselves. Diodes have knees, zeners 
collapse at the correct voltage and transis- 
tors show their characteristics. 

Playing with the device for a few minutes 
gives one a quick feel for how it works. The 
important thing here is the pattern created, 
not value. The graticule on the screen is 
marked out so that you can theoretically 
take readings directly off the screen, but I 
can't imagine anyone ever actually doing so. 
A DMM will always give readings faster and 
more accurately. As I say, pattern is all 
important. 

This importance of patterns is revealed 
by the fact that the T1200 is optimised for 
comparing boards. The idea is that one 
should do the test with a good board next to 
the dud one. To assist in this, there are two 
channels which allow the user to select one 
or the other or both. If both channels are se- 
lected the unit switches back and forth at a 

rate of once a second. 
Two things brought home the power of 

the instrument. One was checking capaci- 
tors. Caps are the bane of any board repair 
man. There is no simple and effective way 
of detecting an open circuit capacitor (the 
most common failure), so most technicians 
adopt the practice of replacing all the rele- 
vant caps if they suspect such a failure. This 
is obviously time consuming and wasteful. 
The T1200 checks IT beautifully. 

The other powerful function was the abil- 
ity of the unit to check components in paral- 
lel, without taking them out of the board. 
For instance, a resistor -capacitor circuit or 
one including a zener and a capacitor would 
be hard to make sense of with a DMM. 
With the T1200, both resistance and capaci- 
tance are elegantly displayed. 

Given the volt/current display, character- 
istic curves for transistors are a natural ex- 
tension of the basic machine, and indeed, 
the T1200 comes with a transistor tester fa- 
cility. Characteristic curves are graphs of 
collector -emitter volts versus current, for a 
given value of base -emitter current. To 
draw the curves, a specific current is put 
into the base and a reading taken of the col- 
lector volts and current. Then the base cur- 
rent is increased and the procedure repeat- 
ed. The result is a family of curves. 

The T1200 makes a superb troubleshoot- 
er. If you can get a good price out of Emona 
Instruments, the local agents, it's a worth- 
while investment. 

Be part of Today! 
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When we analyse the recent past and project the immediate future, 
computers and communications technologies play a vital part, but we 
must avoid the tendency to look only to the hardware level. The fact 
that technologists have appropriated words like 'communications', 
'information' and 'data' and given them electronic rather than social 
meanings, should not disguise the fact that in the final analysis, 
communications involves people and ideas, not electronic bit and bytes. 

People and Ideas ... that's the side of Australia's 
Communications Revolution we tell about in this informal 

look at today's world of computers and 
telecommunications. 

At your Newsagent now! 

Or simply send $4.95 plus $1.00 post and packing to - 
Federal Marketing Book Sales, P.O. Box 227, Waterloo 

2017 NSW. 
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SOUND REVIEW 

THE 
SOUNDEST 
MOVE 

GT200 
automotive speakers 
For the most part, speakers are fitted into cars with the least 
inconvenience, using whatever spaces the car might suggest. 
KEF has challenged this approach with its GT200 
loudspeakers and designed a system incorporating bass 
loading arrangements and requiring some particular 
installation considerations. 

KEF GT200 AUTOMOTIVE SPEAKERS 

Dimensions: 
Subwoofer: 285mm (wide) x 285mm (high) 

x 134mm (deep) plus 115mm 
diameter extended flexible 
connection pipe 

Satellite: 145mm (wide) x 224mm (high) 
x 42mm (deep) (including 
grille) 

Weight: 4.6kg each side 
Manufacturer: KEF, Maidstone, UK 
RRP: $999 

AS YOU MAY have noticed in the last five. 
or six issues of the magazine, we have been 
increasingly aware of the issues of automo- 
tive hi-fi, as it has become a major commer- 
cial avenue (and in some cases salvation) for 
the many Japanese, American and Euro- 
pean manufacturers of hi -fidelity equip- 
ment. 

Almost everybody realises that a car is an 
inappropriate venue for true hi-fi listening. 
The first problem is that the 'on the road' 
signal-to-noise ratio suffers from the com- 
bined effects of engine, road, tyre and wind 
noise, quite apart from passenger conversa - 
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tion. Even when stationary, you are likely 
to find that the noise attenuating properties 
of the body and windows are unequal to the 
task of excluding traffic noise. 

The next problem is (or rather was) that 
most manufacturers of car radios, cassette 
players and the like don't really take all 
relevant aspects of the task of automotive 
hi-fi seriously. Of course, the limited space 
around the dashboard of your car, inside 
the doors or even behind or under the rear 
parcel tray is really not adequate for con- 
ventional loudspeaker systems, worthy of 
the title 'hi -fidelity'. 

The realisation that there is a big market 
out there of well-heeled potential buyers, 
able to afford 'perfection' has caused a 

number of speaker manufacturers to re- 
evaluate the problem. The development of 
the automotive CD player has provided 
even greater impetus for 'total systems' with 
hopefully a 'total capability'. 

Fortunately, problems of this type are 
soluble in many different ways. KEF in the 
UK, not previously known for its involve- 
ment in automotive hi -fidelity, has brought 
to bear its innovative research resources to 
produce the GT200 automotivé speaker 
system. 

Design 
The GT200 three-way speaker system is 

based on the simple placement of each of 
the combined midrange and tweeter enclo- 
sures (satellites) at an appropriate place 
near the rear of the car. The subwoofer 
units are then treated as two remote loud- 
speaker enclosures, which are placed in the 
boot space immediately below. (This, of 
course, presumes that the car has a rear 
boot; and presumably a front boot would 
work just as well.) 

The subwoofers are then acoustically 
coupled to the parcel tray of the vehicle by 
means of a pair of circularly stiffened plastic 
flexible ducts. A protective grille is placed 
over their outlets to ensure you don't fill the 
speaker up with peanuts, sweets, change or 
other assorted debris, which tends to accu- 
mulate on rear parcel trays. 

Each subwoofer unit is installed in a 

black particleboard enclosure , with the 
200mm diameter speaker mounted firmly 
and screwed against a cloth -covered mount- 
ing panel on one side. The acoustical cou- 
pling pipe is connected to the top rear of the 
subwoofer cabinet, which happens to be the 
most convenient spot for such connection. 

The inside of the enclosure is lined with 
25mm thick open cellular urethane foam on 
the remaining four 'and a half faces. Part of 
the cross -over network is also installed 
within the enclosure. The primary input ter- 
minals for connection to the amplifier's out- 
put are a pair of colour -coded universal ter- 
minals on the top of the enclosure. Between 
these terminals is a 400mm long intercon- 
nection cable, the outer ends of which are 
terminated in a pair of polarised quick-re- 
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Louis Challis 
lease automotive type terminals ready to in- 
terconnect to the satellite speaker system 
above. 

The satellite speakers are neatly finished 
in black, each with a small label "KEF Au- 
tomotive Series" modestly fixed on one 
side. These satellite speakers are fabricated 
as a pair of plastic moulded enclosures and 
the exposed tops are covered by a solid per- 
forated metal grille. The two primary lower 
edges of these covers securely clip into re- 
cesses on the two elongated sides of the en- 
closure, so that they will not vibrate or reso- 
nate during the playing of music or when 
travelling on rough roads. The grille simply 
unclips to provide access to the mounting 
screws, which are recessed deep in the front 
panel. 

The midrange speaker is 100mm diame- 
ter with a 25mm voice coil. Its diaphragm 
uses what appears to be a plastic covered 
Kevlar or similar esoteric cloth, terminated 
at its outer edges with a plastic bonded 
rolled foam surround. The tweeter uses a 

woven copolymer soft dome 25mm dia- 
phragm located at the base of a tapered re- 
cess in the moulded front panel of the 
system. 

The rear protective cover of the midrange 
drive extends beyond the mounting line de- 
fined by the edge of the back panel so that a 

120mm diameter cutout would need to be 
provided to facilitate its flush mounting on 
the parcel tray. (So, you'll have to leave the 
speakers in the car when you trade it in!) 

A significant proportion of the cross -over 
and associated protective circuitry is in- 
stalled on a printed circuit board located un- 
derneath the tweeter and, for good mea- 
sure, the larger components are solidly 
strapped to this cross -over to minimise the 
possibility of vehicular vibration damaging 
them. 

The correct (or optimal) positioning of 
the speakers will present the intending pur- 
chasers with a number of possible problems, 

not the least of which is the placement of 
the subwoofer unit in the rear of the 
vehicle. 

KEF has tacitly acknowledged that a 

problem exists by simultaneously releasing 
a GT100 automotive speaker system which 
can compliment the system at the front of 
the vehicle. Our evaluation and testing was 
primarily restricted to the assessment of the 
GT200 system, but I did carry out a subjec- 
tive assessment of the GT100, about which I 
will have more to say later. 

Objective testing 
When you are faced with evaluating a 

loudspeaker system intended for automo- 
tive use, some of the normal testing proce- 
dures are obviously difficult to implement 
and may well be of questionable relevance. 

A speaker system intended for mounting 
on a parcel tray with some components on 
the surface and others mounted on its rear is 

hardly the sort of system that you would 
place in the middle of an anechoic chamber 
to evaluate its frequency response. This sys- 

tem theoretically requires both the acousti- 
cal separation provided by the parcel tray, 
as well as the coupled volume provided by 
the boot to achieve a significant portion of 
its low frequency performance. The vari- 
ability of boot volume, quite apart from the 
variability of flanking sound transmission 
paths in the design of a given vehicle, will 
obviously play a major role in determining 
what you hear in your vehicle. 

My initial approach to this problem was 

to open the door of our anechoic room and 
insert a stiffened sandwich panel with poly- 
styrene core to replace the door and wedges 
in the open aperture. The GT200 satellite 
speaker was mounted on the inner face of 
the panel and the GT200 subwoofer was 

then positioned outside the chamber and 
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TRIO-KENWOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
AT PRE -DEVALUATION PRICES 

Look at this line of quality equipment. It covers the entire range from Audio 
frequency Generators to Oscilloscopes. These instruments will complement any 
Lab. or shop. 

GENERATORS 
AG 202A 
$285.00 

20 Hz to 200 KHZ 
Sine Wave or 
Square Wave 
4 Ranges 

This RC oscillator is the absolute best value, 
versatile and simple to use. For testing audio 
circuitry, this unit is a must. 

ETI READER SERVICE 29 

BENCH TYPE DMM 
DL -709 
$351.00 

Autoranging 
Battery operation 
Data hold 
31/2 Digit 
0.1% accuracy 
ACV/DCV/ACA/DCA + resistance 

ETI READER SERVICE 31 

Great Value 

LOGIC PROBES 
DP70 $59.00 
DP71 $113.00 

DC-30MHZ 
DC-50MHZ 
Pulse mode 
Memory mode 

/ 

3 SG402 $189.00 
100 KHZ to 30 MHZ 
Internal or External 
modulation 
6 Bands 

COUNTERS FC754A 
LIST 

SPECIAL $745.00 r ' 

This superb RF 
generator uses a 
Hartley oscillator to 

provide accurate signals up to 30 MHZ. If you 
spend too much time on adjusting IF transformers, 
tracking and band adjusting, the SG402 can help. 0 

ETI READER SERVICE 30 > 

E 

10 HZ to 60 MHZ 
6 Digit display 
3 decades 

This simple to use 
counter will provide you with quick accurate results 
It has a built-in 1 MHZ calibrator to enable you to 
guarantee the results. 

ETI READER SERVICE 32 

POWER - PD or PR Series 
Our selection of unbeatable regulated power supplies 
can meet all of your needs. Call us for details and 
specifications. 

Logic levels 
Ell READER SERVICE 34 

M' 

ETI READER SERVICE 33 

COLOUR GENERATORS 
CG912 PAL $949.00 
This ultimate colour pattern 
generator offers maximum 
versatility, ease of use and 
simplicity at unbeatable 
prices. A must for every T.V. 
Service Department. 

Ell READER SERVICE 35 
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We also have the complete line of TRIO/KENWOOD oscilloscopes. As you can 
see from this small selection, we can provide any type of instrument for your 
shop, laboratory or home workbench. Don't delay. Send or phone your order 
now, while stocks last! 

SYDNEY 
Centrecourt 
25-27 Paul St. Nth., North Ryde. 
P.O. Box 261, North Ryde. N.S.W. 2113 
Phone: (02) 888 8777 

MELBOURNE 
1064 Centre Road, 
Oakleigh South, VIC. 3167 
Private Bag 1 

Phone: (02) 575 0222 

PARAMETERS: 7Z 

PERFECTION IN MEASUREMENT 
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Subscribe now and 
you could win this 

superb 8 -digit 
counter 

PTY LTD 

Normally priced at over $500 this 
robust, functional design is ideal for 
development laboratory, service 
workshops and the well equipped 
hobbyist. 

lo 

Its main features are: Large easy to read 8 -digit 
display Streamlined, functional design 3 gating times - 0.1, 1 & 10 seconds 3 frequency ranges - 10MHz, 

60MHz & 1GHz Sensitivity at 1GHz - 20mV Inbuilt 
10:1 attenuator Inputs - 10Hz to 60MHz at 1M ohm; 

50MHz to 1GHz at 50 ohms. 

* PLUS * 
A BONUS OF OVER 30% DISCOUNT, SAVING YOU $11.40 

off the regular price 
TO BE IN THE DRAW FOR THIS SUPERB FREQUENCY COUNTER FROM 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS .. . 

Just answer correctly the three easy questions below and return with the subscription coupon and 
your cheque/money order or Bankcard number. 

I Question 1. How many digits in the display of the counter? 
Question 2. What are the gating times of the counter? 
Question 3. What is the counter's frequency range? 

YES! Please send me this special offer of 12 issues of ETI magazine at the DISCOUNT PRICE of $24 00.; 
NZ subscribers $A40.80 surface mail and $A45.60 air mail. Coupon valid Australia & N.Z. only. 

I enclose my cheque/money order for $ (with this coupon in an envelope and 
mail to Freepost No. 4, The Federal Publishing Company, PO Box 227, Waterloo, N.S.W. 2017 - No stamp required if posted in Australia). 
Card No. 

OR Charge my 0 Bankcard O Visa O Mastercard 

American Express account with $ 

Signature Expiry Date 
(unsigned credit card orders cannot be accepted) 

Name 
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms Initial Surname 

Address 

(Look for your first issue in approximately 4 to 6 weeks). 
(Offer valid until 30th Spetember, 1986) 

Postcode 

Discount otter applies to direct subscribers ONLY 
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Tone burst response of the KEF GT200 (for 
90dB steady state SPL at 1m on axis.) Upper 
trace is electrical input; lower trace is 
loudspeaker output. 

connected to an aperture cut in the face 
using the special template provided by KEF 
with the installation kit. This provided a 

simple and direct measuring set-up, but one 
which obviously does not (necessarily) du- 
plicate the intended automotive environ- 
ment. 

The frequency response measured at 2m 
on axis is extremely broad, extending from 
40Hz to beyond 20kHz with a series of fairly 
deep troughs observable in the region of the 
cross -over frequencies between the sub - 
woofer and the midrange speaker. 

The magnitude of these troughs is to a 

large measure a direct result of the testing 
configuration. The breadth of the low fre- 
quency performance is substantially better 
than that offered by any other automotive 
speaker system I have seen or tested, whilst 
the high frequency performance is posi- 
tively exciting. 

By reversing the leads on the satellite sys- 
tem, some of the trough effects could be di- 
rectly cancelled and it was obvious that the 
configuration and acoustical interaction be- 
tween the subwoofer and the satellite sec- 

tion are very important in terms of impact 
on the resulting frequency linearity. The re- 
versal of the leads in this manner results in 
other cancellation effects, the most impor- 
tant of which occurs at 880Hz. 

The measured frequency response of the 
satellite speaker evaluated in isolation was 
extremely smooth, matching its polar plots 
at lkHz, 3kHz, 6.3kHz and 10kHz. At 
10kHz, the effective arc to the -6dB point 
is only 65° wide and the narrowness of the 
arc appears to be the result of the steeply 
tapered well into which the tweeter has 
been recessed. It should be noted, however, 
that the satellite system is intended to pro- 
vide primary reflection off a sloping rear 
window in the vehicle and consequently the 
output of the tweeter would be redirected 
towards the driver and the passenger in the 
front seat. 

The low frequency directional character- 
istics of the system are generally of far less 
significance as you are located within the 
coupled volume which the speaker system is 
directly `pressure driving'. 

Following the same principles applied to 
the 104 series speakers, KEF has set the 
input impedances at just above the 4 ohm 
level to extract the greatest possible energy 
from the power amplifier. The fundamental 
resonance which occurs at 48Hz results only 
in a modest impedance peak of just under 
13 ohms. This impedance curve is so smooth 
it would not create any problems with any 
normal automotive FM/AM/cassette 
players or conflict with the manufacturer's 
claim that the speaker system has been de- 
signed to handle up to 100W of peak input 
power. 

The phase response of the system is also 
extremely smooth, while the decay response 
spectra are even smoother over the early 
decay portion, but our initial test set-up dis- 
played a significant resonance in the 4kHz 
region. This, however, may well be entirely 
attributable to the supporting panel system 
which we conveniently used to conduct that 
particular test. 

Apart from this one significant reso- 
nance, the other decay response character- 
istics are remarkably smooth and relatively 
clean. This indicates that the system should 
provide a good transient performance with 
minimal colouration. 

The measured harmonic distortion 
characteristics of the speaker system were 
initially measured on the temporary poly- 
styrene core baffle, whose lack of stiffness 
and appropriate bracing started to concern 
me. Although the distortion measurements 
at 100Hz and 6.3kHz were particularly low 
at 0.63% and 0.3% respectively, the distor- 
tion at 1kHz was a whopping big 4.8%. I re- 
tested the satellite speaker again with it 
mounted on a special test stand located just 
above the grid floor of the anechoic cham- 
ber, (without the polystyrene core panel 
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SOUND REVIEW 

and without the subwoofer). Under these 
revised conditions, the measured distortion 
dropped d^vm to a much more reasonable 
0.6%; whilst the high frequency distortion 
at 6.3 ':Hz also dropped to a much lower 
figure. 

Based on these particular results, it is ap- 
parent that the resonant roll in the decay re- 
sponse spectra, which can be observed at 
2kHz is probably the result of panel reso- 
nances rather than the result of resonances 
within the speaker system. Obviously, if we 
can find this sort of problem with the test 
set-up in ow laboratory, you might equally 
experience the same sort of problems in 
your car. The moral is with this speaker 
system (or any other for that matter) the 
resonance characteristics of the mounting 
configuration have the potential to generate 
unwanted frequency resonances which are 
only adequately minimised by careful 
mounting and appropriate stiffening. The 
application of supplementary damping 
panels immediately in front of, or alterna- 
tively behind, the chosen location for the 
speakers might also be considered if you 
wish to achieve the best possible results. 

My overall impressions of the objective 
tests were that this speaker system is some 
what out of the ordinary and that KEF has 
once more applied lateral thinking in an 
unusal way to achieve unusual results. 

Subjective testing 
In order to carry out the subjective test- 

ing, Igave a plaintive plea for help to the 
local agents who soon responded, but as a 
result of confusing advice from my office, 
fitted out one of its representative's cars 
with the GT100 system instead of the 
GT200 system. 

Rather than send the rep away, I took his 
car for an hour's drive and carefully listened 
to the GT100 system. This unwanted situa- 
tion nevertheless suggested to me that even 
if I couldn't fit a GT200 system in my car I 
could really consider the GT100 as an alter- 
native; its performance was both exciting 
and very refreshing compared to any of the 
other automotive loudspeaker systems I had 
previously heard. 

The GT200, together with a Sony model 
CDRX-7 and a Proton P250 at 50 watts per 
channel (in a BMW 318i sedan) duly arrived 
from Ryda Car Radios, Sydney, and I could 
both test the system and experience the 
sound the only way that one should - in the 
car! 

Ryda Car Radios is one of Sydney's long- 
est established retailers and installers of au- 
tomotive radios and hi -fidelity equipment 
and clearly knows its job well. With the 
Sony CDRX-7 combined CD player and 
AM/FM radio, the ability to play superla- 
tive programme content was further 
enhanced. 

I started by playing a series of carefully 
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LOUDSPEAKER DATA SHEET 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF : KEF GT 200 AUTOMOTIVE SPEAKERS 

SERIAL NO : GT 200 Subwoofer 2553B 

GT 200 Satellite 2520B 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE : 

Anechoic Chamber : 

"As Installed" : 

CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES: 

SENSITIVITY: 

(for 96dí1 average at Im) 

Peak output 'as installed' 
HARMONIC DISTORTION: 
(for 96 dB at 1m) 

35 Hz to 20 kHz +6 -13 

10 Hz to 20 kHz +15 dB (see level recordings) 
150 Hz ; 2.4 kHz 

8.1 V r.m.s. 16.4 Watts (nominal into 8 Ohms) 

120 dB sound pressure level 

100Hz IkHz 6.3kHz 

2nd -50.9 -50.0 -61.2 dB 
3rd -46.8 -46.0 -53.3 dB 
4th -55.2 -71.7 -69.5 dB 
5th -50.9 -60.2 - dB 
THD 0.63 0.60 0.23 % 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 
ONE TEST: 100Hz/7kHz 4:1 

100Hz 
IkHz 
6.3kHz 
Min at 6.3 kHz 
(see level recordings) 

5.2 
5.8 
4.8 
4.8 

ohms 
ohms 
ohms 
ohms 

selected CD discs including "Bachbusters" 
(Telarc CD -80123) which provides a range 
of frequencies beyond that provided by nor- 
mal musical instruments, and Telarc's 
"Time Warp" (CD -80106) with orchestral 
music from the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra 
with frequency content that is just about as 
wide as you will find in any modern music. 
The results were positively electrifying to 
the point that I decided that my existing car 
system would just have to go! 

This music was followed by more conven- 
tional music from "Porgy & Bess" featuring 
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong 
(Verve records 827 427-2) which was pro- 
vided by Phonogram, Sydney. This enabled 
me to appreciate the subtle differences be- 
tween the same disc played at home using a 
proper monitor system from the characteris- 
tics of the automotive loudspeaker system. 

I noticed much more bass content inside 
the car than I have ever experienced at 
home. Obviously when travelling on the 
open road, there would be no difficulty in 
overriding the low frequency noise gener- 
ated by the vehicle to achieve an appropri- 
ate signal-to-noise ratio. By monitoring the 
signals produced with a precision sound 
level meter, I was surprised to find peak 
levels of up to 120dB, and even at these 
levels the distortion sound was much lower 
than I would have expected. 

I then took the car back to the laboratory 
and proceeded to measure the frequency re- 
sponse with a 12mm Bruel & Kjaer type 
4134S pressure microphone installed at a 
series of different positions between the 
front two seats, with the doors closed and 

the windows closed. As you will see from 
the attached level recordings, the frequency 
response over the range 50Hz to 15kHz is 
remarkably good (allowing for the effects of 
the car's internal resonances). The low 
frequency rise in the response between 
20Hz and 50Hz is neither disturbing nor 
unwanted. 

The deep notches which occur at 130Hz, 
215Hz and 570Hz are a simple function of 
the vehicle body and boot resonance 
characteristics and were not at all percept- 
ible. The microphone was protected by a 
windscreen which resulted in a drooping 
frequency response between 10kHz and 
20kHz. A subsequent measurement in the 
anechoic chamber revealed the magnitude 
of this droop, so the curve has been cor- 
rected by a dotted line shown on the level 
recording. 

The KEF GT200 three-way speaker sys- 
tem is a truly exciting development in the 
field of automotive hi-fi. Although the 
manufacturer only claims a frequency re- 
sponse from 50Hz to 20kHz, such data has 
been derived from anechoic chamber test- 
ing and ignores the low frequency boost 
provided by driving a coupled cavity in the 
typical sealed volume of a sedan. This pro- 
vides a dramatic improvement in low fre- 
quency response enabling the GT200s to 
provide a low end response which most pur- 
chasers will find stimulating and an overall 
response which is positively exciting. At this 
point of time, there is nothing I have yet en- 
countered in automotive speaker systems 
which approaches the performance capabil- 
ities of the KEF GT200. 



Low Cost 
Current Tracer 

Speeds -up service fault finding timer for identifying 
the location of P.C.B. track shorts, internally shorted 

IC's and capacitors and wiring loom shorts. 
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Eli READER SERVICE 36 

Polar Instrument's Toneohm 580 contains a unique and 
highly sensitive magnetic field probe. It will detect current 
flow through an I.C. substrate and within the layers of a 

multilayer P.C.B. 
The TONEOHM'S drive source produces the current source 

and the handheld probe allows its path to be followed. 
This can be used to locate shorts (or partial shorts) by 

following the current path around the faulty circuit. 

EMONA has a full range of workshop faultfinding 
equipment including: short circuit locators, in -circuit 

faults -locator and digital IC testers. 
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ESCORT MULTIMETERS 
DMMs with ROTARY SWITCH range selection: 

ETI READER SERVICE 37 FOR -70B $51 
31/2 digits, - 0.5% -6 functions: 
DCV, ACV, DCA, OHM, Diode Testing, 
Battery Testing - 0.5%. 
EDM-1111A 598 
31/2 digits - 0.5% -9 functions: DCV, 
ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, Capacitance, 
Diode Test, Buzzer, Transistor Test. 

DMMs with PUSH BUTTON SWITCH 
range selection: 

EDM-1346A 5240 
41/2 digits-0.05%-TRMS-8 
functions: DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, 
Frequency, Diode Test, Buzzer, Data Hold. 
EDM-1135 $140 
31/2 digits - 0.1% - Peak Hold -6 
functions: DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, Diode 
Test. 
EDM-1118 $119 
31/2 digits - 0.5% - TRMS -8 
functions; DCV, ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, 
dB, Diode Test, Buzzer. 
EOM -1116A $100 
31/2 digit - 0.5% -9 functions: DCV, 
ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, Capacitance, 
Transistor Test, Diode Test, Buzzer. 
EDM-1105A $79 
31/2 digits - 0.8% -7 functions: DCV, 
ACV, DCA, ACA, OHM, Transistor Test, Buzzer. 
ALL MULTIMETRES - ADD SALES TAX 
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EMONfi INSTRUMENTS 
A division of Emona Enterprises Pty Ltd 

Showroom and Sales: 
1st Floor, 720 George Street 
SYDNEY 2000. PHONE: (02) 212-4599 

Compact DMML. 
...with real testbench performance 
Philips Series 18 DMMs give you a magic combination - no - 

compromise testbench features and performance. packaged in a 

choice of three col npact, easily portable instruments that are 
always handy for lab, workshop or Meld use. 
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Our range of three models lets you select 

exactly the functions you need for every 

application and environment. 

PM 2 71 
min/max, auto data 
hold,100 Idlz RMS AC, 

0.05% DC 

ETI READER 
SERVICE 38 

PHILIPS 

electronic calibration, 
200 kHz counter, 0.3% 
bar9raph and 10 MHz 
logic view 
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SERVICE 39 

PC12518 
RMS AC, 
direct temperatures 
dB and relatme 
measurements 
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Contact Philips Scientific & Industrial. 

SYDNEY: Box 119 
North Ryde 2113 
Tel. (02) 888 8222 
(Toll free (008) 22 6661) 

MELBOURNE: Locked bag No. 5 
Oakleigh South 3167 
Tel. (03) 542 3600 
(Toll free (008) 33 5295) 

PHILIPS 



COMPUTING TODAY 

VZ SOFTWARE 
MODIFICATIONS 
Fast Graphics on a VZ200/300? It can be done! Here is the 
good oil! 

I -BOUGHT A VZ200 soon after they were 
released as an 'upgrade' from my old 6800 - 
based CHIP -8 machine. But it soon became 
obvious something was missing. It seemed I 
could get speed or high resolution, but not 
both. I wanted something that was fast and 
took full advantage of the 128 x 64 dot co- 
lour graphics; so, 'VZChip-8' was born. 

VZChip-8 is a 'low memory' interpreter 
(about 1.5K all up), designed for 
VZ200s/300s with only 8K of memory. Fig- 
ure 1 shows a memory map of a typical VZ 
computer running my Chip -8 'system'. No- 
tice the presence of an editor. This is used 
to write your Chip -8 program and can also 
be used to write machine code programs. It 
is a separate program in its own right - a 

stand-alone component in the CHIP -8 sys- 
tem, so I have decided to discuss it first. 

The Chip-8/machine code 
editor 

This program is about 1K long and allows 
you to work entirely independently of 
BASIC. In fact, it allows you to talk directly 
to the central processor. Programs are writ- 
ten in hexadecimal - or base 16, and con- 
sist of a string of op -codes and arguments. If 
you don't understand you should get hold of 
a book on machine code programming for 
the Z80. 

The basic requirements of an editor are 
that it be able to write, run and modify pro- 
grams, print listings and save to tape or 
disk. I have included a few extras because I 

find them helpful, but otherwise, the editor 
consists only of these things. 

Editor commands consist of a single let- 
ter. Its features revolve around the memory 

.Í-= ;SR3.. . 
...- 

L 1111 
1 J. 

Chris Griffin 

pointer. This is just like an arrow, pointing 
to a particular place in the VZ's memory. 
The editor uses the arrow to indicate where 
it is to store or retrieve the information it 
needs. For example, if you want to list a 

program beginning at memory location 
8260, you first set the memory pointer to 
8260, then instruct the editor to list. How do 
you do all of these things? Easy; using the 
following commands: 
A prints out the ASCII value of the next 

character typed. 
B returns to BASIC; this is used for saving 

to disk and loading from tape or disk. 
D converts a hexadecimal number to its 

decimal equivalent. 
G is used to run machine code program. 
H help, prints out a message to remind you 

of something. 
L lists memory to the screen, beginning at 

the memory pointer. 
M sets the memory pointer to a particular 

place. 
O outputs (saves) a program to tape; pro- 

duces B programs which run automati- 
cally when you CLOAD them. 

P puts data to memory, beginning at the 
memory pointer. position. This com- 
mand is used for writing and modifying 
programs. 

S searches for a particular 
and points the memory 
place where a match occ 

T type; the same as list, 
printer. 

V vector; places the pointer 
location which is stored 
pointer position. 

X eXtension; allows for user defined com- 
mands, and others; an extension is used 
to activate Chip -8 programs. 

byte (or two), 
pointer to the 

urs. 
except to the 

at the memory 
at the present 

Command extensions: X 
Commands beginning with X are two 

characters long: the second character is a 
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LISTING 1. USING THE EDITOR. 

EDITOR 

CHIP -8 
PROGRAMMING AREA 

CHIP -8 PROGRAM START 

CHIP -8 DATAJPROGRAM 
AREA 

CHIP -8 INTERPRETER 

8F30 

8AFD 

8200 

8000 

7AE9 

Flgure 1. Memory map of an operational 
VZChip-8 programming environment. 

8000 ??M 
ADDRESS-. 3450 
3450 
ADDRESS 
8678 
UAL LIE 

FINISH 
0CE5 

2211 

- 

??S 
= 5677 

8678 

= 

'?L 

OCES = 56 77 78 23 0D 20 F9 78 

OLED D6 08 FE CO 20 E6 C3 78 

OCFS = 07 05 21 IC 79 CD 97 OD 

OCFD = 82 F2 F6 0C 78 87 28 09 

0005 = 21 24 79 86 77 D2 78 07 

0000 = C8 3A IC 79 B7 FC 20 00 

0015 = 21 25 79 7E E6 80 2B 2B 

00113 = PE 7' C9 21 ID 79 06 07 

OCES ?'?M 

ADDRESS -= 0097000 
7000 ??P 
7000 = 48 45 4C 4C 4F 20 29 20 

7008=-------- 
7000 ??X 
EXTENSIÓN 80 

Figure 2. Some of the editor commands In 

operation. 

number (between 0 and F). Some X com- 
mands are already defined: 
XO prints out a message beginning at the 

memory pointer position; (all messages 
use the byte 00 to signify the end). 

XD directs all output to the video screen. 
XE directs all output to the printer; for in- 

stance, Figure 2 was generated in this 
fashion. 

XC We shall use the XC command to acti- 
vate the Chip -8 interpreter but since it 
hasn't yet been installed XO just clears 
the screen. The process of adding your 
own X commands will become obvious 
when we discuss connection of the Chip - 
8 interpreter. 

0 ' CHIP -8 INTERPRETOR PART I 

1 ' EDITOR PROGRAM 
2 ' DON'T BREAK THIS PROGRAM ONCEIT 

3 ' BEGINS RUNNING... 

4 ' 

5 CLS:PRINT@200,"PLEASE WAIT??" 

10 GOSUB50:IFAs="XX"THENGOSUB50:D=X:GOSU 
850:0=0*256*X:GOTO10 
15 IFAs="22"THENPOKE30863,I12:POKE30862, 
0:60T070 
20 POKED,X:T=T*X:D=D.1:GOT010 
50 READA$:IFAs="XX"ORAS="22"THENRETURN 
51 X=ASC(LEFTt(A$,I))-48:8=ASC(RIGHT$(As 
,1))-48 
60 X=(X*(X>9)*7)*16t(B1.(B)9)*7) 
65 RETURN 
70 IFT=118309,PRINTUSR(1) 
75 CLS:PRINT"AN ERROR HAS BEEN MADE, CHE 

CK " 

80 PRINT"THE LISTING CAREFULLY" 

99 'MAIN PROGRAM LISTING 

100 DATARX,70,00,01,30,04,21,00,72,11,FD 
,8A,ED,B0,C3,F0,8A 
110 DATAXX,72,00,C3,E5,88,7C,CD,05,8B,70 
,F5,1F,1F,IF,1F,CD,0E,8117 

120 DATAFI,E6,0F,C6,30,FE,3A,38,02,C6,07 
,18,18,E5,C5,C0 
130 DATAF4,2E,B7,20,FA,CD,F4,2E,B7,28,FA 
,0E,30,10,FE,00 
140 DATA20,FB,C1,E1,C9,E5,C5,CD,E4,8E,36 
,70,CD,28,03,2A 
150 DATA20,78,36,AF,C1,E1,C9,E5,C5,F5,CD 
,50,34,FI,18,E7 
160 DATAE5,C5,CD,IA,8B,47,FE,0D,28,0B,FE 
,30,38,F4,FE,38 
170 DATA30,10,E6,0F,21,3E,80,F5,78,CD,44 
,8B,F1,FE,80,CI 
180 CATAEI,C9,FE,41,38,OC,FE,47,30,08,06 
,07,18,E4,18,87 
190 DATAC8,CD,32,88,13,18,F7,CD,00,88,11 
,80,80,CD,7B,88 
200 DATA06,08,3E,20,CO,32,88,7E,23,CD,05 
,8B,10,F4,3E,0D 
270 DATAC3,32,88,20,30,00,CD,78,88,3E,20 
,CD,32,88,21,00 
220 DATA00,06,00,C0,40,88,C8,29,29,29,29 
,85,6F,04,18,F3 
230 08T821,E9,7A,22,F9,78,21,07,8F,22,8E 
,78,2O,CD,F6,BE 
240 DATAAF,32,9C,78,3E,11,32,38,78,32,00 
,68,3E,03,32,39 
250 DATA78,21,00,80,22,10,78,C9,F3,31,FF 
,BF,CD,B0,88,11 
260 OPTADO,8D,C0,78,88,2A,10,78,C0,00,88 
,11,20, 8C, CD, 7B 

270 DATA88,CD,1A,88,FE,41,38,F9,FE,58,30 
,F5,47,CD,44,88 

280 DATA3E,0D,C0,32,88,21,31,8C,7E,FE,FF 
,28,08,23,88,28 
290 DATA04,23,23,18,F3,5E,23,56,05,E1,C0 
,2C,8C,18,C6,E9 
300 DATA20,3F,3F,00,4C,59,8C,40,65,BC,47 
,6F,8C,53,79,BC 
310 DATA50,80,8C,56,27,80,41,32,813,44,53 

180,4F,64,80,48 
320 DATA46,8E,42,4C,8E,54,57,8E,58,98,8E 
,FF,2A. 10,78,0E 

330 DATA08,CD,84,88,00,20,FA,C9,11,04,8E 
,CO,A3,BB,22,10 
340 DATA78,C9,11,0E,8E,CD,A3,8B,78,87,C8 
,E9,11,16,8E,CD 
350 DATAA3,88,78,B7,C8,FE,03,F5,30,01,65 
,65,11,1E,8E,CO 
36a J87A83,88,E0,58,10,78,13,78,87,20,03 
,28,10,78,C1,18 
370 DATA13,88,20,0F,F1,38,06,F5,18,89,20 
,07,F1,18,60,53 
380 DATA1P,78,C9,13F,20,E9,11,27,8E,C3,78 
, 85, 00, 00, 00, 08 

390 DATA2A,10,78,06,00,CD,00,88,11,10,8D 
,CD,78,8B,3E,08 
400 DATAF5,3E,20,CD,32,88,CB,78,20,2D,C0 
,1A,88,FE,22,28 
410 OATA10,00,00,CD,18,80,28,14,87,87,87 
,87,F5,C0,40,88 
420 DATAD1,28,09,82,77,23,F1,30,20,06,18 
,27,F1,C9,C8,F8 
430 DATA3E,41,CD,FF,8E,18,CF,CD,lA,88,FE 
,22,20,06,C8,88 
440 DATA3E,AF,I8,EE,F5,CD,44,88,F1,18,09 
,ES,CS,C3,52,88 
450 DATA20,30,00,3E,00,CD,32,88,18,98,28 
,10,78,7E,23,66 
460 DATR6F,22,10,78,C9,11,32,8E,C0,78,88 
,CO,IA,88,F5,C0 
470 DATA44,88,3E,0D,C0,32,88,11,16,8E,CD 
,7B,88,F1,C0,05 
480 0ATA88,3E,00,C3,32,8B,11,40,8E,CD,A3 
,8B,11,16,8E,C0 
490 DATA7B,8B,CD,AF,0F,18,EA,11,39,8E,C0 
,78,88,21,90,7A 
500 DATA06,10,CO,114,88.,F5,CD,44,88,F1,FE 
,01,C8,FE,00,28 
510 D8TA04,77,23,10,E0,36,00,3E,11,90,32 
,176,7A,11,0E,BE 
520 DATACD,A3,88,E$,11,IE,8E,CD,A3,B8,F3 
,0E,F1,CD,5B,35 
530 DATADI,CO,A3,B0,F3,C9,08,01,9A,01,0B 
,79,80,20,FB,00 
540 DATA21,23,78,78,C0,11,35,00,77,00,AF 
,00,77,01,7A,CD 
550 oATA07,80,70,CO3D7,80,7C,C0,07,80,c0 
,E8,3A,D8,18,13 
560 DATACD,07,BD,0F,20,F4,E5,C3,FR,34,CD 
,11,35,C3,8E,38 
570 DATA1F,56,58,20,32,30,30,20,48,45,58 
,20,45,44,49,54 

580 OATA4F,52,00,56,45,52,20,32,2E,31,00 
,28,43,29,20,43 
590 DATA47,27,38,35,00,00,00,41,44,44,52 
,45,53,53,20,30 
600 DATA00,53,54,41,52,54,20,3D,00,56,41 
,4C,55,45,20,30 
610 081800,46,49,4E,49,53,48,20,3D,00,4E 
,4F,54,20,46,4F 
620 0A1A55,4E,44,00,00,43,48,41,52,20,30 
,00,4E,41,40,45 
630 DATA20,30,00,48,45,58,20,30,00,11,64 
08E,C3,7B,88,F8 
640 DATACD,7A,IE,ED,78,E8,78,C3,19,18,21 
,9C,78,36,01,E5 
650 DATACD,59,8C,E1,36,00,C9,43,4F,40,40 
,41,4E,44,53,20 
660 081841,52,45,00,41,2C,42,2C,44,2C,47 
,2C,48,2C,4C,2C 
680 DATA413,2C,4F,2C,50,2C,53,2C,54,2C,56 
,2C,58,00,00,45 
690 DATA58,54,45,4E,53,49,4F,4E,20,23,00 
,II,BC,8E,C0,7B 
700 DATA8B,CD,4D,88,C8,87,C6,AF,6F,26,8E 
,FI,CD,4E,80,C3 
710 DATA22,8C,DA,8E,E4,813,E4,8B,E4,88,E4 
,8B,E4,88,E4,88 
720 DATAE4,8B,E4,88,E4,88,E4,88,E4,8B,C9 
,01,05,8E,CF,8E 
730 DATAE4,8B,3E,01,32,9C,78,C9,AF,32,9C 
,7B,C9,E0,58,10 
740 DATA78,CD,713,88,C3,4E,BD,2A,20,78,47 
,3A,9C,78,B7,78 
758 DATACB,FE,80,D8,C6,20,E6,7F,C9,21,FC 
,8A,22,B1,78,20 
760 DATA18,12,32,40,88,3E,01,63,44,88,F3 
,31,FF,8F,CD,CD 
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MICROPHONES 
OF THE MONTH 

S IB 
UNI-DYNAMIC 

S M83 
OMNI 
CONDENSEj, ' 

t 
SM7 
UNI-DYNAMIC - 
- 182 

LINE f EVEL 
CONDENSER 

SM9tiv 
HALF Z711DIOID 
CONDEI,(,4ER 

S 
UNI-CONDENSER 

SM87?1 
SUPER CARDIOID 
CONDENSER 

... A CLOSE LOOK 

r r 

ti 

a 
The Hidden Bonus: 

All Are Field 
3iiviceable 
Little or no bench time 
...no special tools 

Shure professional microphones rarely 
need servicing. but when they do. it 
couldn't be simpler. Replacement 
dynamic or condenser cartridge elements 
are stockpiled locally, as are cables, and 
other internal and external components 
which might require replacement after 
prolonged, severe usage. No special 
training is needed... commonplace 
tools do the job. They are specially 
designed for the easiest, quickest 
repairs-right on the spot. 

The only field 
serviceable miniature 
lavalier 
Even our miniature SM83_lavalier is 
designed for super -simple replacement 
of cartridge element and cable. The 
bottom unscrews (with a coin, if nothing 
else is available) and the internal parts 
are totally accessible. One of a 
kind... from Shure. of course. 

Write: 
Audio Engineers P/L, 342 Kent St. 
Sydney, 2000. (02) 29-6731 
Audio Engineers QId. (07) 44-8947 
Marketec (WA) (09) 242-1119 

Sound of the professionals 
SIM 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

Biohop Graphics, Inc. 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF 

PRINTED CIRCUIT DESIGN PRODUCTS 

Drafting media - Accufilm, Econogrid, Accuvel. 
PC artwork multi -pad artwork StikOns. 
PC artwork PreKut tape shapes, patterns. 
PC artwork precision slit tapes, black, red, blue. 
Precision overlay system for double -side artwork. 
PC design, electronic, logic symbol templates. 
X -acto knives, blades, burnishers. 
Opto -scales, Accuscales, comparators, magnifiers. 
Printed circuit design book. 
Microelectronic artwork patterns. 
New P.C. CAD software for Apple Mackintosh. 
Also available from stock - Riston precoated laminate, 3M 
Dynamark reversal film and photosensitive label materials, 
negative and positive photo resists, PC drills etc. 

For information contact: 

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS (a T C PTY. LTD. 
383 FOREST ROAD P.O. BOX 70 BEXLEY N.S.W. 2207 
TELEPHONES (02) 59-3720, 59-6550. TELEX AA27197 

ETI READER SERVICE 48 

UNIQUE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 

Fairlight Instruments are the designers and manufactur- 
ers of the world's most respected Computer Musical In- 
strument, and other entertainment -related audio and 
video devices. Due to expansion there are now openings 
for exceptionally talented Electronic Technicians and Engi- 
neers in these areas: 

* Chip -level troubleshooting of boards off the 
production line. Proven ability with complex digital 
and analogue technology essential. 

it Digital hardware design engineers to work in small 
team on music -related products. Must have 
track -record of project design and execution using 
wide range of technology. Some knowledge of 
musical technology advantageous. 

* Video design engineer with extensive analogue and 
some digital experience, to join R&D team 
developing new digital video effects device. 

Salaries negotiable, depending on position and experi- 
ence, working in a pleasant non-smoking environment at 
Rushcutters Bay. 

Applications by phone to Fairlight Instruments 
on (02) 331-6333 or in writing to 15 Boundary 

Street, Rushcutters Bay, NSW 2011. 

. ETI READER SERVICE 6 



COMPUTING TODAY 

Using the editor 
Key in the listing given (Listing 1), save a 

copy of it, then run the program. You will 
have to wait a while, until everything is set 
up. If an error results, check the listing care- 
fully. An introductory message will be 
printed when the editor is installed. Save a 
copy in this form to tape or disk. To do this 
tape users should type: OVZEDITOR (cr) 
8AFD (cr) 8F30 (cr), where (cr) means the' 
RETURN key. The last (cr) is not typed until 
the tape recorder is on and in record mode. 

Alternatively, type BBSAVE 
"VZEDITOR",8AFD,8F3OCcr'). Both Bs are 
essential. The first is needed to exit the edi- 
tor. This step eliminates the delay from oc- 
curring every time the editor program is 
run. It saves the machine code part, pro- 
duced by Listing 1, to the relevant medium. 

Commands 
Now, try out some commands: particu- 

larly M,L,H and T (if you have a printer). It 
is a good idea not to use the G or K com- 
mands just yet. 

You will find that many commands 
prompt for ADDRESSes, START locations, 
STOP locations, etc. The answer accepted 
by the computer consists of the last four 
digits of whatever is typed in. If you meant 
to type 8BD8, and instead, entered 8BE, 
just type in the right response and the prob- 
lem is fixed, so that 8BE8BD8 is interpreted 
as 8BD8. This is important because the edi- 

tor is not equipped with a backspace facility. 
The P command, as I said before, allows 

you to put data in memory. To test it out, 
set the memory pointer to 7080 (use M7080 
(cr)) and type P. Now, type in the following 
data: 48454C4C4F (cr). Notice that the 
word HELLO appears on the screen as you 
type. You have stored the ASCII values for 
HELLO at location 7080-7084, which is in 
screen memory. 

How did I know to use 4845 ...? I 
looked it up; but that's a laborious task if 
you want to enter lots of words into memo- 
ry. Instead, you can use an easier form: type 
M7000 (cr) P", the " (shift 2) allows for 
character data entry - the computer does 
all of the conversions for you! (Notice that 
while in this mode, the normally blue cursor 
turns into an `A'.) After typing in -the re- 
quired word, pressing another " returns the 
cursor to blue again, so you can enter hexa- 
decimal data as usual. 

S is used to search for one or two bytes, 
depending on what you type in, from the 
memory pointer to the end position (which 
you also type in). If a two -byte search is re- 
quired, make sure the search string is more 
than two digits long. For example, to search 
for 6A00 in the region of memory 8200 to 
8500, type M8200 (cr) S6A00 (cr) 8500 (cr). 
The message NOT FOUND means that 6A00 
could not be found anywhere between loca- 
tions 8200 and 8500. 

IMPORTANT EDITOR MEMORY LOCATIONS 

The editor has a small collection of useful subroutines. These can be used when prototyping a Chip -8 
program or when writing machine code programs. Care should be taken to ensure that calls to these 
subroutines are not present in the final program, unless the editor is to be included in the final program. 

Location Description 
8AFD Jump location, COLD START. 
8B00 Show HL register pair as a hexadecimal value. 
8B05 Show A register as a hexadecimal value. 
8B1A Wait for a key press, A contains the ASCII value of the kdy that 

was pressed. 
8B32 Show the character stored in A. 
8644 Show character in A, and beep. 
8640 Get a hexadecimal key (0-F, or (cr)) and put the value in A, A 

equals BO if (cr) is pressed. 
8B7B Show a string using DE as the pointer, up to the character stored 

as 00. 
8BA3 Shows a message off DE, and gets a two -byte number from the 

keyboard; the number is stored in HL, while B contains the 
number of keys pressed. 

Registers altered 
HL,BC,DE,AF 

AF 
AF 
AF 

none 
none 
AF 

DE,AF 

HI,B,DE,AF 

The following locations contain prompt messages used by the editor. Each message consists of 

a string of ASCII characters ending with the byte 00. These messages can be changed to suit your 

own personal requirements. 
Location Length Description 

8DDD 38 Introductory message; this is the heading displayed when the editor first 
begins. 

8E64 39 Help message; the 39 characters here are reserved for a simple memo which 
is called up by pressing H. 

8C2D 3 Prompt string, normally consists of a space and two question marks. 

Example: to change the help message, type: 
M8E64 (a) P"this is the new message (cr) "00 (cr) 

Make sure that whatever you type as the message is less than the maximum size of 39 characters. 
Next month: the CHIP -8 interpreter. 

Disco WUv'iG ot 

300 Main Street, Lilydale 
P.O. Box 509, Lilydale, 3140 

(03) 735-0588 
AMPLIFIERS 
ZPE Series II (500W) $1300.00 
DISCO MIXERS 
Citronic SM 330 $695.00 
Arista S330.00 
JUMBO STROBE 
FLA 701 
Scanner S101 
Scanner Bar SI 04S 

HELICOPTER 
2 ARM Spinner 
4 ARM Spinner 
8 ARM Spinner 
UFO 324 "unreal" 

PINSPOT 
PS 112S 
PS 1121 

MIRROR BALLS 
MB 008-8" 
MB 012 
MB 014 
MB 018 
MB 020 

SMOKE MACHINE 
Great for Special Effects 

[fluid at $15 per litre] 
MIRROR BALL MOTORS 
AC 240V 
ROLLING LIGHTS 
8 x 4515 lamps 
24 x 4515 lamps 

1!) 

COSMOS UGHT 
24 lamps $1980.68 
Half Ball rotary light 
6 lamps $357.28 
CONTROLLERS 
Audio/Chaser (DW 4LC 4000) $295.00 
Pre-set Programmed Controller 4 
Channels each 1000W. 
LIGHT COMPUTER (DW 7LC 4200) $488.00 
Programmable 7 channel with E -prom (16 
programmes)). Ideal for Advertising signs 
and Disco lighting. 
VU LIGHT BAR (DW 12LC 480) $394.00 
12 channel L.E.D. like display controller. 
Triggered by sound signals. Exciting new 
product) 
CHASER (DW LC 4000) $155.00 
4 channel each 1000W with speed and 
mode switching. 
MUSICAL (DW M 4000) $130.00 
4 channel each 1000W sound to light. 
PLEASE NOTE: ALL CONTROLLERS COME 
WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANTY. 

LAMPS all colours, soft glass 
ES 240V 60W box of 25 $75.00 
BC 240V 40W box of 100 $77.00 
BC 240V 25W box of 100 $75.00 

Bankcard & Mail Orders 
Power Cords not included 
Trade Enquiries Welcome 

Send S.A.E. for free price list. 

10q discount with all orders over $1000 
received by 1/6/85 

$153.48 
$99.45 

$342.86 

$198.00 
$289.00 
$497.89 

$1698.55 

$48.94 
$58.99 

$37.20 
$64.58 
$93.54 

$125.34 
$153.79 

$328.00 

$29.99 

$958.95 
$1985.45 
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TECHNOLOGY 

SECURITY: 
WHERE YOU'RE 
VULNERABLE 
Richard Kopf 

In the year 1983-84, 272,793 cases of breaking, entering and 
stealing were reported Australia -wide, an uncomfortably high 
number. With a burglar alarm, of course, your chances of 
becoming one of the burglar's victims are considerably 
reduced. But you're not guaranteed. Alarm systems are 
vulnerable, and it is best to be forwarned where. 

BURGLAR ALARMS fall into two catego- 
ries, local alarms and silent alams. But they 
share three common features: (1) control, 
(2) detection and (3).communication. 

The user has to be able to control the sys- 
tem, to turn it on and off, either wholly or in 
part Once an area is secured, unauthorised 
entry must be recognised. Then the system 
must do something about it. 

The local alarm 
The local alarm system terminates in a 

siren or bell, possibly with the addition of 
flashing lights. Such an alarm has the advan- 
tage of being cheaper than silent alarms in 

both installation and upkeep. Its disadvan- 
tage is that the end result stops on the site. 
Granted, it takes some nerve for a burglar 
to continue his nefarious business with a 

100 dB siren wailing. The point to consider 
is what the odds are of his being frightened 
off or apprehended. 

Consider this scene: you have had a local 
alarm installed in your home and confi- 
dently go to the theatre one evening. An 
hour after you leave, the break -and -enter 
professional arrives. He forces a bedroom 
window and proceeds to look for jewellery 
and money. Perhaps he finds the lolly and 
proceeds into the lounge room, where a mo- 
tion detector senses his presence and sets 
off the siren mounted under the eaves. 

Your home is in a nice residential area, 
on a large block, with a great deal of foliage 
obscuring the house from street view. Your 
neighbour hears the siren, what does he do? 
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Several possibilities spring to mind: (1) he 

grumbles that it is another false alarm; (2) 
he calls the police; (3) he decides to investi- 
gate. 

Ignoring false alarms for the moment, we 
find that there is a significant time lag be- 
tween calling the police and the arrival of a 

patrol car, possibly enough for the cool pro 
to effect his escape. Even worse; your 
neighbour decides to wander over and see 
what is happening. He walks up the drive- 
way to be confronted by a masked man with 
a torch, who promptly smashes it over your 
neighbour's head. Perhaps he has already 
loaded his van with your colour telly and 
CD, stereo, etc. You return home to dis- 
cover property loss, an injured neighbour 
and face your insurance man. 

The silent alarm 
Instead of triggering the control panel to 

sound a local siren, a silent alarm signals a 

monitoring service, either by means of a 

telephone dialler or over a leased Telecom 
line. 

On receipt of the alarm, the board opera- 
tor communicates to the police dispatcher 
to alert the nearest patrol car: Secondly, the 
monitoring service will radio one of its own 
patrol vehicles. In a few minutes, one or 
more cars arrive on the scene and hopefully 
the villain will be apprehended- if he's still 
around! 

'Silent alarm' is a relative term. In the 
quiet of the night, the click of a miniature 
relay sounds improbably loud. Walk -test 

lights that function at all times tell the crim 
more than he needs to know. 

Start looking round the shops you trade 
in. If you can spot the alarm system, so can 
the villains. The more they learn from ob- 
servation, the easier for them to effect 
counter measures. Apparent evidence of an 
alarm system will deter many burglars but 
cause others to put on their thinking caps. 

Detection equipment 
Similar detection gear may be used on ei- 

ther type of alarm. Broadly speaking, there 
are two ways of detecting an intrusion: 
using perimeter protection and by space 
monitoring. 

Devices used for the perimeter security 
may be as simple as magnetic door switches, 
window tapes or doorway pressure mats 
which signal entry. It is seldom feasible to 
protect every door and window. Magnetic 
switches are cheap enough but multicore 
cable and installation labour charges are 
not. In any case, a magnetic switch on a 

door is rendered impotent if the burglar 
kicks out a panel and crawls in, and it is 
sometimes possible to defeat a magnetic 
switch by placing a heavy-duty magnet adja- 
cent to the contact location. This holds the 
contact closed, despite the door being 
forced open. 

Motion detectors, on the other hand, 
offer a far greater challenge to the criminal 
genius. Whether they monitor a volume of 
space using ultrasonics, microwaves, UHF 
radiation, photoelectric beams, or utilise 
the passive infrared technique, all look for a 
disturbance of steady state conditions. Each 
has its applications and limitations. 

Ultrasonic detectors 
These active units come in many vari- 

eties. There are self-contained transmitter - 
receiver units; types with one transmitter 
and two or more slave receivers; and master 
control systems with each of the heads 
treated as slaves. 

Usually working the range of 26 to 
40 kHz, they flood an area with an ultra- 
sound carrier and look for phase changes 
caused by objects in motion, whether they 
be the so-called man-sized target or acci- 
dental problems. Some of these unwanted 
things that may be detected are swinging 
objects like large hanging display signs such 
as mobiles in shops, etc. Ultrasonics react to 
sudden movement of air masses, thus a fan 
heater switching on in the dead of night can 
create enough air turbulence to set off the 
detector. 

Ultrasonics can also be triggered by 
acoustic noise, generally of high frequency 
or high intensity such as an external Tele- 
com bell with its strong harmonics. If they 
are mounted on a flimsy partition wall they 
may be falsely triggered by vibration. The 
hissy sound of wind whistling through the 
crack of a porly-fitted double door, can also 



cause false alarms. Moving machinery start- 
ing up - air compressors, freezers, fan 
blades - can create further problems. 

Additionally, stand-alone units, even if 
crystal controlled, can drift relative to one 
another, as night time ambient temperature 
decreases. 
Photoelectric beams 

The simplest of photoelectric beams con- 
sists of a transmitter using a flashlight globe 
and a separate receiver with some form of 
photocell. Breaking the beam triggers the 
alarm. However, as they are basically a line - 
of -sight device, they can be Observed and 
defeated. 

More sophisticated units rely on infrared 
solid state emitters and detectors. Advances 
in technology have led to wide -beam, multi- 
ple receiver types which cover much more 
than line -of -sight and thus are much harder 
to beat. Still, a portable transmitter can be 
inserted in the signal path, allowing a villain 
to move about at will. 

Beams can be set off falsely by transient 
flashes of sunlight. Even the most sophisti- 
cated IR receiver,. working on a low energy 
density, may be temporarily sealed by a 
stray reflection rather than its own transmit- 
ter. One situation was found in a warehouse 
in which the transmitter had been knocked 
out of alignment. The receiver was held se- 
cure during the day by reflection from a 
nearby piece of equipment. When the sun 
went down, so did the system. 

And other bugs exist. Spiders have been 
known to crawl into transmitters and ob- 
scure the emitter in spinning a web suffi- 
ciently to cause a false alarm. 
Passive infrared detectors 

While the beam is an active device, trans- 
mitting energy and receiving same, the pas- 
sive IR unit monitors the ambient infrared 
energy in an area. Passives self -adjust to 
this ambient heat (even in a wintry room at 
night there is some IR) and sense motion of 
an intruder as a transient change in the dis- 
tribution of energy. 

But they, too, can react to extraneous 
bursts of visible light. An example I know of 
was one installation that worked perfectly 
for seven nights and six days, consistently. 
Every Sunday morning, however, the sys- 
tem went -into alarm. The watching com- 
pany patrolman attended the site repeatedly 
finding no intruder. Each Monday morning, 
a technician checked the system. Only when 
a supervisor visited the site early on a Sun- 
day morning and waited for something to 
happen did the cause become obvious; a 
goods truck turning a corner caught the sun- 
light, reflecting it into the second floor win- 
dow where a passive detector reacted to it. 
Questioning the driver elicited the facts of 
his regular Sunday schedule. Repositioning 
the detector solved the problem. 

However, be warned that the police take 
a dim view of such situations. After half a 
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dozen attendances attributed to false 
alarms, your premises will probably rate a 
very low priority in future. 

Microwave units 
These active devices working in the giga- 

hertz region rely on Doppler shift. They 
come in a large number of patterns, both 
long range, narrow beams and shorter but 
broader types. 

The greatest false alarm hazard for 
microwave detectors is vibration. A unit 
mounted on a thin partition wall will prob- 
ably react to everything and anything. 

Another problem which might surprise 
you is fluorescent lights. The twice power 

line ionisation frequency is well outside the 
carrier, but still capable of being processed 
as a Doppler shift, sometimes resulting in 
an alarm. 

Generally speaking, the smaller the haz- 
ard the more noticeable its effect on a mi- 
crowave: higher frequency, shorter wave- 
length. Metal filings on a machine shop 
floor can seem like a man-sized intruder, 
due to imperceptible movements caused by 
air currents. Large overhead space heaters 
cycling on and off develop a resonance 
vibration in the metallic housing which is 
sufficient to cause an alarm. 

Microwaves pass quite easily through 
glass, unlike ultrasonic energy. A distant 
lorry in line -of -sight through a window or 
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glass Poor becomes the equivalent in total 
energy reflection to the ideal target much 
closer. Conversely, a water pipe a few 
inches from the head can reflect better than 
60% of the emitted energy. 

Antenna loading 
A remarkable UHF detector utilises the 

principle of antenna loading in situations 
where a large amount of partitioned cover- 
age can be handled by one detector. The 
UHF energy passes through most building 
materials. The distributed field is disturbed 
by an intruder, altering the monitored SWR 
(standing wave ratio). Whilst this ability to 
'see through walls' gives good, economy, 
one must be cautious that passers-by out- 
side the premises do not cause false alarms. 

Monitoring services 
If you opt for a silent alarm, the detection 

equipment must communicate to the moni- 
toring service or central station. The first al- 
ternative requires a telephone dialling con- 
trol unit where the burlgar alarm equipment 
interfaces to your existing telephone line. 

This necessitates several considerations: 
The dialler and supporting gear must be 
Telecom approved. Telecom must fit a spe- 
cial connection socket, which you will pay 
for. The security equipment must take pri- 
ority on the telephone line. This means that 
if the dialler decides to operate, an on -going 
telephone call will be instantly discon- 
nected. 

Other problems can ensue. Suppose you 
run a supermarket and have a freezer 
thermostat alarm fitted and tied to the se- 
curity system. Depending on the control 
system, you could well find your office calls 
terminated several times a day as the 
freezer cycles, even though the burglar 
alarm, as such, is not active. 

Í 

The weak link with a dialler, of course, is 

the line itself. if the telephone line into the 
building is cut, no-one in the outside world 
will ever know it, certainly not the security 
central station! 

There are exceptions such as the auto- 
matic status reporting types. However, al- 
though these may log in one or more times a 

night, each report costs the same as a nor- 
mal telephone call, and sums can mount up 
surprisingly quickly. 

Naturally', a dialler costs considerably 
more than a local alarm panel. Telecom gets 
its piece of ,the action. Installation charges 
are greater and there will be a `monitoring 
and service' fee, probably quarterly. 

Monitored line systems 
The dedicated line, leased from Telecom, 

offers higher level security at a greater cost 
than the dialler. The control system is likely 
to cost more, installation will also be corre- 
spondingly higher, and the quarterly service 
charge for monitoring will reflect this too. 

A number of different systems exist. The 
older style goes directly from customer to a 

central station, albeit through one or more 
Telecom exchanges, and relies on various 
levels of direct current to report status. 
Later versions are sequentially scanned, 
looking for equivalent direct current value. 

More or less state-of-the-art equipment 
uses sequential line scanning and some form 
of data transmission. Some of these systems 
are more economical than others, in that 
the selector equipment can be installed in 
the field, minimising the line cost to the in- 
dividual subscriber. 

Make no mistake about it: these directly 
monitored line systems do offer high securi- 
ty. Yet even so they can be beaten by a 

clever crook. Consider the situation where a 

villain has bought a set of the equipment in 

question from the manufacturer, posing as a 

new security firm. He obtains illicit Tele- 
com information; once he knows the line 
pair assigned to your firm and has found a 

place he can tap it, he monitors its status 
with an induction meter. 

Since this is a multiplex system, your 
premises are vulnerable to such meddling 
except at the moment your individual line is 
scanned. The first two scans tell the crim 
what ID number your equipment is and the 
average time he has to swap over. By the 
time the central station has scanned a third 
time, his dummy control panel is on-line, 
reporting a secure status, and your goods 
are quickly disappearing into his van. 

On completing his work, he re -swaps the 
line back to your panel at the appropriate 
time and no-one is any the wiser, until the 
burglary is discovered. Granted, this scene 
requires some inside information, but it is 
easy to get! 

Even an old-style direct current system 
can be defeated with a meter, a potentio- 
meter, and a pair of side cutters. The 
changeover will reveal itself as a so-called 
'flick' alarm by the central station operator. 
He will test the line, see a normal reading 
and probably assume Telecom exchange 
work has caused the momentary disturb- 
ance. 

One would be amazed at how vulnerable 
large office buildings and shopping centres 
can be to unauthorised access of Telecom 
equipment and !ides. Few crooks will go to 
such lengths, but one must recognise the 
possibility of such events. 

This catalogue of defects or vulnerable 
points should give you some things to con- 
sider if you are installing or have installed a 

security system. Obviously nothing is per- 
fect but it may pay to be aware of the possi- 
ble flaws. 

Been burgled? 
Engine cross -firing? 

Light bulbs burning out? 

Can't share your printer? 
Haven't got a light meter? 
Aren't sure of your CRO's 

calibration? 
Can't pick up stereo on your AM 

radio? 
Don't know where those vibrations 

are coming from? 

1/A1Pa 
P/104/1 C7.0" 

IREADY. ONrsSET.GOI 
AM STEREO DECODER 
TAPE AUTOSEARCH 
PM TRANSMITTER 
VIBRATION DETECTOR 
AND SOTS MORE FOR STARTERS AND HOBBYISTS a¡vy t ` 

/w 
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You need Electronics Today's 
great new selection of Projects! 

Simple 
for the Beginner! 

Great 
for the Hobbyist! 

At your Newsagent now! 

Or send $3.95 plus $1.50 post and packing to 

The Federal Publishing Co, PO Box 227, 
Waterloo 2017 NSW. 
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STARTING DXING 

SHORTWAVE RADIO 
FOR THE DISABLED 
Most of us take our reading ability for granted, as indeed is 
natural. But many of our compatriots, don't have this capacity 
for gleaning information or entertainment. In its place, they 
have discovered the services of the spoken word on 
shortwave radio. 

MORE THAN 10 per cent of shortwave 
radio listeners are disabled. 

Blindness and numerous other physical 
handicaps often mean peole are unable to 
read newspapers or to turn pages. For these 
people, Radio for the Print Handicapped 
and other means of spoken information fill 
what would be a big gap in their lives. Even 
folk who are bedridden and cannot turn the 
knob of a radio receiver can now, using key- 
pad tuning, simply `touch tune' the station 
of their choice or even use a bank of memo - 

r` 
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ries which have been pre-set to their favou- 
rite radio programmes. In this way short- 
wave radio provides information and enter- 
tainment to pass away many otherwise 
lonely hours. 

Radio for the disabled has boosted the 
morale, ingenuity and 'independence of 
countless people. The Handicapped Aid 
Programme, established by Radio Neder- 
land in 1974, has been responsible in many 
countries for helping disabled listeners in 
the community become aware of radio as an 
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The Premier of Victoria, the Hon John Cain, talks on air with Arthur Wilkins during a recent visit to the 
studios of 3RPH, Radio for the Print Handicapped, at the Association for the Blind, Kooyong, Melbourne. 

Arthur Cushen 

avenue of entertainment. Previously, many 
of these people were oblivious to the fact 
that they could listen to London, Washing- 
ton, Moscow and many other world capitals 
right there in their own homes as well as get 
news quickly and clearly. 

On its inception the Handicapped Aid 
Programme issued a special verification 
card with details in Braille. Since then the 
institution has flourished and is today active 
in North America, Europe, Australia, New 
Zealand, India and some other countries. In 
the main the funds have been gathered as a 
result of auctions at various conventions. 
Sam Barto in the United States has been in- 
strumental in raising a large amount of 
money through the sale of T-shirts, stickers, 
badges and other radio mementoes to those 
keen collectors throughout the world who 
have an interest in this type of memorabilia. 

In the early days the Handicapped Aid 
Programme in Australia was promoted by 
Robin Harwood of Tasmania and in recent 
months by the Blind Citizens Group in Mel- 
bourne. In New Zealand it has been spon- 
sored by the New Zealand Radio DX 
League and HAP members receive compli- 
mentary copies of magazines and other aids 
for their listening pastime. 

Radio for Print Handicapped has ex- 
panded rapidly in Australia, and this year 
the first Radio for Print Handicapped is ex- 
pected to commence operation in New Zea- 
land. Many sources of information are 
available on cassette, including talking 
books and material from computers which is 
available on special programmes. In some 
parts of the world the latest radio informa- 
tion can be received by dialling a special 
telephone number. 

Special equipment 
The problems facing the disabled are 

many, and specialised equipment is often 
necessary to overcome the handicaps to op- 
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MariIla Cooper, a volunteer with 3RPH, operating 
the control panel. 

crate a radio receiver. Blind listeners 'use 
Braille scales and other aids to find stations, 
while those with physical handicaps to limbs 
or other parts of the body generally fit large 
knobs to their receivers which are easier to 
grip for tuning the dial of the radio. 

In the late 1970s there were many devel- 
opments in improving the commercial ap- 
peal of radios in so far as ease of tuning is 
concerned. One ingenious radio ama- 
teur in Dunedin, New Zealand, made a 
prototype of a receiver which had four coin 
like controls, which tuned in the frequen- 
cies. 

This idea was put into commercial opera- 
tion by Dymek with the DR22 model re- 
ceiver which used a similar system but up- 
dated. The four frequency control knobs 
altered the digital readout display. The first 
one on the left covered 0,1,2 which gave the 
listener the tens of thousands figure, the 
next control 0-10 gave the thousands, the 
next the hundreds and the final knob the 
units in 5 kHz segments so that it was possi- 
ble to tune from 0-29995 kHz. With each 
knob having a special mark, it was easy to 
find the frequency quickly; when all knobs 
are in the upright position (or 12 o'clock on 
a clock face) all frequencies are at zero. 

When the Sony Corporation introduced 
the ICF 2001 in 1979 little did it realise that 
its keypad tuning with operations similar 
to a pocket calculator was the greatest move 
for independence of the blind radio listener! 
As a bonus, there were memories which 
stored the listener's favourite station 
frequency. 

The new design was mainly aimed at 
world travellers, who only needed to know 
the frequency to which they wished to listen 
and radio tuning would be easy. Sony was 
followed quickly by many manufacturers 
which have all adopted this type of dial 
operation. 

The latest outcome has been the intro- 
duction of the Icom ICR71 with a built-in 
voice chip which announces the frequency 
to which the receiver is tuned. This applica- 
tion of voice and keypad operation has 
brought radio listening into the homes of 
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3RPH Volunteer Joyce Godfrey recording a report 
for programming. 

many disabled people who could not find 
the station or operate the controls of the 
older radio receiver. 

There are other accessories of help to the 
blind listener and two of particular assist- 
ance. The talking block gives the time every 
minute and can be used as a stopwatch; the 
time announcement can be set exactly to the 
second. An extension of this is -a talking cal- 
culator which gives the time, the date and 
the year, as well as acts as a pushbutton 
calculator. 

Radio for the print 
handicapped 

Australia has established a network of 
radio stations for the print handicapped on 
the east coast, with operations in Brisbane, 
Sydney, Canberra, Melbourne and Hobart. 
A similar station has operated in New Zea- 
land since May. 

These stations are operated primarily by 
voluntary staff who provide a tremendous 
service for those visually handicapped. 
Typical of the stations in operation is 3RPH 
in Melbourne. According to Lindsay 
McMillan, Station Manager of Radio for 
the Print Handicapped, 3RPH operates 
from 7 am to 11 pm daily on 1629 kHz. The 
station reads newspaper material in depth 
and with greater coverage than provided by 
any other radio service. For instance, in 
Melbourne one hour's reading may be 
taken from a morning newspaper and then 
information from another source, and usu- 
ally alternate announcers read each item so 
the presentation is easy to follow and has' 
variety for broadcast appeal. 

As well as the visually handicapped many 
others who use this seryice include 
the quadraplegic who cannot hold a news- 
paper, those with dyslexia who are unable 
to read the print because of their reading 
problems, those who suffer from muscular 
problems which do not allow them to hold a 
newspaper, and those who are illiterate and 
cannot read. And of course there are many 
without disabilities of this type who use the 
service because they do not buy a daily 
newspaper! 

The only shortwave programme designed for the 
disabled listener, which covers all aspects of dis- 
abilities, Is 'Future Indicative' heard on the short- 
wave service of Radio New Zealand. The pro- 
gramme is broadcast on National Radio, each 
Sunday at 0100 UTC and is compered by Helen 
McConnochle. The transmission is carried on 
15150 and 17705 kHz for reception in Australia 
and the South Pacific. 

The programme includes interviews and dis- 
cussion on all manner of disabilities, and has 
been broadcast over the New Zealand domestic 
service for more than 20 years. In the early days 
it was known as 'Listening Post' and was a 
monthly programme for the blind. Láter the ses- 
sion was extended In scope and broadcast on a 
weekly basis. The programme is recorded in the 
Wellington studios of National Radio and is car- 
ried internally on that network. 

Pre-recorded publications in the form of 
books and magazines are available in 
Braille and on talking book cassettes, but 
the appeal of Radio for the Print Handi- 
capped is that it is an immediate service. 

Station 3RPH has around 350 volunteers, 
the major proportion of whom are readers, 
while others are engaged in research and 
technical operations. Four staff members 
are also employed by the station. The prob- 
lem of maintaining the broadcasting hours 
from 7 am to 11 pm requires a large number 
of voluntary readers as most of the radio 
service is live. 

The frequency of 3RPH, 1629 kHz, is 
outside the top end of the mediumwave 
band, and the station uses power of just 
500 W. Despite this low power the signal is 
not only heard in eastern Australia, but 
nightly in New Zealand at good strength. 

The station was costly to put into opera- 
tion due to the high cost of equipment and if 
it were not for the voluntary staff it could 
not remain in operation. The Australian 
Government gave an establishment grant to 
get the station operating but there has been 
no further support from federal quarters, 
though discussions are underway with the 
authorities on a national level to help fund 
all stations operated for the print handi- 
capped. The future seems to move towards 
closer co-operation between print handi- 
capped stations to achieve a national cover- 
age and it is also hoped that other countries 
will follow the Australian idea of providing 
such a radio service. . 

The five radio stations for the print 
handicapped are at present operating in 
Australia on: 

kHz Station City 
1620 1PHR Canberra 
1620 4RPH Brisbane 
1620 7RPH Hobart 
1629 2RPH Sydney 
1629 3RPH Melbourne 

Their power is 500 W and reception re- 
ports from listeners are being verified to 
give Radio for the Print Handicapped an in- 
dication of its coverage on this power. 
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ETU -1601: Commodore 
RS232 adaptor (July 1986) 
This project was simplicity it- 
self, essentially just a couple of 
drivers on a board, with some 
clever track work. Kits are 
available from Jaycar in Syd- 
ney (02) 745-3077 and All Elec- 
tronic Components in Mel- 
bourne (03) 662-3506. 
ETI-174: Frequency 
standard (July 1986) 
This is another simple little cir- 
cuit for those of you with a 
need for a super accurate 
1 MHz signal. It uses the Ru- 
bidium standard of TV sync 
pulses as its fundamental refer- 

ence, which are accurate to one 
part in 109. It's available in kit 
form from All Electronic Com- 
ponents, Melbourne (03) 662- 
3506. 
ETI-684: Modem 
The only difficult part of this 
modem is the EPROM. You 
must either approach us di- 
rectly or buy a kit. If you want 
us to do it, send $15 plus a 
SSAE to ETI-684 EPROM, 
Federal Publishing, 180 Bourke 
Road, Alexandria, NSW 2015. 
Allow about a fortnight for us 
to amass a whole bunch of 
them, to do in one go. For kits 
approach Jaycar (02) 745-3077 

or Unitronics (see ad on page 
44) or any other kit supplier. 

Notice also that the modem 
RAM buffer is made up of 
6264 8K memories. Only one is 
necessary, the rest are optional 
in spite of having sockets for 
them on the board. Since six 
6264s will add considerably to 
the price of the project we sug- 
gest you think carefully about 
whether you need them and, 
secondly, look at the prices 
carefully before you buy. You 
can pick them up from Rod Ir- 
ving (03) 543-7877 for $6.50 
each on mail order, slightly 
cheaper at Ellistronics, Mel - 

Are you fool -proof? 
* 

E.T.A. Circuit Breakers are! 
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We have highly sensitive fast acting magnetic circuit breakers; more 
versatile thermal overcurrent circuit breakers ideally suited protection 

for motors, transformer windings, solenoids etc., and for 
4e.'619\ applications demanding a higher performance level we have 
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\ the thermal magnetic circuit breaker. For complete 
P\ protection against current overload, E.T.A. Circuit Breakers. 

They're fool -proof. 
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bourne (03) 561-5844 if you're 
in town. 
Artwork 
For those constructors willing 
and able to make their own pc 
boards and/or front panels, we 
can supply same -size film trans- 
parencies of the artwork, posi- 
tives or negatives as you require. 
From the list given below, select 
what you want and address your 
request/order to: 

'ETI-xxx Artwork' 
ETI Magazine 
PO Box 227 
Waterloo, NSW 2017 

When ordering, make sure you 
specify positives or negatives ac- 
cording to the process you use. 
Your cheque or money order 
should be payable to 'ETI Art- 
work Sales'. Prices for the art- 
work for this month's projects 
are as follows: 
ETI-174 front panel $4.87 

pc board $3.60 
ETI-1406 pc board $3.75 
ETI-1601 pc board $2.70 
ETI-1602 pc board $3.50 
ETI-684 front panel $3.03 

rear panel $3.03 
pc board $13.93 

You might also care to know 
that almost every pc board 
(and most front panels) ever 
published by ETI may be ob- 
tained from: 

RCS Radio 
651 Forest Rd 
Bexley, NSW 2207 

For pc boards produced in re- 
cent years, the following sup- 
pliers either keep stocks on 
hand or can supply to order: 

Jaetronics 
58 Appian Drive 
St Albans, Vic 3021 

Jaycar 
117 York St 
Sydney, NSW 2000 

Jemal Products 
PO Box 168 
Victoria Park, WA 6100 

Mini Tech 
PO Box 9194 
Auckland, NZ 

Rod Irving Electronics 
425 High St 
Northcote, Vic 3070 

ETI August 1986 - 95 



SUPER 
*IC SPECIAL 

LM394CH 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$6.95 $6.75 $6.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

8087 
$299 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

6264 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$6.50 $5.50 $5.25 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

41256-15 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$6.95 $6.50 $5.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

6802 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$5.00 $4.75 $4.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

AM 7910 
WORLD MODEM CHIP 

529.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

2N429 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$7.95 $7.50 56.95 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 
ADC0820 

1-9 
$24.95 $22.95 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

6116LP-3 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$3.95 $3.75 $3.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

27128 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$7.00 $6.50 $6.25 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

4164 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$2.95 $2.75 $2.50 

SUPER 
IC SPECIAL 

2732 
1-9 10-99 100+ 
$6.25 $5.95 $5.50 

Rod Irving Electronics 
No.1 for semiconductors! 

1C17106 19.50 74020 
1017116 1910 71021 
IC 77777 21.50 71127 
ICL7611 6 95 74130 
1C17600 5.90 74140 
ICM7211 12.50 74H50 
ICM7216A 741151 

46.S0 71452 
ICM721613 74053 

41 SO 741454 
10M7224A 741155 

21.50 74460 
ICM7226A 74/161 

48 50 741162 
1C07227* 7464 

19.95 744165 
70171 

746 74472 
74500 .60 741473 
74502 1 00 741171 
74503 1.00 741176 
7454 100 711178 
74505 150 74H17 
74508 1.00 7111101 
74509 1.50 741102 
74510 1.00 701103 
74511 1.00 7414106 
74516 160 740101 
74520 1.20 7411113 
74522 1.50 741111 
74530 1.00 7411103 
71532 1.00 
74537 1.70 TK 
74538 1.70 74C00 
74540 1.20 74CO2 
74551 SO 71004 
7454 1.20 74000 
74565 1.20 74010 
71574 1.30 74C14 
74586 1.60 74C20 
745109 250 74C30 
745112 110 74C32 
745113 130 74042 
745133 120 74018 
745134 1.40 74073 
745135 130 74C71 
745130 3.30 71011 
745139 3.30 74043 
745140 1.00 74015 
744151 3.10 74006 
745153 2.00 74009 
748157 3.10 74090 
745156 3.10 74093 
745160 590 71C95 
745161 5.90 74C107 
745112 7.90 74C150 
745163 7.00 74C151 
745166 11.50 740154 
745169 11.50 740157 
745174 650 740160 
745175 4.S0 74C161 
745101 650 74C162 
715182 3.40 74C163 
74519954 /.10 7/014 
745189 850 74C105 
74514 3 30 740173 
745195 2.90 740171 
74519602590 740175 

4.90 740/92 
74519762591 710192 

1 90 740193 
745201 9.90 74C195 
74325/A14 740200 

P.O.A. 74C221 
745225 10 90 740240 
745226 7.00 74C244 
745210 6.90 7144373 
745241 6.5 740374 
745244 9.90 740101 
745251 3.90 740902 
745253 4.913 71C013 
744257 3.30 74094 
745256 3.30 740905 
745260 201 740906 
745271 POA 740907 
748275 POA 74C900 
745250 6.01 74C910 
745261 POA 74C911 
745263 7.01 740912 
745217 1 90 74C9/4 
74524 4.01 74C915 
745299 13.01 740917 
745301 1301 740918 
745314 PO* 740970 
745330 PO* 7144921 
745331 PO* 74C922 
745373 9.00 710923 
745374 9.90 74C425 
745301 9.90 710926 
745367 3.30 7144927 
74412 5212 740925 

501 740929 
744288212 74C930 

7.00 740932 
74470 610 740941 
74471 690 74059 
745472 9.01 
71473 9.01 740.0 
74474 0.90 711500 
74475 9.01 711501 
745402 11.01 741502 
74449 7.90 741503 

741504 
7Yl 741505 
7440a .60 741S00 
74801 60 741509 
74102 .01 741_510 
74H03 50 741511 
7414 .40 741512 
74105 10 741.813 
7484 1.10 711514 
741110 .80 74LS15 
741411 4 741519 
70112 50 741520 
741116 80 741521 

so 
90 
so 
.90 
.90 
90 
00 
90 

.90 p 
00 
es 
.90 
00 

1.40 
1 20 
110 
1.60 
1.90 
1 90 
7.90 
1 50 
1 80 
2.50 
2.90 
2.4 
1.10 
1.10 
7.90 

. 
BO 

SO 
80 

1 40 

01 
.50 

1 90 
250 
540 
1.70 
1.90 
2.30 
2 30 
1.50 
$90 

1 00 
1.50 
2.00 
120 
6.50 
4.20 
6.00 
375 
1,90 
1.90 
2.00 
200 
2.50 
250 
1.90 
1.50 
1.90 
2.00 
200 
2.00 
2.00 

1400 
275 
2.75 
195 
675 
445 
300 
2.S0 
2.50 
250 

15.00 
2.01 
290 
2.75 

14.00 
12.50 
12.50 

4.50 
4.00 

15.50 
290 

12.50 
12.50 

7.50 
7.00 
900 
690 
9.10 
900 
050 
2.75 
250 
2.50 
1.90 

741522 90 7415376 1.20 LM324 1.00 
741521 
741526 

.90 

.90 
7415379 1.90 
7415366 1.00 

115325 4.50 
151326 450 

74/527 
741325 

.90 
90 

7415390 14 
7415393 1.00 

L532902 .90 
LM3147 1.00 

741530 
741532 

40 
.70 

711.5395 2.00 
7416396 2.50 

LM3357 2.20 
1/53362.59295 

741533 
741537 

.70 

.70 
7415396 3.00 
7415399 1.90 

LM3361( 12.50 
LM339 1.20 

741531 
741540 

80 
80 

7115424 550 
7415410 5.50 

LM340 / 00 
1.15349 1.44 

741542 
741547 

.60 
1.00 

7415411 5.50 
7415442 S50 

L535011 10.50 
LY3555 1.00 

741540 
741549 

100 
180 

741543 5SO 
7415445 220 

1.15353 2.50 
L1434N 240 

741451 
741554 

.70 
SO 

7415446 5.01 
7415417 1.90 

1*357 2.40 
L1534 1.40 

741555 
741563 

80 
2.00 

71L5418 5.50 
7415449 5.50 

101361 3.50 
LM377 1.90 

74157 
741574 

00 
50 

7415490 3.20 
7415540 595 

LM378 395 
115380 8 pin 

741575 
741576 

.S0 
1.00 

7415511 3.95 
7415621 2.75 

1 80 
15380 11 pin 

741.577 
741578 

1.00 
1.10 

7415622 2.75 
7415622 5.95 

1.90 
LM3B1 3.50 

741543 
744.545 

.70 
01 

7415629 595 
7415640 195 

1*362 3.60 
LM303 3.00 

741556 
741S00 

60 
60 

7415642 27 
741543 3.75 

1*34 3.50 
151386 1.95 

741591 
741592 

CO 
01 

7415441 2.75 
7415445 275 

LY307A 395 
LM307 200 

741593 
741595 

.70 
1 20 

7415666 1.75 
7415669 1.75 

151390 2.95 
151391 290 

741596 
7415107 

1.20 
90 

7115670 2.75 
7415673 1205 

L*393 100 
11134CM 5.95 

7413109 
7415112 

.01 

.70 
7416674 12.55 
7415690 3.95 

L*395T 995 
1_15396K 22.50 

7415113 
7115114 

.70 
80 

7415691 3.95 
7415692 3.05 

12394 5.00 
14E544 6.50 

7415122 
741S123 

1.30 
.00 

741603 395 
7415690 3.95 

14E555 .10 
NE556 120 

7415125 
7413126 

BO 

110 
74L 5699 3.05 NE554 500 

NE560 4 4 
7415132 
7115133 

1.50 
690 

CD/ 
CDP1802 10.50 

10567 200 
11E570 500 

7115136 
7415138 

1.50 
80 

CDP1064 17.50 NE571 590 
NE592 690 

7415139 60 CPU NE54 950 
7415145 
7415117 

210 
2.50 

6502 15.00. 
6502A 1500 

L51709-11 150 
0A710445 100 

7415118 
7415151 

1.90 
1.20 

6522 15.00 
6S22A /5.00 

154711 1.20 
LM723 .75 

7415152 
7415153 

1,95 
100 

6532 11.00 
6545 19.50 

11723CH 1.50 
LM725 475 

711515/ 
7415155 

2.95 
1.00 

6551 1290 
68(10 6.00 

LM733 1S0 
L51739 2.75 

7415154 
7415157 

1.50 
1.10 

6802 700 
6808 12.50 

1.*7/1 60 
UA717 1 30 

7415151 
741.5160 

1.00 
1.00 

6809 1000 
6810 350 

U174e 100 
MC1310 9.50 

7415161 
7415162 

80 
1.50 

6621 5.50 
640 6.50 

MC1312 795 
11C1314 795 

7415163 
711514 

1.10 
.90 

6645 12.50 
647 350 

14C1315 095 
905327 795 

7415165 
741514 

1.00 
2.55 

450 790 
475 1500 

MC1350 1.95 
MC14418 7.50 

7415169 
741517 

245 
01 

200CPU 
260ACPU 5.00 

MC//37 4.95 
MC1445 5.95 

7415171 
7415175 

.90 4 Z6013CPU 12.00 
78OP10 4.50 

MC1456 1.95 
MC1458 1.20 

1415181 
7415190 

600 
1.50 

ZS0AP10 1.50 
Z9OCTC 550 

MC14661 2150 
MC14696 690 

7415191 
7415192 

120 
1.20 

ZB0ACTC 5.50 
2000004 1600 

MC144 120 
15C1489 1 20 

7415193 
1415194 

1.20 
1.20 

2504510 16 00 
Z:5O4510 13.00 

MC144 540 
MC1495 8.90 

7415195 
7415196 

.90 

90 
2:00510 13.00 
*D570 69.50 

MC1496 2.50 
111111596 3.00 

7415197 
7415221 

1.75 
2.00 

ÁD590 9.50 
AD7574 12.50 

MC 160 690 
101012 10.50 

7415240 
74/5241 

1.90 
1.90 

*K3Á91014.50 
A23.2513 14.50 

1511830 3.90 
LM2907 390 

74152/2 
7415243 

190 
1 90 

15515632 19.50 
MM58174 19.50 

1129/7 8 P14 
1.90 

7415244 
7415215 

1 50 
2 4 M15309 /4.50 

11105369 9.5 
1112917 11 PIN 

490 
7415217 
7415244 

130 
1.50 

1/10002 9.50 
L)101420M 9.50 

5183001 17.50 
CA3028 2.01 

7415249 
7415251 

1.4 
1.50 

190070 9.50 
L90071 9.50 

CA3016 1.90 
C53054 6.50 

7415253 
7415257 

1.20 
.70 

71.001 1.50 
11062 2.5 

CA3059 5.5 
C13060 1.01 

741524 
7415259 

1.20 
1.60 

110111 1.10 
11.071 1.70 

C53066 1.5 
CA3100E 7.95 

7415261 
741624 

2.50 
1.20 

11072 2.01 
11073 3.20 

CA3130E 220 
CA31301 2.95 

7415273 
7415275 

195 
6 80 

T1071 4.90 
79.009 1.01 

CA3140( 220 
CA31407 295 

7415279 
7415250 

.4 
2.5 

1142 2.50 
71063 2.90 

CA32/0E 11.95 
CÁ3401 1.00 

7415203 
741525 

1.50 
1.50 

7L04 3.15 
TAW 4.90 

C13900 120 
CA355 1.75 

745793 
7415295 

130 
1.75 

TCA220 9S0 
TCA250 650 

CA3909 295 
013911 295 

7415297 
71L5291 

6.50 
1.20 

TDA1021 2.01 
TA7205P 3.90 

1103911 5.01 
1.143915 5.01 

741525 
7415320 

3.90 
3.95 

TEA1002 17.50 
111111170 5.95 

L43916 590 
0139992 260 

7415321 
7415322 

3 95 
675 

U*A14 3.75 
LY10CM 7.50 

1514136 105 
RC4145 20.90 

74/5323 
7415324 

650 
2.30 

184301 30 
L1430111 1.S0 

R044 35 
**5369 695 

7415326 
7415327 

2.20 
2.20 

11530211 6.50 
LM30541 1.50 /CN a 

7415352 
7414353 

220 
1.20 

1.M307C5 100 
SC141D 101 

7415354 
7413365 

3 95 
1.00 

LY34H 101 
1.111309( 1.01 

SC101E 1.95 
5C142E 295 

741534 
7415367 

1.00 
60 

113105 310 
LY.110H 3.20 

501460 205 
SC150D 695 

741534 
7415373 

1.00 
1.90 

L*311 1.00 
1.1531111 14 

SCISID 2.95 
5C152D 0.01 

7415371 
7415375 
7415377 

1.5 
100 
2.15 

1013177 2.50 
LM317K 4.50 
115318 4.01 

CI03YY 90 
C1030 90 
C1068 90 

C1220 
C122( 
02600 
0260E 
2112616 
2542617 
2146027 

Cñ 
AC126 
AC127 
AC128 
AC1117 
AC158 
AC149 
AD501 

D162 
F115 
C107 
C108 
C177 
C17e 
0179 
01821 
C212 
C318 
0320 
0327 
C320 
C337 
c336 
0516 
C547 
0548 
C549 
0550 
0554 
C557 
0555 
C559 
0639 
040 
CY70 
CY7/ 
D139 
13140 
13201 
O 232 
O 233 
0235 

250 
2.96 
8.50 
9.90 
1.20 
2.50 

90 

1.20 
110 
1.20 
1.20 
1.50 
1.50 
340 
2.90 
2.90 2 

10 

60 
.00 

b 
.w 
.40 
AO 
.40 
20 
.20 
30 

.40 
20 
.20 
20 

.50 
1.90 p 
.00 

00 
90 

O 237 90 
1)234 .90 
O 262 1.20 
0263 1.20 
13437 1.50 
D44 1.50 
D617 1 80 
0644 1 60 
13677 1 50 
D41 2.00 
O 682 200 
1)V4B 2.90 
130650 3.90 
13063 6.50 
96 (BUX 

4.90 
O 7971669%80) 

490 
1SO 
120 
1.20 
1 20 
120 

90 

GO 

.00 

F115 
F107 
F17 
F177 
1/60 
F182 
F183 
F14 14 
F199 
F200 
7245 
F337 
F338 
F456 
F159 
7469 
F470 
F44 
1495 
(150 
(111 
FW16 
FY50 
1790 
FX90 
U126 
0200 
0320 
04X80 

1.20 
1.50 
130 
1.5 
1.00 
1.00 
1 20 
120 
.90 

. 90 
150 
1.50 
1.50 
1.20 
101 
1.50 
2.50 
4.01 
390 
490 

(E531 2.90 
FE3011 990 
FE3003 6.95 
.4413 5.01 
4802 750 
4901 4.50 
.1001 301 

14411011 9.90 
*411015 14.50 
* 411016 11.50 
04415001 0.50 
MJ15004 630 
*415024 10.00 
*42501 601 
6042955 2.50 
*43011 8 00 
15.4032 1250 
1544502 6.90 
44E344 1.50 
MJEl50 1.01 
MJE371 2.01 
150521 250 * JE700 3.50 
11JE500 2.5 
M1E241 3.95 

50E2955 4.90 
MJE3055 390 
154E53005 5.90 
MJE13007 7.00 
W E 1300912.50 

2.50 
2.50 
1.00 

1PF131 
MPS/105 
1195506 
MPSA10 
1.1115512 
M75013 
MPSA14 
MPSA20 
MPSA42 
*PSA43 
*PSA55 
1111941156 
YPSA61 
MP5*65 
MP5A02 
*P5A93 
MPF102 
50/7 103 
MPF105 
MPF106 
MPF109 
*P5L01 
MP5191 
MPSU02 
MPSUS2 
MPSU56 
MP131 
0R(221 
5141237 
Y0F23e 
MRF245 
YNF455 
MRF475 
MRf603 
MRF41 
11167146 
MRF901 
MPF121 
79931* 
119318 
TIP31C 
TIP32A 
108328 
11P32C 
TIP41C 
TI12A 
T1P42C 
1149 
TIP01 
TIPS] 
TIP111 
TP112 
708116 
70117 
1)9120 
nP122 
TIP12S 
TP127 
T081 a5 
11112955 
113055 
25301 
2,1429 
211697 
254915 
211134 
201613 
252102 
2/42219 
2M2222A 
252369 
25244 
252646 
252647 
252094 
252904 
252905 
252906 
252019 
253019 
253053 
2153051 
203055 
253090 
2/q109 
2M325/ 
2143102 
253440 
253441 
253442 
253543 
25354 
253565 
253566 
2143547 
213560 
2113560 
253630 
25340 
253641 
253642 
253643 
253644 
21436.15 
253616 
203702 
211374 
20379 
253771 
2113772 
2113773 
253792 
253519 
2(43866 
253904 
253906 
2144030 
2144032 
2144033 

2164036 2.50 
214121 1.50 
254173 1.50 
254236 190 
2144237 1.00 
254248 .40 
264219 .40 
2164250 .40 

1.00 281258 50 
1.00 2144355 .50 
5.00 254356 .01 
1.00 254360 100 
5.00 214401 .30 
1.00 254402 30 
1.00 254403 30 
1.20 254416 1.90 
1.00 2144427 3.90 
100 254919 2.90 
1.00 255068 1.00 
1.00 255009 1.00 
1.30 2145139 120 
1.20 2145179 120 

255190 250 
045191 3.30 
255192 3.10 

00 2145193 2.50 
.90 25514 2 95 

5,50 2115195 3.30 
1.50 255210 150 
1.75 2115245 1.50 
1.90 255303 O SO 

1.75 25540/ 1.50 
1.75 2145457 1.00 

19 50 255458 
5.90 20459 

29.50 2115161 90 
53.50 205162 90 
37.00 2115485 .00 
1250 25546 .00 
5050 25549 14.50 
4900 255590 26 50 
5300 205591 29 50 

2.90 211541 19.50 
1.90 255656 2.50 
20 255770 30 
.70 255777 150 
25 2556311 .30 
.70 255831 .30 
.70 205173 1.40 
.75 2145874 1.70 

1.50 25594 1550 
1.40 211545 16 50 
1.50 255946 19.50 
190 256961 1.00 
220 2/16027 1.00 
250 20649 1.90 
1.50 2116060 21.50 
1.50 256063 26 90 
150 20604 37.90 
1.50 256122 1.90 
1.50 256125 190 
1.50 2146130 1.90 
150 256133 1.90 
1.50 206256 1150 
3.40 206259 13.50 
150 206271 29.50 
1.50 2116378 4.90 
1.00 20425 4.50 

57.5 256578 490 
1.00 35701 1.50 
1.00 255683 1.50 
1.00 2502028 3.95 
120 2502029 3 95 
1.10 2502166 495 

90 2501730 1.95 
1.00 2501969 6.30 
500 2501073 3.95 
1,90 VN66AF 3.95 
195 250372 1.95 
3.95 250495 206 
1.00 2507100 1.95 
1.10 25073 1.95 
1.10 2509007 15 
1.10 25045* 1.5 
1.10 25C1014 2.50 
1.90 2501017 45 

.01 2501018 695 
1.90 2501061 7.5 
100 2501096 2.95 
1.20 2501173 2.5 
101 2501226 2.96 
190 25445306 030 
190 2501419 2.95 
1 00 2501449 1.5 
2 01 2501671 1.95 
350 2501307 8.01 

.30 25024 3 95 
10 250325 2.95 
.30 25034* 1.01 
.30 251)525 3.5 
30 2344s 3.5 
.30 25449 705 
.30 25456 12.4 
,30 259131 7.5 
10 236176 12.50 

1164002 .15 
154007 20 
155104 30 
5,1544 00 
0517 50 

.30 0590 50 
0495 .50 
5082.2500 25 
542-2611 195 
/1LMP420 5.95 

01 
01 

30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

1.20 
1.10 
4.50 
550 
5.70 
590 
6.00 
1 20 
2 95 
100 
100 
1.50 
220 
2.20 

moats 
1.5 AMP 
W005 
W02 
W4 
6*84P 
BPC602 2.01 
60944004 3.50 
KBPC608 4.50 

90 

50 
40 
s0 

10AMP 
1039441002 4.20 
KBPC1004 1.90 
35AMP 
K13903502 5.90 
KBPC35014 MD 
53504 6.90 
KBPC3510 540A 
3510 9.90 

74 
7401 
7406 
7402 
7403 
7404 
7405 
7406 
7407 
7409 
7409 
7410 
7411 
7413 
7411 
7116 
7116 
7427 
7420 
7125 
7437 
7430 
7437 
7437 
7410 
7410 
7442 
7445 
7446 
7447 
7449 
7450 
7451 
747 
7475 
7475 
7476 
7485 
7486 
7499 
7490 
7493 
7495 
7497 
74100 
71107 
71109 
71110 
71121 
74123 
74123 
74125 
74138 
71132 
71139 
71/55 
71150 
71151 
74154 
71155 
71161 
74563 
7414 
74165 
7414 
74171 
74175 
74190 
74190 
74191 
74192 
74193 
71194 
71195 
74197 
74321 
74367 
7434 
75107 
75110 
75150 
75151 
75450 
75151 
75453 
75463 
75461 
7544] 
75471 
75472 
75491 
75493 
75493 
6121 
8133 
8130 
6131 
6136 
6303 
024 
62513 
625123 
011 
641 
6830 
430 
8832 
433 
431 
5535 
144 
1119 
811595 
811596 
811597 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
425 High Street. NORTHCOTE. 3070 
VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA 
Phone 103) 489 8866 

18 A Beckett 51. MELBOURNE. 3000 
VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA 
P11. (03) 663 6151 
Mad Order and correspondence 
P 0 Boa 620. CLAYTON 3168 

TELEX AA 151938 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 
(03) 543 7877 

(2 lines) 
POSTAGE RATES 
41.59 99 52 00 
51052699 53 00 

825-519 99 51 00 
550599.99 55 00 

5100199 57 50 

5200.5499 510 00 

5500 plus 812 50 

VISA 

Errors and Omissions Esceplea 

3J5 741213 1.31 799I056C 0.00 
3,00 74(241 3.72 70/11211C 900 
3.00 74(251 1.93 704GKC 9.50 
3.00 747253 1.93 7610056C 16.50 
1 BO 70257 1.93 7911065'. 16.50 
1 BO 747256 1.93 75540 3.50 
2.95 747350 4.31 1.1C1/961 14.50 
2.95 74(352 1.93 
0.00 74(353 193 SPACIAL 

9 50 74/373 4.84 IVMLT40M 
19.50 74(374 4.4 119260 2.45 
2900 747399 2.70 5E55345 3.95 
6.50 741521 4.22 NE5534*5 1.95 

11.50 741533 1.01 410334 2.90 
3750 741534 1.51 MC3341 2.10 
52.50 7477 5.95 
69.50 4mIONY 76448 8 95 

290 2101 6.90 76449 9.95 
4.90 2102 2.50 8036 6.50 
3.50 2114 2.95 00035 22.50 
1.01 2708 890 014301 10.50 
550 2716 6.90 X82206 7.95 

19.50 2732 700 XR2207 795 
9.50 274 6.01 012208 690 
8.50 27125 8.00 052209 6.10 
6.90 1116 3.5 XR2211 7.15 
7.50 4164 3.50 XR2216 5.90 
5.50 6116 5.00 1092240 6.95 

16 50 6264 1.00 XR7243 7.95 
6.50 513725161161 008038 7.50 

09 00 /.00 951490 4.S0 
3300 2101 6101) 11090 14.50 
65.00 0101 7.90 1007555 1.90 
4230 101 7.10 L57556 350 
34 50 0101 7.90 1.1C101161. 1. 50 
2050 2532 12.50 1013601 3.95 
650 1f13741 .00 
690 wTTO 111371/M 1.01 6.S01.50 1.50 0*2502 22.50 
5.50 4526 1.50 0,5004100 4.50 
6.50 4527 1.50 0*0011108 4.50 
6.50 4528 1.50 SA0110 9.50 

73.00 4029 1.50 271414 1.95 
57.50 4100 2.00 
6500 4032 250 04 
5150 41133 200 4000 

BO 3330 41435 2.50 4001 
1.20 6.00 4537 2.50 4002 
120 8039 7.90 *C16 250 4006 
390 (0177 59.00 MC14 690 4007 
1.00 101791 )6876) M4412 1.50 4008 
1.00 39.00 11074 5.90 4010 
1.00 F01793(5877) 11074 6.50 4011 
230 3900 F50507 2.00 4012 
1.65 01795 39.00 703111 2.95 4013 
1.20 F01797 39.00 T681A 2.95 4014 
.90 0601691 29.50 711306 22.50 4015 

1.50 W02143 14.50 54A5172(01702 4016 
00 4001931 22.50 3.5 4017 
.00 501933 34.00 M6074113174 4018 

1.50 W13143 14.75 3.50 4019 
1.00 «01993 5900 BPW50 2.25 4020 
1 80 W02123 26 so 995002.2615 4021 
1.00 W D8250 16.50 4.5 /022 
1.4 TR1602 (51067) H/119 6620 3.95 1023 
1.45 6 SO 1E05 4024 
1.50 7R1563 690 37,111 RED 15 4025 
1.20 C04811624.00 2mm YELL .30 4026 
1.75 B0141 23.00 351m ORN .30 4027 
120 CR7000245990 5mm RED .15 4020 
1.20 Smm YELL .30 4029 
1.40 119cc Smm GRN .30 4030 
1.20 71MC00 .60 5m07 0110 30 4031 
1.20 7411002 .01 RED RECT .30 4032 
1.70 7494081 60 GAN RECT .30 4033 
1.45 7415008 .60 TEL RECT 30 4034 
1.20 704011 4 RED CHROME 4035 
120 70,014 1.40 BEZEL 1.20 4030 
1.00 7411027 .00 YELLOW 440 
1.45 748030 4 C11ME 6E2E1 441 
1h5 7411032 .00 1.20 442 

80 7414071 1.10 GAN CH9ME 4043 
1.10 7011076 1.10 BEZEL 1.20 4044 
1.00 7411085 5.40 4045 
1.10 7411086 1.10 VOLTA air 4046 
1.50 74110123 1.40 4047 
1.50 74110138 1A0 78050 BO 4048 
1.50 7010139 1.40 7605100 2.50 4049 
250 7410157 1.40 751200 1.20 4050 
2.50 7010165 2.50 7012644 2.50 4051 
2.80 7400174 1.40 7e1SUC 1.20 4052 
2 50 74090221 3.50 7815KC 230 4053 
1.50 7440240 2.50 7e18110 120 4051 
.90 7110244 2.S0 71116C 2.50 4055 
.90 74110215 3.90 7521044 1.20 1056 
00 7480347 1.40 75241LC 2.60 4060 

1.4 748C373 2.90 79050C 1.90 4063 
1.50 7950C 3.00 4066 
3.00 741, ºNfct 712UC 1.01 4067 
3.00 71(00 .79 79129C 2.4 4068 
2.00 74102 .79 7151.10 1.90 4069 
2.00 7474 .92 79154C 2.50 4070 
3.00 74708 .79 7915UC 1.90 4071 
5.00 74(10 .79 7241C 190 4072 
1.00 71(11 .79 761-05 .50 4073 
095 74120 .79 78L12 50 4075 
5.95 71(32 .79 781.15 .75 4076 1.50 
6.95 7414 .79 70118 .75 4077 
5.30 74(74 09 75124 .75 4078 
6.95 74756 1.19 79105 1.20 4081 
5.95 74(109 99 79112 120 4082 
0.95 74(138 1.79 7118 1.20 445 
5.5 74(139 1.79 71114 1.20 4006 
5.5 .711151 1.79 L Y309K 4093 
095 74F153 1.79 (76050(C) 1.01 4094 
6.95 71F157 1.79 1003177 2.50 4095 
6.95 71(14 1.79 L 51317 64 4096 
6.5 74(176 278 11.1317119 0.50 4097 
6 95 747151 5 4 113236 7.00 4098 
5.95 74F582 2.73 1*337 2.90 4099 
1.00 741189 7.41 1M3346 10.50 4175 
100 747190 4 4 1*3507 6.50 1194 
375 741191 1.4 L*3500 5.50 44]3 
3.75 74(194 2.41 1003950 22.50 *0144331390 
3.76 74(245 3.77 1153961( 19.50 4510 1.01 

e1L55 
8120 
e T2e 
1030 
ST5 
8797 
6113 
1114 
5060 
5005 
8086 

.35 5088 
45 5155 
.45 8156 
.45 4e5 
.00 8202 
60 8203 
50 8212 
80 6216 

.60 8224 
8226 
6228 
O 237 
8238 

.70 1,343 
BO 0251 
80 8253 
J O 8255 
O 0 8257 
90 5259 
00 82]1 
.70 8272 
.70 8273 
40 6274 
.90 5275 
.01 0276 
90 8279 

100 82132 
120 8253 
1.50 824 
120 824 
.90 8267 
.90 8289 
90 0741 
.70 8745 
.70 8749 

8755 
6035 

01 
.70 
.70 

SO 

.50 
140 

1 20 
90 
4o 
60 

1 90 
175 

158 
90 

1.50 
550 

1 50 
75 

1 20 
Be 

2.40 
1 20 
110 
1.50 
1.50 
2.95 
275 
2.75 
3.50 
/.95 
3.25 
120 
1.50 
1.00 
14 
1.20 
401 
2.50 
1.20 
1.20 
1.00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.01 
/.50 
390 
3.90 
1.20 
250 
200 
250 
9.90 
1.00 
1.00 

40 
90 

01 
01 

2.20 
270 
25 

3.35 
2.40 
2.40 
601 
2.90 
35 
1.60 
1.95 

4511 1.00 
4512 1.10 
4513 1.65 
4511 290 
4515 2.00 

1.45 

g25 
2.50 
110 
110 
190 
1.95 
2.65 
1.65 
1.10 
150 
1.65 
105 
5.60 
6.50 
6 50 
1.65 
2.50 
2.50 

17.25 
7.25 
150 
2.35 
2.10 
1.25 
1.25 
2.65 
2.25 
7.25 
x.BO 
845 
800 
4.25 
4.25 
2.75 

70 
2.25 
2.25 
1.65 

4517 
4518 
4619 
4520 
4521 
1522 
4526 
4527 
4528 
4529 
4530 
4531 
/532 
4531 
4536 
4539 
4541 
4543 
454 
4549 
4551 
4553 
4554 
4555 
4556 
4557 
4558 
4551 
4560 
4561 
4562 
454 
4564 
4569 
1572 
4541 
4502 
4583 
4554 
4565 2.10 

ANALOOI 
DIGITAL 
ADC06001CN 

22.50 
ADC0801LCN 

2305 
ADC043LC5 

7.50 
A13C054LCN 

6.50 
5000508100 

14.5 
ADC420 

124.5 
+AC1220LCN 

11.95 
DAC1020LCN 

13.95 
DA043210N 

5.50 

7415169 2.50 
MC52400 4.90 
*631050 12.50 
W02791 59.00 
WD2793 59.00 
WD2795 5900 
W02797 59.00 
LMIICN 7.5 
1101171 5.95 
LM1672 5.5 
Z4AD*RT 

13.50 

i M11175T 11.50 
1.03215H1 750 
2M44 690 
2 30400117 6.01 
2.4576*14 0.50 
7.7644*117 1.90 
315112 101 
3 575M11z 300 
393216454 4.01 
4*Mz 4.90 
194304YHz 

3.90 
4.4336/1MHz 

1.90 
/.411505 4 90 
4.7500)61 4.90 
1.11520011114 

6.01 
/.054215144 1.01 
S 00MHz 1.90 
5.00458451z 4.90 
6M110 1.90 
6.1484544 101 
6.470MHz 1.90 
SYMz 4.01 
8 0672341M1 

4.01 
1051114 45 
10.6445*40 

690 
15*Hz 4.90 
121.012 1.90 
14.31818*Hz 

4.01 
15/5Hz 4 90 
16M11z 1.01 
15YH4 4.5 
IS 132YH01.90 
2011117 4.5 
24*Mz 4.90 
27M0z 4.01 
32Y)60 690 
36MH4 4.01 



FUNCTION GENERATOR 
This Function Generator with digital 
readout produces Sine, Tho gle 
and Square waves over a frequency 
range from below 20Hz to above 16z with low distortion and good 
envelope stability. It has an inbuilt 
four -digit frequency counter for ease 
and accuracy of frequency setting. 
(EA AON'82, 82A03N3) 
Cat. K82040 
Cat. 682041 5109 

COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
ATTENUATOR 
If you have just purchased a 
compact disc player your amplifier 
could be in trouble! CD players seem 
to have standardised on a 2V output 
level where as most Hi -FI amps 
have a 500mV sensitivity for lull 
rated outWt. 
In order to overcome this you may 
need a CD Antenuator. It does not 
distort the signal It any way. It is 
Inexpensive and simple to construct. 
making it an deal beginners project. 
(EA 86) 
CaL K $7.95 

- - wtivcAtararv 

SA --T 
MUSICOLOR IV 
Add excitement to parties, card 
nights and discos with EAs 
Musicolor IV light show. This is the 
latest In the famous hne of 
musicolors and It offers features 
such as four channel "color organ" 
plus four channel light chaser, front 
panel LED display, Internal 
microphone, single sensitivity 
control plus opto -coupled switching 
for increasedA safety 

Cat K8/08p81MC8 i$ f 
IS 411'1,4 

VIDEO FADER CIRCUIT 

10-y0" ur video movies with this simple 
Video Fader Circuit. It enables you 
to lade a scene to black (and back 
again) without loss of picture lock 
s c) or colour, 
EA .1w'86, 85010) 

Cat.K86010 S19.95 

COMPUTER DRIVEN 
RADIO -TELETYPE 
TRANSCEIVER 
Here's what you've been asking Or, 

a full trasmit-receive system for 
computer driven radio teletype 
station. The software provides all 
Me latest whizz -bangs like 
split-screen operation, automatically 
repeating test message, printer 
output and more. The hardware 
uses tried and proven techniques 
While designed to team with the 
popular Microbee, tips are avaialde 
on interlacing the unit to other 
computers. (ETI Nov.'84) ETI 755) 
Cat. K47550 $139 

RADIOTELETYPE 
CONVERTER FOR THE 
MICROBEE 
Have yrpmour Comheputer pritionalor the latest 

t 

shortwave news service. service. Just hook 
up this project between your short 
wave receivers audio output and the 
MicroBee parallel port. A simple bit 
of software does the decoding 
Can be hooked up to other 
computers too (ETI Apr; 83) 

Cat. K47330 519.95 

ELECTRIC FENCE 
Mains or battery powered, Mis 
electric fence controller is both 
inexpensive and versatile. Based on 
an autonurtine igintion coil, it 
should prove an adequeate 
deterrent to all manner of livestock. 
Addnonally, its operation comforms 
to the relevant clauses of Australian 
Stnd 3129. (EA Sept '82) 82EF9 

Cat 682092 Normally 519.95 
SPECIAL, ONLY $14.95 

LISTENING POST 
This device attaches between the 
audio output of a shortwave receiver 
and the input port of a computer. It 
allows code, ingraid and pype oral of 
morse deco, ing and (R TTY) 

facsimile (FAX) pictures using 
the computer. It has been designed 
from all readily available parts 
Details 

m 
for wnang the software 

3500. 
Jareuly 

Cal K93015 $37.95 
AEM DUAL SPEED 
MODEM 
The ultimate kit modem leatunng 
1200/300 baud, case etc. 
Exceptional value for money! 
(AEM 4600 Dec'85) 

$169 
STROBE KIT 
Includes perspex cover! 
(AEM 9500) 
Cat. K93018 559.95 

AVE 

30 V711 A FULLY 
PROTECTED POWER 
SUPPLY 
The last power supply we did was 
the phenomenally popular ETI-131. 
This low cost supply features lull 
protection, output variation from OV 
to 30V and selectable Current limit. 
Both volatage and current metering 
is provided. (ETI Dec. 83) ETI 162 
Cat. K41620 Normally 554.50 

$47.50 

'17----T 
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LAB SUPPLY 
Fully variable 0-40V current limned 
0-5A supply with both voltage and 
current metering (two ranges: 
0-0.54/0-5A) This employs a 
conventional series pass regulator, 
not a switchmode type with its 
attendant problems, but dissipation 
is reduced by unique relay switching 
system swwtching between laps on 
the transformer secondary. 
(ETI May'83) ETI 163 
Cat. K41630 $199 

15V DUAL POWER 
SUPPLY 
This simple project is suitable for 
most projects requiring a dual 
voltage. (Ell 581, June '76) 
Cat. 640810 519.50 

PHONE MINDER 
Dubbed the Phone Minder, this 
handy gadget functions as both a 
bell extender and paging unit, or 9 
can perform either function 
separately. (EA Feb:84) 84TP2 
Cat. K84021 $27.50 

HUMIDITY METER 
This protect can oe punt to give 
readout of relative humidity either on 
a LED dot -mode display or a 
conventional meter In addition it 

can be used with another prop0 as 
a controller to tum On and off a water 
mist spray in a hothouse, for 
example, (ETI May'81) ETI.256 
(Includes humidity sensor 519.50) 

Cat K52460 $29.50 

PH METER KIT 
Build this pH meter for use with 
swimming pools to fish tanks to 
gardening, this pH meter has many 
applications around the hors. This 
unit features a large 31/2 digit liquid 
Crystal display and resolution to 
.01 pH units, making it suitable for 
use in the laboratory as well. 
(EA Dec 112) 82PH12 
Cat. K82123 5135 
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DUAL TRACKING 
POWER SUPPLY 
Built around positive and negative 3 - 
Terminal Regulators, this versatile 
dual tracking Power Supply can 
provide voltages up to 2A In 
addition the Supply features a fixed 
+5V 0.9A output and is completely 
protected against short OrCuds, 
overloads and thermal runaway. 
(EA March'82) 82PS2 
Cat. K82030 $109 

f 
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LOW OHMS METER 
How many times have you cursed 
your Muftimeter when you had to 
measure low -value resistance? 
Well with the "Low Ohms Meter" you 
can solve those old problems and in 
fact measure resistance from 100 
Ohms down to 0.005 Ohms. 
(ETI Nov.81) ETI 158 
Cal K41580 $39.50 

... . ea 

300 BAUD DIRECT 
CONNECT MODEM KIT 
Think of the advantages of having 
your own modemtt 

Cant afford a floppy disc? Use 
your telephone to access one for 
the cost of a call. 
Bored with your old programs? 
Download hundreds of free 
programs 
Want to get in touch with fellow 
computer enthusiasts? Use 
'electronic mall'. 
Ever used a CP. M system? 
CP-COS? UNIX? Well a modem 
will make a your computer a 
remote terminal on some of the 
most exciting systems around. 

Save on ready bullt modems. 
(ETI 699, May '85) 

Cat K46990 Normally 5129 

SPECIAL, ONLY 5109 
(Short form without phone) 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
Have you ever desoldered a suspect 
transistor, only to find that It checks 
OK?Trouble-shooting exercises are 
often hindered by this type of false 
alarm, but many of them could be 
avoided with an in -circuit' 
component 

TTes tteester, 
such as the EA 

r. (EA HandySept '93) 83778 

Cat. K83080 Normally 518.95 

SPECIAL, ONLY $14.95 

VOCAL CANCELLER ' 

tl you have ever Imagined yourself 
as lead vorahst'musician with a lam- 
ous bard, here is your chance to 
-audition"! You can cancel out one 

lead vocal on almost any stereo re- 
cord and substitute your own voice 
or musical instrument. 
(EA April a32, 82vc3) 
Cat. 1182042 $22.50 

AEM ULTRA FIDELITY 
PREAMP 

The latest, definative preamp from David Tlfhook, the man who designed the 
famous Series 50001 Just as his Series 5000 were an enormous leap forward 
5 years ago, so ho is his latest AEM 6000 Sines, especially in regard to 
Compact Disc signal processing. 
"The input nose figures subsequently obtained are significantly better than the 
best op -amp designs and exceed the specifications of are best commercial 
amplifiers" -David Tiebrook. AEM October '85 

Cat K $289 

929 

PLAYMASTER FM/AM 
STEREO TUNER 
The new Playmaster FM/AM stereo tuner will out perform 
anything presently available on the market, regardless of puce. 
As well as including a FM tuner section which is every bit as good 
as any other synthesised design, it is also the only unit featuring a 

genuine wldeband, low distortion AM stereo tuner. Naturally, it 
has a digital readout, 12 station memory, automatic seek and an 
optional Infrared remote control. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

AM TUNER 
Turning range: 522 to 1611kHz 
Frequency Response: -3dB at 5.5kHz 
Harmonic Distortion: Mono; 0.4% at 30% modulation 

Stereo; .1% at 30% modulation 
Audio Output: 450mV RMS into 4.7 ohm load at 100% modulation 
Stereo Separation: Typically 30dB 
AGC Range: 40dB for a 6dB change in audio output 
Signal to Noise Ratio: 70dB with respsect to full output for signal 

levels of 9 and 10 on bar graph display; better than 60dB with 
respect to lull output for signal levels greater than 6 

Usable Sensitivity: 350uV at -6dB audio level 

FM TUNER 
Tuning Range: 87.9 to 107.9 MHz 
Frequency Response: -1dB at 20Hz, -0.5dB at 15kHz 
Harmonic Distortion: Mono; 0.15% (100Hz); 0.15% (1kHz); 

0.2% (6kHz) 
Stereo; 0.4% (100Hz);0.4% (1kHz); 
0.4% (6kHz) 

Audio Output: 450mV RMS into 4.7 ohm load at 100% modulation 
Stereo Separation: 34dB (50Hz); 34dB (1kHz); 36dB (10kHz) 
Subcarrier Product Rejection: 48dB 
19kHz Rejection: 62dB 
(EA Dec. '85 Jan -Feb '86 85íu 12) 

Cat. K86020 $499 

FAST NICAD CHARGER 
This project is specifically designed 
for modellers and photographers 
who make heavy demands on Nicad 
bertenes pile routinely. Thetas 
nothing more frustrating than having 
your remote control model run out of 
juice ash runsilies out 01 sight, or 
your flash run out of flash at an 
mappropate moment. II you use 
Nicads and need a quick charge 
then this project is a must for you. 
(ETI 274, July'80) 
Cat. K45630 $79.95 
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MODEL ENGINE 
IGNITION SYSTEM 
Gel sure starts every time, without 
glow plug burnouts on your model 
engines 
(ETI June 83) ETI 1516 

Cat. K55160 549.50 

SOUND PRESSURE 
METER 
Noise Is one of the many pressures 
of todays often stressful lifestyle. To 
be able to cOmabl noise Ohs many 
forms, you must be able to measure 
k. This low cost Sound Pressure 
Meter will measure sound levels of 
less than 3000 to more than 120dB, 
elf, fast or slow response to the 
"A" weighting curve. 
(EA. May 81,81sp5) 
Cat. K81053 $39.50 

"4 
ELECTRIC DUMMY LOAD 
With this unit you can test poeer 
supplies at currents up to 15 Amps 
and voltage up to 60 Volts. h can 
'sink" up to 200 Watts on a static 
test and you can modulate the load 
to orm dynamic tests 
(E I Oct 801 ETI 147 
Cat. 641470 $129 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 
ETI 044 $2.95 
Ell 163 57.95 
ETI164 $2.95 
Ell 183 $6.95 
ETI 256 $2.95 
ETI268 51.95 
Ell 278 $3.95 
ETI 324 $4.95 
E11412 53.95 
Ell 449 $2.80 
Ell 453 $2.95 
Ell 455 $3.95 
ETI458 $6.95 
Ell 464 $3.95 
ETI 466 $9.95 
Ell 477 $9.95 
ETI478SA $2.95 
ETI 478SB 51.95 
ET1 478SC $1.95 
Ell 478S0 51.95 
Ell 480 $2.95 
Ell 494 $3.95 
ETI 496 .... $5.95 
Ell 499 $7.95 
ETI 581 $3.95 
Ell 666 53.95 
En 668 54.95 
ETI672 52.95 
Ell 688A $4.95 
ETI688B $2.95 
ETI 699 $8.95 
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Clones for 
sale 
Three new PC compatible computers have been released on the 
Australian market recently. Most notable, and most surprising 
has been one from Microbee Systems, much beloved by pa- 
triotic Australians as one of our few successful computer com- 
panies. Microbee is in the midst of launching its Gamma, a new 
high performance PC incompatible, which makes the decision 
to launch a PC compatible unexpected. 

The machine is been made by 
Taipei -based Mitec corporation, 
and badged here. According to 
Microbee MD, Owen Hill, the 
launch of the two computers so 

closely on each other is not coin- 
cidental. Microbee is negotiating 
a reciprocal agreement with 
Mitac, in which Microbee will 
distribute the clone here in re- 
turn for Mitac distribution of the 
Gamma in SE Asia. 

Such a move would give Mi- 
crobee unprecedented clout in 
the fiercely competitive Asian 
market. Even a small market 
share would lift the economics of 
the Australian manufacture. 

In Australia the Mitac is sure 

to create interest in its own right. 
It is boxed in a case that makes it 
look like an Apple IIc, and is 

classified as a portable, although 
it still needs mains power to run. 

It uses a 16 -bit CMOS pro- 
cessor, the 80088, along with 
256K of memory as standard, 
with 640K available on sockets 
on the main board. It uses the 
Phoenix Basic Input Output Sys- 
tem (BIOS), the most widely 
used BIOS in the world, and 
comes with a single disk drive 
built in. 

Swedish exchange maker 
Ericsson has also joined the fray 
with the Ericsson portable PC. It 
looks more like a portable than 
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the Mitac because it comes with 
an electrolúminescent screen as 

standard, but is still restricted to 
240 V supply. It features an 8088 
from Intel with 256K of RAM as 

standard, expandable directly to 
512K. A single 51/4" disk is also 
available as standard, with space 
for a second. 

The third maker to enter the 
fray, Epson, has released a ma- 
chine called the PC+, driven by 
an 8086 running at 7.16 MHz. 
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Standard is 649K RAM, as well 
as a 360K disk drive. A 1.2M 
hard disk is an option. The 
Epson also comes equipped with 
a three-way video board as 

standard, which can do colour 
graphics as well as black and 
white. 

For more information contact 
Microbee on (02)888-9866, 
Epson on (02)451-0251 or Erics- 
son on (03)301-1313. 

Radio data modem 
Manufactured by GFS Elec- 
tronic Imports of Mitcham, the 
CPU -100 Intelligent Radio Data 
Modem is designed to provide 

data communications over any 
standard voice bandwidth radio 
system. 

GFS claims a special byte- 
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control protocol was developed 
for use in the CPU -100 to enable 
data flow in both directions on 
the radio channel, whilst retain- 
ing full error correction. Known 
as BECSP (block exchange com- 
pelled sequence protocol) it 
frees the user from the restric- 
tions inherent in existing sys- 
tems. These include the high 
error rates that must be ac- 
cepted especially on high fre- 
quency long haul channels. 

An important feature of the 
SDX-PKT version of the CPU - 
100 according to GFS, is its 
ability to operate as a duplex 
data link over a single radio 
channel or two -wire line. This 
feature has been achieved by 
alternatively sending then re-' 
ceiving the data in blocks. 

Automatic transmit/receive 
changeover of the radio equip- 
ment is performed by the CPU - 
100. Radio Link baud rates of 

up to 2400 baud are possible on 
VHF/UHF circuits with 600 to 
1200 baud being realized on HF 
circuits. 

Interfacing the CPU -100 to 
the host data equipment is via a 
standard RS232 port with either 
Xon/Xoff or RTS/CTS flow con- 
trol available. Connection to the 
radio equipment goes via the 
`audio in', `audio out' and PTT 
lines. 

GFS says the SDX-PKT ver- 
sion is capable of networking up 
to 64 different terminals or sta- 
tions. These, for example, could 
be mobile or out stations within 
the network. Additionally a high 
error immunity broadcast mode 
is available as a user option on 
the SDX-PKT version. 

For further information con- 
tact GFS Electronic Imports, 17 
McKeon Rd, Mitcham, Vic 
3132. (03)873-3777. 



NEW PRODUCTS 

Spike protector 
Bowthorpe Australia has 
released a voltage transient pro- 
tector called the Bowthorpe 
Spike Protector Button for the 
protection of personal comput- 
ers, videos, hi-fi equipment, 
VDUs, telephone exchanges, 
telex machines, cash registers 
and other sensitive electronic 
equipment. It eliminates surges 
and spikes caused by lightning, 
power network switching, spot 
welders, electric motors and 
other industrial spike -producing 
equipment. 

The device can be used on a 
piggyback plug or a free position 

on a multi -gang power outlet. It 
will protect all equipment 
plugged into the outlets on the 
same branch circuit. 

It employs metal oxide tech- 
nology and will dissipate 150 
joules of electrical energy with a 
response time of 10 nanosec- 
onds. The device consumes no 
power except when the surge is 
present, operates almost instan- 
taneously and resets automati- 
cally without operation. It pro- 
tects on all modes, ie, line - 
neutral, earth -neutral, neutral - 
earth and is maintenance free. 

Hi speed LeCroy 
Oscilloscope maker, LeCroy, 
has released a pc -based version 
of its product called the wave- 
form catalyst. It's a waveform 
digitizing and transient record- 
ing oscilloscope which uses the 
display and control functions of 
the PC to achieve extremely 
high sampling rates. 

According to LeCroy, the 
waveform catalyst can sample at 
200 Msamples a second. Once 
this information has been caught 
by the digitizer it can be manipu- 

lated in computer memory to 
provide output to normal output 
devices like plotters, printers 
and so on. 

To operate, the user simply 
connects the box to the PC via a 
GPIB interface. "The catalyst 
program starts immediately and 
presents a CRO type display on 
the screen. All the normal oscil- 
loscope functions are available 
from the keyboard as single key- 
stroke operations. 

The catalyst allows the user to 

write programs for the manipu- 
lation of data in Fortran, Pascal 
or assembly language. Other 
programming packages permit 
Fourier transforms, convolu- 
tions, filtering and so on. Provi- 
sion is also made for the storing 
and subsequent display of data 
on the computer's mass storage 
devices, whether they be floppy 
or hard disks. 

The exact capability of the 
machine is determined by how it 
is optioned up. It consists of a 

mainframe which handles all the 
communications, power and so 
on, and a number of optional 
modules. For example, two dif- 
ferent amplifier/trigger modules 
are available, three memories 
and four digitizers. These may 
be inserted in a number of dif- 
ferent configurations to give a 
machine with totally different 
capacities. 

For more information, contact 
the local agents, ETP on 
(02)858-5122. 

Disk system from Webster 
Webster Computer Corpora- 
tion, the Australian minicom- 
puter manufacturer, has added a 
new dimension to its family of 
products with the announce- 
ment of a range of packaged 
disk subsystems targeted at 
PDP11 and MicroVAX 2 users 
in Australia. 

Users can now extend the ca- 
pacity of these systems from 
50 Mb up to 1000 Mb of disk 
storage. The cost is less than 
that of a new system. 

Corporate Sales Manager 
Greg Macdonald believes an- 
other attraction will be the ex- 
tremely fast access time of the 
controllers - typically 5 ms as 
against the 25 ms industry norm. 

The packaged configuration 
comes in a console cabinet 

which can either be connected 
independently to the PDP11, or 
has plenty of room inside to 
rack -mount the MicroVAX 2. 

The subsystems will use the 
new Webster ESDI (enhanced 
small device interface), and 
SMD (storage module drive) 
disk controllers released late last 
year. 

Drive supplier for the SMD 
subsystems (formatted capaci- 
ties 150 Mb, 300 Mb, 400 Mb 
and 600 Mb) will be Fujitsu 
Australia. Fujitsu supported 
Webster's R&D department in 
the development of its controller 
and supplied Webster engineers 
with both the SMD and ESDI 
drives around which the new 
boards were designed. 

According to Macdonald, 

Fujitsu is the acknowledged 
world leader in SMD Winches- 
ter disk drives, and these, when 
coupled with a controller, will 
dramatically increase the stor- 
age capacity of a MicroVAX 2's 
maximum 71 Mb. 

He sáys that there is a vast 
market of MicroVAX 2 and 
PDP11 users, all hungry for a 
faster, larger capacity disk 
which, until the Webster/Fujitsu 
`marriage', had not been avail- 
able. 

While Webster will offer the 
subsystem only in Australia, 
Macdonald said that other syst- 
tem builders throughout the 
world were excited at the pros- 
pect of combining the Webster 
controller and Fujitsu drives in 
similar configured packages to 

customers wishing to upgrade. 
The unique feature of the con- 

troller which enables it to out 
speed all competitors in access 
time is the incorporation of one 
Mb of cache memory into the 
board (both SMD and ESDI 
controllers have this feature). 

Webster has already about 10 
orders for SMD subsystems. 
Pricing starts at $14,342 
(168 Mb), and $29,420 for the 
690 Mb. 

Pricing for the ESDI subsys- 
tems is $11,985 (171 Mb), and 
$19,905 (380 Mb). Fujitsu will 
be one of several manufacturers 
to supply drives for the systems 
which will be aimed at upgrades 
complementing systems with al- 
ready existing 51/4" ST506 disk 
drives. 
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60 Mbyte back-up 
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A device called the Megafile 
Q60 has been designed by 
Daneva Australia to overcome 
the necessity of providing an in- 
dividual tape drive for each hard 
disk equipped IBM-PC, XT or 
AT workstation. 

The Megafile Q6Q stores up to 
60 Mbyte on a 1/4 -inch tape car 
tridge. 

Connection to the workstation 
is made via a cable plugged into 
a controller board mounted in 
the computer. 

The 060 may also find use 
where there is no room inside 
the PC for additional drive hard- 

ware. By using it to back up the 
popular Western Digital File - 
card (hard disks on a card) cur- 
rent PC installations can be fully 
upgraded without throwing 
away existing drives or carrying 
out physical alterations to the 
workstation. 

Megafile 060 is supported by 
its own internal power supply to 
reduce the impact of power sup- 
ply overheads in the host com- 
puter. 

For more information contact 
Daneva Australia, 47 Falcon St, 
Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 

Sound level meter 
Bruel & Kjaer's new precision 
sound level meter Type 2235 is 

designed for general purpose 
measurements and a wide range 
of applications including build- 
ing acoustics, audiometer cali- 
bration and frequency analyses. 
It measures sound pressure 
levels from 24 dB up to 130 dB, 
a range which can be extended 
to 150 dB with the addition of 
the 20 dB attenuator Type 
ZF0020. 

The Type 2235 can measure 
the maximum or instantaneous 
sound pressure level with auto- 
matic (1 s) or manual reset in ac- 
cordance with IEC and Japanese 
standards. Measurements can be 
made with rms or peak detector 
modes, with slow, fast or im- 
pulse time weightitig, and with 
A, C or lin frequency weighting. 
Measurements are displayed 
with 0.1 dB resolution on a digi- 
tal display which also indicates 
overload conditions (in which 
case the measurement is sup- 
pressed) and depleted batteries. 

Alternating current and direct 
current outputs are provided for 
chart or tape recordings and 
audio monitoring of measure- 
ments. The linear free -field fre- 
quency response of a micro- 
phone can be corrected to give 
linear diffuse -field measure- 
ments in accordance with IEC or 
ANSI standards. The polariza- 
tion voltage can be set to 0 V or 
200 V to suit a wide range of mi- 
crophones, allowing the Type 
2235 to be 'used in a variety of 
applications. 
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Filter sets Type 1624 and 1625 
can be added to the Type 2235, 
providing 1/3 -octave or 1/1 -oc- 
tave frequency analysis of sound 
pressure levels. Using one of the 
filter sets and a Type 4144 pres- 
sure microphone, the Type 2235 
is a handy instrument for audi- 
ometer calibration. 

For more information, contact 
B&K on (03)370-7666. 

RS232C transmitter and receiver with single +5 V 
Maxim Integrated Products has 
introduced a device that meets 
EIA RS232C specifications 
while operating from a single 
+5 V supply. 

The MAX232 consists of two 
transmitters, two receivers, two 
on -board voltage converters and 
+5 V to +10 V, and +10 V to 
-10 V charge pump voltage 
converters. The device is de- 
signed to replace the ±12 V 
power supplies and two inter- 
face ICs commonly used in 
RS232C communication links. 

The MAX232 simplifies system 
design through onboard genera- 
tion of the additional power sup- 
plies required to meet the 
RS232C specification for output 
voltage swing. The result is a sig- 
nificant saving in board space 
and system cost. 

The ±10 V charge pump volt- 
age converters use four external 
electrolytic capacitors, and the 
converters' chopping frequency 
is internally set to 16 kHz.- The 
dual transmitters are CMOS in- 
verters that are powered by the 

±10 V internally generated sup- 
plies. The transmitter inputs are 
TM and CMOS compatible, 
with the logic threshold set at 
1.3 V for a +5 Vcc. 

The slew rate of the MAX232 
outputs is limited to less than 30 
volts per microsecond. The pow- 
ered down output impedance is 
a minimum of 300 ohms with the 
Vcc at zero volts and ±2 V ap- 
plied to the outputs. The out- 
puts are fully protected for con- 
tinuous short circuits to ground. 

The MAX232 is available in a 

16 -pin plastic, 16 -pin CERDIP 
and 16 -pin wide surface mount 
(SO) packages. The device is 
available in commercial tem- 
perature range (0°C to +70°C), 
extended industrial temperature 
range (-40°C to +85°C) and 
military temperature range 
(-55°C to +125°C). 

For further information con- 
tact R&D Electronics, 4 Florence 
St, Burwood, Vic, 3125. (03)288- 
8911. 
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Skyswitch can be your privately owned voice and data 
network that gives you high quality transmission and reliability, 

and is plug -compatible with your installed telephone equipment. 
Skyswitch is a self-contained communications systems that uses 

the latest satellite technology, previously available only on 
large expensive networks. 

The major advantages of Skyswitch over conventional 
satellite systems is its ability to provide the same level 

of service with 30 to 40 percent fewer channels. 

Skyswitch offers an economical easily installable integrated 
voice and data communications system. It has modular design, 
which gives you easy network reconfiguration and expansion 

capability and the same time, lowers your incremental 
installation costs and reduces your financial risk. 
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Specialists suppliers and contractors to the communications industry. 

6 Alexandra Parade, Fitzroy, 
Melbourne, Vic. 3065 

P.O. Box 188, Clifton Hill, Vic. 3068 
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Telex: MACDOW AA30187 
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20 Smallwood Street, 
Underwood, Old. 4119 
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Fax: (679)31 5981 
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BRIEFS 

Emona catalogue 
Emona Instruments has its new 48 -page catalogue available., 
Emona distributes Kikisui CROs as well as a range of other 
test and measuring instruments. 

ore SMDs 
Siemens has reconfigured the S 042P, a symmetrical mixer 
with bandwidth of 200 MHz into surface -mount packaging. 
The device is now called the TBB 042 G. 

Multifunction calculator 
Datron Instrument has released its model 4700 autocal multi- 
function calibrator through the Dindima Group. The device 
will calibrate 51/21 and 61/2 -digit DMMs to better than 10 ppm. 

Breakout box 
A new RS232/V24 communications tester has been released 
by Motivation Plus. It's called the Comtest, and includes tri- 
state monitor on all 23 signals. It breaks and redirects all 25 
lines and has a two level "open circuit voltage" test between 
DCE-DTE. Another feature is a four -level bidirectional cur- 
rent loop test for use with RS -232 contact, short haul modems 
or any other current loop. 

High class monitors 
Alfatron has become the agent for British based Compuser 
Ltd which has produced a range of high resolution monitors 
with 12, 14 or 16 -inch screens. Interfaces include TTL, RGB, 
and analogue. 

Tek spec 
Tektronix has released the 495, portable 100 Hz to 1.8 GHz 
spectrum analyser. It can download measurement programs 
into non-volatile on -board memory to provide measurement 
sequences on the move. 

All in one 
Alfatron has released a universal programmer for 
EPROM/PROM/PAL and single chip micros. On board 
memory is 64K, and the unit comes equipped with a two-line, 
24 -character screen for stand-alone operation. 

Fibre-vue 
US company OFTI has released an optical fibre inspection 
tool through IFS called the Fibre-vue. It provides a means of 
inspecting the fibre with vertical or back illumination, or a 
combination of both. 

MD110 mod 
Ericsson, the Swedish phone giant, has released news of 
modifications to the MD110 PABX. The package is called 
PCMAS, and allows users to change the configuration of their 
network using an IBM-PC. 

Video speed sample and hold 
Elmeasco is distributing the SHM-40 which features 40 ns ac- 
quisition time, and 40 MHz bandwidth sample and hold. It 
contains input buffer, analogue switch, hold cap and two out- 
put amps. 

B&W cabinet technology 
New Matrix speakers from the British speaker maker are 
claimed to give superior results due to a honeycomb structure 
which provides an extremely rigid cross section of the box. 
According to the makers, high mass attenuates high frequen- 
cies, high damping eliminates midrange resonance and high 
panel stiffness gives accurate bass transients. 

Signal processing 
Hewlett-Packard has announced 
the 3565S Signal Processing Sys- 
tem, an integrated, multi -chan- 
nel system for signal characteri- 
sation and stimulus -response 
testing in the time, frequency 
and amplitude domains from dc 
to 51.2 kHz. 

A complete system is com- 
prised of HP -VISTA Signal Pro- 
cessing Software, configurable 
measurement hardware, and an 
HP 9000 Series 300 technical 
computer workstation. The HP 
3565S can monitor and measure 
as many as 61 signals simulta- 
neously. 

The system is well -suited for 
applications involving signal 
characterization, waveform 
analysis, and device testing. Ad- 
vanced multiple -input, multiple - 
output (MIMO) frequency re- 
sponse measurements allow all 
paths through multiple -input 
systems to be measured simulta- 
neously. One-time events may 
be viewed and analyzed on-line 
or stored directly to an external 
disk drive for off-line analysis in 
the time and frequency do- 
mains. 

HP VISTA (virtual instru- 
ment software for testing and 
analysis) is the software link be- 
tween the HP 9000 computer 

and the measurement hardware. 
It provides a user interface for 
performing signal acquisition, 
measurements, analysis and 
documentation. 

HP 3565S measurement hard- 
ware is modular and expand- 
able. A basic system is com- 
prised of one mainframe, an in- 
terface and processing module, 
input modules, and a signal 
source. Each mainframe accepts 
up to eight plug-in modules; 
eight mainframes can be inter- 
connected to provide up to 64 
module slots. 

The system software runs on 
the HP 9000 Series 300 technical 
computer under the HP-UX op- 
erating system. These modular 
workstations offer expandable 
memory and input/output, a 16 - 
or 32 -bit processor (68010 or 
68020), mouse or keyboard 
input, colour or monochrome 
monitors, and a broad array of 
HP peripherals. The HP-UX 5.1 
operating system allows a user 
to simultaneously perform 
measurements, plot results, 
write reports, and receive elec- 
tronic mail from a local area net- 
work. 

For more information contact 
HP on (02)888-4444. 

Video display 
A patented new technology for a 
cathode ray tube with a perfectly 
flat, virtually reflection -free 
faceplate has been developed by 
Zenith Electronics Corporation. 

At the Society for Information 
Display's annual symposium 
held in May, Zenith scientists 
revealed design details of the 
new ultra -high resolution `flat 
tension mask' (FTM) tube. It 
can offer up to 80% higher 
brightness or up to a 70% in- 
creased contrast ratio when 
compared with conventional dis- 
plays, and virtually eliminates 
'doming' discolouration. 

Both the new FTM tube and 
conventional colour CRTs use a 
shadow mask. This thin metal 
sheet with hundreds of thou- 
sands of perforations helps di- 

rect beams from the tube's elec- 
tron gun to the screen, where 
they excite red, blue and green 
phosphors, creating the video 
image. 

In a conventional CRT, a 
curved shadow mask is sup- 
ported by a frame and sus- 
pended by springs inside a tube. 
As the electron beam strikes the 
mask, it heats up and moves. 

In an FTM, the shadow mask 
is stretched flat and held under 
tension directly behind the 
tube's flat glass faceplate. The 
mask does not move at all under 
most display conditions, even at 
much higher brightness levels 
'that cause discoloured images in 
conventional tubes. 

For more information contact 
Anitech on (02)648-1711. 
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Fluke 37 
John Fluke Inc has announced 
the introduction of a new multi - 
meter. The new Fluke 37 fea- 
tures the combined analogue/ 
digital display pioneered in the 
Fluke 70 Series, and the ac- 
curacy and input overload pro- 
tection found in the Fluke 20 
Series. The unit is backed by a 
two year warranty. 

The front panel features a 15 

degree slope for optimum vis- 
ibility and switch access. A large 
storage compartment built into 
the rear half of the case allows 
the user to store test leads and 
small accessories inside the 
meter. A built-in carrying han- 
dle (moulded into the case) of- 
fers portability when needed. 

Fluke advertises 0.1% basic 
dc accuracy and wide bandwidth 
ac response for the Fluke 37. It 
also claims that internal design 
and construction techniques 
provide exceptional shielding 
against electro -magnetic inter- 
ference. 

The Fluke 37 features a 
`touch -hold' feature which 
freezes- the display, both min - 
max and relative recording 
modes, autoranging with 
manual range selection, and an 
easy -to -hear continuity/diode 
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test beeper. The Fluke 37 oper- 
ates from an internal 9 V battery 
(1000 hour typical battery life), 
or from line power using an op- 
tional Fluke battery eliminator. 

The unit is designed to meet 
all requirements of UL Standard 
1244. All current ranges includ- 

ing the 10 A range are protected 
by high-energy fuses. The resist- 
ance function is overload pro- 
tected to 500 Vrms, and both ac 
and dc voltage functions are pro- 
tected to 1000 Vrms. 

For more information contact 
Elmeasco on (02)736-2888. 

Bubble -etcher for pc protos 
Designed to etch printed circuit 
prototype boards hands free, 
and with minimum usage of 

etching material, the Bubble - 
etcher is a clear acrylic tank 
which holds 500m1 of etchant, in 

a t/z" wide slot, into which bub- 
bles are driven by a small air 
pump. 

The pc board is suspended 
vertically in the etchant and the 
movement of the fluid washes 
away the dissolved copper, leav- 
ing the board etched clean in 

four or five minutes. 
The Bubble -etcher is suitable 

for all etchants, but is best used 
with ammonium persulphate as 
this clear solution allows you to 
see the etching taking place. 

The kit includes the air pump, 
hose clamps, silicon glue, and 
precut tank parts to suit boards 
up to 9" x 41/2". Larger sizes can 
be supplied. 

The bubble -etcher is priced at 
$54 plus sales tax. For a free 
catalogue contact Sesame Elec- 
tronics, PO Box 452, Prahran, 
Vic 3181. (03)527-8807. 
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LAUNCHING THE SECON 
Aussat is already planning its next generation of satellites. 
One of the most important decisions is how to get the bird up 
there. In the year 2000, there will be a lot of competition for 
satellite launch business. 

THE COST AND RISK associated with 
delivering a satellite to its required position 
in space is often equal to, if not greater 
than, the cost of the spacecraft itself. Con- 
sequently, although the launch phase is 
relatively short, it is important to be aware 
of the state-of-the-art in this rapidly devel- 
oping area of space technology. 

At this time, there is a substantial world- 
wide reorientation in the business of launch- 
ing spacecraft. This is due to a variety of 
reasons but the following appear to be 
particularly prominent: 

1. National launch system programs - 
which traditionally have been only for do- 
mestic use - are now being developed with 
greater emphasis on world-wide commercial 
application. Because of this trend, there are 
likely to be at least three more countries 
able to supply commercial launch services 
.by the year 2000 in competition with the ex- 
isting US and French 'monopolies'. 

2. The advent of the US led, but interna- 
tionally supported, space station and the 
development of orbiting transportation sys- 

tems to complement that facility opens new 
vistas for commercial satellite users. 

3. The likely development of new, multi - 
mode, propulsion systems makes a re- 
usable single stage to orbit, aerodynamic 
launch vehicle far more viable than before. 
Actual launch costs can be expected to 
plummet once these vehicles become opera- 
tional. 

Background comments 
Our primary concern is with launch sys- 

tems which are cápable of delivering a satel- 
lite of at least 700 kg to a geostationary 
earth orbit (GEO) above the equator. De- 
pending on the particular launch system, 
the intermediate stages of low Earth orbit 
(LEO) and geostationary transfer orbit 
(GTO) may also be utilised. 

. A significant amount of energy is re- 
quired to change the inclination of an orbit 
and it is therefore desirable to use a launch 
site as close as possible to the equator for a 
GEO mission. Figure 1 shows one example 
of the large change in payload, as a function 

of inclination. The latitude of the launch 
site used by some of the vehicles referred to 
in this paper is given in Table 1 for compari- 
son. 

Launch vehicles 
Classifying the likely 'evolution of launch 

vehicles by country is convenient because it 
usually corresponds to political and com- 
mercial acceptability as well as technologi- 
cal sophistication. 

The United States 
Shuttle 

As the Western World's premier launch 
system; the STS (space transportation sys- 
tem or space shuttle) had flown 23 times by 
the end of 1985 and deployed 27 spacecraft 
bound for GEO. In addition, five major 
satellites were recovered or repaired by 
crew members after failing soon after de- 
ployment. 

Despite the tragic loss of the shuttle mis- 
sion 51-L in early 1986, this record empha- 
sizes the chief asset of the shuttle in that it is 
beginning to meet the goal of being a true 
space transportation system with the flex- 
ibility and reliability of a manned system at 
a commercially acceptable price. From a 

communications satellite operator's point of 
view, the shuttle does, however, have a 
number of shortcomings. Some of these are 
summarized : 

SHUTTLE 
(USA) 

ATLAS G/ TITAN 3407 ARIANE 4 ARIANE 5 
CENTAUR (USA) (EUROPE) (EUROPE) 

(USA) 

HOTOL 
(UK) 

H-2 
(JAPAN) 

PROTON LONG MARCH 3 
(USSR) (CHINA) 
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Mechanical Systems and Launch Vehicles 
section of Aussat. This article is an edited 
version of a speech he gave to the 2nd Na- 
tional Space Engineering Symposium in 
Sydney earlier this year. 
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1. The shuttle is only capable of LEO 
missions in its current configuration. 

2. The stringent safety requirements of a 

manned vehicle frequently add complexity 
to the spacecraft requirements. 

3. Even before the Challenger disaster, 
there were many concerned expressions 
from both military and commercial users of 
the shuttle that the fleet of four orbiters plus 
recently ordered major spare parts were 
inadequate to support the launch obliga- 
tions they had undertaken for the shuttle. 
Even if funding for a replacement orbiter is 

made available, there will still be little spare 
capacity available to fulfil commercial re- 
quirements once the US Strategic Defence 
Iniative and space station programs get un- 
derway in the early 1990s. 

It seems likely that the current shuttle de- 
sign will be with us at least until the year 
2000, albeit with a series of modifications 
aimed at updating the early 1970s tech- 
nology seen throughout the vehicle and in- 
creasing the payload. 

Looking further ahead, the next genera- 
tion shuttle is undergoing conceptual defini- 
tion at this time. 

Due for introduction in the late 1990s, 
the new designs are concentrating on vehic- 
les with a capability similar to that of the 
current shuttle (ie, 30,000 kg to LEO). 
However, launch costs are expected to be 
substantially less. 

EL Vs 

Two US manufacturers of expandable 
launch vehicles (ELV:s), General Dynamics 
and Martin Marietta, have recently intro- 
duced upgraded versions of vehicles which 
have been used for many years. Both com- 
panies are confident that they will be able to 
offer competitive launch services with these 
vehicles for at least the next decade - if not 
longer. However, in both cases, their long 
term future depends on the pricing policy of 
the US Government for the shuttle. If the 
US taxpayer continues to subsidise STS mis- 
sions at the current rate, then neither vehi- 
cle is likely to be commercially viable. 

The Atlas/Centaur is a three stage ELV 
marketed by General Dynamics and has a 

history dating back to 1962. The current 
version (Atlas G/Centaur DI A) is capable 
of injecting 2360 kg into GTO. 

In spite of a recent failure, the reliability 
of the Atlas/Centaur is high with only one 
failure in the last 33 missions. 

Martin Marietta is under contract to the 
US Air Force to produce 10 of the latest 
versions of its Titan family, the 34D7. This 
is a three stage ELV with two solid rocket 
boosters as the first stage and hypogolically 
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Figure 1. Launch vehicle mass capability 
(Atlas/Centaur). 

fuelled second and third stages. The avail- 
able size inside the fairing roughly compares 
with the size of the shuttle orbiter cargo bay 
(4 m) and half its length (10 m). It .is also 
considered extremely reliable. 

Europe 
Ariane 

Beginning in 1986, the European Ariane- 
space will begin phasing in the Ariane 4 ver- 
sion of the Ariane ELV. This will be the la- 
test member of the Ariane family which has 

offered the only significant competition to 
the shuttle for commercial launch sales in 
recent years. 

The Ariane family is the first of the new 
generation of ELVs in that it has modern 
propulsion and guidance systems and owes 
little to the older ICBM -based vehicles (eg, 
Atlas and Titan). In addition, its launch site 
in French Guiana is the closest of any of its 
competitors' to the equator. This translates 
into a significant extension of the on -station 
fuel life for a typical communications satel- 
lite. 

Offered in six versions, the Ariane 4 will 
be capable of launching up to three space- 
craft with a combined mass of about 
3700 kg into GTO using a variety of first 
stage boost motors and spacecraft adaptors. 

Looking further ahead, work has recently 
started on the Ariane 5 launcher to be intro- 
duced in 1992. This is a three stage vehicle 
with a choice of two third stages. Up to 
three spacecraft with a combined mass of 
8000 kg could be launched into GTO by this 
high performance launch vehicle. 

HOTOL 
Britain was the first country to publicly 

announce its intention to proceed with ad- 
vanced design studies of a fully re -usable 
manned/unmanned satellite launch .vehicle 
called HOTOL (HOrizontal Take Off and 
Landing). Using Concorde as an aerody- 
namic basis and a new bi-mode engine 
under investigation by Rolls-Royce, 
HOTOL would deliver a 10,000 kg payload 
to LEO using essentially conventional air- 
port facilities for take off and landing. 

Because HOTOL would not require 
major capital investments in launch facili- 
ties, it would not be tied to fixed launch 
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Figure 2. Orbit nomenclature 

TABLE 1. LAUNCH SITE LATITUDE 

Site Latitude (North) Vehicles 

Kourou (French Guiana) 5° 14' Anane, HOTOL 

Xichang (China) 27° 50' CSL-X3 (Long March 3) 

Kennedy Space Centre and 
Cape Canaveral (Florida) 

28° 30' Shuttle, Atlas, Titan 

Tanegashima (Japan) 30° 23' H-2 

Tyuratam (USSR) 46° 5' Proton 
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sites. It could, therefore, be deployed to 
sites which are optimally located for the re- 
quired mission (ie, close to the equator for 
the launch of a spacecraft destined for 
GTO). 

Clearly, such a quantum leap in tech- 
nology as HOTOL represents would not 
come easily and it is to be hoped that this 
program receives the support it requires to 
achieve operational status before the year 
2000. While having much in common with 
some of the second generation shuttle con- 
cepts, HOTOL would benefit from being 
free from the military requirements and so 
be sized more for the commercial spacecraft 
market. Substantial cost, performance and 
flight availability benefits would certainly 
follow. 

Japan 
Following the successful N and H-1 

family of ELVs, Japan has announced its in- 
tention to develop the H-2 which it expects 
to introduce in 1992. Unlike the earlier ve- 
hicles, the H-2 will use no components im- 
ported from the US and so will be free from 
an existing US embargo on sales to third 
countries in competition with American 
ELV suppliers. Consequently, the Japanese 
are thought to be planning a strong interna-' 



tional sales drive when the H-2 is intro- 
duced. 

The H-2 is to be an Ariane 4 class vehicle 
with a capacity to GTO of 3800 kg or 
2000 kg to GEO. 

USSR 
Since the mid 1970s, the Russians have 

made occasional attempts to sell launches 
on the Proton ELV to Western satellite 
users. These have not been successful. It is, 
however, clear that the Soviets are keen to 
market launch services and an evolving 
political and commercial climate might well 
make this a viable propostion in the future. 

Apart from the Proton, it is thought that 
a new medium class vehicle is under devel- 
opment and both would be candidates for 
offering to the West at an extremly attrac- 
tive price. 

Proton is known to have a capability of 
2500 kg to GTO, albeit at a very high incli- 
nation due to the latitude of the Tyuratam 
launch site (46°N). No doubt much of this 
inclination could be removed by the launch 
vehicle at the expense of payload mass. 

China 
After their initial success in launching in- 

digenous communications satellites on 
modified military launch vehicles, the Chi- 

nese are developing the CSL-X3 (or Long 
March 3) ELV to launch satellites of up to 
1400 kg into GTO. This is a three stage 
vehicle in the Ariane 1 class and has had at 
least three mainly successful flights to date. 

Commercial sales are obviously being 
considered as China is reported to have ap- 
pointed a marketing company in the US to 
sell launch services on the CSL-X3 at a price 
some 20% below competing US and Euro- 
pean launch systems. There is also a long 
term plan to develop a launch complex in 
conjunction with Indonesia. This would be 
located on Indonesian territory - virtually 
on the equator - and places China in a very 
attractive position to launch medium size 
spacecraft into GTO in the 1990s. 

Money 
The current prices charged by launch 

vehicle suppliers generally bear little resem- 
blance to their real costs. Launch vehicles 
are regarded more as national research and 
development tools than commercial prod- 
ucts and, as such, are immune from conven- 
tional economics. 

However, it seems that current tech- 
nology vehicles (ie, the shuttle and ELVs) 
will need to be marketed at about 
$28,000/kg to GTO (1983 US dollars) in the 
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mid 1990s in order to be competitive. If the 
fully recoverable vehicles (ie, second gener- 
ation shuttle and HOTOL) fulfil their 
promise, the price should fall to less than 
30% of this figure upon their introduction 
into service. 

One fly in the ointment could be insur- 
ance. Following some dramatic disasters 
over the last few years, several companies 
have pulled out of the business. As a result 
launch vehicle suppliers (especially Ariane- 
space and General Dynamics) are develop- 
ing schemes to offer some insurance provi- 
sions as part of the basic launch contract. 

The pooling of risk over a fixed number 
of launches is emerging as a promising solu- 
tion to the current situation. But this is not 
the only scenario and other options are 
being pursued by virtually all major parties 
in the communications satellite industry. 

For instance, in their bid to launch In- 
marsat satellites on the Proton vehicle, the 
Russians offered a low price (50%) re- 
launch following a launch vehicle or early 
satellite failure. 

All current launch vehicle suppliers are 
examining variations of this scheme at this 
time and it seems likely that something 
along the lines of the Soviet proposal will be 
the norm by the 1990s. 

EAT OUR DU. 
Weird things howl when the sun goes down out here. 
Maybe they're coyotes. 
You can hear them right through the howl of the 250, even at flat chat. 
The ride from the highway is only l0k's as the crow flies, but it's all dirt 

and hills, holes and valleys, so you need the best thing man put breath into 
if you're going to do it fast. 

The TT250 would do it without drawing breath. 
It's the number one bike in the land. 
The 4 -stroke's got four valves, a single cylinder with chrome alloy cams 

and they've just beefed up the big ends and crank even more to cope with 
the extra grunt it puts out. 

The monocross suspension has 280mm's of travel with 20 damping 
settings so you can tune it to any road, any track, any thing.With a brute 
of a disc brake (230mm's!!). 

They developed it especially for the toughest bloody country 
in the,world. Australia. 

But what was that howling in the j ./kk, wind? Let them eat dust. 
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The world's most popular format. 

The World's Smallest and 
Lightest. VHS Camera- 
Recorder/Player. 
Weighiríg a mere 1.4 kg, JVC's Mini 
VideoMovie stands for VHS excellence 
at its lightest and most compact. 
And what with VHS rapidly 
approaching 100 million units 
all over the world - that's a 
lot of compatibility for a 
camera -recorder to have. 
Indeed, any video system 
must come with the best 
possible connections to 
qualify as truly first-rate. 
When you buy a GR-C7EA, 
you -aren't experimenting 
with untried technology. 
On the contrary: This little 
camera -recorder is the 
result of over a decade of 
refinement and perfection of 
VHS technology. 
It's the world's smallest VHS, yet 
it has features you probably don't 
associate with mini systems. Like 
one -button full -auto operation, 6:1 
power zoom, direct playback, 
one -hour recording, and HQ (High 
Quality) circuitry for cleaner, sharper 
recordings,thán ever before. 
This is VHS - át its most versatile, at its 
most portable, and at its most 
sophisticated. 
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GR-C7EA 
The Mini VHS 
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Introducing a Professional Scanning Receiver 
at an Affordable Price. 

25-1000 MHz Plus! 1 dde 
geYoapp óágóeHa 

ICOM announce a scanning receiver 
that offers professional perform- 
ance with IC -R7000 advanced tech- 
nology - 25-1000MHz coverage, multi - 
mode operation and a sophisticated 
scanning and recall system. 
IC -R7000 covers aircraft, marine, 
business, FM/AM broadcast, amateur 
radio, emergency services, 
government and television bands. 
ICOM IC -R7000 has many out- 
standing features. 

99 MEMORIES: You can store up to 
99 of your favourite frequencies 
for instant recall. Memory 
channels can be called up by 
simply pressing the memory 
channel knob or direct through 
the keyboard. 
KEYBOARD: Tuning can be quickly 
achieved by selecting precise 
frequencies directly through the 

IC -R7000 keyboard or by turning 
the main tuning knob. 

SCANNING: Instantaccess is provided 
to commonly used frequencies 
through the scanning system. The 
Auto -M switch enables signal 
frequencies to be memorized 
while the IC -R7000 is in the 
scanning mode. Frequencies that 
were in use can be recalled at the 
operators convenience. 
An optional voice synthesizer 
automatically announces the 
scanned signal frequency to ease 
problems with logging. 
MULTI MODE: Push button 
selection enables FM wide/FM 
narrow/AM /SSB upper and lower 
modes to be received. 
6 TUNING SPEEDS: 01, 1.0, 5,10,12.5 
and 25 kHz through knob selection. 

Please send me details on: 
IC -R7000 UICOM'Sfull range of communications equipment. 

Senders details: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

PHONE: (BUSINESS) (HOME) 
POST TO: ICOM, 7 DUKE STREET, WINDSOR, VICTORIA, 3181. PH: (03)5297582. 

All stated specificationsareapproximate and subject to change without notice or obligation. 
ICOM customersshould beaware of equipment not purchased at authorized ICOM Australia Agents. 
This equipment is notCovered by our partsand labour warrants/. 

ETI READER SERVICE 45 

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
CONSTRUCTION: The IC -R7000 has 
dual colour fluorescent display 
with memory channel readout 
and dimmer switch. 
Dial lock, noise blanker, combined 
S -meter and centre meter. 
Optional RC 12 infra red remote 
control operation. All the above 
professional features are pro- 
duced in a convenient, compact 
unit of size: 
Height 282mm 
Width 286mm 
Depth 276mm 

Specifications guaranteed from 
251000 M H z and 12601300 MHz. 

No additional module is required 
for coverage to approximately 
2000 MHz. No coverage is available 
from 10001025 M Hz. 

GID 

ICOM 3353 

IC OM 
The Frequency of Ideas. 



DREGS 

ONE OF THE roles assigned to the hack in 
this office is to process all the dead trees 
that descend on our tiny warren in the form 
of `press releases'. Sorting through this lot is 

like watching the current state of US -Soviet 
relations, it can drive a man to drink. How- 
ever, even in this slough of despond there is 

the occasional glimmer of hope, humour or 
just plain bloody silliness, sufficient, in fact 
to make one want to get out of bed in the 
morning. Consider: 

Computer literati take note that you will 
rise in the esteem of your friends if you now 
begin to use the following terminology: 

cyberphile: one who loves computers; 
cyberphobe: one who hates computers; 
cyberphilliac: one who wants to do un- 
speakable things to computers. 

Current mythology has it that cyber- 
phobes turn into cyberphiles on close ac- 
quaintance, but a more intimate relation- 
ship can easily turn into cyberphilia. This 
happens regularly at 2 am after a disk crash. 

A tale of biological warfare 
and beeshit 

US President Ronald Reagan is currently 
seeking NATO assistance in basing his new 
breed of horror weapons in Europe. These 
are the so called binary weapons, a new 
name for biological warfare devices. Part of 
his strategy has been to convince European 
leaders that the Soviets have done it all be- 
fore. It has been suggested that yellow rain 
has been used in Afghanistan and South 
East Asia. 'Yellow rain' is a cocktail of tox- 
ins usually spread from aircraft. In support 
of the claim, US Government officials gave 
European agencies a vial of material 
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claimed to have been collected in Afghani- 
stan, and to be of Soviet origin. 

However, research at the British chemi- 
cal centre at Porton Downs has embar- 
rassed both British and American Govern- 
ments. According to New Scientist maga- 
zine, parts of the specimen were placed 
under an electron microscope to see what 
the particles looked like close up. Aston- 
ished researchers found they were looking 
at contaminated pollen. A little more re- 
search showed that the 'yellow rain' is in 
fact deposited by the giant South East Asian 
honeybee as it goes from flower to flower. 
In fact the yellow rain particles are nothing 
more than bee faeces. 

It is not known how the US officials could 
have made a mistake like this. 

Definitive bionics 
Moulded plastic circuit boards may soon 

wrap around the human body creating a 

new form of artificial intelligence. Ad- 
vances in circuit board fabrication tech- 
nology will lead to the possibility of design- 
ing custom made intelligence enhancers that 
will wrap themselves around parts of the 
human body in a new form of symbiosis. In 
fact, eventually, as these computer systems 
become more and more intelligent, the 
human body itself may be viewed as para- 
sitic by the new life form moulded in the 
image of ourselves. 

This is but one of the startling conclusions 
of a report published by International Re- 
source Development, an American market 
research firm. 

Advances in the fabrication of circuit 
boards have enabled manufacturers to 
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create flexible boards, some of them made 
by moulded plastic injection. These ad- 
vances have extended the realm of electron- 
ics to include shapes previously thought im- 
possible. 

Systems that can wrap around or into 
human skin itself are becoming technically 
feasible. Intelligence is already built into 
common objects, and will soon be built into 
the human body. In the meantime, these 
electronic systems will increasingly be con- 
sidered as 'high-tech clothes', rather than as 

artificial encumbrances says the report. 

Definitive disasters 
New studies of the hazards posed by as- 

teroids or comet nuclei colliding with the 
Earth, based on analyzing old craters on the 
Earth and Moon, have been announced by 
astronomers researching for NASA. 

In two papers delivered at the annual 
meeting of the American Geophysical 
Union, scientists said that a collision by a 

large asteroid could be catastrophic. The 
chances of such an event occurring in the 
next century, however, are extremely re- 
mote. They estimate that the odds of an as- 
teroid or comet nucleus one-third mile in 
diameter or larger hitting the Earth in the 
next 100 years are only 1 in 1000. 

A scenario of greater concern, they said, 
would be a far more probable encounter 
with a smaller object, a large meteoroid. 
Objects of that size explode when they 
enter the atmosphere. Such an explosion 
could be mistaken by some of the world's 
less technically advanced nations for a nu- 
clear attack, prompting undesirable politi- 
cal consequences. 
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TRANSFORMERS: General 
purpose, specific application, 
P.C.B. mount, ferrite core and 
encapsulated. 
POWER SUPPLIES: Specialised 
and switch mode. 
PLUG PACK ADAPTORS: AC, DC 
and regulated outputs. 
BATTERY CHARGERS: 
Specialised Nicad, Gel Cell 
and lead acid. 
P.C.B. ASSEMBLY: Insertion and 
wave soldering Mec or 
customer components. 
WHAT ELSE? Light dimmers, 
speed controllers, electronic 
timers and component 
housing. 
DESIGN: Computer assisted 
development facilities. 
Conforming to Australian 
standards with Electricity 
Authority and Telecom 
approval. 
MANUFACTURER: Electronic 
assembly line features: 
- laser guided insertion 
- wave soldering machines 
Modern Press Shop: 
- computer controlled turret 

press and guillotines. 
Local and Off Shore: 
- Arlec has factories in Australia 

and Hong Kong. 
40 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS: Arlec 
is the name you can trust for: 

customer satisfaction 
quality control 
after sales service 
guarantee on all work done. 
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hen mainfráme -power gets this small, 
DuPont Eléctronks will have helpéd 
get it there. 
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Du Pont technology has been helping electronic 
companies worldwide to develop smaller, more 

reliable and less costly 
products for over 

j , 20 years. 
I For example, in 1964 

Du Pont's thick film technology 
helped computer companies 
develop a new, ceramic Ir circuit which contributed 

, 
significantly to the reduced 
size and enhanced 
performance of computers. 
Today, this technology 
permits instant 

communication between the most complex 
semiconductor devices for even greater 
miniaturization. 

Du Pont's photopolymer-based dry film 
technology enabled easier production of high -density, 
high -reliability printed wiring boards. More recently, 

Model 01 computer is an artist's conception. 

this technology led to improved solder masking which 
also increased circuit density and reliability. 

The interconnection of 
smaller and smaller 
circuits is aided by 
Du Pont's connector 
technology. One result of 
this technology is the "''''""":.' 

. 

modular jack which links 
keyboards and personal 
computers to data 
transmission networks. 

Du Pont's significant 
contributions often result 
from developmental 
"partnerships" in which 
customers draw on Du Pont's unmatched resources to 
solve problems faster and move into production 
quickly and reliably. 

Whether you need materials or components for 
today's products or scientific resources to help create 
tomorrow's, DU PONT can help. 

-- I 

Write to: Phone: 

Du Pont Electronics 
22-25 Paul Street North 
North Ryde NSW 2113 

ADMIN./OUP 278 

887 1333 In Sydney, or 
from elsewhere In Australia 
(008) 22 6326 for the 
price of a local call. 
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